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Page 11, Equation 2-2, denominator should read

s (s 2 + sa+rc -S /,at

MV

Page 22, Equation 2-15, Bhould read

(i)
*xG M T

where A1i -=
mi I".

Page 98, Equation 4-29, shouid read

-- XCG - XT ) Ki (etc.)

where

(i) (i)
a'xG O3  xT

AI = i ( XCG _XT !

Page 101, Equation 4-35, the following may ne added:

F~a_

also - -

2 T +Fa
S+ MV..

Page A- 14, list of symbols should read

-77, wave height for first sloshing mode ; 0.84 a rp (max)

Page B-39, Equation B-4, shoaid read

-X× Cs
Q : = /2- PS PR -PLsgn X. I s gut Ps PR-PR s XL

Equation B-6, should read

-iv -K ( K c 3F) K0 a
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Page B-40, Equation B-9, shoula read

Qv = -i Kv ..... etc

Equation B1-10, should read

-Ka F -8 Ks P,3

a -- K (bc-8 ) etc.

Pageý B-43, equation immediately preceding paragraph B4-2-8 should read:

4 C B
GNL = Cv +-

Page B-46, Equation B-27, the second parenthesis of the numerator should read:
2

TF s + K. s -4- K )

Also the definition of K2 should read

rF Kc ARKs A2 +

VT A K K'

Page C-17, Figure C-5, should be drawn
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared under Air Force Contract Nn. AF33(616)-7037 by the Convair (Astronautics) Divisiou
of General Dynamics Corporation, San Diego, California. The contract was initiated under Project No. 8219,
Task No. 82158 and was administered under the Dir3ction of the Flight Control Laboratory, Aerospace Mechanics
Branch with Mr. H. M. Davis and Lt. R. L. Swaim acting successively as project engineer.

The project was carried out by the Dynamics Group of the Convair (Astronautics) Division of General Dynamics
Corporation, with the major portion of the study conducted by Mr. David R. Lukens, project leader, Dr. A. F.
Schmitt, supervisor, and Mr. George T. Broucek. Convair-Astronautics personnel assisting in the study were:
Mr. J. W. Evans, Mr. F. I. Backus, and Mr. R. G. Norell.
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes sufficient information to enable a practicing engineer to understand and analyze the
phenomena associated with a floxiblo-booster-and-autopilot ,malysis. Simplifications and approximations are
given for all phases of synthesis and analysis, and the limitations of the simplified eolutions are discussed in
detail.

The development of methods for synthesis and analysis of flexible boosters is presented in several stagcs--from
simple linear techniques useful for predesign or preliminary design analysis, up to the complex forms requiring
computer solutions, which may be used to vcify the adequacy of the final flexlblc-booster-and-autopilot config-
uration.

The methods of eynthesis and analysis are presented with three major limitations: 1) A linear airframe is as-
sumed, 2) The aerodynamic surfaces (wings) arc assumed to be small and relatively rigid, and 3) The aero-
dynamics are represented by a simpl, qtasi-steady model. These limitations will not restrict the usefulness of
the results for most classes of flexible toosters.

The results of the work indicate that accurate solutions for most nonwinged flexible boosters can be achieved by
simple root-locus techniques Involving Linearlzed equations. The cases where more advanced techniques are
necesntary, and the equations and methods for a more comprehensive analysis are also presented.

PUBLICATION RIEViEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FORl T[lE Ct)MMAND)Ei:

C. 3. Westbrook~
Chicf, A•erospace Mechanics Branch
Flight Centreol Laboratory
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1.1 GENERAL

Booster flexibl•ity Is recognized as a problem causing adverse effects upon vehicle loading and stability because
the bending modes couple with elements of the missile control system. The effects upon loading, particularly
air-loading, may be traced to local increases in the angle of attack as a result of vehicle flexing. Such in-
creases load to additional doflections and loads. Convair-Astronautics' experience has shown that increases in
structural loading due to gusts may range from a few percent on early ICBMIs to as much as five to ten percent

on multistage space booster vehicles having a large sionderness ratio.

Elastic coupling with the control system usually arises because of modal pickup by the sensors. These elastic
modes arc duo to additional dcgreos of frccduin which appear as parallel blocks to the rigid body when thc
missile transfer function is derived. If these modes arc within the control system banIwidth, or within
several octaves of the control frequency, then accurate transfer function determination is necessary so that the
modes may be gain- and/or phaso-stabllizcd. Phase stahilizaLion has been necessary for the fundamental

bending mode on all Atlas program vehicles.

1.2 PURPOSE OF REPORT

It is the intent of this report to present the basic concepts and techniques needed by engineers to understand the
principles and techniques used in the analysis and synthesis of a large flexible booster with autopilot control.

This report presents the methods of applied mechanics, servo theory, and aerodynamics which are felt to be
most applicable to this analysis. The presentation is made in a manner so as to provide an approach to the
problem which will be based solely upon the laws of mechanics. The results presented will therefore be directly
applicable to now aerodynamic methods which improve upon the quasi-steady aerodynamics used in this report.

The type of flexible boosters considered will have no modes of operation in which flight is not basically sustained
by propulsive thrust: therefore, no wings are required on the vehicle. Small tail fins may be used to provide

stability, although the stability problems may usually be solved by thrust-vector control alone. The equations
and simplifications presented in this report will therefore assume that the external aerodynamic surfaces are
small enough and stiff enough so that their analysis does not require the use of additional degrees of freedom.

If a winged payload is affixed, it is likewise -isuuused to he sufficiently rigid that the payload's own elastic
modes need not be coupled to those of the vehicle.

The clans of vehicles analyzed are, by intent, built with a high degree of inertial and elastic symmetry. The

asymmetric configurational aspects, which do occur, result in very minor aerodynamic and Inertial coupling
effects between control planes. These effects arc so small that analysis of planar motions is permitted in
almost all instances.

In the development of transfer functloe.L the modal or normal coordinate reprcsenta.ion is used whenever possible.
Thus, it is possible to apply direct simplifications to the analysis of the rigid-body, sloshing, and elastic modes,
without having to recalculate the booster parameters or rewrite the equations of motion. The simplifications
presented make use of describing functions for significant nonlinearliics and can be used to predict system

stability and to show the existence of stable and unstable limit cycles. The role of detailed computer simulations
of the complete system of equations for final system proofing and socelal studies, is described.

The airframer of a booster may be assembled by the bolting (or other nunhomogeneous fastening) of several sec-

tions (stages) to make up the complete booster vehicle. This assembly loads to nonlinear elastic properties fur
the airframe which are not amendable to the analytical techniques presented in this report. However, during
flight the steady loads on the vehicle (longitudinal thrust and air loads) are usually sufficient to preload the
structure and to hold it in a linear range for small elastic oscillations such as would be encountered in a stable
configuration. The methods presented in this report are therefore limited to a linear, or linearized, airframe
and will be adequate for most classes of flexible boosters.

Manuscript. released by the authors (April 1961) for publication as WADI) Technical Report.
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1.3 MATERIAL COVERED

Sections 2 and 3 contain the background material for using the methods of analysis and simplification, as well as

a comprehensive derivation of the equations of motion used. The equations and analytical techniques cover the

booster airframe plus related elastic motion, propellant sloshing forces and moments, and the autopilot and

control system. Sections 4 and 5 contain methods of approximation and simplifications of the flexible booster

and autopilot, and a comparison of these simplifications with the complete analysis. Section 6 gives compari-

sons of analytic results with flight and captive test data.

The appentices give related data not directly involved in the simplification and analysis of the flexible booster

but nevertheless necessary for the analysis of flexible booster and autopilot coupling. Appendix A gives the

preparation of the basic data n•v-,.-'iry to describe the airfrtLmo, the mass and related inertial, propellant slosh-

ing, the elastic properties (modes), and the aerodynamic coefficients. Appendix B describes the missile auto-

pilot and control subsystoms. Appendix C discussus sevural miscellaneous related topics, i.e,. spin-stabilized

vehicles and payloads, solid propellant grain motion, and the effect of mass flow and internal damping on rigid-

body and modal solutions.
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 2

Symbol Definition Units

BM bending moment ft lbs

C /a aerodynamic normal force coefficient per unit angle of attack i/red
N

El flexural rigidity at station n along the longitudinal axis lb-ft
2

F force Iho

F abrodynamic force coefficient in the pitch plane lbs/rad

I reduced moment of inertia in pitch (see Appendix Al-5) slub ft
2

KA position gyro gain factor rad 6/rad 0

K hydraulic actuator gain factor (rad/see) 6/rad 6
c c

K spring constant for Pth propellant sloshing mass lbs/it

"KR rate gyro gain factor rad 6 c/(rad/sec) o

"K a -loop feedback gain factor rad 6 /rad aax c

A aerodynamic moment arm fta

I rocket engine moment arm ftc

I moment arm of sloshing mass (pendulum) ftP

L sloshing ahalogy pendulum length ft

generalized mass for the ith mode slugs

M moment (also, vehicle mass) lb-ft (slugs)

M discrete (lumped) mass at station I slugs

q aerodynamic pressure (q ý pV2/2) lbs/ft2

q generalized displacement of the ith mode ft

r radius of gyration (Equation 2-9) ft

s Laplace operator (s - a + jw) 1/see

S vehicle reference area ft
2

time see

T control engine thrust lbs
c

7
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 2 (Continued)

Symbol Definition Units

TL load torque ft-lbs

V vehicle velocity ft/sec

x,y,z x ehicle coordinates 'oferoncod from center of gravity ft

"X G center of gravity position along longitudinal axis ft

"X center of pressure position along longitudinal axis ft

"X location of pendulum attach point on longitudinal axis ftp

Y lateral displacement of Ith sloshing mass (spring mass analogy) ft Sacceleration 

along the Z axis ft/sec
2

a angle of attack in pitch plane rad

a anglo of attack due to a gust radgust

a vehicle acceleration along its longitudinal axis ft/sec
2

T

(3 angle of attack in yaw plane rad

I/ flight path angle rad

r1 propellant pendulum angle (pendulum analogy) rad

6 rocket engine gimbal angle rad

Sdamping ratio N. D.*

O vehicle pitching angle rad

Saerodynamic effectiveness parameter defined in Equation 2-2 I/see
2

116 control engine effectiveness parameter defined in Equation 2-2 l/sec
2

0 standard deviation as used in probability N.D.

(i) normalized slope of the ith mode at station n along the longitudinal axis rad/ft
xn

(n normalized deflection of the 1th mode at station n along the longitudinal axis ft/ft

w natural frequency 1/soc

e', wen frequencies of engine hydraulic actuator transfer functions I/sec

Note: Throughout this report no distinction is made in notation between a real time function and a
transformed function of the complex frequency, s = a + jw. The differential equations are given
as time functions, but the equations otherwise are generally written as transformed equationb, as
is always evident by the prusence of the variable s.

*Non-dimensional

8
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2.1 BASIC CONCEPTS*

In the normal evolution of a large fluxible-booster design, a considerable number of feasibility studies are under-

taken in the preliminary design plase to determine the payload capability and mode of operation of the booster
for different missions. These studios may be of varying degrees of sophistication in the extent to which they
consider propulsion characteristics, "g" field, aerodynamic properties, etc. Almost invariably, however,
they employ the common approximation of studying the motion of a point-mass under the previously mentioned
forces, assuming that the booster can be steered perfectly to produce flight along the desired trajectories.

These studies are sufficient to define quite closely the nominal trajectory and flight characteristics of the Sys-
tem. After the preliminary studies have outlined the capabilities of a properly controlled and guided vehicle,
it becomes the task of the guidance and control system to realize those capabilities.

The overall task of system analysis is of such complexity thlt many tools of analysis have to be applied in order
to obtain satisfactory solutions to the problems. Thus, both manual astd complex computer studics are employed
at various stages. One recognizes that during early phases of flxible-missile-and-autopllot analysis there
exists an economic and logical reiuirement to reduce the use of computers. For the early phase of the investi-
gations the overall problem must be simplified in order to enophasize the main parameters and their inter-
relation for the system under study. To attempt to study all phases of this analysis through the use of computers

would not only be too costly but would also limit the inventiveness and creativity of the engineer for formulating
novel concepts. After the main parameters and distinguishing features of the problem have been roughed out,
the complete system should be progressively analyzed with computer techniques throup, an iterative procedure
of synthesis and analysis.

In the determination of approximate transfer functions of :i e.trge flexible missile, it is assumed that what is
sought is the simplest transfer function which will adequately describe the system under study in the realm of
signal frequency aud amplitude. It is also desired that the approximate transfer function may be obtained with
a minimum of effort on the part of the person studying the systcm. To determine which type of transfer function
will be best suited for approximate studies, it is necessary to look at both the analytic models and the mathe-
matical methods available for their analyses. In the following discussion, it Is assumed that the reader is
familiar with thle basic theory and techniques in the solution of feedback control problems. The tools used il
the majority of the analyses will be those employing system transfer functions of the complex frequency,
s -- u + jw. The root-locus method of analyzing the closed-loop r esponse, based upon the open loop transfer
function, will be used for most graphic presentations.

In this section a briof survey of the booster control system synthesis and analysis process is given to provide

a background against which the usefulness and appropriateness of the transfer functions, and their simplification
given in succeeding chapters, may be judged.

2.2 STABILITY "rECHlNIQUE'S

To enable guidance of a vehicle, it must be possible to control its attitude. The lproblem of attitude control will
also determine, in part, the loads imposed upon the vehicle by its environment. The control problems may be
considered as uncoupled( from the guidance problems for many of the large flexible boosters. It is felt that
this assumption is justified for the class of vehicles to which this siudly is aplieable, as the control and elastic
oscillations have periods that are several orders of moagmitedtI ,horter than those of the guidance modes. If the
guidance and control systems l'ire coupled (for hardware, enurgy management, or other considerations), then
the problem cannot be simplified to the exl.c!,.t of an uneounpld system. The equations and techniques presented
are correct, however, and fully applicable to these systems, even tihough all of the simplifications recommended

may not be usable.

The major parameters and mode of operation of ilhe boosLet must be understood before an attitude control system
can he studied. The following paragraphs sumomarize these factors.

The booster vehicle's mission is to lift the upper stages aund payload through the earth's atmosphere, imparting
to them a desired velocity vector. To accomplis'm this !-":fission in all efficient imaanner, a mode of (peration is
devised which capitalliZes On the presence of larg,! ,mrOmlUlsive forces and onl very low maneuver requiremnaets.
In addition, the flight plan is tailored so as to mininmaize aerodyn:i•mic loading amAd thus permit a low structural

*References I and Z have been drawn up in prepmimration of subsections 2. 1 through 2. .1.
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weight in both booster and uppor stages. Thovehicle is launched vertically to minimize launcher requirements and to
permit the vehicle to complete its initial rise without placing large-lateral -stabil izing-load requirements on the con-
trol system. Shortly after lift-off, the vehicle is turned (pitches over) frumn a vertical flight path to a zero-lift
(zero-angle-of-attack) flight trajectory. Using this flight plan, the vehicle assumes an inteitional angle of attack
at low dynamic pressures during the brief transitional pitch-over. Thereafter, an attempt is made to fly a
trajectory in which the turning rate is equal to the flight-path turn rate so as to obtain a zero angle of attack.
Obviously, atmospheric inputs of winds (steady profiles and gusts) will produce some unintended loadings which
the control system must cope with. However, intentional vehicle maneuvering is kept at an absolute minimum.

Special flight operations, such as staging, ý!ui impose severe control problems if conducted at high dynamic
pressures. Those operations arc, therefore, generally deferred until the vehicle has left the atmosphere or, at

least, the region of high dynamic pressure. The control problems posed by such an operation concern the
stability of rigid-body motions; a specialized and complex kinomatic-dynamic-autopilot simulation is required
for system analysis. l.astic mode coupling problems are not considered in such a situation, due to the fact

that complex transient conditions pertain at these times, while the vehicle configuration is being varied and
control gains and forces (propulsive and hydraulic) are changing rapidly.

2.2.1 Equations and System Block Diagrams.* For purposes of the primary study of the vehicle and control
system, it is satisfactory to consider the vehicle as being rigid. This assumption simplifies visualization of
the effect of basic vehicle and control parameters. Such an assumption implies that the control frequencies will
be kept sufficiently low so that their separation from frequencies of other major degrees of freedom (propellant
sloshing and elastic modes) is reasonably great.

Only planar motion of the vehicle will be assumed In the present discussion, the equations of motion and the
vehicle's control systom being treated as uncoupled, insofar as the vehicle's three axes of rotation are con-
cerned. The three-axes coupled equations are given in Section i. The class of boosier vehicles considered will
not have large wings, will be very nearly symmetrical, and will execute no rapid maneuvers. Therefore, the
coupling between control planes will le very small, and the planar motion assumption should be adequate. To
fix ideas, the analysis is conducted for the vehicle's pitchli;g plane (longitudinal mode) but is also representative
of yaw plane analyses.

Figure 2-1 shows the parailloters employed. The vehicle is assumed to be aerodynamically unstable (center of
pressure aiead of center of gravity) mid to employ thrust-vector control for attitude stabilization. Perturbation
angles away from a reference trajectory are shown. This reference tialectory is the zero lift path, having a
steady-state turn rate, 0 , so adjusted as to cnwI the transverse gravitational acceleration.

0X x

CC

S00

.r V o. "

.pp

Of
gy

Figure 2 -1. Rligid VehicelControl 1Parameters

*The equations of motion derived in this svetior.:i, (r quite simple and arc only adequate to illustrate gross effects.
The reader is referred to ,svetions 1 andl~ .1 for n-iore comnprehecnsive equations.
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The equations of motion (small 6 and a angles assumed) are:

EFalong = MV =T - D - Mg sin I T

path

EF =MVI F ae - T (6 - a) - Mg cus r (2-1)
n c r;al T a c
to path

MGG =IO =T c 6 +F1 a

Here, F is the aerodynamic normal force per unit angle of attack, and D is the drag force. In writing Equa-
a

tions 2-1 certain lesser aerodynamic coefficients have been omitted, their effects being negligible.

In solving Equations 2-1 the !irst equation will be considered as uncoupled from the others, by assuming the
drag is not a function of the angle of attack. Thus, the forward velocity is unperturbed by attitude changes.
This assumption removes any consideration of a "phugoid" mode. It is justified on the basis that: 1) aero-
dynamic drag is a small force relative to the propulsive and inertial forces and, hence, its perturbations have a
negligible effect on velocity history; and 2) the system analyzed is one of accelerated motion, having no steady-
state flight condition in which a low-frequency "phugoid" mode can manifest itself.

The initial unperturbed state of the system is one involving flight along a zero-lift path, for which eo -

g cos "Y

- anda O.

Now let:

T o

19: 0 +O
6 o +

0

a :a

Substituting into the last two of Equations 2-1, one obtains:

MV(ý° +) F a -T. (6 - a) -Mgcos ()° + y)

IO =T 6 +F ofC c a a

Cancelling MV) ' -Mg cos yo, one gets:
0

MV 'ýFe a-Tc (6-a)+Mgsin yo- y

(2- la)
O =T 1 6 +F f a

cc • aa

The term Mg sin ye • 'y represents the motion of the vehicle relative to an accele'ated reference systeni (the

earth and its atmosphere). It is commonly omitted for attitude stability studies of ballistic boostcr:, fince the
etiects of the flight-path i I coupling into attitude stahility (through aerodynamic force pertuibations) are
minor. If this term is omit, .1, and if one use-s 0 - y + a, Equations 2-la may be solved to yield:

c +Fa (fec a)
TcF Fa± +•

MV MV
-

1 c-

'S(s t O C
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where A5 p T i /t is the control effectiveness parametcr, and % 9 FI •a/1 is the measure of aerodynamic

instability. These parameters have the units of (seconds)-2, and give the angular-acceleration per unit-thrust-
vector defle-tion and per unit-angle-of-attack, respectively. (For an aerodynamically stable aircraft, A is

the square of the short period mode natural frequency.)

At launch, or out of the atmosphere, when the dynainic pressure is low (Fý- 0) Equation 2-2 simplifies to:

~p6 9  (2-3)

At another extreme, when the velocity is very high (V-(D), one has:

5 2 (2-4)

6 -2

For a vehicle of the class being studied here, one finds that Equation 2-4 is a good approximation whenever the
aerodynamic instability is sufficiently great to necessitate its inclusion. The other terms of Equation 2-2 which
are omitted thereby only lead to a dipole of small residue (pole-zero grouped closely togethei , having little
influence onl this problem.

Physically, the approximation is that 0 -- a , a satisfactory assumption for a massive vehicle whose transverse
forces are low by design intent.

2.2.2 Autopilot and Control System EquaLtions. To discuss the nmethods used in a preliminary analysis of a
flexible booster :uan control system, It will be advantageous to choose at partieular control system. This assump.-
tion will not exclude other control configurations from the methods used because the discussion will be kept
general. The advantage gaiined will be that sample root-locus plots can te sketched from representative
numerical substitutions into the equations representing the examnple control system.

The control system described will be for one axis of vehicle rotation only. Figures 2-2 anti 2-3 show a block
diagram of the attitude control system. A gyro provides attitude reference, a deviation from which results in an
error signal which yields a thrust-vector ginmbaling command. It is assumed that thrust-vector positioning is
achieved by gimbaling the rocket engine thrust chambers--a popular solution. The response of the thrust-

chamber positioning serve is represented by at first order lag. Sufficient lead will have to be provided in the
control lool) to stabilize the system. The necessary lead may be pirovided by either a lead compensation network
or by insertion oft a rate gyro; the latter solution is assunmed herein.

O 0("

] OI{ • (i~~~l• • NI':\VIIK ,NGNN ISI.,

Eit E NSNEGIIV(N DYNAMICS

l'l." TIO

I.I

Figulre 2-2. lItasie lileients of the Control Systeml to be 1)isenuss•
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KA 1 sl +K..

0 F aI

Figure 2-3. Approximations Used for Preliminary Analysis

An aerodynamically stable vehicle is a,-_v. which responds to angles of attack by turning into the velocity vector so
as to reduce the angle of attack. The aerodynamically unstable vehicle can be given a degree of synthetic aero-
dynamic stability by sensing angle-of-attack variations as they develop and by commanding the engine to gimbal
so as to turn the vehicle into the velocity v,:tor, 'hus, the inner feedback loop (shown dashed) with gain, Ka,
induces such a stability,

Angle-of-attack feedback has the potential advantage of relieving aerodynamic loads on the vehicle, since it
moves the vehicle so as to reduce the angle of attack as it develops. Some of the disadvantages of this addiion.al
feedback loop lie in the increase in cin..plclty (and attendant decrease in reliability) and in the introduction of
additional higher-order degrees of freedom in the anglo-of-att.-k sensor, which can lead to further stability
problems. An additional shortcoming of the system lies in the erratic or uncertain behavior of this loop at low
dynamic pressures (near launch or outside the atmosphere), possibly necessitating some compensation by gain
changes in the outer position loop. It is assumed that a feedback is not used in the sstem under study, although
the principles discussed apply equally well to such a system.

2.2.3 Preliminary Gain Choice. It is desired at this time to make a preliminary selection of system gains so
as to provide working values for subsequent discussion. There are three gains at the designer's disposal: K .
K and KR. The characteristic equation for the .... ten. of Figures 2-2r and V-3 is!

3i 2
s V K s2 [KAKe 1 i 6 -e

t  
Kc (K AJ -MO')-o (2-5)

A brief study of this equation by usc of Routh's criteria yields two simple inviolate criteria for stahility, viz.:

K AP6 >p and 1/KR <Kc.

The first of these criteria may ble characterized as the static stability criterion; it stipulalts that the restoring
moment per unit attitude change must be greater than the upsetting moment. The second e ".terion is a dynamic
stability requirement to yield positive damping; it states that the lead from the rate gyro must be greater than
the lag from the engine servo. Within these bounds the designer may select many suitable gain combinations.
However, experience with this class of systems and vehicles requires that one look ahead and foresee problem
areas which may further restrict the choice of gains. Therefore, before proceeding with a choice of gains, it is
appropriate to detail some of these problem areas so that thly may be weighed in subsequent discussions.

a. The enginie-thrust-chamber-giiabaling time -constant, I/K c cannot he reduced indefinitely because of prac-

.ical power andI structural limita!tions. While ia siall tinie-con.itant miay ble desiralble to reduce the amount

of lead necessary in stabilizing the system, tile practical problemis associated with providing high accelera-
tions and velocities in a inassivei thrust chamber and of stabilizing the necessarily high-gain servo loop. wii'
result in a compromisedi upper limit to K,.

I'_14
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b. Vehicle response to transients, particularly gust inputs, must be considered if system loads are to be
limited to with4n the capability of a light-weight structure. The control system, without angle-of-attack
feedback, does not respond to a gust until a change in vehicle attitude has occurred. This attitude change,
in the case of the aerodynamically unstable vehicle, is always in a direction which increases the angle of
attack, the gust thereby overshooting the imposed value. The vehicle's gust response is strongly dependent
upon the sysiem's transient response. A tight system, having a rapid response with good damping, there-
fore, leads to small gust overshoots.

c. Stability of the system when higher order terms (other degrees of freedom) are included must be considered
in selecting gains, these being particularly significant in limiting the upper values of the gains. A number
of these problems will be considered below, in relation to additions to the basic system equations and modi-
fications to the root-locus plots. Briefly, some of these additions are: 1) inclusion of propellant sloshing
modes, 2) addition of vehicle body bending modes, 3) inclusion of higher order terms in the engine-thrust-
chamber-servo-loop transfer function and in the transfer functions of the reference gyros, and 4) the
insertion of additional shaping and filtering networks within the autopilot as required to stabilize these
new terms.

To select some tentative gains we can assume the roots of the characteristic equation are of the form:

(s P) (s •2Ws ) - 0 (2-6)

i.e., an oscillatory mode (a pair of complex poles) plus an exponential decay (real pole). If Equation 2-6 is
expanded and the results compared term by term with Equation 2-5, one finds:

KA = 22 + p

2K AK c K ItP5 - JA a = + 2wp (2-7)

Ke(KA,5 e -)=pw
c,( A 146 _e) w

Equations 2-7 permit a choice of the gains for a given p6 and p, provided one can rationally select p, w, and t.

To make this selection, one cal be guided by considerations from the problem areas enumerated above.
Specifically:

a. A fast, well--damped transient response is desired,

b. K should be kept reasonably low,c

c. The overall gains should be kept low so as not to excite higher modes (body bending in particular).

These requirements are conflicting, of course. However, one can begin with an observation, based upon exper-
ience, that a separation ratio of at least four to one between the rigid-body-mode and first-body-bending-mode
frequencies will relieve problem c, above. This simple rule-of-thumb will often provide a basis for the choice
of w, since the first-body-bending frequency will have been previously established by the configuration.

From a study of transients for systems with the pole configuration of Equation 2-6 (Reference 3, pp. 37-43), it
Is known that a good, well-damped transient will result from choosing • 0.3 and p = w.

The value of K which results from the above calculations should be examined from two points of view. First,
c

the value should be reasonable as it affects the thrust-chamber-servo-system requirements - a separate study
in itself. Second, K should not be bo low, inasmuch as the complete gust transient response contains a zero

e

at Kc; too low a value of K will adversely affect the gust ovcrshoot. As a general rule, if K exceeds twice the
e C

value of p, the influence of the zero on the gust transient will be slight.

The first approximation gains; chosen in the above manner should form a satisfactory basis for more elaborate
analysis. Beforo proceeding to s root locus presentation and to thr study of additional degrees of freedom, it is
important to discuss one other prime factor. The properties of this vehicle - its inertial, aerodynamic, and

14
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propulsive parameters - vary over widc ranges through the boost phase. Moreover, many of the higher order

effects to be discussed below change In relative importance as the flight progresses. Consequently, it is under-

stood that the tentative gain selection just describad, when carried out for a specific time of flight, may require

different adjustments for different flight times when analyzed further. Such a result may lead to the necessity

for programmed gain changes. It is reasonable to carry out the preliminary gain selection for conditions at the

time of maximum dynamic pressure (usually in the mid-portion of the boost phase), on the basis that theae are

mean conditions of a sort and will lead to suitable working values for studies through the entire phase. It is

quite possible that gains so chosen may prove satisfactory without time programming, thus leading to the simplest,
most reliable system.

2.2.4 Root Locus Studies: Rigid Vehicle. To permit plotting root loci, numerical data wIll be introduced at this point.

For convenience all data is expressed here nondimensionally, using the first-body bending-mode period (11w 1)
as the unit of time.

At maximum dynamic pressure, data taken from the feasibility phase studies show that the vehicle studied has:

)A6 = 0. 012w 1  and - 0.00C w1

Following a rule-of-thumb given earlier, we let the control frequency he less than one-quarter of w 1. Let

W = 0.2 W 1 and set this also equal to p. Let t ý 0.3. Equations 2-7 now yield:

K C 0.32 W,

"K = 2.65

"K = 71w1

With these data the root locus for the control system of Figurcs 2-2 and 2-3 has been drawn in Figure 2-4,

shoving the operating point for the above gains.

I
oF KAKcKRfA6 (8 + K

6E (s + Kc) - )

=, 0.082 co

7 • 0.3
KR W

Kc 0'32 w

P= 0.012 w -- 0.2

CLOSED LOOP ROOTS - 0.1

(OPERATING POINTS)
FOR K - Z. 65

K -0.3 -0.2 1 -0.1 . 0 n---- 0. 1
KR

Figure 2-4. Root locus for Syctem (.f Figurcs 2-2 anti 2-3, Using Preliminary Gains
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Considering also the problem of changing vehicle properties, we will check the operating point root locations
for the gains chosen above at conditions near launch and near the time of booster staging. At both of these times

dynamic pressure is low, so that,%' 0. Since engine thrust increases somewhat with altitude (as the back

pressure from the atmosphere decreases) and vehicle moment of Inertia decreases with flight, the control
effectiveness parameter, tt6' will vary over a modest range. For the vchicle studied:

1 (launch) 0'0068 w1  and

2
46(staging) =0,020 w1 .I

Assun~ihg all autopilot gains are kept constant, Figure 2-5 shows the root leci and operating points for the begin-
ning and end of this boost phase. Also shown (dashod) is a locus of the operating points as they vary over the
boost phase duo to changes in bo0th pand I

6w

- 0.3
BBOOSTER
STAGING

K -2.65
A

K -0.32w

7 - 0.2

It 0 MAX i

A,5 LAUNCH 0.0068w1

JA 6 SAGING 01.020 W I LAUNCHI

___ROOT LOCUS FOR P, 0 0.1

-- - L.OCUS OF OPERATI1N~l P'OINTS FOR K A 2. 65

RIGID BODY

/POLES (2)

-0;.3 -0.2 0

_K C K

Figitre 2-5. Root Lou(iCs for pý (
(Y

By Inspection of the loc i of V'igo re 2-5 it wvould he voncluded that the prelfininai~ry gains chosen wvould b~e satis -

factory for use throuighout, the bioost phaise, at least insofar ats the rigidi-iody' stability is concerned. Sucha
conrsLatit. gain autopilot ia, highly des irable front at r('l siihl i lv standplloint.

2.2.5 htoot Locus Studies: ]'ropellant Modes lncliudd One of the imiportant stabiility problems in the attitude
control of large liquid-fueled vehicles is that of the control of sloshing modesC of the internal propellants, Ali
attituile-sensi ng, control system, suct) as thai proposed here , couples; the rigidl-bod5' and] sloshing modles quite

- ~~strongly, under sonic ci rcumstancecs often ;irodic log a liverigent miode. Since the inhercnt damping ini a tank of
fluid varics inversely with iank diameinter, theseý prope0llat oodes arec onl ~'vvery light~ly damped in large vehicles.
T'hus, the energy imparted to the propellants liv the vehicle notion is but slowly dhissipatedl, andt sloshing-
control systemi modes maiy boil d iiji to iiesinit pote amjd litio' h's uinless properly treated.

Il6
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In Appendix A, Paragraph A-3, it is shown that the problem of propellant sloshing in a cylindrical tank can be

treated satisfactorily by the substitution of a mechanical analogy for the fluid. The analogy consists of a rigid

mass, plus a series of harmonic oscillators (spring masses or pendulums) - one for each fluid mode. The

mechanical system duplicates the fluid's response and the resultant forces and moments un the tank. In practical

control problems, only the first propellant mode of each tank is treated, the higher modes producing negilgible

contributions.

The usual liquid-fueled booster has a multiplicity of tanks -- two per stage. The transfer functions for such a

system are unwieldy when treated by algebraic solution. Treatment of such a system will, therefore, be

reserved for solution by machine computation, It is instructive, however, to begin with the more modest pro-

blem of a single tank in order to discover some features of the problems.

Figure 2-6 shows the basic vehicle, with the addition of a simple pendulum representing the sloshing propellants

of the first fluid mcrd. The "rigid" (non-sloshing) portion of the mechanical analogy is lumped in with the

vehicle's structure in computing an effective center of ••avity, mass, and moment of inertia. The appropriate

parameters for the sloshing analogy, as a function of tank proportions, are given in Appendix A, Paragraph A -3.

MTT I

Filpire 2-6. Sloshinie Medcl

The equations of motion become:

XM 10IT 6 - MuT r I'

Zl" MV110'1 -'IC (6- Mp Tr (1 c) (2-8)

path
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where wP
2 = UT/Lp and 01T = T-D/MtotaI is the absolute longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle, this being the

parameter affecting the tension in the pendulum rod. (M = M + Mp).
total p

In writing Equations 2-8, we have omitted the aerodynamic effects. While the influence of the aerodynamic
forces on sloshing is not necessarily small at all times of flight, it develops that the sloshing problem seldom
becomes acute until the vehicle's propellant mass has burned down considerably. By this time the dynamic
pressure will have fallen off to a point where these aerodynamic forces are small. The pendulum is sho.vn
responding to the absolute transverse acceleration at the pendulum mass station, the force summation indicated
being the summation of all real forces transverse to the missile's logitudinal axis. (Gravitational attractions
do not displace the pendulum.) Setting:

.F z = -(Tc + Mp aTV),

one sees that the first and last equations of Equations 2-8 are uncoupled from the flight-path equation (the result
of assuming no aerodynamic effects).

Hence one finds, by simple substitution, that.

+ M aT f+ 12 + P P0 A6 p M Lp p

((2-9)6 s2 2 w 2 M P[ Lpf M p IT p (IP- L

p M L 7 2
p c r

where
, 2 T pMn

P 2 ' -- (1 , M- ) and r' - I/M
p LT M

p

A comparison of Equations 2-9 and 2-3 reveals that the addition of the harmonic oscillator has introduced a pair
of pole-zero dipoles on the imaginary axis. The presence of the very small fluid damping (omitted in the equa-

tions) would shift these points slightly into the left-hand half of the s-plane. A study of root loci for the closed-
loop autopilot system may be made using this transfer function. Figure 2-7 shows a typical result fer one of
the main tanks of a booster vehicle.

jW

SLOSHING MODE

FUNDAMENTAL RIGID-
BODY MODE

RIGID BODY
POLES (2)

-K L

Figure 2-7. Typical Root 1.oc, fur Booster Vehic witli Single Tank of Sloshing Propellant
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2.2.6 Detailed Root Locus Studies: Multi-Tank Vehicle. For purposes of studying more carefully the variations
in roots of the significant modes (modes within the range of control freouencies), it is convenient to employ a
digital computer, particularly when the equations become quite numerous and strongly coupled. The digital
routine should be capable of extracting the roots directly from the equations when they are written as a set of
simultaneous differential equations in all the variables. The homogeneous equations of motion (independent var-
iables such as gust inputs set equal to zero) will usually have the matrix form:

I [As2 +[BIs +{CII Hqi =0

where the qi elements are the problem variables, and the A, B, and C matrices contain the system parameters
(constant for a given instant of flight).

It is most efficient, in terms of machine time, to extract the roots of the equation for KA = 0 and KA -D, ob-
taining thereby the open-loop poles and zeroes (respectively) and then to employ a separate digital routine using
these poles and zeroes as inputs to generate the root locus. The variety of methods which may be programmed
to accomplish these calculations is so great as to preclude any discussion here.

Figure 2-8 shows machine-generated root loci for a two-tank booster vehicle, computed at one time instant of
boost phase flight. The variables considered were the rigid-body degrees of freedom and the sloshing of pro-
pellants in the two main tanks. One tank's roots are seen to be slightly unstable for the assumed case of zero
damping.

jw

TANK I-ý 
i TN2

RIGID-BODY MODE

Figure 2-8. Root Loci for Booster Vehicle with Two Propellant Tanks

Since propellant modes can be controiied by mechanictd baffles to provide damping, it is common to defer fur-
ther study of the sloshing problem until other problem areas (such as bending stability) have been investigated.

2.2.7 Hoot L.ocus Studies: Body Bcnding Included. The problem of closed-loop stability of the flcxible mnissile
was mentioned earlier in connection with phcnomena which will establish an upper limit on the autopilot gains.
The attitude gyros sense missil, body ending modes in addition to rigid-body attitude changes, and these modal
contributions provide a gimbaling command to the thrust chambers. Since the thrust vector movement, in turn,

il.l
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excites body bending modes, a closed loop Is formned which can lead io a divergent oscillation at the bending fre-

quency, If excessive gains and incorrect phasing are employed.

Figure 2-9 shows the parameters used in a simple one-mode analysis for moderate frequencies, I e, frequlen-

cies at which thrust chamber lateral inertial torceB are small relative to the gimbaling thrust vector's trans-

verse component.

GO

G/

C Z R IEFERIENCE

ýAA

Figure 2-9. Vehicle with One Elastic Mode

The equations of motion for rigid-body attitude and the first bending imode arc:

12(i) (1) 1
180 ýTcfc (6 '- oT lii) -c TexT qi

(Si) 2 (I)WsW I

where exT and ~ Tare the normaliaced modal slope andi deflections, respectively, at the engine station (sub-

script "T"'). Tlhe mode normal coordinate is q, and ti, wi, anti 1ýI are the mode damping, frequency and

generalized masn, respectively.

B~ecause the gyro pach'age senses the total attitude at the gy ro station, the expression, 0G=0 4. a (I) hica e

written. Hiere 3 is the normalivaed modie slope (positive nose up) at thc gryo station. Schematically, the

block diagram cool.I he dirawn as in Figure 2-In.

+ ~ AUTO- '

- LOUT 0~Ii

SESERVO +i
(DCYRUS)
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If these additional relationships are incorporated, the open loop transfer function becomes:

OF . -~ '/Kit

""i - (s f K_) s

u V)! T q 0 ¢(.0 (1(T)) 2Tc

2,r wf 2+ xT c xT xT (2-11)s Tec* s~

2 2
H n-2•iwis Wl

III

A comparison between Equation 2-11 and the open-loop transfer function for Figures 2-2 and 2-3 (Ref. Figure
2-4) reveals that the addition of the mode has affected the gain as well as introduced a pole-zero doublet. One
may show that in order for such a (d!PO.le to yield a loop of stable roots, the bending mode zero should be less
than (below) the pole (see Figuirc 2-7). Thus, an inspection of the equation reveals that it is desirable to locate
the gyro on the aft portion of the vehicle, (behind the antinode) where I1 Is negative. It must be added, how-

ever, that this simple conclusion applies only to modem of moderate frequency (probably only the fundamental)
and to the simpie low-order autopilot of Figure 2- 11. A more elaborate study will he required to provide a
reasonable assurance of stable operation when higher frequency modes are considered.

Oe K 0

'OF r eqlI

(i)

4-1

Figure 2-11. Approximations Used for Preliminary Analysis of Control System
Including One Elastic Mode

2.2.8 Detailed Root Locus Studies: tligher-Order Elastic Mode Analysis. Even a planar analysis of an elastic
vehicle leads to complex equations when numerous modes of motion and system degrees of freedom are to be
accounted for. Large analog computer simulations were used for the early studies of such large boosters as
Navaho and Atlas. The use of the analog computer permitted the inclusion of many modes, aerodynamic and

propellant slosh iorces, and the nonlinear characteristics of the servo actuator. As more was learned about
the problem it became apparent that the system could be analyzed adequately in separate parts, i.e., the elastic
modes examined one mode at a time, and the rigid-body and sloshing n(xies examined independently from elastic
motion.

For the analysis of the coupling of the control system with the elastic motions, the followiung simplifications were
found to be suitable to adapt the analysis for manual tccimiques. Such analysis yields good results for pre-
liminary design and may, under certain conditions, be acceptable for determining final configuration. The
limitations upon this method are explained in later chapters.
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In the frst simplification only one elastic mode is considered at a time. This step Na permissible because the
elastic modes are orthogonal and couple only through the aerodynamic forces, rocket engine control forces
(through the autopilot), and fuel sloshing modes. The frequency separation between modes and the highly tuned
nature of each mode (low damping) make this coupling negligible (see Section 4).

In calculating the characteristics of the modes, the vehicle mass and inertial properties are computed with the
engine mass and rigid portion of the propellants included (see Appendix A). This technique provides maximum
uncoupling of the modal coordinates.

The second simplification neglects the effecta of aerodynamics. This assumption generally is satisfactory at all
times for a ballistic booster with a nonwinged payload. For analysis of a winged booster or payload, aerody-
namics will have to be included at certain times of flight. The effect of aerodynamics on stability can be es-
timated by computing the apparent frequency change of the mode brought about by the generalized aerodynamic
forcing function. If the frequency does not change more than a few percent the effects of aerodynamics are
safely ignored.

In the third simplification, a itnear rocket engine servo (as derived in Appendix B-4) is used. The technique
used to linearize the nonlinear equations Is giveO in Appendix B-4. By using gains for several engine ampli-
tudes the presence of stable and unstable limit cycles can be predicted.

For the block diagram of the control system and missile, including an elastic mode, two parallel blocks will be
used to represent the missile dynamics - one for rigid motion (0/6) and the other for elastic motion (qi/6).
This block diagram is given in Figure 2-10.

The equations which will be used to replace Equations 2-10 for vehicle dynamics are derived by addition of en-

gine chamber inertial terms. They are: IRS2 6 and MRRRs 26, respectively. Hence:

(Rigid Body):

Is
2

0 =fc Tc + (Mit2 itc, n2 6 - r( (i T + )qi (2-12)

(Bending Mode): (i) \
(2 + 2C, Wis + Wi T T. T (MRfR- R, .2] 6. (2-13)

For the engine servo one uses the equation:

(s3 +2tcln. s2 + 2 2) w6 (2-14)
",, KcwI ) c c

Combining these equations in the control system of Figure 2-10 gives the following open-ioop transfer function.
0 F KAKcKRlIW 

1 c (MR121i - I RluTf

O( II filter] [,gyro dynamicsl 82

( 3 -2 wcT ~ )( 12 T (il)

s t n 2 w Wn n c (2-15)

w2 r 2A Wi H ' i c 2

U (i)T
where A, ý I ki C
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In writing Equation 2-15 the second order terms describing the effect of rocket engine inertia on the rigid body
motion have been approximated in favor of factoring out a simple expression for the "tail-wags-dog" zero. Also,

we have used the convention 0 (1) E 1.

The so-called "tail-wags-dog" (TWD) zero appears in Equation 2-15. This zero occurs at the frequency at
which the transverse inertia forces resulting from the gimbaling of the rocket engine chamber cancel the thrust
forces resulting from the chamber's angular deflection. Thus, at frequencies below the TWD zero the thrust
forces will determine the phase of the resulting force, while the inertia forces will determine the resultant
force-vector phase at frequencies above the TWD zero. Therefore, there will be a 180-degree phase shift in
force output as the frequency crosses the override point.

In writing Equation 2-15 the rate and position gyros, if both are used, were restricted to the same location on
the missile. The equations and simplifications which can be used when this assumption is invalid are given in
Section 4.

With Equation 2-15 one may continue to use the rool-locus technique for simplified analysis. This is ;ne of the
best methods available for linear systems, giving a good visual indication of the effect of one mode and/or ele-
ment upon the other. In addition, the root-locus technique gives a direct indication of the damping of the sys-
tem. Figure 2-12 shows a representative root-locus pole-zero configuration for Equation 2-15.

\RATE GYRO POLE

4

c BENDING DIPOLE

ENGINE SERVO POLE

TWD Q 2

1

RIGID BODY
ENGINE SERVO POLE FILTER POLE POLES (2)

14 3 21 GYRO 0
ZERO

Figure 2-12. Representative Root-Locus for Pole-Zero Configurations for Equation 2-15

The effect of higher order elements such as those poles due to the rate gyro roll-off characteristics can be il-
lustrated at this point. The relatively high frequency body bending mode in Figure 2-12 would be affected by the
rate gyro poles. This effect can be shown by measuring the phase-angle contribution of these pole, fromn the
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elastic mode pole. For a low frequency mode. on the other hand, the phase contribution of the gyro poles will
be nogligibic.

As a linear approximation ts usedi to represent the nonlinear actuator, the engine servo pole configuration will
only be applicable to one engine amplitude and frequency of oscillation (see Appendlix B-A). A change in ampli-
tude would cause a shift in the position of the actuator roots. This shift would cause a gain change and angular
rotation in the locus from the clafitie polo. A typical change in locus with amplitude i8 shown in Figure 2-13.

TWD

ENGINE SERVO POLES

(3) SETS

2 X BENDING
DIPOLE

/3

2

I ~ I

ENGINE SERVO POLES
(3) SETS RIGID BODY

3 2 1POLES (2)

TF-ILTER POLE " -GYRO ZERO

Figure 2-13. Engine Serve P'oles for the Three D~ifferent Signal Amplitudesi
aind the Rtesultinig Thrmee Different Depairture Loci

The results of the locus of Figure 2-13 can be expressed in three vml'sý a constant amplitude locus (conventional
gain locus),it omnstant gain locus, or at family of gain and amplitude loci. These representatiens would appear
ats shown in Figures 2-14 through 2-16.

K = 2.00 2.

K 1. 25 KA 1.7
A 0 K A 1. 50

K -0.00$
01 L7

I -io

-0.4 0 0. 4

F igurme 2-l4. Con~stant Ampilitudie locus
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-- 28.4

6 - 1.00

6Oq 0. 500

S0. 250
28.0

K 1.50 "_

ý 6- 0. 100

6 0.075
06- 27.6

= 0.050 2

6- 0.0254

-0.4 0 0.4

Figure 2-15. Constant-Gain Locus

Although Figures 2-12 through 2-16 represent a simplification, they are very useful in analysis of the effects of

elastic motion. The roots illustrated above can be easily handled by manual techniques. One effect which has

K 2.00 6 = .00 28.4

A 6 -0.2500
K 1.50
A

S 1.4 0 0.250

K . 0 ON . 1228.

-0.4 0 0 .

Figure 2-16. Family of Constant-Gain vs. Constant-Amplitude loci

been omitted is that of the dynamics of tile displacement gyro. The relative unimportance of the displacement

gyro, its gain, an(3 its characteristics may be seen from the fact that thc 1/KR zero is practically at the origin,

and hence is almost cancelled by a pole there, ins(ofar as its appearance from the region of the bending dipole

is concerned.

Figure 2-17 illustrates the importance of the angle of departure from the bending pole in the analysis of the sta-

bility of the system. By manipelating the parameters related to the filter (position and number of poles and

zeros), one can obtain any desired angle of departure from the heinding pole. For example, the addition of a lag

filter is quite often used to phase-'ta!'': - owei fN equency modes. llowz•cr', this results in a deterioration

of the rigid-body locus, as shown in Figure 2-17.
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jw

LOW FREQUENCY MODE

RIGID BODY LOCUS

x U

jW

LOW FREQUENCY MODE

RIGID BODY LOCUS

tLAG FILTER

Figure 2-17. Deterioration of the Rigid-Beody Locus as a Resu"t
of Lag-Stabilization of Low Frequency Mode

The preceding discussion indicates that at any time the control system analyst could provide a stable control
system bending mode configuration by the addition of proper phase compensation. This approach, however, is
not always feasible hi practice. First, there will be many dipoles, erleh nne roye1 rsenting it different mode.
Thus, a simple filter which stabilizes one mode may makeo another unstable, thereby requiring a more elaborate
filter design. in addition to the multiplicity of dipoles, each dipole will mo'e in the coursc of the flight. This
would corrclpond to an increase in the frequency of the modes as the propellants are expended. The frequency
range covered by a higher mode (e.g., the third or fourth) over the course of a stage of flight might be very
great. In addition, the mode shapes change, often altering the sense (sign) of a modal slope seen at a gyro
station.

!t is therefore impractical to try to achieve a stable angle of departure for a-l poles throughout flight by filtering
only. Thus, structural damping (modal damping) must be relied upon in practical control systems to help in
gain-.iaibilizing certain modes. While for many configurations the angle of departure of closed-loop roots from
the pole might be toward the right half of the s-plane, the combination o! structural damping and control system
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attenuation will be sufficient to give a stable operating point. The general philosophy is to attempt to control the
angle of departure (phase-stabilize) the low frequency modes while depending en the structural damping and con-
trol system "roll off" to gain-stabilize the high frequency modes.

The use uf structural damping to stabilize the low frequency modes is inadvisable due to the small amount of
damping available. This damping has been found to vary from 1/4 percent critical, for a large, structurally
clean configurattion which is full of propellants, to 2 percent for conventional built-up construction when the tanks
are empty. This damping will generally be higher for the high frequency modes*. Curves illustrating the damp-
ing for several configurations of a large booster are given in Section 6.

The preceding technique gives a simple method for the preliminary analysis of flexible booster-autopllot elastic
coupling. The answers are correct under the assumptions made and give insight into phenomena which may oc-
cur when a more complete aaalysis is undertaken. The results obtained are useful for predesign studies on
autopilots for flexible booster configurations and will be ..dequate for final configuration and gains for a large
class of boosters (see Sections 4 and 5).

2.3 DETAILED COMPUTER STUDIES

Ln addition to the simple linear and describing function results, analog and digital computer solutions of the com-
plete system of equations are often used. The analog solutions may be used to give final verification of the solu-
tion of the elastic, rigid body, and slosh equations. With present ami.:og equipment one can simulate (practical-
ly) up to five elastic modes plus the slosh analogies. A block diagram of the control syst nm missile dynamics
and the elastic modes, plus the rate and position sensor dynamics for such a system of cquations is shown in
Figure 2-18. The use of an aiosle computer makes it possible to simulate more extensive nomhlinearities such
as a complete servo actuator aild intentional control nonlinearities (limits, thresholds, digital sampling-and-
hold, etc.). The computer allows all significant degrees of freedom to be included at the same time, this giving
a final verification of freedom from instabilities arising because of unexpected coupling between the various

modes and because of the nonlinearities.

"-.:trly analog studies were used to obtain elastic missile stability boundaries, which are plots of gyro location
versus maximum allowable gain for stability. Each boundary represents one particular flight time. A typical
stability boundary plot for several flight times is shown in Figure 2-19.

The elastic modes change frequency and configuration as propellants are exl)erded. on a root locus system they
have the effect of moving the bending dipole up along the jw axis. In the stability boundary obtained from the
analog this effect shows up as a change in permissible gain and a shift of tho boundary along the missile. This

shift reduces the available area in which the sensors can be placed.

The stability boundary gives an accurate representation of the gains which call be used at various tines of flight
but does not give information necessary for complete confidence in the result. This is true because small
changes in phase, such as could occur with changes in time and other parameters, may alter the angle of de-
parture from the elastic pole anti drastically change the gains allowable for stable operation. For hist'anee, f
the angle of departure from the elastic pole were parallel to the jw axis, the allowable gain could be appreciably
reduced by a rotation of this angle a few degrees towards the jw axis. Thus, even a minor interpolation or
change in operating characteristics could alter the nature of the results seriously.

The best method of synthesis and analysis uf a quasi-limmear booster control system appears to Ile through the use
of modified root-locus techniques (as described in Subsection 2.2.8) to determine the gains and filter configura-
tions. These techniques may lie elaborated to consider suspected coupling between nodes due to a small fre-
quency separation and/or significant generalized forces. Such elaboration is made by employing a greneral,
digital-root extraction routine such as described in Subsection 2.2.t; , along with as many modes of the system

as ncessary.

The degree to which such a result can lie ultili •iei without analog verificaltion is dependisiut ,)0on the' accurac-" with
which the system's nonlinearities-both unintentional and intentional -.can lie represented. t )i fruitful usage of

*• 'his observation is in contrailicti on Io the classical st ructiiral dal&pioig property istt rests upon the fact that a
portion of the damping is from coulomb frietion and propellants.

2 7
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Figure 2-19. Typical Stability Dloundary Plot for Several Flight Times

the analog might be to provide a measure of the accuracy of the digital results by running a test problem as a
standard, against which digital predictions may be gaged. In this way the necessity for mounting a full-scale

analog effort, with its attendant equipment complexity problems, may be obviated.

On the otihur hand, the use of the massive computer simulation for a final proofing of the complete missile sys-
tem does have several advantages. One advantage is that all terms which affect solution accuracy, including
strong nonlinearities, can be simulated, and the results cannot be questioned on the basis of an exeessive num-
ber of simplifying assumptions. Thus, one increases the confidence level by verifying the ecsults of other
studies. Finally, the simulation yields transient results under various inputs and provides data concerning local
histories of body loads. The determination of loads is discussed below.

2,4 TIME-VARYING STUDIES

Time-varying studies constitute the most complete simulation and analysis which can be applied to the flight of a

missile. A mathematical model which changes with time is the only comprehensive representation that can be
used for the lower frequency modes of a vehicle expending propellants and iiyving through a varying environment.
The effect of the change of parameters can then be evaluated and the differences from fixed time studies shown.

The time-varying nature of the studies gives rise to additional transfers of energy which are not present in
fixed-coefficient studies. This transfer arises from changes in longitudinal aceleratlon upon propellant slosh-
ing, aerodynamic forces, mast and inertial changes, and changes in the elastic properties. Of the preceding
items, changes in elastic properties are usually not included in the time-varying analysis. This omission is

acceptable because the time-varying solution is usually ,onducted to analyze th- rigid--body and sloshing coupling
between the pitch, yaw, and roll planes; there normally is a great Irequency spread between these modes and the

elastic modes.
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Conversely, time-varying solutions are not usually used in the analysis of elastic modes. The bending-mode
equations are of such nature that a theory for the time-varying case which can be practically implemented does
not exist. The partial differential equations of the clastic motion are too cumbersorne to bandle, and the modal
simplifications can only bo made for time-fixed configurations. The time-fixed analysis is satisfactorily ac-
curate, however, since modal periods are short and parameters vary slowly.

The design of an autopilot demands that the system be stable at all conditions of flight. Using the time-slice ap-
proach, system stability is demonstrated at selected times. There is small possibility of elastic instabilities in
a system that passes through a number of stable points in which the pararmotes vary only slightly from point to
point. Thus, by analyzing a number of points during the flight the stability betWeen these dibcrete points can be

correctly inferred.

Both single-plane and three-axis studies are used in tine-varying analyses. The single-plane analysis will al-
ways be simpler than the three-axis analysis and, therefore, should be used whenever it can give satisfactory
results. One such study area concerns the effect of the continuing increase in acceleration on propellant slosh-
tig amplitudes. This increasing acceleration has the effect of reducing slightly the amplitude at any given time.
As the acceleration is increased, the saiae energy canl be contained in an oscillation of slightly less amplitude.
In a related study, the build-up of sloshing duc to system Inputs is simulated. All expected atmospheric dis-
turbances during flight are simulated to provide the most accuratt, means of predlcting the maximum slosh
angles which are to be expected. The effect of this maximum slosh amplitude on loads and control capability can
be evaluated. The damping provided by mechanical baffles-one common method of slosh control-is a function
of the amplitude of slosh (see Appendix A-3). The effect of this nonlinear damping on fluid slosh history during
flight can be analyzed only by a time-varying so'ution.

The effect of the cumulative flight history upon aerodynamic loadings may also be analyzed in this simulation.

Vehicle initial conditions, angle of attack, angular velocity, andi control deflection all have an effect on the re-
sponse to aerodynamic disturbances such as wind profile, shear, shear reversal, and gusts.

With the time-varying simulation a number of tests of performance quality may be made which are not possible
with fixed-coefficient studios. Primarily, these studies consist of a complete launch-tr-staging (burnout for a
single stage vehicle) simulation to observe the behavior of the vehicle and control system during launch, transi-
tion-Lurn off the vertical, and flight through various wind profiles and gusts. The implirations of the instability
in the forward propellant tanks and the amount of damping which must be added to the tank may be examined. In
one vehicle, for instance, it was found possible to allow a slight degree of propellant-mode instability up to
about t = 0.7 Ts (Ts = time of staging) without adding propellant damping baffles. After t = 0.7 Ts, it was found
necessary to add baffles. (A bafffle h1 "added" at a certain time-of-flight by locating it in the propellant tank
such that the free surface of the liquid arrives at the baffle station just shortly before the damping is needed.
Baffle damping is only effective when the haffle is close to the liquid's free surface.)

There are some problem areas where all three control axes must be simulated and the vehicle given six degrees
of rigid-body freedom. Some of these problem areas are:

a. Circular sloshing (swirling propellants), in which the propellant may oscillate in two orthogonal planes with
varying phase and amplitude relations. It should be noted also that propellants tend to slosh in inertial
planes about which the vehicle may roll.

b. Center-of-gravity offset and product-of-inertia coupling.

c. Coupling through the control system duc to cross-talk between control channels or due to poor tracking be-
tween chambers of a multi-engine configuration. Cross-talk may be caused from electrical pickup between
control channels or from unwanted signals "seen" by the sensors (e.g., a rate gyro is sensitive to accelera-
tions about its output axis).

;L.5 LOAD STUDIES

The problem of load determination and transient response is a necessary part of the flexible-booster autopilot
analysis since the matter of maximum bending moments Imposed on the structure is critical to the success of the
booster system being analyzed. Ai unnecessary increase in the bending moments which the structure mu.t sus-
tain will result in an unnecessary increase in the structural weight. An indication of the maximum angle of at-

tack that 'he control system must balance will also be evaluated. As the classes of vehicles considered will
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usually be aerodynamically unstable, the rocket engine control moment available must be greater than the aero-
dynamic overturning moment at the maximum expected angles of attack and dynamic pressures. Thus, the load
analysis will also lead to a verification that the control moment available is adequate for the task.

The determination of the loads imposed on the structure can be determined in three, progressively refined
studies: 1) rigid body (steady--state), 2) in-flight rigid body, and 3) in-flight elastic body. Each of these methods
will be used at some time during the design study from preliminary to detailed final analysis. The three
methods will be discussed, and the stage of the analysis under which each is applicable will be outlined.

2.5. 1 Steady-State Loads. The simplest method is that of rigid body steady-state load determination. This
method is usually used during early predesign studies to give a rough estimate of the loads which the airframe
structure will be required to carry. The method is particularly well suited to rapid parametric studies wherein
comparative data is desired on the relative load carrying requirements of several configurations. It is also the
only method which may be used independently of the nature of the flight control system characteristics, i.e., it
does not make use of an autopilot. The major shortcoming of the steady-state analysis is that it requires en-
gineering judgment and experience to obtain quantitative load data and to make allowances for dynamie overshoot
effects.

The method used for steady-state analysis is derived as follows. Assume that the missile has a steady-state
angle of attack. This angle of attack determines the aerodynamic forces and moments (see Figure 2-20).

,F

T
c

6

Figure 2-20. Model Used for Rigid-Body "Steady-State" Angle of Attack

Let nose nose
f aCN/a a

Fa, = q Sf _-- dx and M. ~Fa 2=q'Slf ý (x -x 0 G)d(X.
tail tail

The control force required to trim the aerodynamic moment is then determnined:*

£MeO- 0 =MaOI Tcec sin 6. (2-16)

The equation for the summation of lateral forces can be written:*

Z Fz ý Ful a - Te sin 6. (2-17)

* Equations 2-16, 2-17 were written for one control force oniy. If more than one control or propulsive force is

present they must all be included in moment and force equations.

k !
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This force causes a lateral acceleration of the vehicle as shown below:

Z~z nose
S where M j m (x) dx and m (x) is the mass per unit length.

MT tail

The bending moment at any point along the vehicle can now be determined by summing moments from the nose.
Thus, the moment at station Xn equals:

nose nose

M Ix = -'• mx III (t -Xn) dt + oeqg A 1X ( - Xn) dt.l ;n f n 
8 0

N /X

Here the auxiliary variable, t, has been introduced for convenience. The preceding equation was written as an
integral equation. The solution will usually be accomplished by a summation of discrete elements in the actual
analysis.

The integral In the preceding equation gives the value of the bending moment at any station along the vehicle. It
may be seen that the loading is proportional to both angle of attack and dynamic pressure, q. The required dy-
namic pressure can be obtained from trajectory data. The preliminary trajectories are usually sufficiently ac-
curate for determining this value of "q" to be used fcr load calculations.

The maximum bending moment for an actual vehicle will occur at some general position along the missile. Thus,
tie bending moment must be calculated at various selected points and an interpolation made. This can be rep-
resented by a graph showing bending moment per unit angle of attack, per unit q versus station number. Figure
2-21 gives a typical curve of bending moment for a steady state a along the vehicle length at a particular time
and dynamic pressure. A number of such plots will have to be made for different times of flight. The use of
these curves requires estimates of flight conditions (angle of attack and dynamic pressure) at various times of
flight so that the absolute magnitude of the bending moment at each section of the booster can be determined.

VEHICLE LOCA'rION

l ikure 2-21. Bending Moment for Stead -State Angle of Attack

The maximum angle of attack to be conisidered in load dctermilation presents a more serious problem. The
various contributions to the total angle of attack oust be assayed and their sum used to obtain the vehicle load-
ing. First, the angle of attack history due to the reasonable steady wind profile (shear reversal peak not in-
eluded) is obtained from trajectory calculations which are made with an instantaneously balancing control engine
(no autopilot required as yet).

in addition to the load imposed oil the structure by tile wind profile, short-period wind disturbances such as
har kIyers and gusts also affect loads. These disturbances exist mostly at Mltitudes below 100, 000 feet, which

is also the region of higlh dynanmic pressure. Allowance for these loads mnust also be Included instruetural capa-
Vg

billty. An estimIAte ol thQ anigIe of attack aec-.mp :i' .. h:ýq-; ir- , ed S-1sI is rveadily hadiiN: agust=1an-l • ,

-where Vg is the gust velocity !omnipnont noriali t• ihe vehicle, whose velocity is V. A further empirical

I
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allowance must be made at this point for an anticipated dynamic gust overshoot- ranging from 20 to 50 percent
on typical aerodynamically unstable boost vehicles-which occurs because of the finite time of resrnse of actual
control systems.

The total air load then consists of that due to the steady wind profile, plus that duo either to a gust or to shear
layers (shear reversal peak). The last two events appear to be mutually exclusive and rarely will occur si-
multaneously. The gust usually Imposes the greatest load upon the system: however, the loading imposed by
both gust and reversal should be evaluated.

The wind profile (horizontal wind velocity versus altitude) velocities and wind shear and gust velocities have a
probability value associated with them. These probability data are available in the literature (Refs. 4, 5, and
14 in the Bibliography). Figures 2-22, 2-23, and 2-24 give typical wind profiles and wind shear and gust inten-
sity data. These curves are representative of the most severe conditions existing over the North American
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Figure 2-22. Maximum Predicted Wind Velocity Over the North American Continent

Continent at any time during the year. Less severe criteria can usually be chosen if a particular location and
direction are known; also, reductions can sometimes be made if it is known that the vehicle will fly during a
particular time of the year.

A detailed statistical analysis of the effect on vehicle loads of winds aloft is being performed by Hobbs (Refer-

ence 14). The initial results of this study indicate that the loads which would be obtained using the methods out-
lined in this section are non-conservative for vehicles smaller than an Atlas (actual loads could be slightly in
excess of predicted loads). There exists stnue doulit, however, as to the accuracy of the methods used in the
reduction of the balloon-sounding data which was used for these studies. Further studice h:-.ve indicated that the
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wind loads as predicted in Reference 14 are too severe and that the method explained in this section will give as
accurate a result as any discrete method. The further studies also indicate that for vehicles of Atlas-size, the
loads predicted using the methodls of this section will be conservative.

2.5.2 In-FligtLRigi-Bo!d Bcnding Moment. The design of the autopilot cannot be made without giving attention
to the loads imposed on the air-frame by the environment and the manner in which they are affected by the
control-system response. In this next, more elaborate loads study an active control system iu simulated, so
that dynamic response of the vehicle may be observed. The equations of motion of the vehicle with autopilot are
written as usual. Equations comparable to those of Subsection 2.5.1 (but Including angular acceleration effects)
are also added to yield the bending moments at various stations as linear functions of two flight parameterb:

BMxn = BM 6n (6) + BMcn (a)

where the coefficients BM n and BM,, are functions of x along the vehicle body and are also functions of flightan
time, as outlined below:

Tcxn x 2 xn
BM M (41 x) 1 -M~4x) p 6 (xxo nM4

C V T I i n 0 n 1i 0

xn xn F,
BM (C (/a) 1 ( -xnq Z M( - )an N I n I I n T

xn xn

1a• Z M(IQI -X)
2

-P. (xn-X 0 G) (

The steady-state bending moment can be obtained directly from the simulation used. The next step is to analyze
the effect of the autopilot on loads. A curve of maximum bending moment for a gust or shear input may be plot-
ted for various values of control system gain (KA). A typical plot of the results for an aerodynamically unstable
vehicle is given in Figure 2-25.

S~BMa 6)5

z 13 6)

SUNBALANCED MOMENT P•RODUCED BY WIND

0 INCREASING -

CONTROL GAIN
(DEGREE•S ENGINE MOTIOl~N PER. DEGREE

ATTITUDE ERROR)

Figure 2-25. Steady State ligid-Body Ilending Moment for Increasing Autopilot Gains
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The loads in Figure 2-25 have a simple physical explanation. The bending moment due to aerodynamics (a) can

be thought of as going to lIfinity at low values of KA, since the vehicle, being unstable, will tumble. At inter-

mediate gains the control system will allow some overshoot due to control sluggishness. This ove-ihoot will go

to zero at an infinitely high gain, thus reducing the heeding moment due to aerodynamics to that of the steady-

state value for high values of KA. For the bending moment due to the rocket engine (6) the converse Is true for

high values of KA. The higher the gain the farther the engine will gimbal for the same attitude disturbance.

Thus, for Increasing values of KA the b(cndnhg moment due to the rocket engine (6) will increase. Figure 2-25

also shows a curve of the total bending moment, BM(a t 6). The optimum point for gain, as far as loads are

concerned, can be taken from this minimum point on the curve.

2.5.3 In-Flight Elastic Vehicle Bending Moment. The preceding rigid-vehicle study may be sufficiently accu-

rate for many applicatliona. The incrense in loading due to elastic deflections is small for the types of vehicles

presently flown. This increase is only significant under gust or shear reversal responses and will run from a

few percent on a present-day ICBIM to five to 10 percent on multistage satellite vehicles having a large slender-

ness ratio. When an anmlysis of the elastic flexing on !.he flexible booster is considered important, the following

method can be usud to evaluate this eoading.

In calculating the loads miue to elastic motion, an analysis technique which can determine transient response must

be used. This restriction will usually imply that a large digital or analog computer simulation must be used.

This simulation would use a flow diaf;ram similar to that of Figure 2-18.

Once the transient response to a particular inp.ut has been determined, there are two methods which may be used

to calculate the bending moment. The first of these Is the mode-displacement method and the second is the

mode-acceleration method.

In the mode-displacement method the following equation is used for calculation of the transient bending moment

at station "x
n

B~xo = !': mm d12 •(i)

BM ni i -"-- --- (iii

,1 ( i i)

where n = number of mnodes uced and [ is the normalized curvature of the i mode at station x
d x1 n

The mode-deflection method is theoretically correct for calculation of the bonding moment only if all modes are

used. In practice, the answer is obtained by using no more than five modes, with three being a more repre-

sentative number. For this limited number of modes the mode displacement method can introduce certain in-

accuracies into the renult. These inaccuracies arise because the flexible booster will, in general, have a highly

discontinuous mass distribution. The modal solution tends to smooth out these dia.;ontinuities and can give re-

sults which are substantially in error in certain areas. To give a more accurate answer with fewer mnodes the

mode acceleration method is usually used.

In the mode-acceleration method the transient bonding monent at station "xn" is given by a static summation of

morniots, working fromn the nose of the vehicle back to a given station. The equations follow:

13 "M( (i) .. ) (x. t)+

qS (CN/a) 1(a•.st M )) I (

1 • (i):. Il X~ 1(. -x)] Y'

-. ,ixn 'i-7(x- ) -) Jfj( j K 2 (x 2 xn)

where j index of stations forward of Xe

2 index of propellant sloslhing tank

i modal index
11 station index.
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Here Z is the lateral acculeration of tie center of gravity of the reduced mass (with sloshing propellants re-
moved) of the vehicle under the action of air loads, thrust vector forces, and sloshing propellant forces.

The mode-acceleration method will give more accurate results than the mode-displacement method, in that it
will converge to the desired value with fewer modes. As the elastic contribution is usually small compared to
that from the rigid body and rigid body overshoot, the use of one mude by the mode acceleration method is usu-
ally sufficiently accurate for the determination of bending moments on the structure.

In addition to the bending moment it may be necessary to determine the lateral acceleration at various stations
on the missile. This acceleration environment is needed for design of equipment and mountings, and may be
computed using the same simulation used In determination of bonding moments. The transient lateral acceler-
ation at station X is given by the equation:n

r

xn CG (Xn -xc) + 1

This discussion completes the Information usually obtained (luring transient analysis of the flexible booster.
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SECTION 3

SYSTEM EQUATIONS OF MOTION
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 3

Symbol Definition Units

CD aerodynamic drag coefficient N. 1).

Cf lineariztd gimbal friction lb-ft-sec/rad

C flexibility influence coefficient for an unrestrained beam ft,/!b
nm

CN/,y aerodynaimic normal force coefficient per unit angle of attack in pitch plane I/mad

(CN/a,)xn local acrodynamics normal force coefficientper unit angle of attack at 1/rad

station n along the longitudinal axis

CN/17 aerodynamic normal force coefficient per unit angle of attack in yaw plane 1i/rad

EIxn flexural rigidity 9t station n along the longitudinal axis lb ft
2

Fx,y, z total force acting along the x, y or z axis lbs

g acceleration due to gravity ft/sec
2

I reduced moment of inertia (see Appendix A1.-5) slug ft
2

kth
I ok moment of inertia (pitch or yaw) of k engine about its own C.g. slug ft

2

K spring constant for sloshing mass in fth propellant sloshing tank lbs/ft

I sloshing propellant index N.D.

Sp moment arm of sloshing mass in 2 tn propellant sloshing tank ft

SIk moment arm of kth rocket engine measured from its gimbal point ft

to its center of gravity

L,MN moments about the x,y or z axis respectively ft lbs

m(x) running mass along the longitudinal axis slugs/ft

generalized mass of the ith mode slugs

sloshing moment coefficient for the fth propellint sloshing tank slug ft

M!, sloshing mass (lst mode) of fth prois-Ilant sloshing tank slugs

"M "lumped" mass at sLttion n slugsn

"M reduced vehicle mass slugs0

"MIlk mass of kth rocket engine slugs

" T total mass of vehicle flugs

• Non-dimensional
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 3 (Continued)

Symbol Definition Units

P aerodynamic force parameter, = qS !bs

PQR angular rotation rates about the xy, and z axis respectively rad/sec

q aerodynamic pressure (q = pV
2

/2) lbs/ft2

qi generalized displacement of ith mode ft

Qi generalized force acting on the ith mode lbs

S or vehicle reference area ft
2

SRE F

t time sec

T thrust lbt

UV,W velocity along the x, y, and z axis respectively ft/sec

"U n(t) "lumped" displacement as a function of time ft

"u(xt) transverse displacement of longitudinal axis ft

Wn(t) "lumped" loading as a function of time lbs

w(x, t) transverse loading along longitudinal axis lbs/ft

x. v Z vehicle coordinate system ft

X,Y Z component forces along x, y. and z axis lbs

Yf lateral displacement of sloshing mass in 1th sloshing propellant tank ft

(spring mass analogy)

a ,X aerodynamic angle,- of attack in the pitch and yaw planes respectively rad

aT vehicle longitudinal acceleration ft/sec
2

a local angle of attack at station n along the longitudinal axis radxn

r sloshing pendulum angle (pendulum analogy) rad

6 angle between rocket engine thrust vector and vehicle elastic axis at rad
gimbal point; includes elastic deformation of engine position servo

and actuation within the servo itself

6' anp'le between thrust vector and elastic mode at the kth rocket engine rad
CG due to actuation within the positioning servo

damping ratio for the ith mode N.D.

r damping ratio for the R sloshing propellant tank N. D.

O, ,0, rotation angles defined in Figure 3-5 rad

p radius of gyration ft

4 2.
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 3 (Continued)

Symbol Definition Units

(1) normalized slope of the ith ,'ode along the longitudinal axis rad/ft
x

a 0) normalized slope of the jth mode along the longitudinal axis rad/ft
x

a (i) normalized rigid body plunging mode slope at station I alung the rad/ft
longitudinal axis

a(O) normalized pitching mode slope at station n along the longitudinal axis N.D.
xn

a(i) normalized slope for the Ih mode at station T (rocket engine gimbal rad/ft

point) along the longitudinal axis

0(i) normalized deflection of the ith mode at station e (rocket engine center ft/ft
xek of gravity) along the longitudinal axis for the kth engine

•(i) normalized deflection of the ith mode at station n along the longitudinal axis ft/ft

~0)
normalized deflection of the Jill mode at station n along the longitudinal axis it/ftxn

W normalized deflection of the rigid body plunging mode at station n it/ft
along the longitudinal axis

P) normalized deflection of the pitching mode at station n along the ft/rad
Xm longitudinal axis

,h (i) -fml ,•, f~~i, . fh. ith ,_d0 ýj ."ti, "r jt,. f l _i_ ,,,f, i/it

gimbal point) along the longitudinal axis

" "i natural frequency of the ith mode I/sec

" " natural frequency of slosh for the fth propellant sloshing tank 1/sec

Aerodynamic Coefficients (N. D.)

CNý13, Cy/P' Cy/R' Cy/6 1

C C C , CCN/a' Cz/P' Cz/Q' 1/60

c C C C

Cm/I. C /P1 Cm/Q. C
m/ mnIII' m/6 9

Cn/fl' Cn/P' Cn/R' Cn/6 0

NOTE: These coefficients are defined to represent the aerodynamic forces or moments per unit value of a vari-
able producing the effect. Thus, Cz/Q represents (in nondimensional form) the force in the z-direction per

unit angular pitching rate, Q.

Matrix Notation

column matrix

ý 4diagonal matrix

[square matrix
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3.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES

Certain characteristics of the ballistic booster distinguish this class of vehicle from the lift-sustained vehicle.
The ballistic booster is built with a high degree of structural (and hence inertial) symmetry. This symmetry in
many cases goes beyond the plane symmetry of the lifting vehicle, extending almost to pure axial symmetry.
The control axes nearly coincide with the principal inertial axes. Thus, inertial coupling effects between mo-
tions about the control axes are small. The external configuration is nearly symmetric as it affects aerody-
namic properties, leading to negligible aerodynamic cross effects (lateral-directional coupling). The control
configuration will rarely employ active aerodynamic surfaces, but will depend primarily upon reaction-jet con-
trol. For those configurations which depend upon a degree of aerodynamic coatr-. in th" region of high dynamic
pressure, the vehicle configuration is still such as to result in very small aerodynamic cress-coupling effects
between control channels.

The three-axes coupled equations of motion of the ballistic booster are given in Subsection 3.5, where these
coupling effects are dimiussed further. It is sufficient at this point of development to say that the cross-couplings
are minor enough for this class of vehicle to permit very extensive and detailed control analyses of plane mo-
tions; these analyses are highly satisfactory for purposes of control system design.

It should be stated further that such coupling effects between vehicle axes as do exist are only of significance for
studies of the lower frequency (rig!d-body) modes and are of lessor importance in studying closed-loop servo-
elastic stability of the control system. Since the matin theses of this report is the analysis of elastic autopilot
coupling effects, the greatest emphasis is placed here on the equations for plane motion of a flexible booster.

These plane motion analyses are applicable to either the pitch-, yaw-, or roll-control planes but for uniformity
of presentation are illustrated here for the pitch plane alone. in general, the roll control system for this class

of vehicle is not a high performance control loop, anti hence, elastic coupling problems in roll will rarely occur.
Thus, the pitch and yaw planes are the control planes of greatest Interest and are those to which the following

analysis is pointed.

For purposes of analysis the mathematical model of the missile system under consideration in this study is
basically thu, samte for all vehicles, rog.;.rdlcss of the external configuration of the missile system. Although one

may have configurations ranging in si;;e from a sounding rocket to a large seace probe with tandem tanks, par-
allel tanks, winged payloads, etc. ; the main body of die iniiil szi-ucluir rnay hc rcpzrs.cntod adevqteiy l.: a
loaded beam in all cases. It may be necessary to represent the missile as a split, "branch" beam for certain

configurations; but the modal solutions of all the configurations will be of identical form, yielding modal fre-

quencies, masses, and mode shapes for all portions of the beam.

Two approaches to writing the equations of motion may be taken. If the system is looked upon as a continuous
medium having an infinite number of dtegrees of freedom, one is led to a differential equation representation of

the pohle.m. On the othe-, hand one may take a lumped parameter imodel leading to a finite (but large) number of

degrees of freedom, the equations being written most conveniently in matrix form.

In either case, to reduce the problem to a reasonable number of degrees of freedom, a modal solution approach

is employed. In this approach the system's deflected shape under forced motion is represented by the super-
position of a restricted number of selected functional shapes (modes). The shiales of these modes are chosen
such that, in proper combination, one may expect to represent accurately the system's deflected form. For

reasons of computational expediency (and for their physical appeal) one often uses orthogonal modes as computed
for the free vibrations of the system. Thcse "normal modes" lead to equations having no inertial or elastic

coupling terms. Lacking a set of truly orthogonal modes, the analyst may employ completely arbitrary mode
shapes ("assumed modes"), or as a better compromise, seine mode shapes computed in the presence of certain
artificial constraints which are applied for convenience ("artificially uncoupled modes"). These modes are ex-

plained in the following paragraphs.

Modes which are computed for the complete system with no artificial constraints applied are called o"normal

modes". In the resulting equations of motion for the system, these modes are completely uncoupled elastically
and inertially. However, in the calculation of these iondes the analyst accounts for all of the physical coupling
betwyeen elements of the system. Hence, historically (anti unfortunately), these modes came to be known as

"conpled mode•s".

Modes which are computed for the system in the presence of some artificial mathematical cecastraints (applied
usually for computational case) are called "artificially uncoupled modes". For example, the nit-siscbody-bending
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modes are often computed with the sloshing portion of the liquid propellants removed. Correspondingly, the

liquid propellant mode is computed for a rigid (fixed) tank. These two modes, computed in this artificially un-

coupled manner, are then coupled together analytically in writing the equations of motion. They will therefore

have elastic and inertial coupling terms between them in the equations of motion.

Modes are somctinier used which have assumed, ari-Wirary shapes; these modes will have the greatest elastic

and inertial coupling in the equations of notion. Such functions may be used If analytic evaluations of certain

elements In the equations (most often integral terms) are greatly expedited by the use of a series of closed form

(standard) functions (polynomials, harmonic functions, etc.). There may also be reason to suspect (on physical

grounds) that sonic such function may actually better describe the system's deflected shape than do the normal

modes. This might be the case on an aeroelastic calculation for a thin lifting surface where it is felt that aero-
dynamic forces, rather than inertial forces, are dominant in distorting the wing. Since for the ballistic booster

it is clear that elastic, inertial, and propulsive forces are dominant, use of arbitrary modes is seldom made;

the system's deflected shape is unquestionably better described by normal modes or (second best) by certain ar-
tificially uncoupled modes.

In the following paragraphs, equations of motion for the vehicle treated as a loaded elastic beam are derived by

both the differential equation and Jumped parameter approaches. In each case one is led to a modal fornmulation
of the problem of forced motion. Finally, a rather complete sot of equations of forced motion for a flexible
booster with autopilot is written in a forniat suitable for use with either orthogonal normal modes or with certain
classes of artificially uncoupled modes.

3.2 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PROBLEM FORMULATION

The plane elastic motion of the continuous system of Figure 3-1 is described by the partial differential equations
for forced small amplitude vibrations of a "free-free" (floating) beam. *

a2u 02 •2]

E I 1 L(x) w-(x,t) (3-1)

udx t

INERTIAL REFERENCE

Figure 3-1. Elastic Beam Coordinates of a Continuous System

3.2. 1 Free Vibratiuuns of System. rime solution to the free vibration problem (w - o) for this beam is obtained

by the method of separation of variables, i.e., by assuming a solution of the form:

u (x, t) - U (x) - T (t)

The spatial functions U(x) arL found to be the dysiei:'z; norei:::I :;;odes of vii)ration (eigenfunctions) which are de-
pendent upon the geometric bouiudary conditions (method of support or constraint of the beam). Associated with
each of Iflic•'e imod Is a characteristic parameter (vigenvalue), wi, its natural frequencyy. The time functions,

Tpt,, are found to be harmonic functions of the circular frequency Wi.

• Shear deformation displacements and rotary inertial terms are omitted here for simplicity, see pp. 67, 68 of

Reference 6. Their inclusion in flu. general solution is discussed later.
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An infinite series of these functions is necessary to satisfy the general boundary conditions in time (initial con-
ditions) and to describe thereby the time history of free vibratory motion. Thus, one writes:

u(X,t) = [AE sin ,ot + Bi cos wit] M)
i=l I i

where the 0)(i) 1s are the normal modes. In compting the coefficients, A and Bi. from the given initial condi-

tions, advantage is taken of the modes' property of weighted orthogonality, i iz.:

LI
(x) Wx)

Note that the absolute magnitude ofli as defined here is dependent upon the scale selected for the mode shapes,

W) since these are functions giving only relative amplitudes. Selecting a particular scale for these is the pro-(x)'

cess known as normalizing.

3.2.2 Forced Motions of System. A Fourier series of normal mode functions is used to represent the deflection:
0o

u(x,t) = 2; q (t) -
)

() (3-3)

whore the qi(t) 's are functions of time to be determined and are called normal coordinates. If Equation 3-3 is

cubstituted into Equation 3-1 and the result is multiplied by 4i) and integrated over the length of the beam, one"(x)
obtains a series of simultaneous equations of the following generic form:

2 qQi(t)(34
} i+ W t 'k .•• , 3 4

HereV a.d..tag.e.. has b.c. tak.n of the rncdairthng',_nnii p nrportv, and we have defined:

L
Q1t(t) =f w(x, t), dx(

0 W

as the generalized force acting on the ith mode. The generalized mass of this mode is given by:

L I

wv 0(~ dx.
o

Also, the natural frequency is defined by: (I)

2 r W

W ~ I (X) x) dx.
1 711 2 1 x

2

No inertial or elastic coupling terms appear between the coordinates. It follows that the normal coordinates

(modes) couple only through any dependence of the forcing function, w(x, t) upon the motions themselves, i.e., if
w - w (x, I, u, i). The "external" forcing functions used in an elastic missile simulation are:

a. Aerodynamic Forces

1). Rocket lEngine Thrust Forces

c. Engine Control-Servo Inertial Forces

d. Propellant Sloshing Forces
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Quasi-static aerodynamics are most common'y used, employing local lift coefficients along the body and local
angles of attack induced by body deflections and deflection rates. Both in-phase and damping terms are thereby
generated. Methods which can be used to approximate the aerodynamic forces are given in Appendix A5.

For an unwinged ballistic booster the aerodynamic forces (which do depend upon the dic'.)acements) are small in
comparison to the elastic, inertial, and propulsive forces. These, therefore, provide negligible modal coupling.
The other significant source of coupling is through the control forces (autopilot) which respond to sensed mo-

tions. These modal frequencies are, however, always (by intent) well above the control system bandwidth; hence,
their signals receive great attenuation. Consequently, it is only harmonic or quasi-harmonic motion at or near
the resonant frequency of a given mode which can achieve sufficient magnification to be sustained by control

forces (and then only if the phase is correct). The control system then provides negligible elastic modal coupling.

In practical applications a beam will pnssess some dissipative forces which provide damping. This dissipative

energy is usually small in comparison to the elastic and kinetic energies; thus, the lower eigenvalues and eigen-
functions are negligibly affected. These effects are discussed in detail in Appendix C3. This dissipative force
can be approximated by adding a small viscous damping term to Equation (3-4).

+ _t 2 q1  Qi(t)

This damping does not affect the calculationa of the normal modes nor does it couple them together.

Values of Ci have been determined by experiment. The use of an equivalent viscous damping term in place of a
combination of structural damping, coulomb damping, and true viscous offocot3 is acceptable because of its small

magnitude (1/4 to 2 parj:u.Lt of - iLial) and because of the near-harmonic nature of the motion being investigated

for stability. Typical curves of dampiag for various tank configurations and propellant leading conditions are
given in Section 6.

Finally, we note that the missile in free flight is an unrestrained, "floating" beam. For such a case it is con-
venient to introduce two rigid body modes: translation and rotation of the principal inertial axis through the cen-

ter of mass. These modes have zero frequency. The elastic deflections in this case become simply the deflec-

3.3 MATRIX EQUATION PROBLEM FORMULATION

Ballistic booster vehicles are sufficiently complex in their physical makeup that a lumped-parameter idealiza-
tion of the system often has more intuitive appeal than a continuous media model. In a lumped-parameter sys-
tem the analyst concentrates attuntlun on those aspects of the system which are felt to be dominant (major mass-
es, major structural members), while scconoarv features are "lumped in" to account for tiemo approximately.

Figure 3-2 shows a lumped-parameter model of a loaded elastic line. The deformed shape of the system is

w (t)

_ _ __ _ I _ _

INERTIAL IREFERENCE

Figure 3-2. i.umped-Parameter Model of a Loaded Elastic Line
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given by a finite number of coordinates. Elastic properties are also expressed In lumped fashion as a set of
flexibility influence coefficients, C.,i, giving the elastic, deflection at point In per unit force at point, n*. The
displacements, un(t), arr mieasured relative to an Inertial reference. Three equations of motion are written
(small displacements assumed):

(Suimming forces vo;rtically)

Z;M V ý 2 W (3-5)
n n n 1 11

(Slummlng moments about the coordinate origin.)

1;M x U E W x (3-6)
It n in n It n ni

(Elastic deflection)

-oU(o)-xl -~(0) ýC. in M U(3-7)

Here u~o) and -u(o) are the dieflection and slope of ihe ciastica at the -rigin of x. III this case the flexibility In-

fluence coefficients are to be thought of ats giving elastic deflections relative to thils reference line in the beam.

It is found convenient in further analytic manipulations to set the erigin of x coincident wvith the system mass cen-

ter, i. e., 2;M, x,1 -0. This arrangement is assumed in the following discussion.

3.3. 1 Free Vibrations, with Wi- 0, Equation 3-7 may be rewritten, using (3-5) and (3-6), to yield:**

u % c M C 1in (3-8)
O In ful, In III

where the C r iefeiii nlec ofiinsfrteunrestrained (floating) bean. *** Written in vnatrix

form, for all n mass points in harmonic motion, this becomes:

InIII .2 ji%ýniIN~i .FM1Vi. (3-9)

Equation (3-91 is in a formn suitable for solution for the orthogonal elastic modes (eigenvectors, 001)) and their
natural frequencies (ulgenvalucs, wi). The riglil-Iloiy displacements have been "swept out" through the use of
Equations (31-5) and (3-6) in deriving Eq(uation (3-9); hence, only elastic modes (wj !ý 01) are obtained from Equa-
tion (3-9). These modes are orthogonal with weighted ortihogonality (cf. Equation 3-L):

200 0)Md(X -"I / j

It is- also true thaLt these modes are orthogonal. with any' rigid-body (displaceiments (translation -aed rotation), as
may be shown using Equations (:3-5) and( (3-6) with W -0'n

3,3. L Force-I Vib~rations. To treat the forced vibration ease it is found most expeditious to employ the free vi-
bration normal orthogonal miodes to diescribie the total system displacement as:

ti (I 1 ( (W(3 10

*Defl ection and force lheric arc (definedl in the general sn~c~n, i .e. , rotations and couples are included. These de -

flectiomus are, all meaIsured relative to anl arbitrary reference station in the b~eam. The effects of shear deformna-
tione are convcni untly 1st roiuced into the. probleo at m this point by accounting for them in the structural calculation
Of tlij Cn1 0 , (see! Appendix AIl)

**See Reference 7, pp. i7:t SO
* *See also Rleference 6i, Article 3-7 where this proof is car'ried out in Integral equation form.
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Here the qilp are functions of time called normnal cot~rdinates. The ~10()'s are thle orthogonal normal modes (spa-
___ n

tial functions) and arc understood now to include the rigid-body modes of translation of the center of gravity and
rotation of tho principal centroidal axes. Tfhus:

(translation) 1. ;=0

(rotation) _

For intuitive appeal, one often wvrites i and 0 for thle normal coordinates of these modes. Note- that the rigid-

body velocity, a , fin this cast, Is the velocity With rVSlpeCt to at flXcl cUOrdlIntle system; i.e. , this3 is; not a body-
axes coordinate systemt (cf. Appendix C3).

If Equation 3-8 is substituted into Equations 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7, tile equations of inotion uncouple to yield the fol-
lowving sctz

a )ý M W
n n1 n 1n

1 M x 2 XW x (3-11)

where

(I n3 WiI

n

Equations 3-11 are the general set for the inotions of the normial coordinates under the actio", of external forces.
The only coupl~ing between these orthogonial inoiles c!an occur through a dependency of the forces, Wn, uopn the
mnotions themselves. The general formn of eqiuation may bte comipared with that of Equation 3-4, derived for the
continuous media mnodel: it is identical.

The observations relative to the p~rop~erties of normal modes, given in this and the last subsections, formi the
basis for their use in writing thle detailed systemn equation to follow.

3.4 1PLANE' MdOTIOiN O1F A FL1EXIBLIE VEIIICILE - GElNERIAL EQUATIONS

In deriving the equations of notion of the missile airframie and propellant in nornial coordinates we wvill use the
mnathemitatical mrodel s hown in F'igu re 3-3. The miiss ile is partitioned into the following elements;

ri C Oceiitrte~itc nasses, (,eah free to translate aind rotate,

in rocket eng ine miasses attacheda through torsional springs aisi

S e~Centt:Ilatci sl oshin g miashes attached to tile eilastic i xis of the teaml bY springs.

Mni oent.s (pure coupl es) due to slIoshting propel Iani s atre- ailso appliedci at the bottoni of each Iliqu id tank. The pro -
pci lant sloshting miasses, attachment springs, attach telitt locamtiwis , and other propellant parameters are die -
tateil by the spring-miass analogy of sloshiting propellIants (soe Appendix A,. subtsection A1),

,rwin iss iie is constrained to iimmotion iini a single plane wi ith tranislational antd rotaltional degrees of -fteelonin. For
siletil disjtiaceinents (bl (ling displtaevinents aii alway's sinazi whelil ."',11arcii'e to the gross dintensions (,'the
in iss Ic) thle concentrated ibody mlltsses anld eitgi ne masses wil ih le :issu otet to translate Ilaterally and to relate,
hiut not to tratislate longitudinall~y. IThe sloishing misses tie restrictcd ii, trantslation normnal to Lite elastic axis
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of the missile. The number of degrees of freedm of such a system is: 2n + m + s. As discussed in Appendix

A4. it is often found satisfactory to omit the rotary inertias (and hence rotary degrees of freedom) from the me--

dal calculations. In this case the number of degrees of freedom reduces to: n + m + s.*

In performing a stability analysis of a missile and its flight control system, there are several approaches which

may be taken to describe the system's motion:

a. The orthogonal modes of the entire missile structure with propellalL6 may he calculated; this means including
the rocket engines and the sloshing propellants in the modal calculations. This approach results in a mini-

mum of coupling between the modes, such coupling only arising through the dependency of the aerodynamic
forces and control forces (rocket engine deflections) upon the system's motions. Of these forces the aero-
dynamic group are small for an unwinged booster.

b. The artificially uncoupled bending and rigid body modes may be calculated by excluding the sloshing portion

of the propellants in the modal calculations. The uncoupled sloshing modes of each Individual tank will have

been calculated previously by means of a hydrodynamic solution, in order that one may know which portion
of the propellant is considered to be sloshing. In this case the bending modes will be coupled by means of
the flight control system, aerodynamics, and the various sloshing propellant modes.

c. The artificially uncoupled bending, rigid-body, and sloshing modes may first be coupled together by calculat-
ingorthogonal modes of the system from the free-vibration equations of motion. These modes will then he rea-
sonable approximations to the orthogonal normal modes of the first approach. They may then be treated as in

the first approach by coupling them together with the flight control system and the aerodynamics of the missile.

In the study of bending stability, in the majority of cases the use of artifically uncoupled modes (uncoupled in a
prescribed manner) will prove as satisfactory as the use of orthogonal system modes. As will be shown later in
Subsections 2 and 3 of Section 4, the rigid-body modes, sloshing modes, and the bending modes (other than the
bending mode being investigated) may be emitted in the analysis for the majority of cases. In the cases where
these other modes may be omitted, a comparison of the orthogonal system modes with the artifically uncoupled
bending modes will show that there is a negligible difference between the bending mode properties (mode, shape,
generalized mass, and frequency) and the corresponding orthogonal mode properties.

When the artifically uncoupled bonding, sloshing, and rigid-body control frequencies are in the vicinity of one
another, all ef those modes in that vicinity will most likely have to be included in the stability analysis. Here
the. use of orthogonal modes, either approximate or exact, will be easier since they will not coupie with one
another as strongly as the artifically uncoupled modes. This lower coupling is evidenced by the fact that there
will be an appreciably larger frequency separation between all of the orthogonal modes concerned. This separa-
tion allows one to treat some of those modes, if not all, exclusive of the others.

It follows from the previous discussion that If a complete stability analysis of the missile (with the control sys-
tem) is to be conducted, i.e., bending, rigi-.-body, and sloshing stability, the first approach would be easier
than the other two. This is true since the calculation of orthogonal modes by means of a detailed digital com-
puter program will not appreciably increase the input data nor the operating time as compared to calculation of
artifically uncoupled bending modes.

In order that the stability analysis may be made using artifically uncoupled bending, rigid-body, and sloshing
modes, the generalized equation of motion will be written showing force inputs trom the sloshing propellants.
Also, separate etquations of motion will be written for the artifically uncoupled modes of the sloshing propellants.
If, however, sloshing propcllants arc to be included in the missile modal calculations (orthogonal modes) the
generalized equation of motion will remain the same: one simply omits the sloshing terms (Y's) and drops the
sloshing equations of motion.

The general equations of motion are to be written using the form of Equations 3-11. To accomplish this it is on-
ly necessary to display the generalized forces acting on each mode. These forces will be discusscd briefly at
this point.

* Hlenceforth the number of degrees of freedom and/or numlber of modes in the various suinmations shown will be

denoted Iby 1he symbol r. In theory r could biu e.jUal to ilI(: n:utc 1 4 l-_grcas of r,, ecdo-), tlicre being that many
normal modes; in practice a far smnaller numlber of modes is used.
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3.4. 1 Inertial Forces. The equations will be writtin for artificially uncoupled body modes (rigid and elastic)
and sloshing modes, and for a set of additional degrees of freedom representing the engine thrust chamber's mo-
tions due to action within the positioning aervos. The coupling which will arise between the:e modes will be dis-

played by applying inertia forces (D'Alembert's reversed effective forces) to each sloshing mass element and to
each rocket engine chamber.

3.4.2 Rocket Engitne Forces and Moments. Referring to Figure 3-3, the rocket engine may be seen to be gim-
baled at the engine's injector head. At the time of writing this technique is the most common one used for thrust-

vector control of liquid propellant engines. Other thrust-vector control techniques will very likely be idealized
to a model compatible with this one; hence, its generality is probably assured.

BOTTOM OF It"
IPROPELLANT TANK

M 'i - (
ENGINE GIMBAL 

Q xn ,-X--,STATION "T" \l

I. (7.
MR I Y E-oL

6' 11') REFRNCEPA

C 100 (1) fP1N1IAL1

¾i X

______________INERTIAL

REFERENCE

NOTE: ALL ELASTIC MODAL

DEFLECTIONS ARE
SHOWN AS FOR A UNIT
NORMAL COORDINATE
DISPLACEMENT q(i) i

I/ D)ENOTES PARALLEL LINES

Figure 3-3. Schematic Showing General Relations of the Coordinates U1ed for Elastic Motion

Since the entire engine is gimbaled instead of just the thrust vector, the gimbaling of the engine will exert iner-
tial forces as well as thrust forces on the missile body. These inertial forces are appreciable, and their lateral
components will occasionally equal those .-- the thrust forces when the engine is gimbaled sinusoidally. For cur-
rent engines this crossover occurs somewhere between 3-1/2 and 7 cycles per second. An engine using jet-
evators or vanes for thrust-vector deflection will exhibit forces similar to those, produced by a gimbaled thrust
nozzle.

In addition to the propulsive thrust and chamber inertial forces, there are friction forces exerted at the gimbal
due to relative movement there. These forces are applied to both the missile and the engine, and are a function

of both the modal deflections and the engine perturbation angle.*

*The total angle between the center line of the engine chamber and expansion nozzle and the elastic axis of the

structure at the gimbal point consists of two parts: a) an angular displacement which is contained within the

mode shape itself (due to the elasticity of the engine's torsional spring mounting as employed in the modal cal-
culations) while the servo positioning system is locked, and b) an additional degree of rotational freedom added
to represent the motion accompanying action within the positioning serve. The latter motion is referred to
throughout as the perturbation angle, 6
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For small angles the lateral propulsive force exerted on the missile at the hinge point of the rocket engine due to

a total engine chamber angular deflection (6 k -', x0 q is:

k k1, j _ xe

However, we choose to omit that portion of this component due to the angle between the principal inertial axis and
S.he clasLic axis at the gimbal point; i.e. the only work (lone on the mode by the propulsive forces is assumed to
be that due to the inclination between the thrust vector and the elastic axis at the gimbal:

T (j) (j)
Tk(6- (xc, xT

This approximation is made to offset the omission of the work (lone by longitudinal movement of the thrust vec-
tor; it is duscussed In detail In Appendix C.I.

The bearing friction moment about the binge point due to gimbaling of the rocket engine is:

df 61, r ow ,() -(J) _ xT

fk [ )k jl X ) .

Here Cf is the linearized gimbal frtetion of a specific frequency and amplitude of oscillation of the engine angle,
with respect to the elastic axis at the gimbal (see Appendix 134).

3.4." Liquid Propellant Sloshing Forces and Muimonts. There arc two popular meehaniual analogies which

duplicate the frequencies, forces, and moments resulting from the hydrodynamic solution of a rigid circular
cylindrical tank, undergoing translation and rotation in a "carried acceleration field."* These analogies are the

pendulum and spring-mass analogies, and they are discussed in greater detail in Appendix A3 under the heading
Sloshing Basic Data. For our purposes, we choose to use the modiffied spring-mass analogy, sincn it may be
arranged to place the point of application of the lateral sloshing forces at the center of pressure for the sloshing
fluid. This arrangement is made through the addition of a pure couple to represent moments due to the hydro-
dynamic forces on th,- hottom of the propellant tank isee Appendix A3).

When the sloshing propellant masses are not Incorporated within the elastic beam moda! calculation (as is the
case if an artificially uncoupled mode approach is taken) explicit terms must be written for the sloshing masses'
forces and moments reacting on the tank walls.

The late-al force exerted on the missile due to deflection of the sloshing mass, M, IIs K 9Y . This force ex-

pression may be used as an alternate to the Inertia! forces in coupling the sloshing to the body modes. And, the
moments exerted on the bottom of the tank clue to acceleration and deflection of the sloshing mass, M, are:

MCI Yj + MIR "T Y2'

3.4.4 Aerodynamic Forces and Moments. In this analysis only quasi-steady-state aerodynamics are considered,
as discussed in Appendix A5. This mathematical model for aerodynamic forces assumes the forces to be directly
proportional to, and in phase with the instantaneous local angle of attack at each body station. The linear aero-
dynamic property is a good approximation, since the angle of attack seldom exceeds six to eight degrees for this
class of vehicle during the time of flight when dynamic pressures arc sigmifllant (mid-portion of the boost phase).
No aerodynamic interaction between stations (downwash effect) occurs. This model is essentially the slender
body-airship theory of Munk and Jones (Reference 9) which presumes two-dimensional flow in pianes transverse
to the iight direction. In preference to using the theorelical local lift curve slopes, which are known to be in-
accurate (see Appendix AS), experimental or at least empirically corrected values are employed.

*A'earrind acceleration field" is an acceleration field that is fixed with respect to the mnrneuvoring vehicle. In

the case of a booster vehicle the total thrust of the engines is directed along the longitudinal axis and rotates with
the vehicle. The lateral acceleration, due to a thrust vector deflection with respect to the longitudinal axis, is
accounted for as one of the forcing functions of the sloshing propelhmlts.
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The adequacy of this aerodynamic model for slender, non-lifting bodies at modest angle:i uf attr •k may be as-
sumed a priori for low values of effective frequency of oscillation, since steady-state experiments, or empirical
lift distribution data is to be employed. In the case of the slender-body oscillatory problem the criterion against
which to judge whether or not an oscillatory frequency is "low" is the reduced frequency parameter, k = wl/V,
where 1 is the body length. In general, this parameter should be less than unity for the slender-body hypothesis
to be valid (Reference 9).

For rigid body mode uscillati,.cs of Willistic boosters the typical range of this parameter is frun 0. 1 to 1; hence
one concludes that the quasi-steady aerodynamic model should be satisfactory for this mode. For the higher fre-
quency (elastic) modes the situatiun Is neither so siople nor so clear. Parameter k for these higher modes may
range from 1.0 to 100, when based upon use of total body length. One can argue that this unit of length is mean-
ingless in this case,* but regardless of selection of a reasonable alternative, the reduced frequency parameter
remains too high to justify completely the use of the quasi-steady model for the elastic modes' aerodynamic force
effects.

No suitable alternative to the quasi-steady model for high frequency motions of a slender body is known to exist.
By inference from the properties of non-steady aerodynamics of lifting surfaces one might conclude that the non-
steady effects are those leading to a reduction in force amplitude and to a modest phase lag.** Such effects
could be of major importance in the study of sustained oscillations of a system which extracts its energy from
the air, e.g., wing flutter. For the servo-clastic probiem of the unwinged ballistic booster, however, the aero-
dynamic forces play a secondary role and the small phase shift Is of little importance. Hence, the quasi-steady
model is still suitable and will be employed herein.

Another phenomenon further complicates the study of the unsteady aerodynamic forces; viz., transonic buffeting.
This phenomenon manifests itself in the form of sizable oscillatory pressures acting on the vehicle during its
passage through the transonic speed region. The nature of the mechanism of this buffeting is obscure; it has
been observed on fixed and oscillating models of a variety of two- and three-dimensional shapes, over a sizable
transonic speed range. The phenomenon Is generally attributed to regions of separated flow which appear pro-
minently in the transonic range over blunt bodies. This separation has been observed to result in a hysteresis
effect in the aerodynamic coefficients, such that under certain conditions increased amounts of energy may be
Pxtracted from the airstream.

Much of the model testing work d(ne in the area of transonic buffeting is reported only in the classified literature
(e.g., Reference 12), although some earlier results are more generally disseminated (Reference 13). The phe-
nomenon is highly configuration-dependent and is so little understood that 1n general treatment of it, either
analytic or semi-empirical, is available. Some statistical design approaches have been made; however, the
application of stationary, random-process analytic melthods to an accelerating vehicle is questionable.

Transonic buffeting is believcd to be a problem only on those ballistic booster configu rations having reductions
in diameter (negative "skirt-angle" effects) which require a flow expansion behind a bulbous forward stage or
"hammerhead payload." A configuration with continually increasing stage sizes going aft should experience a
minimum of trouble from this source. Actual flight experience to (late of ballistic boosters carrying bulbous
forward stages or payloads has been oleager, :and the datat obtained is inconclusive as regards the presence
and/or significance of the transonic buffeting phenomenon. Flight experience with vehicles of monotonically in-
creasing diameters has confirmed the absence of any serious effects due to buffeting, for such configurations.

The problem of providing a suitable aerodynamic model for the ballistic booster carrying a lifting surface pay-
load and/or fins is a formidable one, for which no simple general solution is available. Here, downwash and
wing-body interference effects can be significant. Here, too, the amount of energy which may be extractf-d from
the air (or, equally, the magnitude of lifting forces) is much greater than that associated with the unwinged
booster. Fortunately, a larger body of theory and experience is available to I)e applied against the problem.

For treatment of the lifting surface problem herein the following observations are made; the range of reduced
frequencies, k = wb/V, where b is the semnichord of a lifting surface attached to a Iballistic booster, is usually
low if consideration of modal frequencies is restricted to those of the overall vehicle structure (including its

The law of null forward propagation( of effects at supersonic speeds certainly makes it questionable.
** See for instance a plot of Theodorsen's function C (k) on p. 272 of Reference 6.
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elastic modes). Thus, "local" modes of the lifting surfaces, with their higher uncoupled natural frequencies,
are omitted from consideration. The Mach number range in which the aerodynamic forces for the winged boos-
ter are significant is usually from 0.4 to 1. 0. lience, the range of the parameter, kM, is not sufficiently high

to justify application of the simple "piston theory" (Reference 11), which applies for kM >> 1. However, since

the range of the lifting surface reduced frequency parameter, k = wh/V, is low, continued use of the quasi-steady
aerodynamic model for these lifting surfaces is reasonable. Moreover, it peumtnitm ,nified description of aero-

dynamic forces over the entire vehicle.

Thus, in the following discussion quasi-steady aerodynamics are indicated for all portions of the vehicle. The
extension of the equations to incorporate a more sophisticated aerodynamic model (when available) is direct but
is not given herein because of thc specialized nature of any such treatment, dependent as it is upon configuration,
Mach range, and experience and personal taste of the analysts.

Following the quasi-steady approach the lift distribution along the vehicle is obtained, as discussed in Appendix
A5. By integrating the aerodynamic normal force coefficient per unit length, per unit angle of attack over the
length of the Individual partitioned segments of the missile, one obtains a nomal force coefficient per unit angle
of attack foi each segment, (CN/•a)xn . Applying these coefficients at the centrcid of the partitioned length, one

writes the aerodynamic force at the segment's centroid as the product of the normal force coefficient and angle of
attack of the centrold of the segment.

The local angle of attack due to the deflection of the r bending and rigid body modes (qj) is (see Figure 3-4):*

"xn j=•l ~ ~( -nlJ) -J=n --j•x q) "
V x I ~ELASTIC

AXIS

GG( C) 0 (1)
00

V INERTIAL-

REFERENCE X

Figure 3-4. Determination of Effective Angle of Attack

*The perturbation angle of the flight prath, -, is taken as zero, i.e., 0 - a
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This makes the aerodynamic force applied at station X equal to:
n

(J)r (0x 0 ,')
P(CN/) j ( - q (j

where P = q Sref.

No aerodynamic couple is applied on any beam segment in this model, since It is assumed that the centroids of
area and pressure coincide.

3.4.5 Internal Dissipative (Damping) Forces. Some of the forces already discussed are velocity-dependent (e.g.,
certain aerodynamic forces and engine-gimhal-learing friction torques) and will therefore be dissipative in na-
ture. However, there exist other dissipative (damping) effects due to material strain hysteresis, coulomb fric-
tion in structural joints, and to viscous propellant action in the tanks.

The nature of all these additional damping effects is obscure and does not lend itself to anything other than an ap-
proximate empirical treatment. This treatment represents the gross effect of these scattered dissipative me-
chanisms as an equivalent viscous damping, added to each mode as appropriate. The damping is thus assumed
to produce no coupling between modes. While this mechanization is not entirely realistic, it is justified by the
following observations:

a. The actual damping is very low and is found by test to produce little coupling. Thus, nearly pure normal
modes of a system may be excited and the system observed to decay almost harmonically. The indication
given is that velocty-depentdent coupling is very small.

b. If c.ne were to show a velocity-dependent coupling, the coefficient would have to be determined experimental-
ly. Since the direct damping coefficient is itself difficult enough to measare, it is clear that one could hardly
expect to Improve the accuracy of a study by introduction of still more suspect data.

The structural damping force is a function of the deflection of the generalized coordinate of the mode but in phase
with the velocity of the generalized coordinate of that mode. To treat this damping as a viscous damping requires
that the mode oscillate in a quasi--harmonic manner. This damping force may then be expressed as a damping
factor, C i, where 21, 1 wiqt is the internal damping force of the Iih mode per unit generalized mass.

The fluid propellant damping forces result from the dissipative nature of a viscous fluid undergoing shear. Al-
through there are some approximate methods for calculating damping forces, these forces are most commonly
arrived at by experimental testing of the actual tank, in the case of small missiles, and a model tank in the case
of large missiles. These forces may be represented as a propellant damping factor, •, in the expression
2 j wj'ý, ,which is the damping force per unit sloshing mass.

In Appendix C3 it is shown that the rate-of-change-of-mass terms, including jet-damping, are npeligible for the
class of vehicles considered. Therefore, these terms are assumed to be zero.

3.4.6 Servo Actuation Torques. The engine positioning serve actuation system produces a torque on the engine
chamber, denoted here by TLservn. Its elaboration in terms of the servo system properties and autopilot com-

mand signals is a specialized study for each such system (see Section 4).

3.4.7 Equations of Motion. By defining a few special symbols concerned with the rigid-body degree of freedom,
the equations of motion of the vehicle body modes may be written In a general form which will include rigid -body
pitching, rigid-body plunging and body bending. Let

a(0)=1an
aM I and

xn

4(o) ( X
xn n CG

Here e(e) is the normalized slope of the rigid-body pitching mode at station n along the longitudinal axis of the
xn

vehicle;0" is the normalized deflection in this mode. Note that is dimensiooless andOb has units ofxn x% xn
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ft/radian. The pitching miode normal coordinate is q~ 6 and is dimensioniess.* The generalized mass for the

pitching mode becomes:

.1. ~ d rnxs [- 1.x i rrx- i

Also define

U W 0
xn

4r P

where (A~z is the normal ized rigid -body plunging miode dieflIection li t Station n.

Tile generalized mass for this mode is:

f 0 ors) (x) (I rix mdx M.

it will he noted thait an()Md (P (are constant along tihe longitudinal axis of the vehicle since they are pure ruta-
xni MI

tion and translation, resprecti vely , of the v'ehicle 's princ ipal axis, biehaving ais a rigid ibody.

Bly use of this choice of symbols tire rigid-Isidy 1tirade equoations become identical in) form with those of the elastic

modes. Hence, in) this section we will riclotc their normal Coordinates as lj 's, just as fur tire elastic meodes.
Twvo othe, cl asss of degrees of freedom are dlistinct enough in their nature that they will be carried with their
own dlistinctive symubols: the control deflections of the rocket engines will be dienoted by 6 1 and the translation

of the sloshing mlasses, by Yi

The modies assumed to dlescribe the(. body shape are orthogonal modes, computed with the rocket engine masses

afixed . Inertial enopilneir 1-f- ',r the -oIW *nI.h. -- d 2.,,.h. the c0.ur cnytruhlcpr~rh-1 nl

accelerations, 6''iTo wri te the equation of motion of 6 the rocket engine chamber miode, we begin by sum-
ming forces and torques about that engines oenter of gravity.

Cc. k xc I sro a'I'll -1

It 116k xc qj T'1

where VT is the transverse shear force acting oil the engine (an(: v~lricie) at the gimbal point. due to the engine's
ti'ansvertse accleration: 'if is 'the gimibal friction torque: and T1~~v is the torque generated by the servo ac-

tuation device. If one eliminates VTr from the absive, firu, gneral eqluation for the rocket engine is obtained as
showvn below.

in cases where the slosh ing liquid elemients hav'e been included in the calculation of the body niodes , the slosh
d isielaceirrents arc gihenr with in tile imodlal diescrIipition . Thre slosh mimdcs are then orthogonal to tire body modes
anir! the sloshang terms of l-Muiation 3-12 riay be omitted; this includes diroppring the tank bottoma couples
(wV OT'Y2 ) and (Me, Ye' ),. which are now accormoteni for in tire racuial calculation (see App~endix A4). Equation

*F romr these, renriarks oric sees that tihe errits uof tle pitciitInig mode coordlinate. are un ique,, all other monidal coor-

diillates hay iorg unrits Oft feet. Airn ' iri' iii unt of length Could beli; introducied to the i i teli ng coordimate to make it
conifornm, bu nio biiasic advanintage woiiuld threrebry 1cc rue.
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( hbody mode, rigid or elastic)

I + Afl qoi (M i t k I , xek -Oj( xel,

T(jX0) W) q
k , xc xT k J, xTj

0')() ~ (1) M

~ xc j2 Y"x yl'() -xM

(kth rocket engine)

f2tk'h r (j)){ - hzk O

r (j.Pk (jj) ±Tscv (3-13)

(2 hpropellant sloshing mode)

M 12 f + 21wM, 12 ' + KIY ~Mf j ,14XJ (3-14)

3.5 THREE-AXIS RIGID VEHICLE EQUATIONS

The rigid-body equations of motion of a booster vehicle which possesses six degrces of freedom are presented
herein. The vehicle is oonsidered to be asymmetric, both mnerially and aerodynam~ically. By asymmetry it is
meant that the center of gravity and center of pressure (10 not necessarily coincide with the geometric or control
axes of the vehicle. Eulerian (body fixed) axes are used in writing the equations of motion. The axes nrP p!iaie,-
along the pitch, yaw, and roll geometric or control axes, with the origin referenced at the longitudinal center of
gravity of the "reduced vehicle. "*

It is assumed that in flight a booster vehicle will have only small angular deviations about the body-fixed coordi-
nates in the yawv and rnll directions. The angular displacement about the pitch axis (Y-YI) will be considered to
be composed of tvo parts: the stecady state pitch angle, 00, and the perturbation pitch angle. 0.

where 0, 0 and 4' are the perturbiation quantities.

*The "reduced vehicl"c' is that portion (if thc vehicle whbich acts as a un itary mass at the~ r~gidi-body control fre -

quency. This is usually taken to be the entire vehile mcass inminus kie muass of Ihe sloshbing. port ion ol the l iqui d
propeliants. and for thin; analysis will be defineditas such.
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(I th body mode, rigid or elastic)

i q, q ~q k. ii (M Rk I lk 'x(ejk -k "elk

r (i) ]-l,,(1))

S(j. (i (i

r

k j' I Že X7 k 4
xT ~~

.N/caxn 1 ii j (v-

ni f ('~j) Xll r xn T)

(kt rocket engine)

(b
1

Rk•
2

k 1OI~k) 5R r M 'k -I
~'~ kkx 1  

0  ~xck ~j - r

j-: • e - a <) TLscrvo (3-13)

(kth propellant sioshing mode)

- 2 
r

I, k 6 2; (j) 1(j) e

M 1 Yt + 2fw•Ml + K2 Y = MI J -j (3-14)

3.5 THREE-AXIS RIGID VEHICLE EQUATIONS

The rigid-body equations of motion of a booster vehicle which possesses six degrees of freedom are presented
herein. The vehicle is considered to le asymmetric, both inertially and aerodynamically. By asymmetry it is
meant that the center of gravity and center of pressure do not necessarily coincide with the geometric or control
axes of the vehicle. Eulerian (body fixed) axes are used in writing the equations of motion. The axes are placed
along the pitch, yaw, and roll geometric or control axes, with the origin referenced at the longitudinal center of
gravity of the "reduced vehicle. "*

It is assumed that in flight a booster vehicle will have only small angular deviations about the body-fixed coordi-
nates in the yaw and roll directions. The angular displacement about the pitch axis (Y-Y*) will be considered to
be composed of two parts: the steady state pitch angle, 0o, and the perturbation pitch angle, 0.

0 = c,+

where i, 0 and 0 are the perturbation quantities.

*The "reduced vehicle" is that portion of the vehicle which acts as a unitary mass at the rigid-body control fre-

quency. This is usually taken to be the entire vehicle mass minos the mass of the shoshinig porjtion of the liquid
propelhants. and for this analysis will be defined as such.
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The forward velocity along the steady-state pitch geometric axis, U, is assumed to be relatively large. LateralW V
perturbation velocities, V and W, arc written as angles of attack: 0 K and 0 . All angles will be

II U
written in radian measure.

The Euler angles are defined as those angles through which one axis system must be rotated sequentially to
superimpose it upon another having an initial angular displacement from the first. In Figure 3-5 these totations
are made sequentially about the vehicle's petch, yaw, and roll axes in that order.

x 2'x3 --- I

x V

zz

Figure 3-5. Angular Notation Used for a Three-Axis Analysis (0-,-0 System)

The following relations can be obtained by direct resolution of the vectors in Figure 3-5:

p 'e sin 4

Q = oees n cok 'O- sinOi

R 4, cos - cos 4 sin e

By rearranging these equations the rates of change of the Euler angles may be expressed as functions of the in-
stantaneous angular velocities:

P 'It sin 40tan4 -Q cosq tan ¢

Se" os4, cos4,

It cos 6 Q sine.

These equations are linearized by assuming small perturbations only: q and 4, must be restricted to small
angles; P, Q, and It are small also:

p

S-- Q.

Fiurei 3-6 presents the mathematical model and coordinate system used. Figure 3-7 presents a modification for
vehicles with aer.dynamic surfaces of a typical manned ballistic boost-alide configuration, carrying a lifting sur-
face payload and stabilizing fins on the first stage booster.
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The equations of motion of a rigid vehicle about a body-fixed axis system are dcrived in numerous references,

e.g., IReference 11. The equations will therefore not he derived but only presented. Attention will be directed
instead to development of thos-e facets oif the equations peculiar to the ballistic booster and which dlistinguish it

(and its analysis) from the lift-sustained vehicle. These items are dliscussed following the presentation of the

general equations themselves.

3.5.1 Three Axis -Equation of Motion:

U ýr - Qa U I It fu - g sinl 00M1.

HL 9Fgees0  tie AYCG

I l Y~ it~ II' A L

lXX XY lxz i

Iyy Q y IY1)1YZ i z

wvhere

co0 s in O

andl

fi it f it

"ette that the equations are written for limly-fiaed coordinates (sev Appendi., 103),

3.5.2 Forces. The forces F x, FY and Fz. have contributions fromt the aerodynamic forces (sub a), propulsion
forces (suit p) tantd 6losluing lore es (suit s).

E F -X I X

2ýF Y fY tY

z at p s

:3.5.2. 1 Aerodynamic Forces. The aerodynamic forces arise fron- angi2Z.. of attack in pitch andl yaw (a and 13),
Irum the roll, pit~ch and, y'aw bosdy rates (P -0, Q -0, and It -4 ) and( fromt aerodynamic control surface deflec-
tions. Expressecd in termis of aerotlvniimic coefficients these are as followvs:

Xa I1)('

Ya ISGN/rl fl 1 s C y/p ii 'I qC, /i [ISC /6

Za (is C (y -'IS C/' 4) fi (IS zA i H, (18 C-1 0 60

60/ // /
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Mhero 6 alld 6 ,art, the aerodkynamuic control surface dleflections in yaw and pitch respectively.

3-'1.2.2 Propulsion For-ces:

Z i '- In T k6kq

3.5.2.3 Stoshing Forces:

Zx MII (I,(, It

The 170 and r~terms are due to tile assumption that there is zcre shear between the propellant anti the missile
tank %vall. ks a consequence, thc missile is considered to rotate around the flied.

3. 5.3 Moments. The moments L , N1, andi N likewise consist oif the moments due to the acrotialtltic forces,
propulsive forces, and slushing forces:

I L L 1- L AZ %Z F - AY E F
a P) CG Y CG x

ZM N IM +M IN -Nt -A'/ E F
a P s CG It

F N N 1N + N lAY ~2F

3. 5. 3. 1 Acerodyn~amic Moments. -\erodyrnamllc moments are proportional to -Angles of attack in pitch anil yaw
(including a noillinear product term), to b~ody axis rates,, andi to control deflections. They are expressed in co-
efficient formn:

L'a ~L 3 qSei f -u,1q(S F tC /3 (I-s
2 

if 1 c (is C p I qSeC 6

Ma m.S fCno a rnISPC/Po il/ (i ."A -(SI / 6 ~ 1) 5

a I" ; -8 C. 4'qyt 4. 61

where iis a reference lueitgth and 60 repre'sents a (differlent iat dfcii elion o~f thse aerody naici surfaces to produce

a roll -control moment.

31. 5,3. 2 Propuls ive Moments:

11 k I Z ' k I 'I' 0 k

P k i k k - I k

kG I
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m m
Np T I - 2 T k 

2 xk6 k.,
P k=1 k Yk k1 Tk- k

3.5.3.3 Sloshing Moments:

M 8 Z s Ip2

N ýY I
N s 8p

3.5.1 Propellant Sloshing Equations of Motion:

S FIr9 L Fx r 0 ,

of L L

Frof Ir F p20

O• 2 Lp T lp1

where

Fro,- Q0 - (tpj- Lpj) -- h~ M0 f 1) ilp)Ij

F 1i1t21) - 1Lp)2 -i - () o -l "p2 j

3.5.5 Discussion of Three-Axis Coupling Elfiects for a Ballistic Booster. Coupling in the three-axis system
arises from four sources:

a. inertial coupling, since principal axes are not presumed,

b. coupling due to asymmetric aerodynamic configurational aspects,

c. coupling through the control system (aerodynamic and reaction jet), and

d. propellant sloshing in inertial planes about which the vehicle rolls.

The cross-coupling due to inertial asymmetry is significant when the body axis system does not coincide with the
principal axes. This type of coupling is often negligible in analysis of ballistic boosters which are built sym-
metrically by intent. The principal inertial axes will very nearly coincide with the geometric or control axes,
making such coupling very low. Typically, the ratios of products of inertia to moments of inertia for this class
of vehicles will be of the order of 0. 001 to 0.01.

Aerodynamic symmetry in the booster vehicle is also maintained by intent. Although the symmetry may be only
plane symmetry, It is with respect to two planes and is usually enough to eliminate most aerodynamic cnfigura-
tion coupling. Inspection and discussion of the various aerodynamic forces and moments will give an indication
of the origin and relative importance of the aerodynamic terms, such that it will be evident that many of these

terms may be omitted from the three-axis equations of motion and may likewise justify using a plane-motion
study for rigid-body stability.

3.5.6 Aerodynamic Coupling Due to Drag Force Increments. To minimize aerodynamic loading during flight,
ballistic missiles or boosters are purposely flown on zero-lift trajectories, either by pre-programming the de-
sired flight path angle or through direction from some form of guidance system. In addition, an angle-of-attack
attitude control loop may be employed which will try to maintain a zero angle of attack (zero lift) when the missile
is flying through wind shears and gusts (see Section 2, Subsection 2.2.2). It follows then that the lift distribution
on the aerodynamic surfaces is lnw (nominally zero). Consequently, any vehicle maneuvers or differential con-
trol deflections which produce asymmetric lifting surface loadings will result in very little cross coupling
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between axes due to drag force increments. For example, a differential aileron deflection to produce roll will
result in equal drag increases on the two main surfaces (if they have no lift) and, hence, will not be accompanied
by a yaw couple. Likewise, a roll rate (ý =_ P) will result in equal (but opposite) lifts and equal drag increments
on the main surfaces due to the Induced angle of attack.

It should also be noted that such differential drags as do occur on the main surfaces act at a very small moment
arm from the yaw axis, leading again to the conclusion that roll-to-yaw coupling due to drag increments is neg-
ligibly small.

3,5.7 Forces and Moments Due to Yaw Angle of Attack or Sideslip. The forces F 1 , F 2 , F3, and F4 of Figure
3-8 are exerted on the vehicle due to a relative wind angle, ft. The force F is the total aerodynamic force

1exerted on the aft fins in the Z-plane. The fins on the booster section of the vehicle would be symmetrically

_I

I/V -

x TOP

F F
3

y

SFRONT
z

Figure 3-8. Aerodynamic Forces Due to Sideslip on a Ballistic Booster with Lifting Surfaces

placed with respect to the yaw plane such that the force F1 would intersect the X-axis, and, therefore not con-
tribute a rolling moment. The payload on the forward part of the vehicle will not necessarily be symmetric about
the yaw plane, as shown in Figure 3-8. 1k rC the forces F.3 and F,1 impart a rolling moment which is the
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(qS i C .!•1 i)-torm of the aerodynamic roll moment L All of the forces (F1, F2, F and F ) are included In the

(qS C fl-term of the lateral aerodynamic force Y The roll moment imparted byF and would be quite
N/ti a 3 4 quit

small as compared to the other aerodynamic and control rolling moments and is often safely omitted.

3.5.8 Forces and Moments Due to Roll Rate. The forces Fi, F2, F3' F4' F7, and F8 of Figure 3-9 produce

no not lateral force but are the main contributors of the (qS i C 1/Pb) -termp of L a, The conventional

roll-yaw coupling is either zero or negligible, as previously mentioned, since boost vehicles are flown o, a

zero-lift trajectory or nominal zero angle of attack.

p

S- 
F 2

FF 2- 2

F3

1+F

Figure 3-9. Aerodynamic Forces Due Lo a Rolling Rate

on a Ballistic Booster with Lifting Surfaces

The forces Fr, and F 6 do however, contribute a yawing moment due to rolling velocity, but this moment is again

much less than the yaw control moments. It is not likely that there will be asymmetry in both of the lateral
planes of the aerodynamic payload and, therefore, as shown in the figure, the forces F7 and F 8 do not contribute
pitching forces or moments.

3.5.9 Forces and Moments l)ue to Yaw isie. The fw'ces F 1 , F 2, and F 3 of Figure 3-10 produce a yawing mo-
ment that opposes the yawing motion. Forces F2 and F 3 also contribute a small roll moment, L .

a

3.5.110 Forces and Moments Due to Yaw Control Surface Deflection. The control forces F- and F 2 of Figure
3-11, due to deflection of the vertical fin control surfaces in the same direction, cause an overall control force
in the Y-direction and a yawing mnoment, since the forces do not pass through the center of gravity of the mis-
sile. Since the fins are symmetric there i. no roll mnoment produced.

3.5.11 Forces and Moments Dlue to Roll Control Surface l)eflcclion. All of the control surfaces may contribute
to the roll control of the missile by either deflecting clockwise or counterclockwise. The forces F 1 , F2, F 3 and

in Figure 3-12 produce no nat lateral force N)O only a rolling moment since the fins are symmetrical in each
pl)ane. No significant yaw Imoment is produced, either.

In summary, ballistic or hoost vehicles are lmrposvly Iihited to low turning rates so as to minimize structural
loads. They also nominallty fly zcro lift trajectories. Guidance commands produce mnuch slower maneuvers than
(10 the control commanrig of manned aircraft and therefore (to not appreciably affect the problem. In rigid-body
studies of booster vehicles it is therefore common t,) ignore all of the terms other than the majir term in each of
the acrodyna'nic fvice and moment equatio!r.s. Thus, for the balliatic booster wvithout lifting; surfaces one writes:
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Figure 3-10. Aerodynamic ForcesI Due to Yaw Rate on a Ballistic Booster

with Lifting Surfaces

Figure 3-11. Aerodynamic Control lor" • Deflection, Yaw (Typical)
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Figure 3-12. Aerodynamic Control Force Deflection, Rol'1

(Aerodynamic Forces)

X = - qS C1)

YaZ -qS CNIp 17

Za CN!/ a

(Aerodynamic Moments)

L L qS j a/3
a u#

M ~qS fC a
a MA

N -qS C C
a n/J

For the ballistic booster carrying lifting surfaces the aerodynamic damping coefficients Cm/Q and Cn/R may be

aignificant enough to warrant inclusion of their terms. If these same surfaces are activated for control, the
aerodynamic control forces as reflected in the coefficients CY/6, CZ/6 0, Cf/60' Cm/50' and Cn/6 are
included also.
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SEC TION 4

SIMPLIFICATION AND A PPIIOMMATION OF TILANSFER FUNCTIONS
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SYM1BOLS USED IN SECTION 4

Symbol Definition Units

9
A area of hydraulic actuator piston ft

B bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid lbs/ft
2

Cfk gimbal bearing friction coefficient for the kth engine lb ft sec/rad

CL hydraulic actuator leakago coofficient ft /lb. see.

(C N/a)x local aerodynamic normal force coefficient per unit angle of attack at i/rad
station n along the longitudinal axie

I reduced moment of inertia (see Appendix A1-5) slug ft
2

Iok moment of inertia in pitch or yaw of the klh engine about its own center slug ft
2

of gravity
Ilk moment of inertia of the kth engine about its gimbal point slug ft

2

k rocket engine index N.D.

K hydraulic actua-,r (-o load) open loop velocity gain (rad/se) 6
crad 6.

K ' hydraulic actuator effective (at load) open loop velocity gain as defined 1/see
in Equation /4-12

KE equivalent spring constant for hydraulic actuator system equals (-VT + lbs/ft
A 2 2

KItk hydraulic actuator spring constant for the kth engine -V --T lbs/ft

K spring constant of sloshing mass in the 2th propellant sloshing tank lbs/ft

K actuator structural spring constant lbs/ft
In

I sloshing propellant index N D.

2 aerodynamic moment arm ft
a

I control thrust level arm about center of gravity ft
e

th
fpR sloshing pendulum moment arm for I propellant tank ft

P rocket engine lever arm measured from the gimbal point at the engine ft
center of gravity

generalized mass for the ith node slugs

• Non-dimensional
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 4 (Continued)

Symbol Definition Units

Mc k baoshixg moment coefficient for the ith propellant sloshing tank lb sec
2

MI, first mode sloshing mass in Ith propellant (sloshing tank) slugs

MR mass of rocket engine slugs

M aerodynamic moment due to Pitching rate ft lbs sec

P aerodynamic force parameter = q Sref lbs

P load pressure on hydraulic actuator lbs/ft
2

L

q generalized displacement of the ith mode ft

Qt generalized force for the ith elastic bending mode lbs

R moment arm of hydraulic actuator ft

8 Laplace operator (s " a + J I) 1/sec

T total rocket engine thrust lbs

T thrust of control engine (s) lbs
t

Tf thrust of fixed rocket engine (s) lbs

Tk thrust of kth rocket engine lbs

V vehicle velocity ft/sec

X I actuator deflection due to load pressure acting on the actuator elastic ft
compllance

X X coordinate (longitudinal) of station n ftn

Y lateral displacement of the sloshing mass in the Ith sloshing propellant ft
tank

a angle of attack rad

a vehicle longitudinal acceleration ft/sec
2

T M

5 angle between rocket engine thrust vector and vehicle elastic rad

axis at gimbal point; includes elastic deformation of engine position
servo and actuation within the servo itself

6' angle between thrust vector and elastic mode at rocket engine's rad
center of gravity, due to actuation within the positioning serve

6 rocket engine error angle (defined in Equation 4-20) rad

ten damping ratio for hydraulic actuator N.D.

damping ratio for the ith mode N. D.

generalized damping ratio for the ith mode N.
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 4 (Continued)

Symbol Definition Units

tl damping ratio as defined In Equation 4-13 N.D.

damping ratio of the sloshing mass In the Ath propellant sloshing tank N. D.

a vehicle pitch angle rad

P. aerodynamic effectiveness parameter defined in Equation 2-2 l/see
2

engine control effectiveness parameter defined in Equation 2-2 1/sec2

a normalized modal slope rad/ft

timec constant sec

normalized iaodal deflection ft/ft

w natural frequency for hydraulic actuator 1/seee

w. natural frequency for ith mode 1/see

W; generalized natural frequency for ith mode 1/see

wl modal natural frequency defined in Equation 4-13 l/see

'I natural frequency of sloshing mass in f propellant sloshing tank 1/see

Subscripts

A station A (location of lateral translation sensor)

e station e (center of gravity of rocket engine)

G station G (gyro or other angular sensor location)

IB station B (bottom of tank) of It" propellant sloshing tank

n station n

T station T (rocket engine gimbal or thrusting point)

x coordinate along the longitudinal axis
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4.1 AIMS OF SIMPLIFICATION

In any field of analysis, one of the main concerns of the analyst is to determine to what degree of complexity or
completeness he must commit himself in performing the analysis so that the solution obtained is significant and
sufficiently accurate to satisfy the purpose for which it was intended. In the field of automatic control, this pro-
blem manifests itself in the form of determining the most suitable equations of motion (or transfer functions, if
the problem may be linearized) for description of the "forward path", i.e., the plant or process being controlled,
Present-day control theory, in combination with modern ccmputer facilities, is probably sufficient to give
reasonable assurance that solutions to the control problem may always be obtained, provided the proper mathe-
matical model of the controlled progress ,oan be written.

From a practical as well as a philosophical viewpoint, it is desirable to determine and possess the simplest
equations of motion or transfer functions that will yield sufficiently accurate results, keeping in mind the purpose
of the analysis. As a consequence of having a suitably simplified analysis, good robults may be obtained with the
most efficient use of time and rn( y. The simpler tranefer functions will permit Illumination of the most signi-
ficant features of the problem; they will allow application of powerful analytic tools thereby providing great in-
sight to the nature of the problem; they will obviate the necessity for massive computer simulations within which
the heart of the problem is often buried from sight.

in this section a group of simplified approximate transfer functions for the large ballistic booster are given.
These transfer functions have a limited range of applicability. The limitations are well defined since each trans-
fer function is tailored to permit investigation of certain specific flexible booster/autopilot control problems by
the least elaborate of analytic methods. In every case these simplified transfer functions may be viewed as being
extractions from the general system equations of motion given in Section 3. The basis for this extraction is now
discussed.

4.2 BASES OF SIMPLIFICATION

Since the primary application of the simplified or approximate transfer functions will be in performing stability
analyses of the elastic booster with autopilot control, it is natural that the basis of simplification be established
with stability analysis criteria. It is necessary, however, to keep in mind also that these same approximate
transfer functions should, if possible, be useful for load analyses and other system studies wherein the time-
domain response of the system is most important. For these reasons, it is felt that the suitability of approxi-
mate transfer functions can best be judged relative to behavior of the complex roots of the Laplace variable, (s).
Effects of approximations on these roots can, In turn, be judged most effectively from the graphic interpretations
possible in root-locus plotting methods.

Hence, while many alternate interpretations (if the approximations may be made in the frequeinuy realm (Bode
plots, Nyquist diagrams), these will rarely be employed here; then only insofar as they lead to a convenient way

of cataloging some effects.

Judgments as to the efficacy of a particular approximation are very difficult to arrive at in a truly objective
manner - they are almost certain to be colored by the user's own experience. To this degree the approximate
transfer functions given in this section represent a distillation of the authors' experience. In'addition, however,
certain objective measures of these equations' suitability can be applied. These measures will be discussed in
each ar'.a, along with other approximations made, since they will provide the reader with an appreciation of the
range of applicability of the equations as well as with some techniques which may prove useful in evaluating new
approximations for the unforesceably strange vehicle configurations of the future.

Approximations may be placed in one of the following two categories:

a. The relative size of coefficients of the same order of (s) in a transfer function (secondary effects) is con-
sidered.

b. The importance of terms of different urders of (s) (higher or lower) are studied. These ternis usually rep-
resent other modes or physical effects associated with certain regions of the frequency spectrum.

In every case the criteria for evaluating these two classes of approximations ma3 be interpreted from their sig--
nificance in affecting the modes' complex roots and. hence, their stability anid time-domain behavior.
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4.2.1 Neglect of Secondary Fffects. Terms deleted from the equations of motion, as under a. above, have the

effect of representing either small changes in the loop gain of the system or small shifts in the position of the
open-loop poles or zeros and hence of the phase of the system. Here the importance of such a term is readily
weighed relative to the effect it has on the position of the closed loop roots. Very often such a comparison may

be made solely on Lhe question of the size of such a term in comparison with the "incertainties in the values of
the larger, dominaut parameters, i.e., the accuracy with which it is expected ,ther parameters in the system
will be known or controlled.

As an Axample, the angular-velocity-dependent aerodynamic damping term is usually omitted in studying rigid-
body pitch axis stability of nonwinged ballistic boosters.* One way in which this term might be evaluated is to
observe its role in the rigid-missile transfer function, 0/6. If Incorporated, the transfer function becomes

1
0/6 - ;46 1 (cf.Equation 2-4 of Section 2, from which the nutations are borrowed). The result-

82 + M6/1 s-_p

ing shift in the two real poles (at approximately * J/- ), due to inclusion of the damping term, is negligible as

it affects the closed loop root for the class of boostcrs considered. The situation is depicted graphically by the
root locus plot of Figure 4-1.

ALTERNATE I

LOCUS N

I

ALTERNATE POLES AT + MO_

k21

Figure 4-1. Effect of Aerodynamic Damping on Rigid-Body Locus

* In Equation 3-12 this term appears as P ; (CN/aV and would be written more commonly

as .2 ( Mn (CN ) •xn ).
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Alternately, one could observe the effect of incorporation of this term on the closed-loop characteristic equation
of the system (of. Equation 2-5). This aerodynamic damping term, if added, would appear in two coefficients of
powers of (s) also containing velocity gain constants of the autopilot; in magnitude it would be but a few percent
or less of these coefficients. Physically, the aerodynamic damping of unwinged vehicle oscillations is negligible
compared to that introduced by velocity-dependent elements of the control system. It is not necessary to incor-
porate these minor terms of the system equations when the autopilot gain constants, which determine the major
effects, are not themselves controlled to within comparable absolute accuracies.

There exists, however, a complementary example to the one JuLst cited, viz., a comparison of the relative con-
tribution of this same velocity-dependent aerodynamic damping to the damping of a body bending elastic mode
coupled through the autopilot. * Here, system damping from structural dissipation is extremely low ano hence
the aerodynamic damping, which yields a damping contribution of comparable magnitude at certain flight times,
becomes too important to neglect. This situation may also be analyzed through the relative importance of a
small shift In the open-loop pole of the bending mode which this aerodynamic damping term accomplishes. While
the effect on closed-loop roots of small shift in the open loop pole for the rigid-body mode may be negligible (as
noted earlier), it can be of critical importance for the elastic mode roots. Many of these modeb will be gain-
stabilized, i.e., their loci will depart from the open loop pole, heading towards the Jw axis (and the right half of
the complex plane). Whether or not the closed loop root is stable depends upon the loop gain (h Dw far the root
departs from the pole) and upon the distance the pole is away from the J w axis. This, in turn, is dependent upon
modal damping. The situation is depicted graphically in Figure 4-2. It should be apparent that a conservative
analysis can always be made omitting this aerodynamic damping.

POLE, LOCUS, AND ROOT
SIlFTED BY ADDITION
OF AERODYNAMIC
DAMPING

POLE, LOCUS,

AND ROOT FOR ZERO
- AERODYNAMIC

DAMPING

Figure 4-2. Effect of Aerodynamic Damping on Body Bending Mode Roots

From the foregoing one sees that the approximations Just discussed have as their bases certain characteristics
associated with the vehicle class under study. However, their validity iW readily re-evaluated on the same bases
for any vehicle of strikingly different characteristics.

4.2.2 Terms of Different Orders of (s). There exist a variety of ways in which terms of different orders of (s)
appear in a problem. A few of these are as follows:

a. Added degrees of freedom representing other modes of the controlled vehicle,

b. inertial effects added to a system to account for their presumed importance in a problem, and

c. high frequency characteristics of various system elements.

in Equation 3-12 thin term appears as V 2; (Cn/i)n 0 (1) 2
n C/• xnI qi.
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Because of the varied nature of these effects, it is more difficult to make generalizations as to their assessment.

A useful point of view, however, Im alluded to in the above listing, viz., taking the position of evaluating terms
as additions to a given system of simplified equatiors. This of course is the inverse of the problem posed by

Equations 3-12, where a very general set of equations is presented from which the desired approximations are
to be synthesized. The situation in many ways is analogous to the classical synthesis-analysis cycle of design
and, hence, should not appear foreign to the practicing engineer.

If this last viewpoint is adcpted, a number of useful indications of treatments of "higher order terms" may be
had from_ thn following considerationf,.

An added degree of freedoai may be evaluated, relative to its effects in the root-locus plot. If It is a mode of
the system (almost invariably the case), it will appear as a group of pole-zero dipoles and, depending upon the
strength of its coupling with the other modes (through the elastic, inertial, or generalized forces), will produce
some shifting of the other mode's open loop poles and zeros. Hence, two measures of the effect of an added
mode on other modes present themselves: 1) its effect in shifting the "existing" open loop poles and zeros and,

2) the effcct of its dip-le(ii) as seen from the area of the closed loop roots of the former system. Naturally, this
added mode must itself be analyzed for its own stability, but this is a separate problem.

As an example of the foregoing one may cite the coupling between rigid-body plunging and pitching modes

brought about by aerodynamics. When studying pitch attitude stability (0/6), the plunging mode coupling mani-
fests itself its a small dipole at the origin and as minor shifts in the pitch mode poles (cf. Equation 2-2). its
effect on the pitch mode closed loop root is therefore minor (see Figure 4-3).

jw

CLOSED LOOP PITCH

MODE ROOT

LOCUS WIT1IOUT
PLUNGING MODE

LOCUS WITH
PLUNGING MOI)E

1 [PITCH MODE

41PIOLES _
ýPITCII MODE

POLES WIrlTH

PLUNGING MODE PLUNGING MODE
DIPOLE

Figure 4-3. Effect of Coupling of Rigid Body Plunging Mode with Rigid Body Pitching Mode

Another exampIe is the effect of a body bending mode on rigid-body pitching stability. Coupling occurs through
the autopilot (significant) and through aerodynamics (minor). The added mode produces a conjugate pair of
dipoles (cf. Equation 2-1t) and appears as shown in Figure 4-,4. As may be seen there, the effect on the rigid-

body pitching mode phiae, and gail it negligible.
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A - BENDING DIPOLE
/

GAIN CHANGE TO RIGID BODY PHASE SHIFT (TYPICAL)
MODE DUE TO BENDING IS //

THE RATIO: rr 1/

'r2
221

Figure 4-4. Effect of a Bending Mode Dipole on the Rigid Body Mode

Inertial effects are added to the equations because of their presumed importance in a frequency region to be
studied. Depending upon where these effects are added In the equations, they may simply modify existing coeffi-
cients (e.g., the inclusion of aerodynamic inertial terms would only serve to inodify the body inertial coeffi-
cients), or they may add new open loop elements (o.g., the "tall-wags-dog zero", TWD, which appears when
rocket engine inertias are included In the rocket control force term; cf. Subsection 2. 2.8). These now added
loop elements will always appear in conjugate pairs. Their effect on phase shift and gain of an "existing mode"
is readily evaluated from the root locus plot. Figure 4-5 shows the graphic interpretation of the effect of the
TWD zeros on the rigid-body pitching mode's closed loop roots.

As it is obvious that the effect of the TWD zero on the rigid-body mode is minor in this case, so too is it clear

that the effect will be of paramount importance for body bending modes in the range of the TWD zero's frequency
or above. Thus, for body bending studies this effect becomes a dominant factor, and certain other low fre-

quency effects (e.g., the precise position of the rigid body pitching nmode poles) become less significant.

Higher frequency characteristics of elements in the system may be evaluated readily from the poles and zeros

introduced by them to the root locus plot. Such effects as roll-oft characteristics of the servo positioning sys-

tem, the sensors (gyros and platform), the amplifiers or any other elements in the control loop appear as real
or complex poles and zeros. Their influence on the stability of a mode being analyzed is quickly gaged from
their contribution to phase and gain cbaiies in the vicinity of the complex plane where the mode of interest lies.
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Figure 4-5. Effect of Engino TWD Zeros on Rigid Body Pitching Mode

4.2.3 Effects of Flight Environment and Configuration Changes. From the foregoing discussions it is clear that
simplifications and approximations cannot be made categorically without due consideration of the great variations
in system characteristics (and hence parameters) which occur over the course of a flight. Thus, an approxima-
tion which neglects the effects of propellant sloshing modes on rigid-body control modes at liftoff (a good approxi-
mation) may be invalid near burnout of a booster stage, simply because the change in system parameters has
greatly increased the coupling between these modes. Hence, any approximations given must be tempered with
these considerations.

In the remainder of this section various approximate transfer functions are given which have been found of prac-
tical value in the analysis of elastic ballistic boosters. These transfer functions may be looked upon as simpli-
fications of the general equations of Section 3 and elsewhere. Comments as to the nature of the approximations
made in arriving at these equations are given, along with expected areas of applicabiliLy of each. The transfer
functions are also illustrated, where appropriate, by control system block diagrams and by root locus plots.
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4.3 SIMPLIFICATION OF THE GENERAL EQUATIONS OF A FLEXIBLE BOOSTER VEIflCLE.

The preceding subsection illustrated how several particular effects, when considered as additions to simple trans-
fer functions, could be easily evaluated as to their importance. in this Subsection the general plane motion
equations for a flexible booster vehicle (see Section 3) are simplified for use in the stability analysis of closed

loop bending autopilot coupling. Thus, the methods of simplification will be based upon the possibility of omitting
terms or classes of terms from the equation.* These methods are, in general, based upon considerations dis-
cussed earlier in this section.

Prior to simplification and approximation certain facets of the problem must be noted, These considerations
have to do with the type of modes that are to be used in the study. The three classes of modect! (2f. Section 3) are:
1) normal modes, 2) artificially uncoupled modes, and 3) assumed arbitrary shapes. Of the three classes of
modes only the first two are considered In this report. The equations to follow are for modes of the artificially
uncoupled type, in that the sloshing propollants are not included in the mode .alculation. if these propellants are
included in the modes then the equations arc modified by omitting all sloshing terms (see Section 3).

In the calculation of system bending modes the flexibility of the rocket engine actuation linkage may be either
accounted for in the modal calculations, or the linkage may be represented as a rigid link. In the latter case the
flexibility of the linkage Is included in the engine servo mechanism, itself. This is the approach follwed in dc -

riving the engine servo equations of Appendix 34.2. The flexibilities are incorpora.ed therein as a mounting
spring of stiffness, Km, and a finite hydraulic fluid bulk modulus, B. This model leads to the more complex

engine servo equations. When the modal isolutlons do not include the actuation flexibility of the rocket engines,
the modal slope on the missile structure side of the rocket engine gimbal block, o xT, is equal to the modal
slope on the rocket engine side, , Therefore, the diffe'renec expression, a - 0 1, is equal to zero, mak-

ing all terms containing this difference expression also equal to zero (cf. Equation 3-12). In this case
6 k k 1"

When, on the other hand, the actuation system flexibility is included in the modal calculations, the serve loop
equations are computed with infl•nite rigidities: Kmý 00, l - C 0. Some simplification of the servo loop trans-
fer function results. In the following discussion the actuation linkage flexibilities will be assumed accounted for

in the calculations:

6kc 61i) q.

With this approach one of the normal vehicle body modes will be primarily that associated with the resonance of
the engine chamber, elastically mounted from the vehicle. This mode, will be referred to as the "engine-body"

normal mode, since it is of particular significance.

4.3. 1 Simplification of Dependent Variable Coefficients. The first step in simplifying the equations of motion
may be accomplished by analysis of the various terms comprising the total coefficient of the dependent vari-

able, viz., the elastic normal coordinate, qi" This simplification amounts to neglect of secondary effects. The
modal equation of motion (cf. Equation 3-12) is rewritten here in transformed form.

ij9• is2 + (2•i i'•i + k~lm2i "fk-(a ei •~x}')k~i'2 + - (t:N!•v)n " )2)-V, x +

- l xTk xek xTk N (xn xn ) 1

This equation continued on next page.

* Certain observations will be made throughout this section concerning the evaluation of terms, with regard to
the usual range of magnitude of the various terms. These observations ire based upon analysis of several (pro-
posed) large space booster configurations as well as experience with present-day space booster amd ICIlII con--
figurations . However, it must be realized that these observations cannot apply to all possible configurations:
but that the dependency upon modal [traeluCoeivs, displace1ments, slopes. generalized mnasses, and generalized
forces may alter these observations.
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In dealing with a second order system such as the ith mode, it is helpful to think of the first order term of that
variable, sqi, as the modal damping term aid the zero-order term, q1, as the modal frequency term. One can
then separate the various contributions to the coefficients into components affecting damping and those affecting
frequency.

4.3. 1. 1 Modal Damping Term, s q'. The total coefficient of the sq 1-term is composed of: (1) the structural
(1) 2an 3tedmiger

damping term, 2Cl wi,(2) the aerodynamic damping term, n , ad (3)the damping term

due the engine gimbal friction, 2 f ( (u - (F) 2 This coefficient will hereafter be denoted as, 2 t

the effective modal damping.

W o C () 'xrk + (. 4-2)'%'1 kJl xe x' 7 l(C/)xn

For the various elastic modes the 2 1,' Wj term is limited to a relatively small range, as the damping factors r
arc found to be between 0.0025 and 0.02 (svo Section,, 2 and G).
The second term, that due to engine gimbal friction, ( Cfl)(

a1 Ci, xe - axT k- can take on a variety of values.

For an engine in the 150,000-pound thrust class normal friction levels for gimbals with sleeve bearings are
500 lb-ft-coulomb friction and 2000 lb-ft/rad/sec viscous friction. Depending upon the value of ej'6 - a (i), this

damping term may vary from less than 2 t i wi for the lower body bending modes to a much greater value for

the higher bending modes. For an engine-body mode this term may be the dominant damping term, reaching
eight to ten percent of critical damping. It should also be noted that since the friction coefficient Cfk is a j

linearized value representing both viscous and coulomb friction, the effect of this term will vary with frequency
and amplitude of engine motion; i.e., this term will increase in importance as amplitude decreases. This term
does not appear in the rigid-body modes nor in modes computed with a rigid-engine position-servo linkage, since
axe - UXT is zero in each case.

In regions of high dynamic pressure the aerodynamic damping term, -i(C .o (i)
2

X (N, xn) 0 1 , for most classes

of unwinged flexible boosters is usually of the same order of magnitude as the structural damping term. As the
aerodynamic damping coefficient is directly proportional to P/V, its effect is usually important only during the

time of high dynamic pressure and can be ignored during the other flight times. Its omission is conservative.
A damping term also exists due to aerodynamic coupling between the modes. This term is small compared to
the primary aerodynamic damping term, so is universally omitted.

The effect of the aerodynamnic damping on the rigid-body pitching and plunging modes is likewise negligible and
may be omitted for most vehicles of the clhas considered.

Although it is conservative to omit ioth the i"imbal friction and aerodynamic damping terms, it is reommended
that all three of the term-s comprising 2, 'i :,)t he retained (except for expediency when simple hand solutions
are being used) for more accurate stability analysis and transient respo)nses of the system.
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4.3.1.2 Natural Frequency Term qI. The total coefficient of the qj term, designated as is analogous to the

natural frequency of a second order harmonic oscillator:

2 2 1 mr (i) U (1) -a(i)• P (C/0 (0 o (I)

2 2 i k=-1 k OxTk\ xe xT k -o-? n N xn xn xn

The class of vehicles considered are: 1) those having relatively constant cross section over their length, 2)
those with no major aerodynamic surfaces (wings, fins, etc.), and 3) those controlled by means of a gimbaled
thrust-vector located at the base of the missile. For this class of vehicles the aerodynamic forces, due to an
elastic modal deflection, qj, are low relative to the elastic forces. From another point of view, the modal di-
vergence speed (at which wi - 0) is very high. The thrust term is likewise very small in its effect on fre-

quency. Thus, when considering the elastic modes of the class of vehicles under study, these two terms are
usually much less than the modal frequency term, wj2. Only with tha very slender boosters, or with boosters
having lifting surfaces will the aerodynamic term become significant. However, this aerodynamic term is im-
portant in the rigid-body modes.

4.3.2 Simplification of Forcing Functions. The next, !md more difficult, stvir in simplifying Equation 4-1 is an
evaluation of the various forcing functions which represent excitations of a given mode. The excitations appear
in several guises:

a. The orthongonal body modes are coupled directly through the action of such nonconservative forces as aero-
dynamic, bearing friction, and propulsive.*

b. The artificially uncoupled sloshing modes exhibit Inertial coupling with the normal body modes.

c. Regenerative and coupled excitations occur through the autopilot in modes whose motion Is detected by an
autopilot sensor; these modes may, in turn, be excited directly by control forces.

d. Indirect coupling may occur through the autopilot in two) classes:

1) Modes whose motion is detected by certaiii of the control sensors, but upon which the control forces can-
not act directly; e.g., if propellant sloshing were detected by a sensor placed in a tank for that purpose the re-
sultant signal could command control forces, but these forces could not act directly on the propellant modes.

2) Modes whose motion is not detected by the control sensors but upon which modes the control force does
act directly, e.g., the rigid-body plunging in an attitude-only control system.

The above types of coupling might be categorized as "open-loop" (a. and b.) and "closed-loop" (c. and d.).

4.3.2.1 Direct Modal Coupling Terms Between Normal Modes (Open Loop Coupling). Direct modal coupling be-
tween normal body modes occurs through the nonconwervative forces. Figure 4-6 is a block diagram illustrating
the couplings between two of the normal body modes. The direct modal coupling appears (for example) as a feed-
back path around the Ath mode of:

aqi •Qj fqj •

The general effect of this coupling Is to produce a shift in the position of the open-loop poles of the 4th mode.
Experience dictates that the portion of this shift due to aerodlynamics is minor for these normal body modes (as,) P € J)
one might expect), since the "aerodynamic gains" in the loop (the 1P (CN/O)m 

0
xn ")and .2 t)

are both very low. Consequently. the jth mode forcing iunction coefficients are usually omitted in writing a
simplified ith mode transfer function. The exception could be for the vehicle carrying lifting surfacees near the

* The individual mode's regenerative excitations by these nonconservative forces were treated as part of the

normal coordinatels coefficients in Subsection 4.3.1.
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times of maximum dynamic pressure. This problem then becomes that of the aeroelastician, where, for suffi-
ciently high q, the system roots (open loop poles) can move onto the Jw axis. Because of its minor role and/or
specialized nature (derivation of the mathematical model for the unsteady aerodynamic forces on the lifting sur-
face is certain to be a highly specialiaod prohlem), no further treatment of this type of open loop coupling is
made herein.

The other open-loop coupling terms are either:

a. Nonexistent (the case where the ecrvo mount elastic compliance is not incorporated into the modal calcula-

tions so that, c - rT - 0, in which case the coupling will still appear but in a different form (see Sub-
section 4.3.2.5), or

b. Dependent upon the gain, () - (i)
be - axT , through which the thrust vector and bearing friction forces act. For

most body modes these terms are low, since their frequency separation from the engine-body mode (present
when servo mount compliance is Incorporated in the modes) is great enough that this relative motion is not
greatly excited. * The obvious exception then may occur in the case of coupled motions between an engine-body
mode and a body mode. If these modes are at all close in frequency (a distinct possibility since the engine-body
mode frequency Is relatively constant throughout flight, see Appendix A4 for an example of almost coincident
modal frequencies), then significant coupling can occur. This being an "open-loop" effect, one can expect this
coupling to appear for both active (commanded) and passive (noncommanded) engines. The effect manifests it-
self as a shift In the open-loop poles for the body mode being studied.

The effect is greatest, of course, if the two modes have nearly coincident frequencies and may be either bene-
ficial (stabilizing) or harmful (destabilizing) to the body mode being studied. The effect is discussed further in
Section 5 and in Appendix C5.

Occasionally, then, a case may arise where it is desired to test for the adequacy of this simplification. For
this purpose the following test may be employed.

First, it is noted that the sim.,lified transfer functions arrived at during the course of this study are intended to
be used both for stability analysis and time-domain response. In both of these analyses the behavior of a lightly
damped, elastic mode is greatly affected by a small lateral shift in its open-loop poles due to a phase shift. A
small change in the gain will not significantly affect the damping (real part) of the closed-loop root as it will only
modify the frequency (imaginary part) of the rout. This effect is much less serious. Therefore, the test will be
conservative if it is assumed that the root locus departs directly toward the j-w axis from the open-loop pole.
By assuming that the closed-loop root is approximately on the J-w axis (a zero real part), the numerical value
for the natural frequency may be substituted for the Laplace variable ( u + jw), and the contribution of the

auxiliary path or feedback loop may be evaluated.

The transmission around the ith mode representing jth mode coupling is:

--- - /iiq~ ~iQJ [3q1 /aqj] x[a¢•j!<qiQ,3q 00 1iq (li/( 0Q1,2

qQi Oqj 8Qj aqj j (s + 21 i 5 + w 
2

) x ;?j (2 2+ 2Cj wj s + wj2 ).(4-4)

Evaluating at s - j, we obtain the following expression for the magnitude of the signal in this path:

MI k A x e - (x))k t e - 4 T + ) 2 (C N / O lx n 2i) x ) 2 +

(k ik - k eQ + P (C <'V ,,0 N

k1_ l X xe xT, k "n (N/ln X1 x~i xn _ (4-5)

This equation continued on next page.

*'rhe response of the it" mode is nonharmonic in general. ilowever, since these modes are lightly damped they
are also highly tuned (selective) and the dominant signal strength is at their resonant frequencies.
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S% %(T N!V " 2 .: •.. 0 M , ., rzN1X/2

(2t;

(4-5)

If this magnitude does not exceed a numerical value of 0. 09, the maximum percentage error in the loop modal
damping is less than 10 percent.

As an example, Figure 4-7 shows the transfer function with the jth mode feedback loop around it:

' xc iLft approx.

-7 1

(qi/Sk) exat -(((i/6")

ft ap-r-x.

tal err°r

(q i16ý aprox 
{i!k) exact

h.

Figure 4-7. Evaluation of Direct Modal Coupling

ok with jth k f / ithout jth x a] a qj
mode mode . q. ; )Qj 0q.
coupling coupling (4-6)
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or, if the percentage error in the approximation is defined as:

k exact ( k /' approx.

exac (4-6a)Sk ,] exact

one finds this is identically equal to:

aqi 8
Qi )qt aQj

TQ_ -I, _q -(-Q- Dq..Qi qj dj qi

Hence, the magnitude of this qumantity, as computed in Equation 4-5 gives a percentage error measure.

Also, as seen in Figure 4-7, the ratio in Equation 4-6a is an upper-bound approximation to the error in the
damping of the open loop pole. (Upper-bound because the error is greatest if the exact aiud approximate poles
have the relationship shown in Figure 4-7). If no phase shift resulted, the ratio would give the gain change (less
serious, as observed earlier). By the above means the significance of direct mode coupling may be evaluated.

4.3.2.2 Auxiliary Path For Engine Forcing Function. Referring to Figure 41-6, it is seen that the Jth normal
mode also affords an auxiliary path by which the control engine motion, 6' , can excite the ith normal mode.
This path is-

OQJ Oq j (Q;)j qj Qi

)
6 k ,--=• "- = i)q1

As might be expected this is a comparatively weak path, for if the autopilt system is responding to motions of
the ith mode (at frequency wi ), then engine responses, 6 , through the auxiliary path are highly filtered by thek'
th mode. lence, it is a good approximation to show tile it" mode responding to the engine 6ý only through the

primary path, Q i/ ••6

Again, for completeness one may wish to apply a test to determine the relative importance of these paths
(seco3ndary to primary).

Thus (refer to Figure 4-6 for notations):

}Qj aq i OQI DQi

Secondary _• D_ _ _q_ K_ (s + J I(s+ -1
koa k ( WDs WD

Primary i K ( 2 +2 w: + 2
K(S + z (s + )Y. (s+2f. I

I TWD TWD)
k

(4-7)

If this function is evaluated at s jwi , it may be used to gage both the percentage error in the loop gain and

phase of the ith mode incurred by omitting this auxiliary path through the jth mode.

'4.3.2.3 Direct Modal Coupling Terms Between Artificially Uncoupled Modes (Open Loop Coupling).

A. Body Modes and Propellant Modes. The artificially uncoupled prol)elant sloshing modes are forced only by

inertial coupling with the vehicle body modes (rigid and elastic). The coupling of these sloshing modes back
into the vehicle, in turn, is displayed as a combination of inertial and elastic coupling. * No direct coupling
through any other force system exists.

T The difierence is only a matter of convenience and could be changed by rearranging the equations. No physical

menning should be attached to the terms "elastic and inertial" coupling as they may be shown to be mathematically
interchangeable.

A5
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This coupling between modes in the "open-loop' equations of motion manifests Itself as pairs of dipoleki-one
conjugate pair jur ea-3h mode-in the transfer functions. For example, the transefr function for the ith nor-
mal body mode with ai single gloshing tank coupled into it (other body modcs omitted, as per previous dis-
cussion) is:

C 1 a s2 +2 t, Of1 + WA 21

12 +2 2 +2
6t 7'? 1 k Li .s 2 t w1 41+ tW1  (s + 2 to I ' , (01 + A

whore (4-8)

A' s24 .L (I) rF e (i) '2 2 (i) + , (I)

The denomrinat~or factors into two sets 'if conjugate poles, one near thre uncoupled slosh mode poles. Figure
4-8 depicts the situation graphically.

OrSLOS1H 
ZFR

UNCOUP'LED) BODY CULI OE
MOD)E POLE

Figure 4-8. Poles and Zeros of q. /A with and without a Slesh Mode

This same situation wkas encountered previously, ini Section 2 for at simple single tank siosh case. Therein
the body mode coinsideredl was rigid-body pitching, w1i 0 ,for which mode the poles are at the origin,
where they remain even when sloshingr co-upling is added.

It is not possible to generalize too sweepingly oin the efficacy of an apIpr'ximiation which otnits a sloshing
mode fromt a body- toote tr'ansfer function, or visa versa1. flowever, it is clear on simple grounds that a
wide frequency separat ion be~tween the unicouipledl rooites wouLd make such an approxiniation suitable. AlIso,
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the body-mode amplitude at thie sloshing mass station, M is a good index. As seen in Equation 4-13, if

this parameter has a zero value then the sloshing dipoles are nulled (pole on zero). Another parameter
affecting the "strength" of the sloshing dipole (separation between pole and zero) la the mass ratio, M 1 /1(t

As a general rule for body bending miodes whose frequencies are several octaves above the slosh frequencies
(a common situation), the sloshing may be omitted in writing simplified transfer functions. For the rigid.-
body pitching mode this same approximation is only partially satisfactory, since the closed-loop roots for
this mode often approach a slosh frequency (see discussion below onl closed-loop coupling).

Obviously. if the spring-centered sloshing masses have been included within the calculation of the body nor-
nial modes, this entire issue in obviated, there being no 'ieparatc sloshing modes to couple in "open ioop".
InI this case one passes immediately to the question of closed loop coupling between body modes (Subsection
4. 3. 2.5).

B. Body Modes and the Rocket D~eflection Mode. Tlhe rocket engine deflection mode, 6' (or 6), is artificially
uncoupled from the his;ly Modles anli, hence, will exhibit inertial cottyling as well as coupling due. to the other
rnoneonservatwc forces (propulsive and bearing friction).

If ti. 'ositionin~g servo's elastic compianlsce hats been incorporated into the body mode calculation, then 6'
is V, -- , boni far)i the rocket engine deflection mode, representing that liertion of the total rocket motion, 6,
due t., action within thle servo device itself. Thai porition of 6 due to elastic compliance already appears in
the orthogonal body modes: it prioduces an open- loop) coupling doe to fthe nonconservative forces and was dis-
cussed in Subsection 41.3:.2. 1. There remlains, however, aI further compliance within the servo system due
to fluid leakage an1( piarasitic picekupi of the feedback transducer signal . It produces an open- loop coupling
involving inertital forces ais well as tie n tonconse ryati ye forces. D iscussion of this coupling is given more

fully fin Subsection 41.3.2.5.

If the piositioningv servo' s elastic comlpl iance has not been incorpioratedl linto fthe body modes * then the complete
rocket engine cont rol motion (miode) , 6 , Is artificially uncoupiledI fromt thle bodyl modtes . In this case Opel)
l'-pi~ coupling betweenl 6 aind ft(!he dsy modes involvyes I nertilal , propulsive. and bea ring friction forces.

4.3. 2.4 Coefficients of the Rtocket Etigine Forcing Function (6 ki. Tlhe miajor regenerative andl coupled feedback
paths (iccur through the control system in a ballistite booster. Because ofi their iimportance, a few remarks onl
thme coefticitents of tile c'ontrod forces which effect these exc itat ions are approplriate ait Itiis po)int.

bo, a multi-engine instaliat~ion all the roceket emigines will de flect duie to inlt'maCti on of tile inlertial load torq!.e.
mount elasi icily, leakage orifice fliiw, and the engine sero introil valve flow. Hotiwever, oily thie engine or en-
gines lbring conomcialvld by the1 autopilot are usalnIly onasido rol as., ghi 011:11' i'!'i(is assumptimon is miot :I glood o(e

when the mo0de undae r investig'at hn is an emigiiie eIUnt molde un, is in the freq-cuenicy range of anl engine mount res-
onance iif ;ii uncom mantled engine. InI thiis ease. ( lie deflectiiii '%k 'if thet umicomni' iiueul. 'zeroed,"' engine may
])(!Cime sufficientliy large to warrant the inclusion of that e~ngine 's forincig function in the overall transfer function.
A means uif accoiunting ori the tot tin 'if ttile Itelnnimmanded engine. 61, when aidvisabile . is discussed in Appendix~
C!".

A . tRicket Engine Ieti'itia Is 6,'* Toerio).

NI ()Ii) \ i G) -1 (i)\

It It Itk XV kc 0i y Itýe it It XTlI It k XL!-

hthe pr-eced ing tcrel:s Cis(list itt thle fil- ice11 mistin'' net necressary t'' giniiba I the rocket engine relative to the
aiii-rde. Fori in.'s't enginle gi mlba ICi iif igo ratii aIS Itile.,o('ti-ms m u to 'c! Oi for the tue 'rrcoucnev

mioles . The teci niii mofuv mrt inles be' 'uolittetl foi ritgidt-titiy nuldes, anil niay atlsii be onuttted for several of
tIhc cinlituon thrust diftictiirS SUne ti S jetavatins . ci 551115i. Cet. which hatve Iu'. gliu'u:tod mass

B. SZ 6-' Illio. Thlts termI is ialiiii~tt:iatl iron thoiugh it iliy Is' small. 'This is Illustrated by tile root lros

(Figur. 4-9i). t1his fun-c oilikecs them siiti voitribitiiiii hI" (Iii dihsiilaiuellt" if the TXI) (tail-waugs-diig) zero
Ittucrdl 11 ,ll t110 illuiaginari il j:0) axis. ITbe iiiis oif (Ille iIlist 0 ~itlts wthic rtu n- tIlth vicinity of tile I'Wt)
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zero may exhibit ail appreciable phase and gain error if the TWD zero is misplaced. Although this is an im-
portant effect, it is quice often omitted from the analysis. This omission is acceptable uniJer some condi-
tions, as this term is amplitude-dependent; ile., the TWD zero will approach the Imaginary axis as the
amplitude of oscillatioli lacrcages. ThereforL., if a small limit cycle can be tolerated this term may be
omitted.

ERROR IN REAL
COMPONENT OF
TWD ZERO

DEPARTURE ANGLE
ERROR

Figure 4-Q. Effect of Velocity Dependent Terma in TWD Zero

4.3 2.5 Coupled Excitations Tihrough the Autopilot.

A . Coupled Bcading Excitations. In this section It is assumed that previous teats have shown the direct open
loop coup~ling between the orthogonal body modes to be small. Also, it will be assumed that suitable uncoup-
ling exists betwecn the body bending modes and sloshing modes such that their coupling may be omitted.*

If these simplifications arc made, then Equation 31-12 reduces to:

2 4 2 +n co, 2 Mý ( 1) ()2

I I ill Ilk itk 0I k k e k(4-9)

~f k ( U -e 5~) + T X k.

Pot- purposes of the analysis, it has been assumed hcre( that the actuation linkage flexibility is included in the
modal calcu hitions; the following rocket engine equation of motion may be used (see Subsection 4.3.3 for
dlerivations).

-K~x (ix ~ + Kc 'c
6 (s + K)c (4-10)

'rhe control system for the elastic missile-autopilot systemn is depicted in Figure 4-10. This figure includes
only two modes, q, and q 2 * Additional modes would only Complicate the picture at thits time: they are of

identical form. Also, only a sinigle control rociket engino is assumedl, representative of one or a cluster of

si milar enginmes.

Alternately, )on might presumne that the spring-centered sloshing masses have been included in the elastic body
misle calculations. In this ease, th is para~graph may i)( Ico ked upoin as treating the closed loop coupling between
,wo of the higher frequency body bending modles; the next Subsection consjide rs coupiling of one high and one low

frequency beading mode.c
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Figure 4-l0. Autopilot Modal Coupling Paths

A general autoplet: is assumed in which a. v'aricty of sensors at different locations will appear to offer differ-

ent transmittances to the two modes. The forward path compensation, G 1 (a), is assumed common to all

sensor paths.

1. Open-Loopp Coup)ling[_Due to Servo Coxn.iianr;. II will be observed that in ~igumre 4-10 the system still

contains some open-loop coupling terms between the body modes. These terms arise because of addi-

tional compliance within the servo actuation system assumedl. This "compliance" is contributed by a

damping leakage orifice and by signal pickup (by the feedback transducer, see Equation 4-20) of the hy-

draulic fluid compressibility. Trhis o)pen loop coupling was not in}cluded in the earlier open loop coupling

discussion for several reasons. First, it is a fundamentally different coupling - thai occurring between

two nonorthogonal modes, q1 and 6'.• As such it contains an iner'tial force coupling term in its coefficient

as well as the nonconservative propulsive anod bearing friction forces. * Second, this term depends great-

ly upon the exact nature of the servo positioning system• whothe• ,, *.,L there is a leakage orifice; how

much of the actuator compliance is sensed by thecfeedbaek transduccr, I. e.. K 1K1: and'iopn tls'loop gain,

Kc. Thus, this really is a coupling through the autopilot. L I

A servo positiening loop may be stiff enough to minimize these additionai feedbacks in some cases. They

are, in fact, zero if a fixed linkage is used to position the r,)ckct chamber.

• Note that if the servo actuator elastic compliance had not been incorporated inl the bending modes, that part of

the open-loop coupling between modes due to elastic compliance isee Subsection 4.3.2.1I) wo)uld appear here in-

stead, since xe - '•x'F woold be zero. The extra coupling would mani fes itself, in t hat Equaltion 4-10 coo Id not

be uacd for the engsine Sc,-vo but, instead., one inc ludling e laMtic compi i~ucc (Equation 4-23) would lbc used.

s
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2. Closed Loop Coupling. In the following discussion, the above open-loop feedback around an individual
mode (due to the additional servo compliance) will be assumed accounted for. The inter-modo coupling
due to this effect will be disregarded. The latter simplification is generally well justified, the arguments
being a direct parallel with those applied in Subsection 4.3.2.2 for neglecting an "auxiliary path for the
engine forcing function". Here, toc, the analyst may check for the accuracy of such an approximation,
using techriqu=2 equivalent to those of Subsection 4. 3.2. 1.

If these additional feedback loops are to be included in the analysis, they are readily incorporated by
substituting Equation 4-10 into Equation 4-9. If this is done, the qi/6, transfer function may be written:

-K [ 1 0 - 1 . , ) . .2 j ( , -1 ) ( i )i + Tqi It xT - xe i\ xe XT i xT

60 (s + K) (a2 + 291" wll, s + (4-12)c (4-12)

Here the denominator is the factored form which displays the roots of the following cubic:

3 + KE 11( _ Kc (" () M(())

"[K "'-- -Ki-\ (anx~) . x]i• Tk' -- (iT)i)
+ [K (2t~w) ~ + ( L c("() _ (I))2 C ]5(4-13)

Approximate roots of this cubic are given by:

Kc I + K
e e (4-14a)

and

A if ) f

2 , E L K , (i (i) (I) .() 1

2 0

K o I A I

c [W7f,,! _ - - 'i)) 7 ]j

With these engine servo fcedback loops Incorporate~d a• n Equation 4-12 the system may be reduced to
that pictured in Figure 4-lI. hlere the body bending modes arc coupled only through the control system.

'To evaluate the effect o)f modal coupling of mode (2) on mode (1) the percentage error in the closed-loop
roots is computed as cbiow an:

ifit:){) A K C K
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q2
GI •I 2

error - -(4-15)

1 c q1
0 _ I(2'I) H q'+ LJ H 6 1 2 6 C

, Uf x'e) - xT] q 1T
CC

1 +K) (s2 + 2e;Lws + W 2)

t (2 (2)2 I 2) ()

K~ ~ LIM (~- I 2s)a a - s+~ 2

c - R txT R xci f ' xc xT', s TJq

Figure 4-11. Simplified Modal Autopilot Coupling Diagram

As for the open loop roots (Subsection 4. 3. 2. 1), this function can be interpreted to give both the percent-
age error in: 1) gain, or in 2) the damping of the closed loop root for mode (1), if the coupling of mode
(2) is omitted. The evaluation of this function would be carried out for s jU'1 , this being a good enough
estimate of the location of the, mode (1) closed-loop root.

It is difficult to go beyond making generalizations with regard to the closed-loop coupling error equation,
4-15. This difficulty arises because of the specialized nature of the equation, involving as it does the

oredmtc )Hand e(2) 11 2 peculiar to a particular vehicle. The following generalizations areoffered, however: if 2

First, it is clear that the closed-loop cross-coupling error is gain-dependent. It follows that the error
is smaller for modes whose frequencies are beyond the bandwidth of G .

Second, the error is directly proportional to the mode (2) transmittance, a!(2) I 2 q,/ 1 .. From this

fact it follows that the error is small if pickup of this mode by the sensors is small. It also follows that
this error is lIw it the natural frequency of mode (2) is well below w';, since this will put the "test fre-
quency" well beyond th. roll-off point. (From this point it follows easily that rigid body 100(10s will have
very little coupling effect on a body bending mode.ý

Third, the error is !ow if the mode(1)res ixnse is high relative to mode (2). Thus, if mode (1) is lightly
damped, its response at J'l will be very great; if the mode (2) natural frequency is reasonably far re-
moved, or if mode (2) is nearby but is highly damped, its response will be relatively low, leading to low
error.
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Fourth, if again one of these two modes is an engine-"ody mode, strong coupling may exist because of

very little frequency separation. It Is also true that this engine-body mode has greater effective damp-
ing than a "regular" body bending mode, because of the gimbal bearing friction. This damping tends to
spread the bandwidth of this mode further, propagating its coupling effects.

B. Coupled Bending-Sloshing Excitations. Two points of view may be adopted here, each of which is discussed
herein briefly in general terms.

1. If the spring-cenLered sloshing masses have been included with the vehicle elastic and inertial character-
istics when the body bending modes wore computed, then the sloshing and bending are orthogonal normal
modes. These can be coupled only through the flight control system in a manner exactly analogous to
that just discussed in Subsection 4.3.2.5.A, above. The same general conclusions apply.

It should be noted, however, that the sloshing mode frequency is usually well removed from the other
elastic mode frequencies and, hence, coupling is very low, Moreover, from the point of view of the
bending modes, since their frequencies are usually well beyond those of the sloshing modes, it is quite
reasonable to neglect the sloshing modes.

2. If the sloshing mxiies have been treated as artiflcially uncoupled modes, their open-loop coupling is dis-
played as shown in Subsection 4.3.2.3. As feor closed loop coupling, it is noted that the propellant modes

are not acted upon directly by the autopilot control forces; hence, coupling through the flight control sys-
tem is indirect.

If the flight control system directly senses propellant motions (by means of liquid sensors placed in the
tanks for that purpose), then it responds to these signals and reacts upon the body modes; these, in turn,
affect the propellant modes. If the flight control system does not sense propellant motions directly (the
more common situation), then it sees these motions only as they affect the body modes (which is the case
with the conventional sensors). In either case, propellant sloshing modes, if they are to be sustained
regeneratively, must have their loops "filtered" by the body modes. It follows then that these propellant
modes will only couple significantly with modes in their immediate frequency range or with modes having
a large enough pass band to encompass the slosh frequencies. Of the various body modes, the rigid-body

pitching is the only one which generally has such a bandwidth.

4.3.3. Enaine Equations. Subsection 3..4 gives the equation for the angular motion of the kth engine, 6 k, with
respect to the elastic axis of the missile in terms of the modal motion, qi , and actuator load torque, T1

All parameters arc assumed to be for the kth engine: Tserv°

+ RIR it : R x it ixt XT It x j .= it xe - xT (j +I- iT servo.

(4-16)

The servo torque is a function of thc servo actuation system used to position the engine or control system. For

this discussion, a hydraulic actuator employing a flow control valve and a leakage orifice across the piston will
be used. The servo torque for such a system (see Figure 4-12) is:

T -AlIt P
se 11 (4-17)
serve

where the lo2d pressure, Pl, is given by (cf. hubsection 114.2, Equation B-i, 13-7, :cid 13-i1.

A -K A2 Vt (I-18)
+ l-i+ + All 6 • 1, K, A it6

where 6 is the ser vo 
l
oo~p actuating err',or (see below).
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T~SERVO 4BA
2 

Kmu

11 DENOTES PARALLEL LINES.

Figure 4-12. Schematic of Position Servo Model Showing Division
of Complianc'2s and Actuation

When the flexibility associated with the actuator linkage and hydraulic fluid compressibility is included in the modal

calculations, the left hand side of Equation 4-18 is set equal to zero (KE, - )

C
61 + 1) + K . (4-19)

Alt I, c (

"The engine ConL.oi (ystem as ah1wa in Figure 4-12 will be used f(r the following discussion. This control system

consists of a hydraulic actuator with no control or leakage orifice but having a spring, KE. This equivalent spring

KE represents the actuator structural spring, Km, and hydraulic spring, KIt, in series. The motion of the hy-

draulic actuator due to flow from the control valve and the leakage orifice is represented by a hydraulic piston in

series with the spring, KE. The hydraulic fluid in the actuator piston is then treated as incompressible. This

piston has the leakage orifice for damping and a servo valve for control.

Now the error signal, 6 is given by:*

6 c - 6' A I1

RK H

(4-20)

K
6 1 (i) ("M)6 c- 6'-- _ V eq.

It

By combining Equations 4-16, 4-17, 4-19 and 4-20 one obtains the engine transfer function as:

K A2 I2 K K A 21R2

(M it o lit xe TK] (J) (11 _2 +j + A 2 Ke A 2J 12_ q

F" _

I Ii it L 21, + 1 (4-21)

The feedback transducer sees the total relative motion between piston and cylinder, which includes the effects

of hydraulic fluid compliance.
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A vury satisfactory simplification for hydraulic actuators is mano by dropping the KF/Kitrepsnig

pickup of the hydraulic compliance by the feedback transducer./KItrepsnig

An alternate form of the preceding equation also exists. This may bc calculated by letting the load pressure be
expressed In terms of the modal deflections only. For a. given load pressure (PL), the hydraulic spring (KH) and
the actuator structural spring (Km) dcflect a total distance, X1 , given by:

This deflection (XI) may also he expresmed as the summation of the differences in the modal siopes on each side
of the gimbal block times the radius arm (11) (cf. Figure 4-1Z):

X -U r q) U

Solving for P Lone obtains:

L A j =1 xe eUXT

Substituting this In Equat ion 4- 11 and using 4-20, the engine equation becomes:

-K1 ~ (- - Žý.(J) - uo ( +K c 6 c

fs K (4-22)

Equation (4-22) will yield correct results If the data used is accurate. One area which itoust be checked for accur-

acy is the difference of modal slopes )u2- 4. An inaccuracy here will introduce an error in the 6'/q.

portion of the transfer function; however, this portion is usually smnall with respect to 6 116, and, therefore. -ill
not apprecia-bly affect the acecuiary of the determination of closed-loop rools. In a similar manner, the transfer
function for the case where the actuator compliance Is not included in the modal calculations may also be obtained.
With finite stiffness K Etho-resultant engine transfer ftinction is (see Appendix 114.2):

0) ) 1 )82 F s1 K( +~A Y- q + K t
M~f 1 Ii aT A1 ~ _ i)]n /ji + c KE 12 6c

6~'2 K K, C Kin ~ 2 K

It may be nouted that the gimbal friction term, Citý / -e.~ X~ soitdfrmteeuto. Thsisdn

because (b)y iiypothesis) there is no i-elative miotion of the engine with rcespect to the back end of the missile due to

modal deflections, i.e. 0)a 0)) 0

4. 3.4 Elastic ilooster Coupling Classification Surninary. As an aid in aciiieving perspective fromi which to review
the foreg-oing subisection,. the following tabulation alirt rmarks concerning couplings are given.
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a. Open Loop Coupling - Orthogonal Modes

1) (Coupling Mode q, to mode qj)

Only through nonconservativo forces:

Aerodynamic - minor for nonwinged booster

Propulsive (Engine Thrust)
Major

Dissipative (Bearing Friction)

b. Open Loop Coupling - Nonorthogonal Modes*

1) (Coupling Mode % to mode 6' or 6)**

Forces:

•(i) C i})
Inertial ,M V 1 R - I M

Propulsive

Dissipative

2) (Coupling Mode qi to mode yl)

Forces:

Inertial

Elastic

c. Closed Loop Coupling

1) (Coupling Mode % to qJ)

Forces:

Inertial

Propulsive

This coupling depends upon transmittance from mode to control system, i.e., the way mode is sensed

by the control.

4.4 SUMMARY OF APPROXIMATE FLEXIBLE VEHICLE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

In this subsection are summarized certain approximate flexible-bonster vehicle transfer functions useful for con-
ducting rapid manual calculations of the stability of the various vehicle modes. For such computation it is desir-
able that the transfer functions be reduced to simple single-mode equations with all elements appearing in factored
form (or at least in a form easily factored by hand calculation). These properties have been attained here with,

it is believed, a minimum penalty in accuracy for most applications. The transfer functions are grouped accord-
ing to which dominant vehicle mode is of concern: flexible vehicle transfer functions, rigid vehicle with sloshing

propellants and finally rigid vehicle with rigid contents. The assumptions made in obtaining each transfer func-
tion, along with an indication of its area of applicability, are given.

* This coupling actually effects a coupling between orthogonal body m,'des as seen in Subsection 4.3.2.5.

** The difference is that coupling with 6' is through the agency of the servo control compliance alone. Coupling
with 6 is through both serve elastic and control eompltancOs.
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4.4.1 Flexible Vehicle Transfer Functions. Givun herein are some approximate transfer functions useful for a

stability check of one elastic mode coupling with the flight control system.

a. Assumptions:

1) Modal coupling with other body modes (rigid, sloshing, or elastic) through aorodynamics, the control
system or conservative forces (for nonorthogonal modes) Is neglected.

2) Only one (or a group of identical) gimbalod engines is commanded.

3) Noncommanded engine coupling effects are neglected (see Section 5 and Appendix C5).

4) Aerodynamic effects and engine inertial feedback for the mode considered may be Included if desired.

5) It is assumed that the engine-positioning servo compliance is accounted for in the engine servo transfer
function itself. * Thus, the vehicle body bending modes to be used are those computed with no servo
elastic compliance allowed for In those modes.

The general form of the simplified qi/6' transfer function is as follows:

(I -K I + z iTWD) (s +z tTWD(

6--( 2 (4-24)

whore:

Ki 1'Mt1 it xT I1 xe

(s + T.WD ( + 
1

TW s 2 +(S zI TWD (s ziTWD a+ K i

asd 6 6 '

The actuator transfer function is (from Equation 13-25, Appendix B4.2, and Equation 4-23):

KF

C+ 2 q + Kc oic w 6
66 2 2 2 (4-25)5 ~ w s+ w s + Kc

e2'n wens cn H c

where

2
W K I K

SA

2 2 i~f + eu K +

2 cn KE 2+

• Incorporation of this servo compliance into the body mode calculations yields better results for a detailed stabil-

ity study in which coupled modes arc employed. For a simple, uncoupled, single mode stability check, however,
the method given here is adequae. A comparison between the coupled mode approach and that indicated in 5) is

given in Section 5.
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This third order denominator is readily handled manually, since it aiwaye factors into at least one real root.
This root is found by trial. by dividing out several trial values until a second order function with no remainder is
left as the quotient. A valoe of a - K, is always a good first trial.

The autopilot pictured in Figure 4-13 has the following Of/q1 transfer function:

2 (1) (1)

q - ti 2 t, sGOR l_'1j
__ ~ t fG +W 1R) + P (4-26)

Here a simple lag represents the attitude reference dynamics; those irisy be far moru VOmpIJIV (uf. Appendix B12.3).

FLEXIBLE MODE FEEDBACK TO ACTUATOR

i 8 2 K (_+ J
Kw2cc

11Y!DRAIJLIC ACTUATOR

AMPLIFIER AUTOPILOT 2
0 + 0 FILTER 6

Figre4-1. locDagrm FCLE sc I Loo B lasti DNModeSytm(ev

0 K, 2 i

2 2

(a+ 2 t G W ltG s + (4-27)XG

Figue 413.Bloc Digran ofCloed oop lasic ode ystm (erv

Moun FlxibiityIncovorted n Srvo ctutor
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The feedback path labeled "flexible mode feedback to actuator" in Figure 4-13 may be omitted for stability checks
of most modes. The exceptions would be modes at or near engine-servo-mount resonant frequency (approxinmately

KfER2/IR ), for which the path becomes significant. If this path is omitted the open loop transfer function may be

read directly from Figure 4-13.

The additional fecdback path may be eliminated algebraically from the equations by substituting Equation 4-24 into
4-25 to obtain a higher order transfer function. The result is:

5K e w (s 2 + 2 t ' ; "11 s + W i 2 )

7 32 2 2 2 Ks T-K)
c (s +2t W n t s 4 W 5+K w2

,J (s2 +29f to' a + + Io
2  (a 3 + 2 t (0 (S 2 2+iE)enonW-7 (s+ 0 •c K

'I -R(s 1 (4-28)

where

2• :KE +-m

A m

The flexible mode feedback is displayed here as the added higher-order terms of the denominator. Clearly, if

these are dropped the transfer function reverts to a aimple third order equation:

2K Kc w c
S 3 2 e 2s2

6c a +2l + + K -- 2
en ci cl c c (4-28a)

It is not recommended that Equation 4-28 be used to account for servo-mount compliance in checking body bending
modes whose frequency is at or near the uncoupled servo-mount frequency. To use Equation 4-28 one would em-
ploy a machine routine to factor the fifth-order donon-dnatur. It Is felt that better use may be made of this ma-

chine time to obtain roots of the coupled body bending and engine-body modes (where the servo-mount compliance
is incorporated in the body-mode calculations). Equation 4-28 is given only as an alternate means of rational-
izing the omission of the "flexible-mode-feedback-to-the-actuator" path (leading thereby to Equation 4-28a).

Occasionally, it is desired to display the body-bending mode coupled through the autopilot to the rigid-body mode.

This prcsumally would be the case for a very low frequency b.mding mode. The transfer function giving the atti-

tude perturbations, as seen by the gyro package is:

Oo ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 2c -t, 1 Ki (1 AW)(2+r 2)
s2 + fc 0xT\,s2 + 2 i +J () •€i2

0 G (XcG- Xl1) Ki (i-j- Ki -- i ) - I - Ai 1 - A i

(a + t, W + Wi (4-29)

where

Ia, (i) (i)

XG i, xT717 Z~(X c,- xH

K. -(i) (i),
It it ItXT it (Yxc

Here aerodynamics have been neglected. This equation is an extraction of Equation 2-15 of Section 2. Figure
4-14 shows a typical control loop.
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ENGINE

GYRO + .+ +-j

- AMPIJFIER 6/5
or e _AFILTER 

c

(EQ. 4.28a)

9 f

GYROS [0 --

(EQ. 4.27)

Figure 4-14. lilgid Body Pitching and Body Bending Coupling Control Loop

4.4.2 Rigid Vehicle With Sloshing Propellant Modes. Given herein are some approximate transfer functions use-
ful for sloshing propellant mode stability checks.

a. Assumptions:

1) The sloshing propellants' fundamental modes only are considered (see Appendix A3).

2) The pendulum mechanical analogy is employed. Corresponding interpretations may be made for the

spring-centered sloshing mass.

3) Propellant damping is omitted in writing the equations.

4) Aerodynamic effects are omitted (see comment in Subsection 2.2.5).

5) Artificially uncoupled sloshing modes are assumed.

6) Control engine inertial effects are neglected (see Subsection 4.4.4, below).

4.4.2.1 Single Sloshing Tank.

•T M Ip
2 2 pi p2

0 6P 2 Lpi M Ic

S12 2 2 aT MI- ( p- L I)cs (,g -4 L- - --
2 L 1 2p M c r

M

2 1 ,2 2 ( M \(-)
r -t w + (4-30)

T IT-D ce
aT M'6 1

MTOT
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The remaining parameters arc defined ir, Figure 4-15, and the equation in derived in Section 2 (Equation 2-9).

M. WHERE

Te f :FIXED"
c 'CONTROL"

Figure 4-15. Singie T'ank Propellant Slothing Model

Equation 4-30 may be uscd for sloshing stability studies In a control loop such an that of Figure 4-16. For this
study a nimple 6/6, transfer function nuch as Equation 4-28a or even a first order trannfer fumction (nee
Appendix 134.2, Equation 13-28) may be un'.The choice of 616, function In dependent upon the expected fre-
quency of nlosh roots relative to the servo actuator b~andwidth.

ENGINE

SYROS

Fiur 4-16 APIERid bod anc l igSaiiyCnrlLo

4.4.2.2E Mutpe01hn akn o nntn eilewt coyainomteoemywie

(see RefrVnceCLE

(see Reference 
25 (Ipf- 1Pf c f

a' CG T' 1 + (02 (4-31)

where

2 2 MpfF " i n

+ _- +r
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4.4.3 Rigid Vehicle With Rigid Contents. The rigid-body (rigid-vehicle) transfer function (0/6) will be presented
first in its simplest form, based upon several restrictive assumptions. These restrictions will be removed one
by one, showing the change to the transfer function. The rigid vehicle that is discussed in this study is assumed to

have a reasonable slenderness ratio, and 6 is restricted to small angular motions. Figure 4-17 is the mathemat-
ical model.

x

x F

TpAT1

WHtERE

Tf cc c f = wF IX E D O

T C "CON"TROI.0

Figure 4-17. Rigid Vehicle Parameters

Assuming zero dynamic piessure (q) and no inertial moment coupling of the rigid-body mode with the engine, the

0/6 transfer function is:

where u, Tc2 c/1 (4-32)
5

Next, the effect of aerodynamics on pitching is added, but the rigid body plunging mode and engine inertial coup-
ling are omitted. One obtains:

0 P6
95 - 6 , where pt F 2t/I. (4-33)
6 whr ao "oaf

Equation 4-33 is rationalized differently in Section 2, Subsection 2.2.1.

If the plunging mode is coupled to the pitching mode by the aorodynamic forces, one has:

T + F ( 1 + -1a

0 V5 s+ MV
6 s 2 1+T ",

+- -- Xs - (4-34)
MV

Other useful rigid-b,,dv transfer functions of the same"class" as 4-34 are:

C 5

! + MV
s P) (4-35)
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MV j#
8~ LL:

ST + Ft1"•

MV (4-36)

_'6 T( +F
6 a S 2 + T + F a)•

\ MV S -
1  (4-37)

From geometry:

0 = + a (4-38)

and
V V

f g tan-
1 •-i -i- (4-39)

g V V

For gust response studios oul o,,y ioe:

-' F6 + -_ V( -0

( sFa) 5 T a a4-0

From Equation 4-36 otc may show that a ft 0 is a good approximation for this class of vehicle. Figure 4-18 is
a Bode plot of Equation 4-36 with break frequencies at typical values during flight.

20

.0

'0

RANGE OF 3001 APPROXIMATION, ci 0

-20 L
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2 5 10 20 50 100 120

RADIANS/SEC

Figure 4-18. Log - Amplitude vs. Frequency Plot of /rd Transfer Function
for a Large Booster In Flight
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If one wishes to study the effects of auxiliary feedbacks on loop stability, two other useful transfer functions are
available:

o I
sensor ()-*j vehiclu (4-41)

whore As is the distance an angle-of-attmck sensor is mounted ahead of the vehicle center of gravity.

T- T + F"" ) (82 + T
sensor s Mp) I2 M -- (4-42)

Here 2 s is the distance an accelerometer is located ahead of the vehicle center of gravity.

4.4.4 Concluding Remarks on Engine Inertial Effects. Engine inertial effects arise In two ways: 1) the inertial
loads of the glimbaling engine mass react on the body modes and 2) the accelerations of the body modes load the
engine-positioning servo,

The first of these effects if displayed by Inclusion of the inertial gain, K = MR I R 0 (T 1 , and the

tail-wags -dog zeros, zi TWD and zi TWD (see Subsection 4.3.2.4). This effect is seldom important for rigid
body and most sloshing modes for contemporary classes of rocket engines. However, it is likely to be significant
for some future gimbaled powerplants of great mass, even for rigid body modes. This effect is best accounted
for in approximate modal analyses by returning to the general equations of motion, Section 3, from which simpli-
fied equations for a mode or modes are quickly extracted.

The importance of the second inertial effect in moving the engine depends upon two factors: 1) proximity of the
signal frequency (modal frequency) to the engine servo mount frequency and 2) softness of the positioning servo
(servo loop gain and dead zone size). For the lower frequency modes it is unlikely that frequencies will approach
the servo resonant frequencies. However, the effect of servo-loop softness is sometimes aignificant in determin-
ing limit-cycle behavior, particularly when a sizeable servo "dead-zone" is present. This effect is readily incor-
porated In the rigid body and sloshing mode analyses as follows:

If Equation 4-25 is simplified by letting wc,
2 

- o (a good approximation for modes well below the servo resonant
frequency) one has:

K2 2
i s L

+( + ¶ + K
2L 1 2 K 2 K

L It A

to)q- -((9)=22 an1thus

For use with rigid body anod artificially uncoupled s.loshing modes, 0× f at 1e an hs

Ki Ii H (M ii i C f I ) I
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Then one has:

(mP.iR 1 + +K

R2  Ak. ( KL+ ) C2 9+K

+ K

Equation 4-43 may be used in place of Equation B-26 for an actuator transfer function in rigid-vehicle studies to
display the effects of inertial loads on the positioning servo.
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5.1 GENERAL

In previous chapters detailed system equations of motion have been written from which various simplified trans.-
for functions were derived. By far the greatest simplification is made whon the coupling between modes is omit-
ted and the stability of a single mode is analyzed with a minimum of secondary feedback paths. This simplifica-
tion is employed sweepingly in compiling the approximate transfer functions of Subsection 4.4.

For the lower frequency modes (rigid body and propellant sloshing), experience has shown this simplification to
be well justified in general. In cases where it is not (e.g., rigid-body coupling with a low frequency, artificially
uncoupled sloahing mode), a single simple transfer function can be obtained for the coupled system. Hence, the
transfer functions given for these modes are readily applied with little quahification.

For the higlier frequency modes (body bending) the situation is not so simple, in that various coupling effects and/
or auxiliary feedback paths can occasionally be very significant. Their omission in applying a simple transfer
function for rapid manual analysis will sometimes lead to results which can only be considered crude and barely
adequate for a rough check. In this section certain of these effects are discussed and example problems are
shown to display the nature of the coupling phenomena.

The major secondary effects in dealing with the higher frequency modes are as follows;

a. open-loop coupling between normal modes due to nonconservative forces (propulsive, dissipative, aero-
dynamic),

b. open-loop coupling through rocket engine servo compliance (inertial, propulsive and dissipative forces), and

c. closed-loop coupling through the control system.

Open-loop coupling due to aerodynamics is generally negligible. The exception could be for the vehicle carrying
lifting surfaces near the times of maximum dynamic pressure (see Subsection 4.3.2. 1). Because of its special-
ized nature no further treatment of this type of open-loop coupling Is given herein.

5.2 OPEN LOOP COUPLING COMPAIIISONS

The first type of open-loop coupling due to the nonconservative forces (propulsive and bearing friction) arises due
to the elastic compliances within the engine-positioning servo. These elastic compliances permit a relative an-
gular motion in each body mode between the engine chamber centerline and the elastic axis at the gimbal,

( -i) (Note that restriction at the open-loop coupling from these forces to this sole source is actually aUr xe - 'T (Nt" htrsrcto fteoe

consequence of the omission of certain other propulsive force work terms which are very nearly self-cancelling,
as explained in Appendix C4.)

A second type of open-loop coupling arises through the internal compliance of the servo actuation system. This
coupling involves the nonorthogonal engine deflection mode, 65 , and hence, inertial as well as propulsive and
dissipative forces are concerned.

These couplings manifest themselves as shifts in the open-loop poles of the body modes being studied. Because
of the rather specialized nature of these two types of open loop couplings (due to their great dependence upon
characteristics of a given servo installation), no attempt is made in the following discussion to distinguish be-
tween them or to generalize on their relative contributions to an open-loop pole shift.

Figure 5-1 shows some root compar~sons computed for a large ballistic booster vehicle employing gimbaled
nozzle liquid rocket engines. The figure shows a body bending made's open loop poles, first when it is un-
coupled a id second when it is coupled with an engine-body mode. Set one shows a body mode at a frequency of
52 radians per second coupling with an engine-body mode whose natural frequency is 46 radians per second. Set
two shows a body mode at 67 radians per second coupling with an engine body mode whose natural frequency is 77
radians per second. In set three one sees the much smaller effect of coupling with an engine body mode at 77
radians per second when the body modal frequency is far removed (101 radians per second) from that range. A
typical electrohydraulic servo-actuator with leakage orifice damping was assumed for these calculations.
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Figure 5-1. Effects of Open Loop Coupling Between a Body Bending Mode Frequency (WB)
and an Engine-Body Mode ( cEBa )

The figure also illustrates the rule-of-thumb, given in Appendix C5, that the open-loop coupling effect from

"wagging" an engine is generally stabilizing (i.e., tends to move the open loop poles to the left) for modes whose
frequencies are above the engine's TWD frequency. The TWD frequency for Set one was at 32 radians per second,
and for Sets two and three it was at 42 radians per second. The higher frequency mode (Set three) shows, how-

ever, the reverse trend; thus, the rulc-of-thumbdoes not always apply for very high frequency modes. The

reason is that the phase relationship between modal deflection (0) and slope (e) at the aft end sometimes changes
radically for high frequency modes, thereby changing the sense of this coupling correction. Fortunately, this
coupling correction is small for these same high frequency modes; hence, the rule-of-thumb as given is still

generally useful.

It should be obvious that open-loop coupling alone will have no other effeets on closed-loop roots than those ac-

companying the shift in the open--loop pole. For the body-bending modes the separation between modes is gener-
ally such that a relatively small shift in the open-loop pole is reflected as a simple translation of the root locus
in the pole's vicinity. This property is illustrated in Figure 5-2, which shows the effect of open-loop coupling of

a noncommanded engine upon a closed-loop root locus for a body mode. (Since the coupling is from a non-

commanded engine it obviously cannot include any closed loop coupling.)

The open-loop coupling through propulsive and dissipative fui-ces due to servo-elastic compliance also occurs

between two body bending modes when neither one is an engine-body mode (provided, of course,

(i) - (i) =/ 0; i.e., the servo-elastic compliance was included in the modal calculations). This coupling is

so small, however, that it is hardly practicable to display it graphically. Several of these modes were selected

from those of a typical large booster (these being the closest in frequency which could be found), yet the open-
loop coupling was found to be negligible. rhe slight extent of this coupling in a typical case may be seen in

Figures 5-9 and 5-10, which were drawn to shown closed-loop coupling, also.
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Figure 5-2. Effect of Open Loop Coupling on a Closed-Loop Root Locus

5.3 SOME CLOSED LOOP COUPLING COMPARISONS

As with the open-loop coupling shown above, the strongest high-frequency closed-loop couplings occur between a
body-bending and an engine-body mode. Here, however, effects are often more striking than the open-loop coup-
ling effects.

Figure 5-3 shows a comparison of closed-loop roots tor a body-ouading n&,d- and an engine-body mode, reason-
ably well separated in frequency. The difference between coupled and uncoupled closed-loop roots is consider-

able for the engine-body mode. This difference, however, is not so great for the body-bending mode (the more
critical one), although it could be important in a more marginal system than the one shown.

Figure 5-4 is another such comparison, this time for a body-bending mode and an englne-bcdy mode quite close
in frequency. Here, the coupling effect is proportionately greater, being critical to the system stability.

Since the effect of engine-body mode coupling may be considerable, it Is not generally advisable to emit this

mode in performing a stability check of a body mode. However, incorporation of this added mode, with its
various couplings, greatly increases the labor in a manual computation. Hence, for a simple manual check it is
recommended that the various couplings of the engine control mode be accounted for by Incorporation of all the

engine-servo compliances Into the servo-actuator equations (see Appendix B4). In this way the various servo-
mode couplings are represented in the resulting third- or fifth-order actuator function (cf. Equation 4-28, 4-28a)
with a resulting control loop which can be treated manually (see Subsection 4.4).

While recommending this approach for simplified manual stability checks, the writers must add a word of
caution as to the general accuracy of these results. Experience has shown that root calculations of high-

frequency modes are subject to large errors from a variety of sources, a clean evaluation (or weighing) of which
is difficult tc impossible. It is equally difficult to say which method of solution (coupled body modes or one-
mode-plus-higher-order actuator) gives the more accurate results. In numerous test problems, however, the

preponderance of results indicated that the coupled body mode solution yielded the more conservative results. A
sampling of these results is now given.
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in Figure 6-6 roots are Sihown for a body mode whose frequency Is well above (50 percent) that of the actuator

mount resonanoe (about 73 radians per second). Roots were computed using this mode coupled to an engine-body
mode; they also were computed for this mode plus higher-order (third) actuaLor. As may be seen, the results
differ somewhat in gain and phase, the effective gain in the coupled mode system being greater. It is not possi-
ble to assert which result is actually the more accurate. The differences whicl, appear are directly the result of
elastic modal data differences (0,1 

(
t 

and*',), an absolute measure of which was not available in this frequency
range.

______ - -108

SK =0

nACTUATOR = 73 RAD/SEC / 0.1
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S...._- •104
37 0. 1 

10
-- --• -- 102
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Figure 5-5. Camparison of a Body-lBending Mode's Closed-Loop Roots
by Two Solutions ( I.5 ( actuator)

In Figure 5-6 a similar comparison is given of results for a body mode whose frequency is relatively close to
that of the engine servo-actuator resonance. Here, the difference in results is very dramatic. However, this is
a case whei c the higher order actuator should probably not be expected to yield good results; hence, the coupled-
mode approach is recomme-,nded.*

in Figure 5-7 another body mode, well below (40 percent) the engine servo actuator resonance, is shown, as com-
puted by each meth-d. Here, the results showvan apparently poorer agreement than might be expected. How-
ever, Figure 5-8 shows the reason. The proximity of this mode to the engine's TWD zero makes its gain very
sensitive to movements of this zero.

* Note that for this problem Ehe inertial feedback of the mode into the third order actuator (Equation 4-25 or 4-28)

was employed to get the best results obtainable.
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Figure 5-8. Solutions of Figure 5-7 on a Smaller Scale

in that the location of this zero is a function of the modal parameters (0.1"r .T' and axe) and the bearing fric-

tion coefficient (Cf), these variations between the twvo solutions for the vehicle's modes* will result in different
zero positions. Hence, a mode in this immediate vicinity will display a strong response to these changes. For-
tunateiy, however, this same proximity to the TWD zero means that this mode is highly atten•froted (note the
very close proximity of the closed-loop root to the open-loop pole in Figure 5-7). Hence, the trouble here is
more academic than actu.!.

Finally, we compare closed-loop roots for coupled versus uncoupled body-bending modes. These are displayed
in Figures 5-9, 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12 for two vehicle body modes selected because of their relative frequency
proximity. As may be seen, the effects of coupling between body-bending modes (engine-body modes excluded)

are nefgligible.

*Remember that the coupled-body and engine-body solution uses modes in which the servo-elastic compliance
was inco rorated; the other solution uses modes computed for zero eldstic compliance.
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SECTION 6

COMPARISON OF ANALYTIC MODELS WITH TEST DATA
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SYMBOLS USED IN SECTION 6

Symbol Definition Units

M experimental normalized mass slugs
E

MA analytic normalized mass slugs

s Laplace operator (s = a + jw) 1/sec

AX servo feedback transducer deflection ft

6 rocket engine gimbal angle rad

6 rocket engine gimbal angle commanded rad
c

6 rocket engine gimbal angle feedback rad
F

1-5 normalized deflection for the 1-5 mode ft/ft

w1 natural frequency of 1st mode 1/sec

w normalized natural frequency 1/sec
a

wA analytic natural frequency 1/sec

wE experimental natural frequency 1/sec

w undamped natural frequency l/sec
0

w natural frequency of engine oscillation 1/sec
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6.1 GENERAL

Regardless of the complexity, detail, and correctness of the analytic model chosen for the theoretical studies of
a flexible booster, it remains an analytic m.odel. Its similarity to the actual hardware components cannot be in-
ferred simply because of the correctness of the mathematics used, but will depend upon the assumptions made
and the accuracy with which the basic charateristics of the components and structure are known. Also, the

validity of the autopilot and control system -uialyses will Le directly related to how closely the model resembles

the real quantities. Tests, and the subsequent use of test data, are the means by which analytical data and
methods of approximation and simplification can be improved upon.

This section is divided into two subsections. The first subsection will contain discussions of particular testing
done on autopilot components and missile airframes and of ground testlng which complements the analytical
studies. The second subsection will be limited to a qualitative discussion of Information gained during flight
tests. Most of the data presented is qualitative only; it is felt that the accuracies of the synthesis-analysis
method.3 can be discussed adequately without the necessity of referring to quantitative data which is of value only
in discussing a apucific vehicle.

Two aspects of testing will be Intermingled throughout the two sections; the first is a general discussion of the

benefits of a test program and the second is a discussion of particular tests performed on control-system and
bending-mode calculations on Atlas and Atlas space booster configurations. This discussion will be limited to
possible benefits rather than the actual mechanics of testing and data reduction. The second topic is presented
to back up the methods presented for the calculation of engine servo characteristics in Appendix B and modal
properties in Appendix A.

6.2 GROUND TESTING

Ground testing will refer to all testing that is done under conditions that are not design flight conditions. Ground
testing is of value, as it provides the earliest opportunity to check on the validity of certain simplifications and
approximations used in the proliminvry analysis; this testing may be carried out on components, subsystems,
complete systems, and even a complete vehicle assembly.

Subsystem testing will be used to define two major areas of unce:rtainty concerning the preliminary analyses per-
formed; one is the nature of various higher order effects and nonllnearities which were not included in the orig-

inal analysis; the second is the check on specifications such as gain, phase, frequency, etc. of components and
systems which were called out in the design studies. Tho system parameters may be sufficiently influenced by
nonlinear behavior and by second order effects to alter the effective gains, thus altering the system stability
margins. The testing then examines certain of the characteristics related to the simplifications and approxima-

tion discussed in Appendix B (Subsystem Transfer Functions). Effects which are discarded in applying certain
simplifications may come back to haunt the analyst at this stage.

System testing, or testing of a major vehicle assembly, is usually accomplished to evaluate problems concerning
the gross behavior of the vehicle. With respect to flight control problem areas, these tests concern overall
vehicle modes and control system compatibility with other systems. Operation is observed using airborne power

supplies (electric, hydraulic, etc.) under conditions of temperature, vibration, acoustic impingement and loads
which most nearly duplicate actual flight environment.

Most system testing of a flexible booster is accomplished under conditions not completely compatible with those
existing during flight. Certain constraints are placed upon the flexible booster by its support. This condition
makes the accurate evaluation of extra degreet of freedom not included in the analytical model very difficult.
Under such conditions it may be necessary to calculate the basic missile properties (elastic modes, propellant
sloshing forces, and control system transfer functions) twice: first in order to analyze the in-flight conditions
so that the autopilot and control system characteristics and gains may be determined and second, to determine
the modes and control system transfer functions under captive conditions. These latter results may be compared

directly with data taken on the test stands. A typical schematic comparison of tv;, sets of modes obtained is
illustrated in Figures 6-1, 6-2.

Figure 6-1 illustrates the general mode shapes for a vehicle in flight. These modes correspond to the classical
"free-free" modes for a beam. In Figure 6-2 the modes with a test restraint are illustrated. These modes

correspond to simple beam cantilever modes for the constraint shown. The frequency separation of the two
modes is quite appreciable,with the second cantilever mode having about the same frequency as the first "free-
free" mode.
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FIRST MODE SECOND MODE

Figure 6-1. In-Flight Bending Modes

K I
I I

FIRST MODE SECOND MODE

Figure 6-2. Bending Mode for Boosster Restrained in Launcher

This double calculation of elastic properties may be necessary to verify the adequacy of the analytic model used.
To insure direct comparison, the same booster and control system mass inertial and elastic data must be used
in both cases. This then provides a check of the flexible booster model when subjected to test restraints which
can be extrapolated to the in-flight simulation.

In addition to obtaining a check on major vehicle modes, the system testing also permits evaluation of such addi-
tional effects as:

a. Evaluation of signal-noise pickup due to local mounting resonances and mechanical transmission of engine
noise through the structure. Some of this signal noise may arise through cross-axis pickup in the sensor,
such as pickup of accelerations about the output axis of a rate gyro.

b. Evaluation of other effects associated with the firing of the rocket engines such as gimbal bearing friction
measurements and engine alignment shifts due to strain deformation of the structure (from thrust, pressure,
temperature).

Some of the subsystem and iystem tests of most direct concern with the evaluation of approximate transfer func-
tione are discussed now in mnorie detail.
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6.2.1 Control Element Positioni2g Servo. The forces produced on the flexible booster by the control element
and its positioning servos constitute the major generalized forces over which direct control can be maintained.
These are in contrast to aerodynamic forces which are altered by disturbances (gusto and shears), over which no
direct control is exercised, and the propellant sloshing forces, which are affected only slightly by the autopiiot.
A method of linearization has been presented in Appendix B4.2 for the class of electro-hydraulic control systems
now in general use on large flexible boosters. This method makes use of describing functions to linearize the
elements in the control system. Checking of the accuracy of this system's transfer functions is a prime objec-
tive of ground testing,

The analysis of the results of ground testing is complicated by the additional degrees of freedom which are in-
herent to the test setup. Those include vehicle structural resonances which will be present in flight plus addi-
tional structural rosonanccs due to test constraints. These resonances will quite often couple, making it diffi-
cult to separate the two and evaluate their individual effects. In addition, in both test and flight evaluation the
instruments which are available may give an indirect measurement of the desired data.

As an illustration of the preceding let us examine the schematic of a rocket engine control servo (Figure 6-3).

TEST t SrAND S0vPORT
CONSTRAINTS

(SCHEMATIC)

SERVO
FEEDBACK GIMBAL ANGLE

II

Figure 6-3. Schematic of Electro-Hlydraulic Engine Position Servo

In Figure 6-3 the desired measurement is the inertial angle, 6, since the control forces produced are a direct
function of this angle. This angle is not, however, exactly equal to the output of the gimbal angle transducer.
The output will contain the effects of rotation of gimbal block, engine mount elasticity, booster elasticity, and
rigid motion of the booster due to the test stand response. In addition, the gimbal, which may contain two de-
grees of rotational freedom, is a difficult place to install an accurate transducer. In effect, tbo output of the
gimbal angle transducer is sufficiently accurate only at frequencies beloi the main support structure's resonant
frequency.
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The output of the servo feedback transducer iG altogether different. It is rigidly mounted to the actuator and its
output will be AX, as Indicated in Figure 6-3. As the servo feedback transducer Is an integral pa-L of the con-
trol system, it will usually be a more precise unit than the gimbal angle transducer which Is used only ftr test
monitoring. The relationship between this transducer's output (Ax) and the thrust chamber swing (,!) is also

affected by structural compliance: in this case, the actuator attachment rigging flexibility. Thus, the feedback
transducer is not en accurate measure of the engine angle, 6 , unless the compliance is accounted for.

Figure 6-4 shows a comparison between Ax and 6 test data. This configuration had a massive thrum. structure
on which the gimbal block was mounted; hcnce, the measured 6 data was not affected by resonances at the gimbal
within the frequency band shown. As may be seen, however, the actuator mount stiffness resonance had pro-
nounced effects upon the &x data.

0 00 So GIN. \

-to -5,

PHASE-- "

-20 W• -150oo

-40O -200L

w) (cps)

6
F

6
c

Figure 6-4. Test Data Comparison of Ax and 6 vs. 6 c

To get a useful verification of the 6/6c transfer function, comparisons between test data and the mathematical
model must be made for both Ax/6, and 6/6 , with the Ax/6c test data generally being the more reliable. The
two responses shown in Figure 6-5 indicate the agreement that can be expected between a detailed nonlinear ana-
log simulation and test data.

After the accuracy of the nonlinear mathematical model haa been verified, the analyst may seek a simpler linear
model which will m=vtcl; the system's behavior adequately and yet will facilitate more stability analysis. A plot

of the linearized simulation of the third order actuator of Appendix B4.2 is compared with an analog simulation's
amplitudes in Figure 6-6.

The preceding discussions indicate the adequacy of both the anidog and the linearized siniulation in representing
the control element and servo syO",,m for analysis of a flexible booster and control system. They also indicate
how analytical tools can be used to verify data relationships obtained on test stands.
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Figure 6-5. Comparison of Analog Versus Static Test (Hot Firing);
Vehicle Restrained by Launcher

6.2.2 Bending Mode Tests.

6.2.2.1 Mode Frequency and Deflection. Studies of an autopilot and control system, in conn•ction with the flex-
ible booster bending dynamics, have shown the importance of accurate mode shape, frequency, and damping data.
If structural properties are not sufficiontly defined, unstable booster conditions may result, or, (more rarely)
an unnecessarily complex autopilot design may result. Much previous work on both missile and airplanes has
been directed toward ground testing for determination of in-flight bending mode shapes and frequencies. The
results, in general, have not been too promising, resulting in appreciable differences between calculated and
observed bending modes for some configurations. The agreement, in general, worsens on the higher modes.
This lack of agreement is normally attributed to the influence of constraints on the elastic motion of the missile.

To attempt to verify the adequacy of the methods used to calculate mode shapes, a series of tests were per-
formed on a full :ize Atlas tank. Two particular Atlas configurations were chosen as test specimens, since
there existed a large amount of theoretical calculations with which the test data could be compared. The missile
used in these tests was as close to a flight configuration as reasonable, except that the engines were removed;
therefore, the elastic modes were calculated with the engine masses removed.

The nature of this type of testing led to the consideration of a soft suspension having an absolute minimum of
damping. The suspension system used for these tests consisted of a set of thin vertical columns placed under
the engine gimbal blocks and a separate stabilizer to hold the missile erect. This method was considered best
suited to simulate actual flight conditions accurately. A schematic representation of this suspension system is
given in Figures 6-7 and 6-8. The suspension system provided relatively great lateral and rotational flexibility
in one plane, and the support structure also prevented rotation in the other plane. The system was designed to
operate with stresses well below the proportional limit. The use of bearings was avoided to eliminate parasitic
damping due to friction (Reference 8).

This test setup uses the acceleration of gravity to represent the engine thrust forces. The upright position of
the missile aligns these forces in the same direction aa the thrust forces would be during flight. The limitation
of acceleration forces to one g was not expected to have an appreciable effect on the omotion of the bending modes.
Since the Atlas is a fairly rigid missile, longitudinal forces can be largely ignored in the computation of lateral
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Figure 6-6. Comparison of Analog Simulation Versus Third Order Linearized Equations

bendhig modes. Vibration tests were performed at various propellant tanking levels, and the tanks were instru-
mented to obtain mode shapes and damping factors. During testing missile fuel and oxidizer were both repre.-
sented by water. The amounts of water used were varied to correspond to different instants of flight. Thus the
mode data was checked for various times during flight.

Two configurations were evaluated; one was an ICBM configuration, the other was a space booster configuration
where the payload was a smaller diameter upper stage. For the tests this upper stage was represented by a
dumnmy stage, as shown in Figure 6-8,

The missile was disturbed for testing by a h ydraulic shaker attached to the engine gimbal biocks. The other end
of the shaker was attached to a large reaction mass. Since the damping of a normal mode was to be obtained by
a free decay, provisions were made to disconnect the shaker from the missile on command.

The missile motion was instrumented by accelerometers only. Thus the slopes of the missile, sections were not
measured directly but had to be inferred from plotted displacement data. The accelerometers used were of a
variety which could be attached directly to the missile skin without cutting or stiffening the skin. in addition,
several position transducers were placed between the missile and a service tower.
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Figure 6-7. Booster Phase Suspension System

Test data will be presented for a typical time of flight. The variation c.f frequency with flight time is given in
Figure 6-9. This figure shows the increase in the modal frequencies as the missile becomes lighter during
flight, through expenditure of propellants.

A frequency response of the full condition is given in Figure 6-10. This figure i6 a plot of nose acceleration for

a constant force Input. The effect of the first five natural bending modes can be clearly seen.

The theoretical and test results for the first five bending modes are shown in Figures 6-11, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14
and 6-15.

The results (Figures 6-11 through 6-15) illustrate that the shapes of the experimental and analytic modes do not
always agree. The frequencies are predicted most accurately, with the mode shape Itself being less accurate.
A significant "figure of merit" is the gain with which the engine forces excite bending modes; it is inversely pro-
portional to the generalized mass. For the preceding modes the ratios of analytic to experimental generalized

masses are as follows:

Mode Gain Constant

1 0.96

2 1.39

3 0.36

4 1.25

5 2.03
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Figure G-8. Missile Suppo~rt System Showing Missile with Dummy Upper Stage Attached
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Figure 6-9. Frequency Versus Nominal Percent of Tank Volumes Filled with Liquid
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Figure 6-1l. First Ivio(h Comparison of Experimental vs. Analytic Modes
for a Space Booster Configuration
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Figure 6-13, Third Mode Comparison of Experimental vs. Analytic Modes
for a Space Booster Configuration
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Figure 6-14. Fourth Mode Comparison of Experimental vs. Analytic Modes
for a Space Booster Configuration
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Figure 6-15. Fifth Mode Comparison of Experimental vs. Analytic Modes
for a Space Booster Configuration
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The modes illustrated are representative of the accuracy that would normally be obtained from the calculation of
modes by the methods outlined in Appendix A3. As can be observed, the agreement in the frequencies Is best,
with the mode shape and its attendant gain becoming less accurate for the higher modes.

In addition to determination of mode shapes and frequencies, bending mode testing such as this can be used to

provide vibration environment Information on components attached to the skin of the missile. Such information

is useful, as the local motion of the skin may be altered by large masses (autopilot components, antennas,
batteries, etc.) attached to It. The motion of these masses attached to the skin can best be determined through
testing. These motions may be useful in formulating the vibration specifications which the components mnut be
designed to withstand. The relationship between the mass motion and the mode motion can be obtained very
accurately at this time.

6.2.2.2 Mode Dampin. Theoreticai studies of control system stability as well as other studies involving dy-

namic response ou missiles require accurate ihowledge of damping factors. These damping forces can be con-
sidered to be the overall effect of innumerable small frictional forces that tend to resist deformation of the

missile. These small forces include all the different kinds of friction (coulomb, viscous, mechanical hyster-

esis, etc.) that occur inand between the various parts of the missile. The importance of each of these frictional
forces in a given mode depends upon the relative amount of deformation in or between the various parts, which,
in turn, is a function of the mode shape. If follows, then, that different modes may have different damping fac-
tors. Also, if a mode shape is altered by a change in mass or by an external constraint, the correu ixonding
damping factor may be changed.

In the tests two configurations were analyzed - one a regular Atlas configuration and the other a space booster
configuration with a long slender payload (Figure 6-8). This payload was simulated by a weighted
beam. The tests of the space booster configuration indicated a damping factor that was quite low when compared
to those of the conventional Atlas. It was felt, then, that the use of the "clean" beam for a composite structure
had the effect of lowering the damping for the composite vehicle below what would be expected if the actual pay-
load were installed. The data from the Atlas crreeponded closely with that expected from previous studies.
The results of the damping studies on the two configurations are presented in Figures 6-16 and 6-.17. In some
cases damping was observed to vary with amplitude, increasing with increasing amplitude. In Figure 6-16, for
the second mode, two values are shown. The damping appeared to be double-valued - higher at high amplitudes
and lower at low amplitudes, with a sharp transition between the two points. The results of the Atlas configura-

tion are shown in Figure 6-17.
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Figure 6-16. Mode Damping vs. Nominal Percent of Tank Volumes Filled

with Liquid, Space Booster Configuration
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Figure 6-17. Mode Damping vs. Nominal Percent of Tank Volumes Filled
with Liquid, Atlas ICBM

In general the damping tends to increase as one goes on to the higher modes, but specific exceptions were found;
an occasional higher mode occurs with low damping.

6.3 FLIGHT TESTS

Flight testing constitutes the final "proof-of-the-pudding", so to speak. On some of the small missiles it has
been possible to do a large amount of propulsion, structural, aerodynamic, and control system testing as flight
testing. With the larger, more expensive boosters it is prohibitive to attempt extensive design testing as flight
testing. Therefore, except for specific blunders leading to dramatic instabilities, little quantitative information

relative to stability margins will be obtained through flight testing. Some information can be obtained on a
chance basis, and through careful evaluation of this data a great deal can be learned from this information.

The data that can be acquired is limited by the instrumentation available and by the fact that the various modes
on which one wishes information may not be excited. 'rho stable modes (propellant sloshing and elastic) will
have to be excited by launch transients, random system transients, or "built-in" transients; otherwise they will
not be observed during the flight. Those that are observed give data whi(h c'n be used to check frecueiiey and
damping ratio of the predicted modes. The frequency can be used as a check on the modal data, and the damping
ratio can be compared with that predicted from the root studies as an autopilot and control system check.

Propellant aloshing modwý are usually excited at various instants during flight. These motions give excellent
chances to observe the frequencies of oscillation under accelerations 'n excess of that of gravity. The agreement
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in frequency with that predicted in Appendix A has been excellent. The test data on propellant sloshing Is pre-

sented with the methods for calculation of the analogy in Appendix A.

Bending mode frequencies, as seen from flight transients, are those of the closed-loop roots and as such differ

very slightly from the predicted modal frequencies. The difference is usually less than the error in computing

the open-loop modal frequcncles, themselves. Hence, these in-flight frequencies are usually compared directly

with computed normal mode frequencies; the agreement is generally very satisfactory.

Damping ratios of in-flight oscillations, as compared with predicted values from root studies, have minor valhe

except to point out gross errors in the analysis (such as the wrong sign of the real part of a root.). The aiffi-

culty can be illustrated by observing an actual locus presented in Figure 6-18. This figure shows the uncertain-

ties in the location of the operating point. From a glance at this locus it is apparent that even extreme motions

of the angle of departure and gain would be hard to spot merely by observing the damping in the closed-loop

mode's root.
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Flight tests somet[moes reveal major omissions in the analysis when these omissions result in a system which,

although predicted to be stable, becomes unstable. Although extensive analysis had been performed prior to the

first Atlas flights, a 1?-cps limit cycle oscillation (third body bending mode) appeared which was of considerable
magnitude. An evaluation of the simulations used for preflight analysis indicated several deficiencies in the
assumptions used. These deficiencies were primarily connected with the method used to simulate the rocket
engine hydraulic servo forces, moments, and deflections. By using a more complete analysis, made possible by
a large amount of laboratory and captive missile testing, it was possible to simulate more correctly the condi-
tions occurring in flight. The revised simulation indicated that the third mode could be stabilized by the addition
of a lag filter in the control loop. The results from flight test were gratifying in that stable operation was
achieved.

later in the Atlas flight test program a modified configuration exhibited a high-frequency limit cycle oscillation
(4th and 5tb body bending mode). The methods of analysis were rechecked without result, so it was determined

that the mode shapes employed must be in error. Up to this time the vehicle elastic modes had been calculated
with the rocket engines removed. The engine forces and moments were then added as generalized forces onto the
mode. The inaccuracies resulting from this method can be explained best by observing the schematic missile
and mode of Figure 6-19. The aft end of the missile with the engines removed has little mass; hence, the aft

<P
MISSILE LOAD

REPRESENTATIVE BEAM

BENDING MODE

Figure 6-19. Schematic Bending Mode with Engine Masses Excluded

MISSILE

REPRESENTATIVE BEAM

BENDING MODE

Figure 6-20. Schematic Bending Mode with Engine Masses Included
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portion of the modes is relatively straight (no shear or couples at the free end). Therefore, if forces and mo-

ments representing the engines are to be added at this point, a large number of modes must be used to represent
the actual missile deflection by means of body bending modes. As the analysis Is usually carried on with few
modes only, errors can result. These errors are not usually significant at frequencies below the aft structure

engine mount natural frequency, However, at frequencies near or above this natural frequency the eff~et can be
quite sigulficant, even causing a 180-degree phase reversal In the inertial coupling between engine chamber and
mode. This reversal can be seen by the schematic representation of Figure 6-20. Figure 6-20 shows more

curvature at the aft end and also illustrates that the engine and mount may be out nf phag' with tho hending mode
shape at this point. This phenomenon can effectively reverse the angle of departure of the locus of roots from
the pole representing the elastic motion.

The methods of simulation using modes calculated with the engines included furnish good agreement between

theoretical and flight tast data, to the degree that flight instabilities in these higher modes have been analyzed
satisfactorily. TIh major caution is that for the frequencies of the higher modes the representation of the prop-
erties becomes more involved and the accuracies more dubious. Thus, attempts to phase-stabilize the higher
modes may meet with failure due to improper agreement of analytic models with the actual booster.
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SECTION 7

CONCLUSIONS
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7.1 GENERAL

Utilizing the material presented in this report the following concluding remarks can be made:

a. The basic equations end transfer functions that may be used for first approximation (quick-look) analyses
are presented in Section 4. Typical applications are shown in Section 2. The simplified transfer functions
of Section 4 are valid for preliminary evaluation of moat classes of ballistic booster vehtles. *

b. The more complete set of system equations of motion, as may be used for comprehensive analyses, are

given in Section 3.

c. The equations of Section 3 urc "•nbje,'-ed to various simplifying assumptions In Section 4.

These simplifications fall into two general categories, viz., those which simplify coefficients of an
equation without changing its order and those which reduce the order of the equations.

Those simplifications which fall into the first group cause no great problem, as they can always be checked

and re-incorporated for any configuration about which doubt exists. Those simplifications which reduce the
order of the equation are more troublesome to justify.

The majority of difficulties arise when the engine servo elastic mode must be considered coupled to the
vehicle normal elastic modes. A qualitative discussion of these couplings Is presented in Section 4, Sub-

sections 4.3.2, 4.3.4, and 4.3.5.

The open loop coupling due to aerodynamics is generally negligible in the class of vehicles considered.

d. The results obtained utilizing the simplifications of Section 4 are compared with results from the solution
of more complete equations in Section 5. 'rho effects of two general classes of coupling are displayed: 1)

open-loop coupling between modes due to non-contervativo forces coupling through rocket engine servo
compliance and 2) closed-loop couplings through the control system. Quantitative results are presented
for specific cases (typical ICBM configuration).

The simplifinations involving elimination of secondary feedback terms have little effect for the low fre-
quency modes (rigid-body and propellant sloshing). However, for the higher modes the various coupling

effects and/or auxiliary feedback raths can occasionally be very significant. Results also indicate that the
simplified approach using a single elastic mod ecquation with the third order actuator of Equation 4-23 can
be used for modes whose frequencies are well removed from that of the actuator servo resonant frequency.
For frequencies close to those of the actuator, an engine-body mode must be coupled to the body bending
mode being analyzed.

e. The accuracy of the results is dependent upun the adequacy of the basic data used. Some comparisons of
calculated data versus test results are given in Section 6.

f. Information on methods used to compute basic data for the calculation of the transfer functions is presented
in Appendix A.

g. A discussion of some types of subsystem transfer functions, sensors, servos, and force producers neces-
sary to complete the booster vehicle-autopilot and control system analyses are presented in Appendix B.

*Some extreme future configuration may not be ad.iuately represented, Such cases, however, will receive
special treatment by the analysts, using the same principles.
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Al INTRODUCTION

In order to determine the numerical value of an approximate transfer function that can be used to analyze the

stability of any given configuration, it is necessary to evaluate the equations' coefficients. To compute these

system equation coefficients, in turn, requires that certain data relative to the vehicle's flight path and body

parameters be available. This data, referred to as "basic data", is an accumulation of: 1) trajectory data,

2) aerodynamic data, 3) propellant load data (if required), 4) elastic (modal) data, and 5) mass, center-of-

gravity, and other inertial data, all compiled at many discrete time instants during the vehicle's powered flight.

Other values may then be interpolated from these points, giving the data at any instant of the vehicle's powered

flight.

Some general remarks on the methods used for obtaining these basic data are given first In the four classifica-

tions: trajjctory, aerodynamic, propellant, and mass, center of gravity, and inertial data. Subsequently, more

detailed discussions are given of the derivation of certain of these data, a knowledge of whose origins is impor-

tant to any appreciation of the degree of approximation involved in autopilot studies. Also given is a detailed

discussion of elastic (n.-dal) calculation methods.

Al. 1 Trajectory Data. Some of the trajectory parameters required for an analysis of the autopilot stability and

control problem are thrust (both fixed and gimbaled), weight, acceleration along the vehicle's flight path, and its

time integrals, velocity, and altitude. All are required as functions of powered flight time. From this infor-

mation, additional data such as dynamic pressure and Mach number may be computed.

As a first approximation, a trajectory computed for a point-mass (two degrees of freedom) launched in a stand-

ard atmosphere from a nonrotating spherical earth, will yield usable parameters. A drag term for this compu-
tation will have to be approximated for the vehicle under study.

A more advanced trajectory can be computed using an elongated body representing the vehicle, with three degrees

of freedom. This trajectory will include the effects of aerodynamic lift (hence, a more accurate drag term) and

a balancing component of the thrust vector, which is requtred to overone the moment prd oced by the aerody-
namic forces.

These nominal trajectory characteristics serve to fix quite closely the basic flight parameters of the vehicle.
Subsequent refinements to these trajectory studies, including flight control and guidance effects, off-nominal

performance and other assorted dispersions, will seldom result in significant changes to these basic flight para-
meters.

Al. 2 Aerodynamic Data. Any vehicle that travels through the atmosphere is subjected to aerodynamic forces

and moments which will affect the vehicle's performance and stability. In order to insure that the vehicle is

capable of withstanding the environmental conditions imposed upon it during the regime of flight and to evaluate
the effect of these conditions on its performance, the vehicle's aerodynamic characteristics must be kmown. The

location and magnitude of the resultant aerodynamic forces normal to the vehicle's longitudinal axis are required
to determine the degree of control forces required to balance out these forces and moments. The distributions of
lateral force coeflicients along the length of the vehicle at the angle of attack are required for the analysis of the

aero-elastic deflections of the vehicle structure and for calculation of body bending moments under critical
flight conditions.

The aerodynamic force acting on the vehicle is determined from theoretical considerations or wind tunnel tests on

the vehicle model, or it is extrapolated from existing data on similar configurations. The force acting on the

vehicle Is resolved into orthogonal components along the body axes. This data is usually presented in the form

of normal force coefficients and centers of pressure as functions of Mach number and angle of attack.

The force coefficient can be separated into two parts: the potential and viscous components. The potential force
is that force which would be experienced by the body if it were Inclined in an inviscid fluid. This component in-

creases linearly' with angle of attack, In a reao~l fluid, this is the~ only, force of meagurable miagnitude for the first
few degrees of angle of attack. Upor further increase of angle of attack, however, viscous effects cause the
cross-flow to begin to separate from the lee side of the body. The separation induces a pressure field which

causes the force curve to depart from linearity. This departure is defined as the viscous component of the force

and is dependent upon the state of the boundary layer; it is larger for laminar than for turbulent flow.

A-:;
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A more complete discussion of the aerodynamic data, along with approximate calculatory techniques, appears in
Section A-5.

Al. 3 Propellant Data (Liquid). For those vehicles which use liquid-futled engines the mass of the liquid, of
necessity, constitutes a large portion of the total mass. This large mass, oscillating in a tank, may have ad-
verse effects on the vehicle control system, especially if the frequency of oscillation of the liquid is near that of

the control system.

In early liquid-fueled vehicles (e. g., German V-2. American Redstone, WAC Corporal, etc.) propellant sloshing
was found not to be a problem, and no explicit means ot slosh compensation was employed. With the advent of
larger vehicles having "cleaner" internal construction, the sloshing phenomena became increasingly important.
Methods for determining the forces and moments due to propellant oscillation In "clean" tanks and the effects of
internal oscillation suppressing devices (baffles) are d -cussed in Section A-3. This section presents the forces
and moments due to the oscillating liquid and presents methods of handling this phenomena by the use of equiva-
lent mechanical analogies.

A1.4 Propellant Data (Solid). For those vehicles which use solid-propellant engines, Appendix C2 shows that
the propellant grain may be treated as a unitary mass and that it does not contribute any appreciable stiffness to
the missile structure. Therefore, all that is usually considered is the mass distribution along the axis of the
missile.

A1.5 Mass, Center of Gravity, and Inertial Data. The mass, center of gravity, and inertial data, hereafter re-
ferred to as inertial data in this section, are obviously required for a complete analysis of any controi system.
For rigid-body control analysis, where the sloshing is treated as a separate, artificially uncoupled degree of
freedom, the inertialdata used is that for a "reduced" vehicle. The "reduced" vehicle is the entire vehicle mass
minus that mass of liquid propellant considered to be sloshing. Therefore, at any time instant, the inertial data
will consist of the sum of the inertial data of the structural vehicle plus Its residuals (liquids trapped in small
lines andtanks)and the inertial data for that portion of the liquid propellants that are assumed to be rigid (see
Appendix A3).

The method for combining these inertial data is given hi Section A2, and the inertial data for the "r!gid" liquid
propellant can be found from an equivalent mechanical analogy as presented in Section A3.

A2 MASS AND RELATED INERTIAL DATA

A2. 1 Calculation of Center of Gravity and Moment of Inertia. The property of a body by which it offers resistance
to any change in its motion is defined as inertia, and its quantitative measure Is called mass.

The mass-center or center of mass is defined as that point of a physical body where the mass could be concen-

trated so that the moment of the concentrated mass* about any axis or plano would be equal to the moment of the
distributed mass of the body about the same axis or plane. If the words area, volume, or line were substituted

for the word mass, and the reference to a physical body were deleted, the above definition would be that for the
centroid of an area, volume, or line. Therefore, with respect to homogenous physical bodies, the terms cen-

troid and mass-center may be regarded as synonymous.

The total force acting on a body undergoing rectilinear accelerated motion is defined as the resultant of the
parallel forces acting on each particle in the body. The magnitude of the resultant of such parallel forces is
equal to the algebraic sum of the forces on each particle, and the position of the resultant is such that the mo-

ment of the resultant force about any axis or plane is equal to the sum of the moments of the component forces.
This position defines the line of action of the resultant force in the given acceleration direction. The resultant
force is defined as the body's weight, and its position locates the center of gravity. Thus, the magnitude is:

Wm oW.,

*A mass moment is defined as the product of the quantity of mass by its distance to a reference.
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and its line of action is located by:

z Wixi
X=

E wi

EWiYi
• wi

zwz

where the symbology used is depicted in Figure A -1.

z

x/x
Y|

Figure A-1. Coordinate System and Mathematical Model

If we assume a uniform acceleration field, then the weight of each mass particle is proportional to its mass and
the center of gravity of a body coincides with the mass-center. For a rigid body the terms are identical re-
gardless of its position or orientation in the acceleration field. The difference between the two terms is that in
finding the center of gravity the moment of a force system is involved, and in finding the mass-center the mo-
ment of a mass system is involved. In practice, the earth's acceleration field at a weighing station is uniform
enough so that the above distinctions are not evident.

Common experience teaches that if a body Is free to rotate about an axis, the farther from the axis the material
(or mass-center) is placed, regardless of direction (sign sense), the greater is the moment of force required to
produce a given angular acceleration of the body; that is, the greater the moment of inertia of the body becomes.

Therefore, the moment of inertia or second moment of the mass of a system of particles may be defined, for a

continuous body, as the integral: I = f r2 dm; that is, as the summation of the products of the mass of each

particle by 'he square of its distance from a line or axis.

If the moment of inertia of a body thus found is about an a.ds passing through the mass-center (centroid) of the
body, the moment of inertia of the body may be found about any other parallel axis, by the use of the transfer
formula:

I = + Md
2

A5Lg

A-5
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where ILg ý the moment of inertia about the centroidal axis (Lg)

IL = the moment of inertia about a parallel axis (L)

M = the mass of the body, and

d = the perpendicular distance between axes Lg and L.

During the derivation of the equations of motion for a body, terms containing functions of the form:

fxydm, 5 zxdm, and fyzdm

appear. These terms are defined as the products of inertia and represent the coupling effect of the inertia (mass)
about two axes. The transfer formula for products of inertia is similar to that for moments of inertia. That is:

ILMf = ILgMg + Mde,

where ILgMg = the product of inertia about the Lg and Mg axes passing through the centroid,

M = the mass of the body, and

d & e = the perpendicular distances between the L' and Lg axes and the M' and Mg axes respectively.

In the preceding discussion it was assumed that the moments and products of inertia for each component were
known about the component's own centroid. For the vehicles under study it is necessary to determine the iner-

tial data for the entire vehicle by the summation of the inertial data of each component about its own center of
gravity and the transfer of this data to the center of gravity of the vehicle.

Thu weight and center of gravity of each component may be calculated or found quite readily by simple mechani-

cal means, ouch as scales and weigIting fixtures. The moments and products of inertia of each component pose
a different problem. An approximate method (which is quite accurate) has been determined to find the moments
and products of inertia for the vehicle components. Each component has a characteristic shape (or sum of
shapes): spherical, conical, cylindrical, hemisphere-cylindrical, hemisphere-conical, etc. Knowing the weight
and dimensions of the component (coupled with the characteristic shape), the moment and product of inertia may
be computed, for a constant density, using standard moment- and product-of-inertia equations found in any hand-
book. This reduces the total Inertial data problem to one of transferring the data for each component to the com-
bined center of gravity. In simplified form, the center-of-gravity equations and transfer equations become:

W = 2;Wi

E Wi xi

•CG ZW-

z Wi yi

YCG Ewi

EWiz1

ZCG EWt

I'xxco ý 13Mi + (YC -Y1 )2  +- (zCG zi)2] M I

c - = T I + [(xCG _ xi) , (z , zi)21 M

'ZZCA = -6I + [ xi)2
+ ('CG y)2] Mi
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IXYcG= •" 'XYi +(x,, =Xi) (YcG -Yt)Mi

'XZCG - [xzi + (xO- xi) (2'cG -z) M,

IYZCG ý fYZi (yCG -yi) (ZcG-o ) Mi

where the symbology used is depicted in Figure A-2.

z
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-Yc

CC J/
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1. ARE THE MOMENTS AND PRODUCTS OF INERTIA OF THE 1h

X PARTICLE ABOUT ITS OWN CENTER OF GRAVITY.

Figure A-2. Coordinate Systom and Mathematical Model

Since the trajectory, aerodynamic, and sloshing data are presented in relation to the longitudinal axis (axis of
symmetry), it is convenient to reference the inertial data to a point on the longitudinal (x) axis. The moment
and product of inertia equations then become:

IXXT= 2 Ixxi+[(0-i)2+ -zi2M

IYYT = I IYYl + [(xCG - xi)
2 

+ (0 - zi)2] Mi -

IZZT=ý1 Z Z !Iz+ [((,xGx)2 _ (0-_yi)2- MI

IxyT= Z IxyI + (XCG-xi ) (0 -Y) mI

I-zT.._ = Ixzi +(x .. , x)1 (0-z.)i M. ]

yzT= Z Iyzi+ (0-i) (0-zi) M

where

T (xCG, 0, 0).
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An equivalent method well adapted for hand computions is the use of a table with the following headings:

2 2 2
Component Identification; M, x, y, Z, Mx, My, Mz, Mx , My , Mz , Mxy, Mxz, Myz, XX, Iyy. ZZ, 1 Xy,
Ixz' &Iz

The mass, center of gravity, moments of inertia, and products of inertia about the center of gravity are com-

puted successively across the tabular format as:

E-mix,

XCG E: Mi

I MiYi
YCG - '.Mi

E Mizi
ZCG E•MI

22 2

X-XcG mI I I CG + zCG

2 2 2 + 2ME M-x( Mi) (xCG £CG }3yyiIYYcG ý 2; MX 1Wi z 1 (2 + I)(X Cc) i ) l

2 + 2 + yx2G) +
IZZCG = E my, -E ( Mt) (X2 + EIZZ

IXYCG E X MxyI - (E Mi) (xCG YCG) + EIxy

IXZcG = I Mxzi - (E M1) (xcG zCG) + 2 IXZi

IYZcG = E MyzI - (E Mi) (YCG zCG) + EIYzi,

where

M = the mass of each compunent,

x, y, z = defines the position of the mass-center of each component in the missile coordinate

system,

IXX, Iyyz I moments of inertia of each component about an axis system passing through its own

mass-center,

xy, Z, Iyz - products of inertia of each component about an axis system passing through its own

mass-center.

The equivalence of the above equations with the preceding equations is readily reade.

A2.2 Approximation of Moment of Inertia. It is often sufficiently accurate to ignore the moment of inertia and

product of inertia of a component about axes passing through its own centroid when using the moment of inertia

transfer fnrmula. This is shown in the following example. A homogeneous right circular cylinder of height, h,

and diameter, d, is orienited on the vehicle with its major axis parallel to the longitudinal axis of the missile.

Wo can find the effectiveness of the component's own moment of Inertia as its height-to-diameter ratio varies

and as the transfer distance varies.

A-8
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Y

hJ

z

Figure A-3. Approximation of Moment of Inertia

In this example lot A 1 M,2 For a homogeneous right circular cylinder the moment of inertia aboutIyyC + M X

its centroidal axes, in pitch and yaw is:

IYYc I Md2 (3+c 2

where c - d"

Therefore:
1 23
1 Md (3+ c2) 2A --2 4 + 1 .3 3 c 2

1 + 2 2 2 2 1+ 1.33 c2 , I6k
2

12 Md (4+c ) +Md k

where k = .
d

Plotting A versus k for various values of u, (Figure A-4), we find that for values of c h/d of less than three,
the moment of inertia in pitch and yaw of the component about its centrold may he ignored for transfer distances
(x) greater than 4 d, and an accuracy of 95 percent may be retained.

A similar study in the roll plane (Figure A-5) shows that the roll moment of inertia of a component may be ig-
nored for transfer distances where x is greater than 1.5 d, and an accuracy of 95 percent may be retained.

In general, for vehicles whose length-over-diameter ratios are greater than eight, the pitch and yaw moment
of inertia of the components about their centrolds may be ignored 90 percent of the time and tVe roll moments of
inertia of the components may be ignored 40 percent of the time.
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Figure A-4. Effective Pitch and Yaw Moment of Inertia Versus Length-Over-Diameter Ratio
for a Homogeneous Cylinder
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APPENDIX A3

PROPELLANT SLOSHING DATA
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SYMBOLS USED IN APPEN1.IX A3

Symbol Definition Units

a tank radius ft

AI

B1

C dimensionless parameters defined in Tables A-1 through A-6.

C',

D1

D '

d tank diameter ft

d diameter ratio for model laws as used in Equation A-12 N.D.
r

F force in X direction lbs

h depth of fluid ft

hl, hlh" height of sloshing element attach-point above tank bottom in the various ft

mechanical analogies

h height of rigid mass above tank bottom ft
K constant used in Equation A-10 

N.D.
K constant used in Equation A-b11 

N.D.

K tank parameter = Enh/a N.D.

moment on tank lb ft

applied moment about tank bottom lb ft

M total fluid mass slugs

M fixed or rigid mass slugs0

M total mass of fluid which a full ellipsoidal tank can hold slugs
T

MI sloshing or spring mass slugs

n ordered number of fluid mode N.D.

* Non-dimensional
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SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX A3 (Continued)

Symbols Definition Units

P fluid pressure on a baffle in equivalent feet of head ft

s Laplace variable sec-
1

x,y, z tank coordinates (see Figure A-6) ft

Y spring mass displacement in x direction ft

Y analogous fluid "displacement" defined in Equation A-5 ft

aT longitudinal acceleration ft/see
2

a r acceleration field ratio (ground to flight) for model laws as used in Equation A-12 N.D.

" F analogous fluid "angle" defined in Equation A-1 rad

"I" angle of pendulum with tank axis radP

All depth of a baffle below liquid free surface ft

total damping ratio N.D.

bottom scrubbing damping ratio N.D.

9d ring baffle damping ratio N.D.

inherent damping ratio N. D.

side wall wiping damping ratio N.D.5

free surface damping ratio N.D.

wave height for first sloshirng mode f 0.84a l'p ft

p viscosity lb see/ft
2

'Ar viscosity ratio for model laws as used in Equation A-12 N.D.

V kinematic viscosity ft 2/see

n nth root of J' (0) N.D.
n 1

p liquid density slugs/ft
3

Pr liquid density ratio for model laws as used in Equation A-12 N.D.

Tr time constant ratio N.D.
aTsc-

n nth fluid mode frequency = -- K tanh K secn
n h in n

A -14
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A3. 1 Introduction. The motions of a liquid in an open vessel have been the subject of study for many years.
During the past several doeudes significant progress has been mad, it this field beyond the classic investigations
made by Sir Horace Lamb (circa 1879), with interest centered in the forced motion of aircraft fuels.

Numerous methods have been used to describe and solve for the propellant modes, frequencies, and pressure
distributions. In general, all Investigators have sought solutions to the equation of wave motion of a perfect
fluid satisfying the boundary conditions of prescribed motions of the vessel's walls. These solutions then may
be further defined to yield the relationships between forces and moments on the vessel's (tank's) walls and the
tank's motion. These relationships are given in the following sections for rigid and flexible wall vessels. For
the rigid wall vessels two mechanical analogies are presented; either one can be used with rigid vehicle studies.
One mechanical analogy is presented for use with flexible vehicle studies.

A3.2 Rigid Wall Vessels. Some of the original work on the sloshing phenomena in rigid tanks was done by
E. W. Graham (A-l) and J. Lorell (A-2).* An extension Is made from Lamb's work on free oscillations for the
case of a rectangular tank, and a mechanical pendului. analogy Is derived. The fundamental frequencies and
forces involved In liquid free oscillation arm givw" fo, several tank shapes in addition to the rectangular case.

Schmitt (A-3) has determined the hydrodynamic forces and moments about the base of a circular cylindrical tank
undergoing translation along its longitudinal axis umd rotatlon about one of the perpendicular axes, produced by
the oscillation of an incompressible, Irrotational liquid in the tank. These are given by:

2 1 a2.-s x z M(1-A)- - 13 Mh( -+ 4: - Bn) B MAn hT(-1

n 2nh n 2 nb n) 2nTFF 7v
2t

w2 1 a 2 2 1

n 2 4h2 
-n)- n Mh + +DnBn) + • MhBna~r'n. (A-i)

2 sx +s29h (I - )

Sn

where,

J2 _ 
2

a'T cosh Kn - I
n h cosh K

n

and the remaining parameters are defined in Table A-l,

For ease of handling, a mechanical analogy in the form of a pendulum or spring-mass solution is sought. Such
an analogy not only gives the engineer insight to the problem, but lends itself to a description of the liquid motion
which is readily adapted for digital or analog computer simulations. The forces and moments produced by an
analogous pendulum and rigid mass system, as shown in Figure A-6 for the first three modes, are equivalent in
form to those of the hydrodynamic equations. These may bc written as:

2 2
F -s xM -asOhoM + 2n Mna r

0 0 0 n n T Pn

- s2xMoho -as20 (Moho2 + Io)+ n1 Mbh a r (A-2)
00 0 0 n n n T Pait-2

(2 2 [s2 .20 (h" - Lpn)(s+ on) rp n Lpn-

* Numbers in parenthesis refer to references at the end of Appendix A.
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Thus, through a term by term comparison* between Equations A-1 and A-2, the analogous parameters are ob-

tained, They are presented in Table A-1 for the first mode only; thc reasons for this will be shown later,

z

rai

Sh

o I h

Figure A-a. Tank Model and Coordinates for Pendulum Analogy

Bn 
U Zn Lpn

In making such a comparison the identity -- i- - -- is useful.
A Wn2 h
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Table A-1. First Mode Sloshing Parameters for Pendulum Analogy (n 1)

Circular CylindL ical Flat-Bottom Tank

MECHANICAL HYDRODYNAMIC

M° + M1 M

Me M (1 - A1 )

M1 MA 1

I+ a2

h h
o (3 - A )

B 1

h1 hA

coth K1

p K1

w 2 _ K1 tanh K
h 1 1

Where

2 al K 4 2 sinh K1 - K1

KI (2 - ) 1 K
3  (1 2 1) cosh K

2B K sinhK1 -coshK1
11 1- 1 18

K1 (L i 1) cosh K

* cosh K -I h

2 ,2
K ( -1) cosh K1

I I I

This mechanical analogy exactly duplicates the forces and moments determined from the hydrodynamic solution
and accurately reproduces the fluid oscillations, insofar as the assumptions made for the hydrodynamic solution

are accurate, viz., an inconaprussihle, irrotational fluid with only small disturbances being admitted.

Usua!ly, only the fundamental mode of oscillation is considered, since the sloshing masses for the succeedingly
higher modes have less and less influence. This property can be seen from examination of the force equation
in the following form:

A s x
F s2 aP -s x~l M ,' 5.

n 2 2(s w, n

2tUni ( h -l (A-3)-"ah( )s x

121x M 2; -na ____I_
a h 2n

R 1) ah (I
n
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If now the damping-limited peaking for the higher modes is no greater than with the fundamental, * then the forces
at resonance for these modes (8

2
:--w2 - w

2
) are proportional to:n

(tanh ýnh2
F ct _

n 2n ( - 1)

One can see that for higher modes ( n = 1.84, 5.335, 8.535, 11.705... tn-1 + a) the hyperbolic tangent in the

numerator approaches unity and therefore, the force will vary as 1 /(4 1

Another argument in support of disregarding the higher modes rests upon the fact that test experience indicates
a great deal of turbulent mixing accompanies high frequency tank oscillations. This can be illustrated by ob-
serving the motion for steady state and the Nirat two propellant modes sketched in Figare A-7. The increased
fluid mixing makes it difficult to display the higher modes except under careful "laboratory" conditions. It also
indicates that dissipation (clamping) effects for the higher modes are greater, further reducing their significance
in control analysis.

STEADY STATE

n~

n= 2

Figure A-7. Sketches of the First Few Mode Shapes (Cylindrical Tank)

Of great practical significance is the fact that the maximum amplitudes and, hence, velocities of the fundamental
mode occur adjacent to the tank walls.

Curves representing the parameters in nondimensional form versus the aspect ratio, h/a, are given in Figures
A-8 and A-9. Values of the constant. given in Table A-1 versus the ratio, h/a, are given in Tables A-2, A-3,
and A-4 for the first three sloshing modes.

*Experiments bear out thisi assumption, there being greater turbulent mLxLng for the higher modes.
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2 h
1

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 ;3.0 3.5

a

Figure A-8. Nondimensional Sioshing Parameters for Pendulum Analogy
for a Circular, Cylindrical Flat-Bottomi Tank (n 1) (a)

41 1

h1
0

.h

2

1M

00

a
Figure A-9. Nondimensional Sloshting Parameters for Pendulum Analogy

for a Circular, Cylindrical Flat-Bottom Tank (n = 1) (b)
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The forces and moments produced by an analogous spring-mass and rigid-mass system, as shown in Figure

A-10, are also equivalent in form to those of the hydrodynamic equations. They may be written as:

F -s2 xM -s 2h M + ;k Y
0 0 o n n n

'2 h -s 2 0(M h 2+1 E k WY + M Y (A-4
0 o 0 o o n n n n+ n nTn (A--4)

.b2 w2. ) _ [s2xs 2 0 f•
S )Yn n[

Again, in a term-by-term comparison between Equations (A-1) and (A-4), the analogous parameters are obtained.

They are presented in nondhmensional form in Table A-S, and curves reprcsenting these parameters versus the

ratio, h/a, are given in Figures A-11 and A-12. In order for a mechanical analogy (pendulum or spring-mass

system) to reproduce the moments from the hydrodynamic solution at low fluid levels (h < 2a), the mechanical

elements must be placed above the fluid free surface. This peculiar effect does not affect accuracy in rigid body

studies; it does, however, introduce errors when making flexible missile studies.

Z

k, y

Y

F.igo~re A-If). Tank• Modcl and Coordiinates for Spring Mass Analogy
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ka

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

a

Figure A-li. Nondlrncnsional Sloshing Paramecters for Spring Mans Analogy
for a Circular, Cylindrical Flat-Bottom Tank (n = 1) (a)
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Table A -5. First Mode Sloshing Parameters for Spring Mass Analogy

Circularly Cylindrical Flat-Bottom Tank

MECHANICAL IIYDRIODYNAMIC

M +M M

M MAI

Mo M (I -A)

coth K )

h(l + a2 )h2 4 h1 2

o (I -A)

2 2 1M oh o ie M b 2( ' + D B 1B )
M0 h0 0 3h D,. 111

2
k w2 M

2 OT( 1

W 2 a tanh K
I a I

where the constants are given in Table A-1.

A3.3 Flexible Wall Vessels. For flexible missile studies it is desired that the forces and moments derived
from the mechanical analogy act at poInts on the missile, corresponding te those of the forces and moments as
derived from a hydrodynarnic solution.

Certain exact solutions to the flexible-wall problem exist in the litcrature (A-4), (A-5), (A-6). However, their
application in general control system studies is by no means direct. Hence, it appears desirable to be able to
employ the relatively simple rigid-walled tank solution to the flexible-walled tank problem. Actually, such an
application Is very easy and direct; and, intuitively, it appears to be reasonably sound for deep tank liquid levels.
However, at low liquid levels the mec!hnical elements appear above the liquid surface when using the rigid tank
pendulum (or spring-mass) analogies as abcoe. Therefore, a third analogy is now presented (A-7). This ana-
logy is similar to the above spring-mass analogy except that a pure couple is applied at the tank bottom. This
moment is justifiable because the pressure distribution along the bottom in the hydrodynamic solution produces
a couple only. The effect of introducing this moment is to lower the spring-mass and rigid mass elements so
that they act at wetted tank wall stations for all liquid levels. In order to determine ih,o forces and moments for
such a mechanical analogy, the forces and moments obtained from the rigid tank hydrodynamic solution are re-
written here in a slightly different form. The noment t-ms are grouped accordinv to whether they arise from
side wall pressures or from pressures on the tank bottom, the latter producing a pure couple.

2 2 1 2
F :- xM -s• Mh (I)-s E MA yFn
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a

Figure A-12. Nondimensional Sloshing Parameters for Spring Mass Analogy
for a Circular, Cylindrical Flat-Bottom Tank (n 1) (b)

where

'Ow moment from side wall 2

5 Mh 4 (+i'-" M(3 n n n 2 -2 Mh7Bi Y'n

Bmoment from tank bottom (pure couple)

=-2 x M (L) -s ns 2 n EMh ( + 2 En Mh-n yFn

2 
n

(2 + 2~ [F s2x+s'-oh (1- 12

The mechanical analogy is identical in arrangement with that of Figure A-10, but with the addition of a pure
couple term, 4113. The forces and moments for the mechanical analogy are written as:*

* Prime values have been used for the positioning of mechanical elements to distinguish them from the rigid

wall tank analogy.
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' s2s')x (M° + n: Mn)-2 0 (Moh'o z Mnh - a2n YnMn

F=-sx(M +EMnb)-s 6M 'o(%Mh')-s'+YMho0 n l 00 0 n nltnln

hM 1 M +Xn ME nh-
2 

)-M2 ZYMnh.+ (A-6)
00 0 nf n0 0 n nl nf nn~

2- . 2 11(s + w) y1 _ _ x I
S' U L

The rotational acceleration term in the hydrodynamic solutions either may be Ignored, since it is very
small, or it may be combined with the routtional acceleration term for the moment from the tank wall. if this
latter course is chosen, the analogous ineeitaniica! system's first mass moment of Inertia becomes the same as
that used in the spring mass analogy of Section A3.2 (but does not affect flie positioning of the mechanical ele-
ments). The analogous moment applied to the tank bottom, rearranged, becomes for the first mode:

SM C2

B WM 7a + MY 2 Y

SI aT Y , M Y

where C' 2

% II - and %I M - -
'c 2 a

This is the result employed in the main body of the report for the flexible vehicle equations.

Again, through a term-by-term cuinparison between Equations A-5 and A-6, the analogous parameters are ob-
tained. They are presented in Table A-(, for the first mode only. Curves representing these nondimcnsionaflizod
parameters versus h/a are given im Figures A-0l and A-14.

Plots of the noudimensionalized force and moment as functions of h/a, derived from the spring-mass analogy in
a flexible-walled, circular, cylindrical tank bending in a parabolic mode shape, are given in Figures A-15 and
A-1,. The dotted curves represent the forces and moments of the liquid in a circular, cylindrical tank due to an
exact solution for this problem, according to Bauer (A-4), while the solid curves represent the forces and mo-
ments derived from the mechanical spring-.mass analogy. As call be seen, the mechanical spring-mass analogy
closely approximates the exact forces and moments on the tank.

A3.4 Noneylindrical ranks. Up to this }point we have considered only cylindrical tanks with flat bottoms and cir-
cular cross sectional areas. For this type of tank, we have presented parameters for two mechanical analogies
that can be used to reproduce the forces and moments due to liquid oscillations in rigid-wall tanks. We have also
discussed the applicability of the analogy to flexible-wall tanks. The question now arises as to how to reproduce
the forces and moments produced by liquid oscillations in tanks of other shapes.

Considering noncylindrical missile tanks with circular transverse cross sectional areas, the leading shapes are
oblate spheroids, with the sphere as a special ease. Also included in this category are those cases of low liquid
levels in tanks with nonflat bottoms. These include conical, spheroidal, inverted spheroidal and other shapes.

A solution to tbhe hydrodynamic equations of motion is found, anti the parameters for an equivalent pendulum anal-
ogy are determined, by A. 11. flausrath (A-8) for oblate spheroids. lie determines a series solution consisting
of Legendre polynomials, by means of the Itayleigh-Ititz approach. Free vibration and lateral translational vi-
bration only are treated. Curves of these paramneters for tanks of various eccentricity are presented in Figures
A-17, -18 and -19.

A -27
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Table A-6. First Mode Sloshing Parameters For Spring Mass Plus a Couple Analogy
Circularly Cylindrical Flat-Bottom Tank

MECHANICAL HYDRODYNAMIC

Mo + M1 M

M MA 1

M M (1 - A 1 )

oT 1 A1

B1

M h1 M-,
2  

-

0 o M1 h a••+ l; Mh + C ; B A

Use has been made of the identity 2 C making thene comparisons.

where A 1, C1, D 1 are defined in Table A-i, and

I + K1 sinh K1 - cosh K
2 2 . _ 1 1 1

K - 1) cosh K1

,I
1 2 2

K (1 - 1) cosh K1

4 slnh K

1 3 2K (1 - 1) cosh K1

Bottom Couple:

First form (rotational acceleration terms included)

12 I 1 CC C'
2 (a'~ 2 1, ~ l

s xMh- 4h 2 s Mhn 2 L

Second form Ifor which 1. frorn Figure A-12 and "Table A-5 is used)

2
B = M I'r y + Mes2 Y; M = Mh C;/2
B 2 , c

A -¶•.
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Figure A-13. Spring Mass Analogy lor Flexible Wall Tanks (a)
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Figure A-14. Spring Macst Analogy for Flexible Wall Tanks (b)
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MECHANICAL ANALOGY.
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Figure A-15. Comparison of Exact and Approximate Hydrodynamic Force

on Tank Walls Due to Bending
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NONDIMENSIONAL MOMENT DERIVED FROM SPRING-MASS

MECHANICAL ANALOGY.

NONDIMENSIONAL MOMENT DERIVED FROM EXACT

SOLUTION ACCORDING TO BAUER (A-4).

Figure A-16. Comparison of Exact and Approximate Hydrodynamic Moment

on Tank Wall Due to Bending
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e = 0. 141

e ____- a= SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
a b = SEMI-MINOR AXIS

0 .8 -

hh TT b

2b

Figure A\-17, Sloshing Parameters for the P'cndulum Analogy,• in an Elliptical

Tank (e 0 0.111), First Mode (n -1)

An integral-eqiuation approach has lbeen used by lludiansky (A -9) to determine thle natural modes and frequencies

of small-amplitudc sloshing of liquids in partially filled circular canals and spherical tanks. The circular canal

is analyaed for arbitrary depths of liquid, while the sphere is solved only for tbce nearly full and half-full cases.

The results for the sphere, together wlth'. the known behavior for the nearly-empty case, arc used in conjunction

with the trendis establ~ished for the circular canal as a basis for estimating frequencies for arbitrary depths of

liquid in the spherical canai. The frequencies thus dleterminedi agree with those determined by ifausrath for the

spherical tank. B~udiansky dliscusses the dlynamic analysis of thle container-fluid system, by means of the mode-

superposition ap~proach, and modal parameters reqluired inl such analyses are presented.

For the case of a conical tank, J. W. Green (A-10) andi J. tlarper (A.-il) both present solutions te a tank of cir-

cular transverse cross section. hlarper solves the hydirody~amini equations of nmouon; for" a l.•uid in a cone with

a 45-degree semi -vertex au~gbe, lie derives anl eqluivalent pendlulum analogy that duopliiates the hydrodynamic

forces and moments. The parameters for such an analogy) are presented inl Table A-7.

Tremnbath (A-12) presents a mathematical moddl for the response to liquid oscillations in tanks of arbitrary

shape. An incompress:ible, irrotational fluid is assu~med, and only linear effects are considered. Rotation

about the longitudinal axis is not p~erlittedl. The response is given in the form of integral equattons for forces,

momenta, and wave heigihts. Thu equations must be evaluated numerically for specific tank shapes.

1A-1

MJ

0. --7j
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A3.5 Approximate Solutions for Vessels that are Bodies of Revolution. The case often arises where the exact

solution for the hydrodynamic equations of motion does not exist or Is not readily available. If a solution does

'exist, it may not be In a form that is readily adapted for computation. Therefore, it is desirable to have some

method of computing the approximate parameters for a mechanical analogy directly from a given tank shape.

A method for approximating the parameters for a mechanical analogy that reproduces the forces and moments due

to, liquid oscillations is available li the "eqnuivalent-oylindrical-tank-wtth-an-equivalent-hottaOm" analogy, The

"sloshing" parameters for spring-mass or pendulum analogies may be found as a function of liquid depth from an

"equivalent flat bottom cylinder". This mathematically equivaletit tank (shown in Figure A-21 for a spheroid) is

a cylinder generated at incremental liquid depths of the original tank by conserving the free surface area and vol-

ume of the two tanks (original and equivalent), The "sloshing" parameters are then generated for the equivalent

cylindrical tank, at various liquid levels, from one of the rigid-wall tank mechanical analogies prcsented. (The

special rigid-wall, spring-mass analogy, as modified for flexible-wall problems, should not be used, however).

Tanks of other shapes are handled in a like manner.

a

(4 THE FREE SURFACE AREA (RADIUS) AND THE
VOLUME OF LIQUID IN THE "EQUIVALENT"
CYLINDER ARE THE SAME AS T.OSE IN THE
SPHEROID.

THE APPARENT LOCATION OF THE MECHANICAL
ELEMENTS IS WITIHN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE
SPHEROID EXCEPT THE RIGID MASS FOR VALUES
OF TiHE EQUIVALENT TANK'S h/a GREATER THAN 2.

Figture A-21. Equivalent Cylindrical Analogy for an Oblate Spheroid

A3.6 Rotation Produced by Translation (Swirl).. For stability analysis it has been customary to ignore the non-

linear terms in the Navier-Stokes equation, on the supposition that the motions to be studied were Infinitesimally

small. It has also been assumed that the viscous terms could be dropped inasmuch as the viscous effects for

slightly viscous liquids are confined to a narrow region in the vicinity of the fluid boundary. It was observed dur-

ing the course of experiments designed to check the linear non-viscous theory that when the forcing frequency was

in the neighborhood of the natural frequency, the liquid departed from a planar motion, and a rotational wave was
observed to wash around the boundaries. R. R. Berlot (A-13) concluded, after a study of this phenomenon, that

any slight departure of the center of gravity of the fluid from the plane containing the axis of the tank (a cylinder
in his studies) and the driving vector will, by the action uf centrifugal force, be amplified until an equilibrium is

reached between the action of centrifugal force annd that of graviity. The center -f gravity of the l iquid will move

in an orbit about the axis of the tank, and the angular momentum will be carried by a vortex. Berlot also dis-

cusses the results of digital and analog computer studies made to determine the response of a conical pendulum

to a driving force. These studies revealed the presence of boundaries between Lhe regions where the oscillations
of tbh pendrinum are confined to the plane of the external driving force and the regions where rotary motion re-

suits from the planar driving force. These boundaries appear at or near the point where the driving freqonency is

the same as the natural frequency of oscillation.

This effect may be reproduced quiLe accurately, using the mechanical analogies already presented. For small

amplitudes the motion of a conical pendulum may be dupllcated by Gup1cittuo ef the response of two simple

pendulums or spring-mass systemrs mounted perpendicularly to each other. The slosh planes of these two pendu-

lurns are usually considered fixed In inertial space, unable to rotate with the 1.aak about its longitudinai axis.

A -34
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This model is restricted to tanks of revolution whose center lines coincide with the vehicle's longitudinal axis.
Of course, if section baffles or similar pieces of construction are present in the tank or if clustered tanks are
used, rotation of the liquid about the vehicle's longitudinal axis is impaired.

A3.7 Empirical Verifications and Other Data. It is often quite reasonable and accurate to determine the forces
and moments produced by liquid oscillations in a contained vessel by tests with the actual tank or a scale model.
H. W. Abramson and G. Ransleben (A-14) present a method for determining the parameters for a scale model
tank that can be used to study the liquid oscillations in a prototype tank. The method presented uses dimensional
analysis to determine the ratio of the model physical parameters to those of the prototype.

As can be expected, the ratios of the liquid depth, excitation amplitude, and diameters are all equal. If viscosity
is neglected, the ratio of the diameters divided by the ratio of the longitudinal accelerations equals the ratio of
the time constant squared. The reciprocal of the time-constant ratio equals the frequency ratio.

In any test designed to determine the response of a liquid in a tank to external forces, care must be taken to mini-
mize coupling effects between the sloshing liquid and the tank support structura. Various methods have been de-
vised that show an acceptable solution to this problem (A-15, A-16"and A-17).

A3.7.1 Verification of Analytical Studics. Tests have been conducted to determine and verify the forces, mo-
ments, and frequencies of oscillation of a liquid in a contained vessel. Some of the notable tests have been con-
ducted by J. L. McCarty and D. G. Stephens (A-18, -19) under the auspices of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. In these tests excellent agreement is shown between the experimental data and the results
of available theory. Useful plots of a nondlmenslonal frequency parameter versus aspect ratio are given for the
first three modes of slosh in spheres, horizontal circular cylinders (transverse and longitudinal modes), upright
circular cylinders, and toroidal tanks in three different orientations. No data is given to compare the forces and
moments.

For a spheroid the results in general show that, above the half-full condition, the natural frequencies of the first
two modes of a liquid in a spheroid of semi-major axis, a, are approximately equal to those in a sphere of radius,
a. However, at lower depths the frequency is reduced appreciably. For the first mode, when the tank is near
empty, the frequency approaches the frequency of a simple pendulum of length equal to the radius of curvature of
the tank wall.

A3.7.2 Inherent Damping. K. M. Case and W. C. Parkinson (A-20) conducted an investigation of the damping of
surface waves in right circular cylinders with smooth walls. The question of interest was the dependence of the
damping on cylinder height and radius, and the viscosity of the contained fluid. Their results indicate that the
inherent damping is the sum of the free surface damping, side wall wiping damping, annd the bottom scrubbing
damping. These damping terms are given by:

(Free-surface damping)

2
"Jn

(An-7)

(Side-wall wiping damping)

"8= 2 a 2 a slnh(

1- n as

2n

b) 2) a 3inh 2 h (A-9)
n a

A -35
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From their studies, two remarks are in order:

a. The damping is rathwr Indepondent of the shape of the cylinder cross section. Thus, me difference between
the result for a circular cylinder and for a square cylinder of the same cross-sectional area is less than 20

percent.

b. The free-surface damping is sm=.il compared to the wall-wiping damping - particularly for large cylinders.

A3.7.3 Mechanical Baffle Damping. Several approaches exist which could preclude excessive in-flight sloshing
of liquids in smooth-walled tanks of missiles. The control system designer could resort to complex filtering
methods or to the use of additional feedback loops using sensors that detect propellant motion. The objective
would be to adjust the control system phase in the neighborhood of the sloshing frequency (see Section 2). How-
ever, such an approach is not practicable because: 1) the reliability of such complex filtering or auxiliary sens-
ing would be questionable, 2) the vehicie and tank properties change radically over the course of the flight; thus a
complicated programming system would be required to provide an effective control system at all flight instants.

The solution employed in practice to stabilize vehicles having a divergent mode of oscillation is to install baffles.
Installation of suitable mechanical baffles can introduce the desired amount of damping, but only if a certain
limit-cycle oscillation amplitude can be tolerated. That this limit-cycle amplitude is necessary is seen from the
fact that baffle damping is amplitude-dependent (see following discussi/in). Hence, to obtain damping sufficient
to prevent excessive slosh buildup, some slosh amplitude must be accepted. The other chief disadvantage of
mechanical baffles is the weight penalty involved. It can be sho~in, however, that the weight of fixed-ring baffles

is by no means excessive.

The amoutnt of internal (passive) damping of lquid oscillations provided by fixed-ring baffles has been approxi-
mated as a function of the sloshing amplitude for given baffles in a given tank by J. W. Miles (A-21). Ills formula
is:

Ah

IA 3/2 -46-- /2

K baffl a A-0b Ahtak e aAIO

The areas indicated are plan areas of the tank cross section and annular ring. Another formula presented by
J. W. Miles, based upon an alternate set ei assumptions, is:

-. 527 (l'C K' ( ----. /bn -5h5',.
t b K

t~bank (A-11.)

Each of the above equations haa been supported to some degree by test data (after proper empirical choice of the
constant, K, or K'). The constant, K in Equation A-!@ as given by E. D. Geissler (A-22), has a value between
2.25 and 4.5. J. W. Miles suggests a value of three. H. F. Baer (A-23) predicts that the constant K' has a
value of six - a value Yhich agrees very closely with experimental findings at Convair-Astronautics, at least for
relatively small baffle areas and damping values.

While the damping of fixed-ring baffles can be estimated by Miles' formulae, a more exact procedure, especially
for baffles other than flat annular rings, is the investigation of sloshing motions in model tests. For these tests
model laws require, according to H. W. Abramson (A-14), that the following relationship between diameter,
acceleration field, viscosity and density ratios be fulfilled:

d = 1/3 /(r 2/3 t)Jdr Pr

This relationship is valid if surface tension is neglected. Acceleration on the ground, being lower than that ex-

perienced in flight, requires larger modelN. Use of heavy liquids, however, permits simulation of high acceler-
ations with reasonably small models.
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The pressure in equivalent feet of liquid head applied to the fixed-ring baffle, according to J. W. Miles is found

to be
A 1/2 Ah / l 1/2

5.5 aaf f•e.1) 
1 cos 0 (A-12)

or, for alternate assumptions, when A / A is greater than 0.14:

nh(•12 ••-3
-3.68 -Aos

P - 1.9 0 a Cos 
(A-13)

where 0 is an angular coordinate around the tank axis measured from the plane of slosh motion.

A knowledge of this force is required for the design of the baffles and support structure.

I
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APPENDIX A'

ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF VEHICLES
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SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX A4

Symbol Definition Units

C (x, t) influence function; angular rotation at station x due to a unit moment at station 1/ft lb

oa 6(x,•) influence function; angular rotation at station x duo to a unit lateral force
at station t /lb

C (x, ) influonce function; lateral deflection at station x due to ,a unit moment at
station 4 ft/ft lb

C 6 (x, •) influence function; lateral deflection at station x due to a unit lateral force
at station ý ft/lb

In (x) distributed mass per unit length slugs/ft

p (x, t) distributed external lateral force per unit length lb/ft

r(x, t) distributed external moment per unit length ft lb/ft

u(x, t) displacement function ft

t (x) distributed rotary Inertia per unit length lb sece

moi dode shape (elgenfunction) for ith monde N.D.

Matrix Symbology

C aaO 0 CCaa where C is an influence coefficient which represents the I/ft lb(n,n) L ijJ ij

angular rotation at the It" mass station duo to a unit moment applied
at the jth mass station

C(n C where Ca i is an influence coefficient which represents the 1/lb
(,n J6 ij

angular rotation at the ith inass station due to a unit lateral force
applied at the jth mass station

C~a J-6,,] 6a
(nn 6a where C is an influence coefficient which represents the ft/ft 11h

C(n, n) - ij I wi jr
lateral deflection at the ith mass station due to a unit moment applied

at the jth mass station

S66 C 66 where C is an influence coefficient which represents the ft/lb
(n, n) Lij I ij

lateral defection at the ith mass station due to a unit lateral force
applied at thc jti mass station

Din) n' m2 " diagonal matrix of n discrete masses slugs

Dn [n, n). 1 M ii . 't diagonal matrix of n discrete rotary inertias slug ft

(in, P1)1 .... P) 'P n .. column vector represunting external lateral I1)

forces at n discrete stations

A l
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SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX A4 (Continued)

Symbol Definition Unitt

R(n, 1) = f rl 2 . .. ri...., r J column vector representing external moments at ft l'

n discrete stations

U= ul, U2 ,.  . u . .Un column vector representing displacements at n ft

discrete stations

x(n. 1) X I, x9 ,. nz column vector defining locations of discrete ft

mass stations

1
(n,l) = ,.iJ ;unit vector N.D.

Special Notations

"prime" denotes differentiation with respect to x

"dot" denotes diffe~rentiation with respect to t

* "asterisk" denotes the transpose of a matrix

denotes any null matrix. The order is dependent on the particular
sense in which it is used, i.e., the order must be consistent with
its usage.

A -42
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A4. 1 General. It was shown in paragraph 3.3 of Section 3 that the normal bending modes (and their associated
frequencies) for the unrestrained vehicle are obtained by solving the set of homogenous algebraic equations:

lull = 2 [a1j Mi oI (A-14)

Here the matrix, Cij, is the matrix of flexibility influence coefficients for the free-free (floating) beam; defec-
tions are measured relative to the controidal principal axis. It may be shown that this matrix derives directly
from the symmetric flexibility influence coefficient matrix, CIj, where deflections are measured relative to an
arbitrary line within the structure. In general this matrix includes coefficients relating both translation and ro-
tation to linear forces and couples.

In Section 3 it was noted that the differential equations of forced vibraion for a continuous system are replaced by
their matrix counterparts (see Equations 3-7 and 3-9) which represent a lumped parameter system. Some judg-
ment must be exercised when choosing the number and locations for these discrete mass stations. It has been
found that the required number of mass stations should be approximately ten tilme the number corresponding to
the highest elastic bending mode to be calculated. For example, if three elastic bending modes are to be calcul-
ated, then approximately thirty mass stations are required to represent adequately the bending dynamics of the
third mode. This criteria has been established empiricaLly by calculating mode shape, frequency, and general-
ized mass corresponding to the first three elastic bending modes for typical vehicle configurations in which the
numbers of mass stations used were successively increased from eighteen to forty. As expected, the accuracy
increased as additional stations were utilized. Howovr, it was observed that no further significant increase in

accuracy was achieved by using more than thirty mass stations,

A4. 2 Tabulation of Basic Data and the Mathematical Model. The basic data required for the calculation of the
natural bending modes consists of: 1) the distributed vehicle inertial properties, i.e., running mass and rotary
inertial distribution and 2) thu bending and shear stiffness distribution. Note that only rigid masses are to be
included in this distribution, that is, only those masses which can be considered to act as an integral part of the
unrestrained beam during its vibrations. It cannot be oi oremphasized that items such as pumps, equipment pods,
etc. which are actually mounted elastically to the main structure may significantly alter the bending character-
istics of the higher frequency modes. Whether or not such masses are to be treated as integral to the beam or
as separate, elastically attached masses, depends upon 1) whether or not the frequencies of the body modes to be
computed are less than or greater than the mount frequencies of the discrete masses, and 2) whether or not these
masses are great enough to atiect the result. (in this connection see also Subsection A4. 6, below.)

Figures A-22 and A-23 below illustrate a typical set of curves presenting bending stiffness, El, and mass distri-
bution, ni(x), as a function of vehicle station number. Similarly, curves presenting transverse shear stiffness,
KG, and rotary inertia, p(x), as functions of vehicle station number are required. From these data a table such
as Table A-8, can be constructed. The significance of the subscripts, r, and, I, will be clarified in the following
section. However, the following notes are presented at this point.

a. n and s are independent, with n < s + 1

b. For each x there exists an x which is numerically identical.

c. There isa•cn-to-onecorrespondencebetween xi, mi, andp I"

d. There Is one-to-ope correspondence beiween Xr, Eir, and KGr.

The ma',tix of structural influence coefficients, C, can he calculated from the data presented in the first four
columns of Table A-8. The matrix C is called a flexibility matrix, and the paragraph which follows presents a
method for its calculation by a pmrocu• ou iiiplu -,i j i. multiuli L .

\ --1-4
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Figure A-22. Typical Vehicle Bending Stiffness
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Figure A-23. Typical Vehicle Mass Distribution

A4.3 Flexibility Matrix for a Cantilever Beam: Statically Determinate Case. A cantilever beam subjected to
concentrated forces and moments at discrete stations along its elastic axis is shown in its deiormed state of
equilibrium in Figures A-24 and A-25. The beam is considered to consist of "s" elements which are cascaded
endi to end. The bending stiffness, EI, and shear stiffness, KG, may in general vary in an arbitrary manner
throughout 'he length of the beam. However, for practical purposes it Is usually sufficient to assume a linear
variation between the boundaries of any one element.

The internal elastic restoring forces acting on the rtih element (bending moments and shears) are shown in
Figure A-26.

It is assumed that the rth element is chosen so that no external forces are introduced throughout its length; that
is, the external forces act at the points Xr_1 and xr. We define a load vector for each of the "s" elements by:

S Vr-
r r ,] (A-15)

L~r-1 J
NOTE: Withi, Subsection A4.3 a different notation is employed for applied torque, t, and for
tra'Iasverse elastic deflections, y, than is used elsewhere in Appendix A4. it appears only in
this specialized, selfcontained section and hence should cause no ceofusion.

A - I
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Table A-8. Elastic and Inertial Properties

x x Er KGr In

FTB . 1'r. L13. -FT. 2 LB. SLUGS LB. -SEC. 2

x x Ei KG m1

x El KG1

2 El 2  KG2  m2  p2

xr x EIr KGr mi Ii

x El KG n /An

y

pi

xx

x NO ; 'OTE i it due to bending
distortions only.

Figure A-24. Cantilever Beam Subjected to Concentrated Forces and Moments

'4 IA

-4- 4-4

Figure A-25. Displaclnemnt Forces
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Figure A-26. Internal Elastic Restoring Forues

whore V 1 and M1 are the internal lulatie bending moment and shear externally applied to the boundaries of

the rth element acting on the r-1 end of the rth element. We now define an externally applied load vector for the
entire beam as:

rl[ P2' P I, t12 t (A-16)

Now, since the internal elastic restoring forces are linear combinations of the externally applied forces, we
write:

S = b F, (A-17)r r

where b is a load transformation mnatrix. The matrix b takes the form:

r r

b bp..bp ,t .. t 1A18br pr rl b
I n 1 n

The matrix br Is of the order 2 x 2n and has been partitioned into 2n vectors of order 2. The elements of the
vectors br. and br.."represent the internal beam shear and bending moment acting on the r-1 end of the rth ele-
ment due to a unit force and unit couple respectively applied externally at the ith station.

We next define a displacement vector, v , for the rth element. This vector defines the deflection and rotation of
th r

r-1 end of the rth element relative to the r end when this element is subjected to the forces, Sr. These displace-

ments are, in turn, a linear combination of the forces producing them, specifically V and M_ We express
this fact as:

vr f S,' (A-19)

where

V r L e, r- 1

The displacements 
6 

r-1 and 0r-1 are illustrated in Figure A-25. The matrix fr is a flexibility matrix for an
elemental cantilever beam. As shown above, fr is of order 2 x 2 and is defined below. We have:

[r r
f = f 0!6 f (Y (

r r r , (A-20)

where

3
66 -_ __ 3 r 1

r (1 iK + 1 K
r 3EW i 4 1 KGr- 22

%- -
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r 2E1 3 1
Srl

Ua 6 a I_ r 
2

r r 2EI1 3 K 1 )

r-

faa r (I + 1
r El 'r- 21

whereih,

El 1
K1 =El -1

r

KG 1
K •2 KG _ -l 1 and,

r

r x r - xr1 .

The total lateral displacement (due to pure bending plus shearing deformations) at the Ith station due to all exter-
nal forces acting on the beam can now be determined from the principle of virtual work. Thus,

8 *p
1 bY = rbV

Similarly, we get

8 *t
I • a r; brI f b F (A-22)

r=l r 1  r r

Collecting all of the 2n displacements implied by Equations (A-21) and (A-22), we define a displacement vector U.

F1= *
y I = T b f b F (A-23)

Laj r=1 r r r

From the definition of a flexibility matrix, C, we observe from Equation (A-23)

5 *

C = r b f b (A-Z4)r=] r r r

is the complete flexibility matrix for a cantilever beam. Actually, this result is general and is valid for any
linear elastic structure, statically determinate or indeterminate. The latter case is necessarily more compli-
cated since the br matrices are statically indeterminate. However, Equation (A-24) remains valid. The flexibil-
ity matrix, C, given above by Equation (A -24), is the same matrix introduced prpviowmly as Cit. This matrix is

required fur the uaictdlation of the elastic bending modes. The br inatrices for a statically determinate cantilever
beam are dependent only on the stations chosen for the xr's aid xi'u. Some simple rules are presented below for
this case.

-\ .- 7
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It is convenient first to partition b as:

lxn, lxn

p t

b rr 
rbr Di M----"% -

r - r-J
I xn I xn

The partitions of br, i.e, b.rVt, br P, and br are calculated as follows:

a. Elements of br p:

1) calculate x -x ; i = 1, 2,'.', n

2) if z -x 0, b rP 0

Vp

3) ifx - Xr 0, b P -
b. Elements of vt

Vt

1) all elements are zero; i.e., b t 0r i

c. Elements of b P
r,

1) calculate xx -xrl; I 1. 2, ... , n

Mp
2) ifx -X 1  < 0, bh P 0

i r-1 r

3) ifx -x X 1  > 0, bMP x I -

d. -Elements of b Mt
ri

1) calculatexi - ;r 1 1, 2, n.., n

2) ifX -Xr_ <0, hr 1

31) ifx - IX > brt I

A4.4 Elastic Bending Mode Calculations. The elastic bending modeb are dyrm'. !_5 taining the solutions
to tle set of homogenous algebralk equations given previously by Equation A-14. This equation is rewritten here
with a slightly abbreviated and modified notation

0 -Yu - C , , (A-25)

where A -- llw
2 

and the inertial matrix is given a new symbol to signify the incorporation of rotary inertias of
the various mass points. It in readily shown that the matrix C is related to C such that Equation A-25 may be
written (see nomenclature for this section) as

\ -i.I5
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[I - A (A* DTA)
1 

A* DI] CD, u A u, (A-26)

where

(2n, 2n)

(2n,2n) L

(2n, 2n) L D

and

C 
1 Cc

(2n, 2n)

Having constructed the flexibility matrix, C, as outlined in the previous section, the matrix of coefficients in
Equation A-26 is constructed by straight-forward matrix operations.

A matrix iteration method (Ref. A-34 and A-35) for calculating the dominant eigenvalue and its associated eigen-
vector is recommended, due to its simplicity and because it appears to yield results as accurately and rapidly as
any of the various methods currently employed. Having determined the dominant cigenvalue, and its correspond-

Ing eigenvector, 113, of the matrix II - A (A* DI A)-1 A* DI j C DI, we now wish to determine X4 and n 4.
The subscript "3", which normally refers to "third mode", is used to emphasize the fact that the first tyo modes
are the rigid-body modes of zero frequency. They are not obtained from Equation A-26, having been -swept out"
earlier, see Section 3. One extremely simple technique for determing X4 and 714 is to proceed as follows. We
construct a new matrix by calculating:

-A3

3
L•-- } •73* DI where '% iS the mode's generalized mass. (A-27)

The new matrix defined by Equation A-27 is now added to the original matrix, I - A (A* DI A)- A* Di I C DI.

The "power method" will now yield k4 and n4 when applied to II - A (A* DI A)-! A* DI I C DI * Dy.S- •~3 P' 3*

This procedure is then repeated for calculating A.5 1 5, etc.

A4.5 Evaluation of Modal Calculation Techniques. The purpose of this Subsection is to exhibit the effect of
transverse shear stiffness.and rotary inertia on the calculation of the natural bending modes of a free-free
(floating) beam. The pertinent data used and the curves of results obtained are presented. Also, percent error
calculations for frequency, generalized mass, and maximum deviations from the base curve' (the most compre-
hensive calculation made) are presented. A discussion of the results and the conclusions reached are also in-
volved.

Deflection, slope, and bending moment curves were calculated and plotted for the first four natural modes of

vibration for one large booster configuration, using the following combinations of transverse shear stiffness, KG,
and rotary moments of inertia, D&:

A\ -. !9 (
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a. Case 1 D P0;KG=KG

b. Case 2 D = D • KG = KG ("Base" Case)

c. Case3 D =D ;KG = o

d. Case4 D =0;KG = o

The basic parameters, frequency, and generalized mass for the four cases caluclated are shown in Table A-1.
The errors, maximum percentage difference based on mode computed with KG = KG and DI = D1, are presented
in Tables A-10 through A-15. Table A-10 gives the errors in frequency, Table A-11 gives the error in gener-
alized mass, and Tables A-12, -13, -14, -15 give the maximum deviations in the deflections. slopes and mo-
ments for the first four modes versus those values at the maximum point on the curve.

The mode deflections, slopes, and bending moments for the four cases considered are plotted in Figures A-26
thru A-38.

Table A-9. Bonding Mode Characteristics for Four Methods of Computation

F MODE w f
METHOD NO. (RAD/SEC) (CPS) (SLUGS)

CASE 1 1 34.32 5.465 3,834
(DP = o;
KG 2 83.60 13.31 1,719
KG • KG)

3 120.25 19.15 1.067

4 188.2 29.97 23,673

CASE 2 1 34.20 5.446 3,870

K K 2 I 82.38 13.12 1,710
KG KG)j

3 117.3 18.68 1,334

4 187.7 29.89 33,337

CASE 3 1 36.96 5.885 3,419

2 107.16 17.06 1,216KG co))

3 183.7 29.25 2,798

4 416.0 66.24 15,967

CASE 4 1 37.15 5.916 3,410
(Dp =0;

KG ) 2 111.39 17.74 1,209

3 194.1 30.91 1,809

4 472.9 75.30 141,906

.A 50
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Table A-10. Frequency Errors (Base. Case 2)

MODE NO. CASE NO. FREQ. (RAD/SEC) PERCENT ERROR

1 34.32 0.351

2 3 .-2 0.00

3 36.96 C 07

4 37.15 8.63

2 1 83.60 1.48

2 82.38 0.00

3 107.16 30.10

4 111.39 35.30

1 120.25 2.51

2 117.30 0.00

3 183.70 56.50

4 194.10 65.50

4 1 188.2 0.268

2 187.7 0.00

3 416.0 122.00

4 472.9 152.00

Table A-11. Generalized Mass Errors (Base: Case 2)

MODE NO.l CASE NO. MASS (SLUGS) PERCENT ERROR

I 1383 -0. 93

2 3870 0.00

3 3419 -11.78

4 3410 --I.50

2 1 1719 0.526

2 1710 0.00

3 1216 -28.90

4 1209 -29.30

3 1067 -20.00

2 1334 0.00

3 2798 109.80

4 1809 . . . . 35.60

4 1 23,673 -29.00

2 33,337 0.00

3 15,967 -52.10

4 141,906 326.00

A -51
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Table A-12. Percent Error Calculations and Maximum Deviations,
First Mode (Baset Case 2)

Deflection Curve

SPerceot Error Based on Maximum Deflection S~hown by the Base Curve

Station =430 in.

As Defined:

Max. Deviation From Base
Pnrcont Error x~ 100_____

M-a-x. Poi;;nt on Base) (4.45) X10

Case No- Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 0.2 4.5
2 Base Base
3 0.3 6.74
4 0.25 5.62

Slope Curve

PerentErrr =Max. Deviation From Base x 100
PerentErrr ax. Point on Base( a 14.9n In.

Station 465 i.

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 0.2 1.34
2 Base Base
3 3 20.1
4 1.4 9.4

Moment Curve

Max. Deviation From Base x 100
Percent Error :-F -______-- ___________

Max. Point on Base /M =240 in-lbs

ft

\Station 825 in/

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent. Error

1 2.5 1.04
2 Base Vase
3 22.5 -. 3
4 27.5 11. 45
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Table A-13. Percent Error Calculations and Maximum Deviations,
Second Mode (Base: Case 2)

Deflection Curve

Percent Error Based on Maximum Deflection Shown by the Base Curve

(Station = 1310 inl.

As Defined:

PerentErrr ýMax. Deviation From Base x 100
Max. Point on Base (1.6)

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 .033 2.08
2 Ba sec Base
3 .233 14.56
4 .200 12.50

Slope Curve

Max. Deviation From Base x 100
Point on Base( a = 9.4 Dog/ft.

- Station = 815 in./

Case No,. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 0.4 4.26
2 Base Base
3 4.4 46.8
4 4.8 51.1

Mooment Curve

Max. Deviation From Base x 100
Max. Point on Base( M : 345 in lbs/ft

Station 1065 in./

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 30 8,7

2 Base Base

3 240 69.6
4 175 50.7
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Table A-14. Percent Error Calculations and Maximum Deviations,
Third Mode (Base: Case 2)

Deflection Curve

Percent Error Based on Maximum Deflection Shown by the Base Curve

Station = 1325

As Defined:

Max. Deviation From Base x 100Max. Point on Base (1.77)

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 0.2 11.3
2 Base Base
3 1.6 90.5
4 1.05 59.4

Slope Curve

Percent Error . Deviation From Base x 100
Max. Point on Base ( a ý 11; Station ý 1200 in.)

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 1 9.1
2 Base Base
3 33 300.0
4 25 227.0

Moment Curve

Percent Error Max. Deviation From Base x 100
Max. Point on Base (M 575; Station 1080 in.)

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 75 13.05
2 Base Base
3 1225 213.0
4 925 161.0

A -54
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Table A-15. Peroent Error Calculations and Maximum Deviations,
Fourth Mode (Base: Case 2)

Defleotion Ourve

Percent Error Based on Maximum Deflection Shown by the Base Curve

Station - 700in

As Defined.

Max. Deviation From Base x 100Percent Er--.
Max. Point on Base (4.5)

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 0.1 2.22
2 Base Base
3 19.5 434.3
4 43.0 955.0

Slope Curve

Percent Error = Max. Deviation From Base x 100
Max. Point on Base ( = 80 Deg/Ft

\Station = 750 in.)

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 80 100.0
2 Base Base
3 340 425.0
4 820 1,0025.0

Moment Curve

Max. Deviation From Base x 100Percent Error Max. Point on Base/ M = 2300 x 106 in. -lbs

(Station 755 in. /

Case No. Max. Deviation Percent Error

1 400 x 106 17.4
2 Base Base
3 10,000 x 10

6  
435.0

4 27,896 x 106 1,213.0

A -55
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it appears from the curves and from the error calculations that, assuming the base curve (Case 2) to be accurate,
the base curve can be closely approximated by a calculation with transverse shear stiffness, KG, included and
rotary inertia, Dp, omitted. The test results (cf. Section 6) indicate that large deviations occur in all cases for
the higher modes. If only the deflection.0, is required, then the 1st and 2nd mode can be calculated with reason-
able accuracy, with transovra" shear stiffness, KG, and rotary inertia, Dp omitted. One result shown by the
percent error calculations and curves was that the results in the case where neither KG or Di were included
were usually more accurate than when only Dp was included. In the first three modes all the curves seem to
show the same general trends, i.e., the same sign appears on 0, u, and M for each case tested, although the
amplitudes will vary. In the fourth mode it can be seen that the various properties (doflections, siopet,, ar-d
bending moments) exhibit critical errors; the sign as well as the amplitude is in error. The significance of this
type of error can be appreciated by referring to the control system studies outlined in Sections 2 and 4.

It should be ncted how the percent error calculations for maximum deviation arc made. The dcliciencies in
herent in these calculations must be kept in mind when they are to be used.

A -56
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Fig-tre A-38. Fourth Mode Bending Moments for Four Methods of Computation

A4.5. 1 Conclusions. The curves and tables show that:

a. Adequate results -ay be obtained by the elimination of Dp• in the calculation of natur'al modles of vibration
for the free-free bealm.

b. Transverse shear flexibility is very Important in typical space booster conffigurations and should be Included
in mnode calculations. It Is found to be more important in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th mnodes than In the 1st mode.
It is also more important for slope and bending moment than for deflection calculations.

c. Since Dpu is of such minor importance in the calculation of the modes, doubling the number of mass station~s
and discarding the Dpt would result In a matrix of the same order and woutld probably give -much better re-

•- ... ..... •"sults for the higher modes.

SA4. 6 Concluding Remarks. As was lilnt~oned previously, the elastic bending modes, as calculated by the

methods presented In thi. section, reflect only the characteristics of simple beam bending vibration. It Is often
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convenient, if indeed not necessary, to include the effects of additional degrees of freedom in the modal calcula-
tions. The previous formulae must then be supplemented by additional equations and their associated cross-
coupling terms.

In particular, consider the problem of Including the effect of propellant sloshing in the elastic bending mode cal-
culations. As shown In Appendix A-3, the effect of a sloshing liquid can be duplicated by a spring-centered-mass
mechanical analogy. Furthermore, it was seen that this analogy requires the introduction of a couple at the bare
of the propellant tank. The magnitude of the couple aectig on the base of the tank is a linear combination of both
the displacement and acceleration of the spring-centered-mase. Thus, in addttion to the lateral force due to the
deformation of the spring (this force is applied at the attach point of the spring-centered mass), the action of the
couole on the base of the tank must be included. This action may be incorporated by modifying the influence cc-
efficient matrix and inertia matrix in a n,.t •nai.;r.

Another degree of freedom may be added by incorporating the rocket-engine positioning servo's flexibility Into
the vehicle elastic model. For the hydraulic positioning servo featured throughout this volume, the servo com-
pliance appears in the actuator linkage and mount flcxibility (Km in Figure 4-12 of Section 4) and in the hydraulic
fluid compressibility (KH of the same figure). Whether or not these compliances are incorporated in the modal
calculation makes little difference for modal frequencies below the engine servo resonant frequency. Near, at,
or above this frequency, however, significant differences may appear in certain of the modal data. Table A-16
compares some critical data for modes at one time of flight, computed with and without servo compliance. The
vehicle configuration was one in which the rocket engine chamberg wore large, "overhanging" inertial masses.

Table A-16. Comparison of Body Bending Mode Data with and without Servo Complianue

D (. (FT/FT) ( (HAD/FT) (i (RAD/FT)
M UCiý 4 xT 4xT xe

1 3.82 218 0.200 0. 0172 0,0172

1' 3.82 220 0.265 0.0184 0.0229

2.88 203 0.185 0.0177 0.0177

2' 6.87 202 0.140 0.0217 0.0357
I .

3 I I
i li $907 0.568 0. 0555 0.0555

3' 11.02 1230 I 0.370 0. 051 0. 43

3'a 12.98 22801 0.733 0.037 -0.84

Notes:

1. I~nprilned modes are those having zero servo mount compliance

2, Artificially Uncoupled servo mount frequency is 11.6 eps. Modes 3' and 3'a are the
orthogonal body and rocket engine modes on either side of the common artificially
uncoupled frequency of 11 .6 cps.
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As may be seen in Table A-16, the third body bending mode at 11.6 cycles per second is very strongly affected
when the servo mount compliance, resonating the massive rocket chambers at this same frequency, is added.
The effect on the lower modes is smaller however. It would, in fact, be minor in an overall closed loop stability
analysis, since the servo compliance would be accounted for in the servo actuator equations if it were omitted
from the mode. For the third mode, however, simple incorpora-ion of the mount compliance into the actuator
equation may lead to significant errors, since certain of the body bending modal data is strongly affected by the
changes in basic shape of the body modes (see modes 3 & 3' in Table A-16).

It should be pointed out that the last column of Table A-16 should not be considered as a prime measure of
"error", due to omission of servo mount compliance. It is included primarily to show, by change in sign, when
a mode has passed the servo mount frequency.

A -70
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APPENDIX A5

METHODS OF ESTIMATING AERODYNAMIC NORMAL LOAD
DISTRIBUTIONS ON TYPICAL FLEXIBLE BOOSTER CONFIGURATIONS

A -71
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SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX A5

Symbols Definition Units

CN normal force coefficient, N/ (qSref) N.D.*

d(C N /a)

dN local normal force coefficient, per degree per diameter I/deg.

d(x/d)

d body diameter 
ft

I body length 
ft

A length of conical section (nose) ft

M Mach number N.D.

N normal force 
Ibs

q dynamic pressure 
lbs/ft

2

S body cross-section area 
ft

2

a angle of attack 
degrees

0 / 
N.D.

0 tan-1 slope of body surface degrees

x axial distance as defined in Figure A-39 ft

Subscripts

ref reference

v vertex of nose

4Non-dimensional

A-73
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AS. I Introduction. In this appendix the analytical meiwhods and experimental data available for estimating the
aerodynamic normal load distributions on typical booster vehicles are discussed. It is Intended that the inforrna-

tion presented will enable the reader without extensive aerodynamic background to estimate (with the aid of the
references listed at the end of Appendix A) the approxmxnatc magnitudes and distributions of aerodynamic normal
loadings required for a preliminary evaluation of their importance as a parameter affecting flexible-booster-
autopilot transfer functions.

The aerodynamic normal forces imposed on a booster vehicle during its launch trajectory will affect the dynamic
response of the vehicle to the control-system commands throughout a wide range of flight conditions, from the
time of lift-off until the vehicle stages or emerges from the effective atmosphere. The magnitude of these forces
will depend on the angle of attack, the Mach number, the dynamic pressure, and the aerodynamic characteristics
of the vehicle. The angle of attack will vary with time as a result of the pitch.-over program and the effects of
slowly varying or transient wind conditions; however, the flow in most cases can be considered as quasi-steady,
since the missile forward velocity is usually large in comparison with its pitching velocity. If elastic modes of
vibration of the vehicle are excited by the interaction of aerodynamic forces with the control system, the angle of
attack will vary locally along its length, and the distributions of aerodynamic normal loads will not correspond
exactly to those of a rigid body.

In determining the aerodynamic force distributions on a flexible vehicle, the assumption is initially made that it
is a rigid body, inclinod alt a fixud angle of attack, The effects of elastic bending are then taken into account dur-
ing the dynamic analysis by assuming that the forces at a particular location along the missile axis vary with the
local angle of attack in the same manner as for a rigid body.

For purposes of analysis the aerodynamic forces acting normal to a body inclined at an angle of attack can be
separated into potential and viscous flow components. The potential flow component corresponds to the forces
induced in an ideal frictionless fluid, and the viscous component of the forces reulting from boundary layer sep-
aration of the actual fluid from the lee side of the body. The potential component is assumed to vary linearly with
the angle of attack, whereas the vibuvus component inereases nanlinearly but does not become appreciable in
magnitude until the angle of attack exceeds several degrees. For the type of vehicle being considered here, the
angle of attack range is usually less than that required for the viscous forces to become important; therefore,
only the potential flow component of normal force will be czneidered.

Since the aerodynamic normal force on a booster vehicle may be of importance throughout the launching trajectory,

several flight regimes must be considered when estimating these forces. From the standpoint of the nature of the
flow over the body, these reginuae can be separated into the suhsnnic, transonic, and supersonic Mach number
ranges. For the purpose of illustrating the application of methods available for the estimation of aerodynamic
normal loadings on a typical booster vehicle, specific Mach numbers within each of these regimes have been
selected. Normal load distributions are presented for a specific non-finned booster configuration which may be
considered as quite representative in its over-all shape of vehicles of the type considered in the autopilot transfer
function study. The configuration chosen for analysis is sketched in Figure A-39 and consists of a cone-cylinder
with a nose semi-vertex angle of 15 degrees and an afterbody fineness ratio of eight.

+ N

15)

1.d -66d_8d

Figure A-30. Sketch of Example Booster Configuration
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The discussion will be restricted primarily to a consideration of configurations with pointed or moderately blunted
simple nose shapes and cylindrical afterbodies. Effects of external protuberances will not be considered, since
these are usually relatively small in size and would thus contribute only a small increment to the normal loading.
Although consideration of finned vehicles is beyond the scope of this appendix, it may be noted that Reference A-36
provides a comprehensive treatment of methods of accourntig for fin uffccts for subsonic, transonic, n'- super-
sonic Mach numbers.

d(C Ia)
The local aerodynamic normal loading on a body cn bo expressed in non-dimensional form as -- The oad-

5ref d he loatt

Ing in pounds per unit length is then determined by multiplying by qo !-c, where a is the local angle of attack

and may include the effect of elastic bending of the body. The distributions presented herein for the example body
are In this non-dinitesional form. It is apparent from the above that for a given vehicle and Mach nurmber the
loads are proportional to the trajectory parameter, aq.

AS. 2 Subsonic Flow Regime. Although the dynamic pressure does not typically become large during the subsonic
initial phase of booster vehicle flight, the pitch-over program is usually initiated during this phase, with a rela-
tively large resultant angle of attack and a condition of appreciable eq. The effects of winds may also be impor-
tant in inducing angle of attack during this phase of flight. Aerodynamic loadings may therefore be significant in
their effect on control system requirements.

Consideration of the subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of booster vehicles will here be restricted to the range
of speeds for which the local flow over the body is everywhere subsonic (M < 1). For typical configurations this
range, in terms of free stream Mach number, is approximately 0 to 0.7; within this range the flow can be treated
as incompressible and independent of Mach number insofar as effects on normal load distributions are concerned.

Slender body potential theory (A-37) provides the only theoretical method available for predicting distributions of
normal force on a pointed body of revolution in subsonic flow. This theory is applicable only to slender bodies
with no dibeontinuities in profile slope or curvature. The theory states that the normal force distribution is pro-
portional to the local variation in body cross-section area, i.e.,

d(CN/a) .0349 dS
d(x/d) Sref d(x/d)

It may be noted that slender-body theory is not restricted to subsonic flow; for sufficiently slender pointed bodies
it is also applicable to transonic and supersonic Mach numbers.

The published experimental data pertaining to tho- subsonic lIft characteristics of bodies of the type considered here
are very limited. Reference A-38 presents total normal force and pitching moment data for ogive-cylinders with
various nose fineness ratios. Reference A-39 presents similar data for a cylindrical body with a conical and
various two-section nose shapes, all with fineness ratios of approximately two. These data indicate that slender
body theory predicts the total lift on bodies with nose fineness ratios as low as two with reasonably good accuracy.
However, the distributions, as is to be expected, are not predicted correctly for bodies with sharp corners at the
juncture of the nose and afterbody. Experimental data presented in Reference A-40 for the normal force slopes
of cones with semi-vertex angles ranging from 15 to 55 degrees serve to indicate the limitations of slender-body
theory when applied to not-so-slender bodies without slope discontinuities. The data show that the theory over-
estimates the lift on the 15-degree cone by about 30 percent.

Figure A-40 shows the distribution of normal loading on the example body, as determined from unpublished exper-
imental pressure data. Also shown for comparison is the distribution predicted by slender body theory. The total
normal force agrees well with the theory; however, the theory overestimates the lift on the nose and does not pre-
dict the carry-over of lift onto the afterbody shown hy the experimental data. For ogive-cylinder (or other bodies
without sharp corners), however, the theoretical distributions of normal force can be expected to agree more
closely with experimental data.

A5.3 Transonic Flow Regime. Aerodynamic normal loading in the transonic phase of flight may be particularly

significant in a study of transfer functions of flexible boosters, even though any practical booster would probably
remain in the trassnin speed range for a relatively short time. The transonic flow regime is characterized by un-
steady flow conditions and rapidly changing normal force distributions. Appreciable angles of attack may be

A -76;
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induced by the high velocity steady winds and gusts which can occur in the altitude range at which transonic flow
may be expected for boosters of the type under consideration.

0.04

SLENDER BODY THEORY 0.034

II_ 
__

0.02- -- 1

d IN
0.01 _EXPERIMENTAL (C .~0346)

Figure A-40. Distribution of Normal Force Coefficient, Incompressible Flow Regime

The transonic flow regime is defined specifically as the Mach number range during which mixed flow occurs over
the body, i.e., there are regions of local supersonic flow and regions of local subsonic flow.

The inability to predict the physical limits of the different flow zones and the complexity of the flow have thus far
prevented the formulation of a practical theoretical method for predicting the lift on three-dimensional bodies.
Hence, transonic normal force coefficients for such bodies must be obtained exclusively from experimental and
empirical data.

A limited amount of transonia wind-tunnel test data pertaining to booster-like bodies at an angle of attack has been
published. Most of these available test da-:a give only the average, or "steady-state", forces or pressures. Some
of the latest test results do include measurements of the magnitude and frequency of the fluctuating pressures (for
the primary purpose of estimating the effect of this unsteady flow on the normal force inposed on the body), but
the treatment of unsteady normal force phenomena Is beyond the intended scope of this appendix.

Experimental force test data from References A-40, -41, -42 and unpublished pressure test data from two sources
have been used to estimate the distribution of steady-state normal force coefficient on the illustrative 15-degree
cone-cylinder at three transonic Mabn numbers, viz., 0.90, 1.00 and 1.10 (see Figure A-41).

There are four distinct sub-regimes of transonic flow about cone-cylinders (Reference A-43), which are, in order
of Increasing free-stream Mach number:

a. Subsonic free-stream (flow on cone completely subsonic, zone of locally supersonic flow on the cylinder be-
ginning at the shoulder),

b. Supersonic free-stream with detached shock wave (flow on cone completely subsonic, flow on cylinder com-
pletely supersonic),

c. Supersonic free-stream with attached "curved" shock wave (subsonic flow on cone surface, supersonic fl-w
over entire cylinder)

d. Supersonic free-stream with attached conical shock wave (subsonic flow on cone surface, supersonic flow onr:

entire cylinder).

In all of the above sub-regimes flow at the shoulder (cone-cylinder juncture) is sonic.

The division between the transonie and supersonic flow regimes is the Mach number (which is slightly higher than
at condition d) when the flow on the cone first becomes supersonic.

\-77
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Figure A-41. Distribution of Normal Force Coefficient, Transonic Flow Regime

Experimental data indicate that the magnitude of the normal force coefficient on a slender cone is relatively con-
stant throughout. the entire transonic regime. Generally, the distribution of normal force coefficient on the cone
is similar to the incompressible case except at the shoulder, where the local coefficient is always zero because
sonic flow exists around the entire circumference.

Distribution of normal force coefficient on the cylinder undergoes two distinct phases in the transonic regime,
depending on whether the free strean, ic subsonic or supersonic. At subsonic free-stream Mach number (sub-
regime a above) there is a normal shock wave on the cylinder; flow is sutbsonic on the cone, sonic at the shoulder.
supersonic on the portion of the cylinder between the shoulder and the normal shock wave, and subsonic aft of the
normal shock wave. At the location of the normal shock wave the magnitude of the local normal force coefficient
undergoes an abrupt change. The direction of change of local normal force coefficient betxeen the upstream and
downstream sides of the shock wave is always opposite in sign to the upstream value. At sonic and supersonic
free-stream Mach numbers (sub-regimes b, c and d above) there is no shock wave on the cylinder and, therefore,
no discontinuity in the distribution of normal force on the cylinder.
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In general, there is zero or near-zero lift on the aft end of a long cylindrical afterbody in the transonic flow re-

gime. Although negative lift on certain portions of the afterbody is common at transonic (and low supersonic)

speeds, the net contribution of normal force on the entire cylinder is always po';Itiva.

There is a lack of published experimental data on the magnitude and distribution of lift on bodies other than cone-
cylinders. However, certain characteristics can be deduced from cone-cylinder knowledge. Distribution of
transonic normal force coefficients on configurations other than cone-cylinders could not be expected to go through
the same phases as described above. For example, a cylinder capped by a gently curved nose shape such as an
ogive probably would not have the normal shock wave and the discontinuous normal force distribution associated
with transonic flow about cone-cylinders at subsonic free-stream Mach numbers. Transonlcally, the total normal
force coefficient on a booster configuration with a reasonably proportioned ogive nose is undoubtedly in the same
order of magnitude as that of typical cone-cylinders.

A5.4 Supersonic Flow Regime. The aerodynamic normal loading on a booster vehicle is typically most severe
in the low supersonic Mach number range. The dynamic pressure usually reaches its maximum value in this
range amd occurs within the range of altitudes where winds and gusts are at maximum intensity. The trajectory
parameter aq and, therefore, the normal loads will be maximum under such conditions. Aerodynamic loads may
also be of importance during the staging condition, which usually occurs in the high supersonic Mach number
range.

The supersonic flow regime is defined here as the range of free-stream Mach numbers above one for which the
shock wave is attached to the nose of the body (or its pointed extension, in the case of blunted noses) and the local
Mach number of the flow over the nose is greater than one. Of the theoretical methods available for estimating
the lift of a pointed body of revolution in supersonic flow, the method of characteristics, which is based on the
exact flow equations, provides the most accurate results. This method, however, is laborious to apply and re-
quires each case to be worked out on a numerical basis. Reference A-44 outlines the application of the method
for inclined bodies. Solutions for the flow ovcr cones at small angles of attack have been obtained by Kopal in
Reference A-45 from the exact theory of Stone (A-46). Results of Kopal's work are also available in numerous
references, e.g., (A-47).

Several useful approximate theories for the lift of bodies of revolution at supersonic Mach numbers have been de-
veloped. Each of these theories has a limited range of applicability, in terms of Mach number, body fineness
ratio, and the similarity paramcters p 

t
an (v, #d/1n or 3d/f for which reasonably good agreement with exper-

imental data has been demonstrated.

The application of slender-body potential theory is limited to extremely slender bodies at low supersonic speeds,
for which the value of the similarity parameter, 17 tan 

0
v, is much less than one. Van Dyke's first order and

hybrid potential theories (A-48) represent a significant improvement over slender-body theory, and are applicable
at low and moderate supersonic speeds, for which the free stream Mach angle is greater than the body semi-
vertex angle, p3 tan Ov < 1. Reference A-49 contains curves of normal force slopes based on first order theory,
for cone- and ogive-cylinders and normal force distributions on cone-cylinder afterbodies for a range of config-
urations and Mach numbers. A comparison is made with a large number of experimental values at normal force
slopes; and it indicates a moderately good over-all correlation between the theory and experiment.

At high supersonic Mach numbers, the expansion of the flow over a body of revolution can be treated as locally

two-dimensional. The generalized shock-expansion theory of Eggers et al;, (A-50), based on this assumption,
gives accurate resLIts when the similarity parameter, ( d/1, is greater than one. A refinement of this approach,
which permits its application to lower Mach numbers by accounting for the three-dimensional flow effects, is the
second-order shock-expansion method of Syvertson and Dennis. This theory (A-51 and -52) is shown to agree
quite well with experimental data for the normnal force slopes and centers-of-pressure of cone- and ogive-cylinders,
for Mach numbers between 3 and 6.28, as well as for corresponding values of the similarity parameter, (3d/In,

between 0.4 and 2.0. The theory is shown to be considerably superior to Van Dyke's first order theory in this
range. Exact solutions of the general second-order shock-expansion method for normal force and pitching T,,-

ment slopes of cone-cylirders, and approximate solutions for ogive-cylinders in closed form are presented in the
appendices of Reference A-51 and -52. With the aid of the equations and curves presented, the aerodynamic

characteristics of such bodies can be evaluated with little effort.

The comparisons (is the last references) of the second-order shock-expansion theory with experimental data do
not reveal the limits of the range of applicability of the method. The upper limit, on the basis of calculations.

made by the authors of the theory, will be exceeded if l tan Ov is appreciably more than 2.5. in the'raige near
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2.5 the theory merges with the generalized shock-expansion method, On the basis of a limited comparison of the

theory with experimental data for cone-cylindors in the Mach number range from about 1.5 to 2.5, it appears that

the method is not applicable below about Maeh 2. The theory doer, not predict the negative-lift regions which have

boon experimentally observed to occur on the aftarbodies of cone-cylinders at low supere-onic Mach numbers.

At very high Mach numbers, for which flow conditions approach hypersonic, Newtonian impact theory is applicable.
The application of this theory to the determination of the flow over inclined bodies of revolution has been developed
by Grimmingor and Youvwg (A-53).

A considerable body nf experimental data exists for the normal force characteristics of pointed bodies of revolu-
tion in supersonic flow. Only some of the more systemst.ic experimental investigations will be mentioned here.
Reference A-41 gives data for pointed and blhiuted cones tested for a wide range at Mach numbers, including the
transonic range. In Reference A-54 data for cone cylinders, including the effects of blunting the noses, are pre-
sented for M ý 1.5 to 4.04. Data for the noses alone are given in Refeairnce A-52. As mentioned previously,
References A-.51 and -52 give data for a series of cone- axad ogive-eylinders tested between M = 3 and 6.28. The
effects on normal force of adding base flares consisting of conical frustums of various angles to the cone-cylinders
with pointed noses of Reference A-54 have been experimentally determined and are presented for the same range
of Mach numbers in References A-55 through A-58. A data correlation and analysis of the normal force charac-
teristics of the flares is presented in Reference A-59. It may be noted that all of the foregoing experimental in-
vestigations measured only the overall force and moment characteristics of the bodies tested. However, in these
Leata various afterbody lengths were included; thus, distributions of normal force on the afterbody can be deter-
mined from the data.

The supersonic/hypersonic similarity rule provides a means of correlating experimental data for the aerodynamic
characteristics of affinely related bodies of revolution. The supersonic/hypersonic similarity rule states that for
bodies of revolution with identical thickness distribution the curve of All ') vs. x.is the same for each value

of parameter jid/f n throughout the entire supersonic and hypersonic Mach number range. By use of this rule ex-
perimental data obtained for a particular class of bodies, for which the similarity parameters are systematically
varied, can be correlated to provide estimates, within engineering accuracy, of the aerodynamic characteristics
of such bodies for a wide range of configurations and Mach numbers. Such a correlation, based on the experimen-
tal data of Reference A-60 and -61 has been made for the normal force, pitching moment, and normal force dis-
tributions of cone-cylinders, and is presented in References A-62. The correlation curves are applicable to con-
figurations with nose fineness ratios > 2 for Mach numbers above 1.5.

Figure A-42 presents estimated distribution of acrodynarnic normal force on the example body at Mach numbers
ot 2 and 6. These Mach numbers were chosen as being representative of typical maximum load and staging condi-
tions, respectively. The afterbody distribution at Mach 2 was determined from the correlation charts of Refer-
once A-62. The distribution at Mach 6 was determined by the second-order ahock-expansion method, using the
equations and curves in the appendix of Reference A-52. The distributions on the conical nose are related to the
total normal force, (CN/ev)n, on the nose, as given in References A-47, -52, or -62 by the equation:

d(C N/ (Y) "N) ' + tan 2
d(x/d) 8 n -d av
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B1 INTRODUCTION

The main body of this report presents the equations of motion and approximate transfer functions giving the
response of a flexible booster to various inputs. To complete the picture for closed-loop control analysis, this
Appendix presents a survey of equations used to represent the various subsystems and components employed in
autopilots. A cursory discussion is given of the most Important characteristics of several classes of subsys-
tems. The intent is not to provide a complete derivation of equations of motion but rather to describe the
characteristics which would affect the analysis of the autopilot-flexible booster transfer functions.

The subsystems to be discussed are divided into fo,!r general categories: Sensors, Control Force Generators,
Positioning Servos, and Autopilot elements. The general characteristics of each are given to furnish a guide to
the data needed to analyze the effect of the individual components on the overall transfer functions. Ta obtain

this data it is usually necessary to resort to detailed analysis, test data, and manufacturer's literature.

B2 SENSORS

A reference input is required for the autopilot and control system. The information furnished by this reference
may consist of body angular position, angular rate, and/or acceleration. The reference input may be with
respect to an inertial reference or other external references such as angle of attack or local-vcrtical. The
sensors may either be "strapped down" (rigidly attached to the airframe) or mounted on an inertial platform.

Appendix B2 is physically divided into sections dealing with gyros, accelerometers, angle-of-attack meters, and
stable platforms. The class of external references which includes horizon scanners, sun seekers, and star
trackers is not discussed. In boosters these references, if employed at all, are more for guidance than for con-
trol, therefore, their output signals can be filtered to exclude signals in the frequency range of the flexible
booster and control system modes.

B2. 1 Gyroscopic. The gyroscope consists of a wheel which is spun at a high angular velhcity. The most useful
characteristic of a gyroscope is its property of maintaining its axis in a fixed direcilon in inertial space unless

acted upon by an external torque.

This characteristic of a gyroscope can be expressed as an angular counterpart of Newton's first law of motion:
A body in rotation will continue to rotate about a fixed axis with constant angular speed unless acted upon by an
external moment.

The physical concept of a gyroscope can be visualized by imagining a spinning disk supported so as to be frap
to move in any direction. This disk will remain fixed in space unless a force acts upon it. When one pushes on
the disk with a force, F, so as to cause its spin axis to move to the right the axis will actually "precess",

i.e., move up or down, depending on which direction the disk is spinning.

This phenomenon can be described mathematically. Consider a momentum vector, H, which points along the
axis of spin in accordance with right hand rules; its length is proportional to the magnitude of the angular
momentum.

Yw

H = I (MOMENT OF INERTIA) I- (ANGULAR SPIN VELOCITY)

Figure B-1. Gyroscopic Preeession
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The rate of change of momentum is equal to the applied moment:

dt inertial.

Th'.. -~tn of c'hange of angular momentum can be expressed in terms of body axis coordinates as:

dH/dH\(d dlnertial (Ldt body body

For a rigid gyroscope, 0 0 and the preceding reduoes to;

The preceding can also be written in the common form for the magnitudes as:

M = I(spin axis)r(spin axis)w(procession).

The spinning wheel can be used in several ways. The simplest way would be to mount it on a suitable set of
gimbals and use it as a directional reference (Figure B-2). Used thusly it ib referred to as a free gyro. The
use of a free gyro, or two-degree-of-freedom gyro, requires that the spinning rotor be mounted In a set of
gimbals. The attendant friction and balancing problems usually contribute to drift, thereby limiting the use
of this type of gyro to applications where low drift rates and high accuracies are not required. Two symbolic
gimbal configurations of this type are shown in Figure B-2. The first configuration is that of a strict free

gyro which will provide a two-axes inertial reference. As there are no restraining gimbals in the configuration,
the spinning gyro wheel remains fixed in space, and the angle between the wheel gimbal and the frame is the
inertial angle. The second configuration illustrated has an added refinement: command orientation capability.
This orientation command may be added if the gyro is to be used in a strapped down guidance and control sys-
tem. When orientation commands are used along with viscous friction about the gimbal the gyro becomes a

rate integrating gyro.

B2. 1.1 Rate Integrating Gyros. The rate integrating gyro is so named because the resultant effect of a dis-
turbance is to produce a rotation of the gimbal system about the output axis that is pruportional to the integral
of the input axis rate. This gyro may have either one or two degrees of freedom, although one degree is the
most common. A typical configuration, along with a system block diagram for a single-degree-of-freedom
rate integrating gyro is given in Figure B-3.

The block diagram indicates output signals from two sources: 1) command torques and 2) input axis rates.

The equation of motion is:

js2Oo + FsO = H(, I + K E

Then the respective transfer functions are:
(Commsnd Torques)

E KTKP0 1 T
and

E s +

(Input Axis Rates)

E IIK
Eo I Js+p
wi s Js4 F
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CASE OUTER GIMBAL

H

-.--- INNER GIMBAL

a. FREE GYRO

OUTER GIMBAL
OUTER GIMBAL SIGNAL GENERATOR
ORIENTATION

TORQUER INNER GIMBAL

INRGMAAl0 SIGNAL GENERATOR

OUE IMBAL

INNER GIMBAL

ORIENTATION -

CONlTnOL COMMAND
TORQUER

b. TWO-DEGREE OF FREEDOM GYRO

Figure 11-2. Schematic Gyro Configurations

where

The total transfer function is :*

E I KP/J (i
E0 = s+F/J (1- I K T E I)

*It may he shown that this unit also responds to angular velocities of the case about the output axis e

Eow =w K / (s + F/J), where E. K P(0 - woIs). Since J/F is very small (on the order of 01.005 see), this

coupling term Is usually neglected. In addition to the outpui axis pickup expressedi in the preceding equation, the
gyro will also sense motion about other than the intended input axis if it is precessed away from its null posi-
tion (a second order effect).
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0
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Figurc B-3. Rate Integrating Gyro

The time constant J/r of thy fh st order lag term is made small by design (order of 0. 005 seconds), and hence
this factor is usually omitted.

B32.1.2 Hate Gyros. In addition to inertial angular position data it is sometimes desirable to measure the
angular rates of the vehicle. For this purpose a rate gyro is used. In a rate gyro the torque necessary to rotate
the momentum vector is restrained by a counter torque. This counter torque can come from either a spring or

an electrical torque generator. For the case of the spring restraint a block diagram representing the equations
of motion and a typical conffiguration is shown in Figure 13-4.

The equation of motion for the rate gyro on Figure B3-4 is:
jS2o 0+ (Fs + Ko)° = .

B3-6
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SPIN ANGULAR
VELOCITY--'i OUTPUT A~iS

ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
VISCOU DAM G OF 1I NEEDED TO DEVELOP

VISCOUS D ISPRING TORQUE

RESTRAINT " II --REFERENCE AXIS

K
0

INPUT AXIS

W (0) 0°(s) r Eo(s)

E OUTPUT VOLTAGE
0

F VISCOUS FRICTION
H ANGULAR MOMENTUM
J GIMBAL INERTIA

Kp = PICKOFF SENSITIVITY

Ko = SPRING CONSTANT

0 = SYSTEM OUTPUT AXIS ANGLE
0

w. = INPUT AXIS RATE

Figure B-4. Rate Gyro

The transfer function then becomes:

Eo KpH/J
0 P

Wi 2 F K

J J

where
Eo - KpOo

0 P

The static gain (volts output per unit rate input) is:

K pII

K 0

B-7
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and the natural trequency is:

J=1I-i.

The major factor in toe solection of a rate gyro is the relationship between static gain and natural frequency. As
the natural frequency is increased the static gain is lowered, and null voltage levels increase. Gyros with a wide
range of characteristics are commercially available with frequencies of from 6 to 50 cps and damping ratios of
from 0.3 to 2.5 critical damping.

it is also possible to obtain rate information from a rate integrating gyro. This is acc!omplished by placing a
nulling amplifier around the rate integrating gyro. The output of the gyro then becomes propordinal to angular
rate. As an example, consider the rate integrating gyro of F!gurc B-3. The transfer function of 4ys gyro is!

K
p

E - (Hl KK El)

Let the feedback or nulling voltage be:

El _K KFEo;

then

K, _/J KE)
1 Kp/

Eo ss+ F/J (It - KTKFE).

This reduces to:

t!
E K po PJ

S2 KTK FKP
S I (F/J) j

which is the input-rate-to-output-signal transfer function.

It can be seen that the electric torque restoring force (KTKFKp) is equivalent to the spring K. in the preceding
equation for a spring-restored rate gyro.

The static gain then becomes:
H

KTK

and the natural frequency is:

The damping of this second order system is dependent upon the feedback gain (and hence frequency) chosen.

B2.2 Accelerometers. The accelerometer provides information as to the inertial motion of a body. Accelero-
meters can be classified into twomajor categories: 1) spring-restrained and 2) force-rebalanced. These
accelerometers may detect either linear or angular motions, or any combination thereof. Additional uses of
acceleration devices such as velocity sensing are also made: this can be done by external integration of the output
signal.

B-8
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The accelerometers illustrated In this section are fitted with a displacement transducer (shown as a potentiom-
eter) and a spring or electro-magnetic restoring force. Acceleroweters manufactured today contain many
unique arrangements of mass, restoring element, and output transducer. The combinations are too numerous
to describe in detail. A description of the operation of these devices will Indicate the nature of the restoring
element and transducer; from these the transfer function of the device may be determined. The three simple
accelerometers analyzed in the following pages are all equipped with displacement transducers. Some classes
of accelerometer-type Instruments are equipped with velocity-sensitive output transducers. These transducers
change the output characteristics of the device such that the output is proportiorna! to "jerk" (rate of change of
acceleration).

The first accelerometer configuration is that of a spring-restrained linear accelerometer, shown schematically
in Figure B-5. x K

OUTPUT TRANSDUCER

M ~Eo- K Y

... I_ __REFERENCE

Figure B-5. Line Schematic of Spring Rebalanced Accelerometer

The equation of motion is:

-Mk + CY+KY O.

After the following substitutions are made:

Xi (X - Y)

E =K Y.

0 P

This reduces to the following transfei function:*

E K
o _P

s2+ C + K"
20 8 M M

2 2*'The use of K for d x/dt (acceleration) was admitted in an operational equation to clarify the relationship

between the Input and output variables.
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The static gain (voltage output for a unit steady state acceleration) is:

E0  MK P

The undamped natural frequency is:

The accelerometer can also be adapted to record littear and/or angular acceleration it. all conibinations. Con-
sider the accelerometer shown schematically in. Figure B3-6. The equation of motion for the configuration can
be determined by equating the inertial moments and the moments due to V'ic restraints FO and K 0, the gimbal
spring and damper:

26_M 2j3M
(13M 2 f2 K 2 2 1 1 1 1

wherc the quantities F0 and K(0 have the units of a torsional damper and spring.

' M

0

REFERENCE

M I M = SEISMIC MASSES

2 & I LEVER ARM OF SEISMIC MASSES

0 INERTIAL ROTATION OF ARM
O - INPUT RIOTATION OF ARM

X LONG ITUDINA L MOTION
K T ,IORSIONAL SPRING CONSTANT

F _: TORSIONAL DAMPER CONSTANT

Figure B-(',- Spring nebalanced Aceclurnineier Sensitive to Both Longitudinal
and Rotation-al Accelerations

Il-I0
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By equating the inertial and base moments, the following transfer function can be obtained:

(Fos + K )0 1 4 (M212 - MI A)X

- 2 22

(M 22 + M I )s FS -i K0

To determine the transfer function for the outpsut voltage let

E° (O1 -O))

Then the follewing transfer function, ca written:

1 Mf 2 612 ) 1v - K2 1)

Eo ýM 222  M2~)s2. K

If the accelerometer is then placed a distance L from the center of gravity such that:

a ~- X- F jO,

then onc can write:

E "'2'21 ) 22) F 's I .. 221"

From the preceding it can be demonstrated that by varying the various parameters (Mi M f Ii and L)
Frmtepeeigi a edmntae htb ayn h aiu aaees(I 2) •,2 ad

the accelerometer can be made to sense either. pure 6i) ,pure X or any combination of X and 0

B2.2. 1 Force-Rebalance Accelerometer. The seismic mass of Figures 13-5 and B-6 can be restrained by an
externai torce (usuaiiy magnetic) in place ,f die spring rietbii-ig fuieu. Such a configuration would be called a
force-rebalance accelerometer. A schematic representation of a force-rebalance accelerometer is presented
in Figure 13-7.

Eo K Y
o P E FILTER OUTPUT

E - OUTPUT SIGNAL
ox F FORCE DUE TO ERROR SIGNAL

KA - AMPLIFIER GAIN

x K FILTERt TRANSFERt FUNCTION
FORCE F

-'-'TRNSU R K l'ICKOFF GAIN

K - FORCE TRANSDUCER GAIN
FKT e 1  E° X L IONGITUI)INAIL MOTION OF CASE

AXM = LONGITUDINAL MOTION OF WEIGIIT
AMP K K

A F Y RELATIVE MOTION OF WEIGHT AND CASE

Figure B-7. Line Schematic of a Force Itebalanced Accelerometer

The equation of motion for the seismic mass can be wii.iJl as follows:

MXI 4 FKT 9
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where.

FKT = KTKAKFKPY;

also

The term FKT is the force used to rostrain the seismic mass of the force-rebalance accelerometer. The

transfer function for the accelerometer then becomes:

E ,-K

2 AP
.•x 2 KT K AKF Kp P (B-1)

S I-
a

As the preceding transfer function is not damped, the filter characteristics must be altered to provide damping.
The filter transfer function, KF, should be that of a lead network, to provide damping.

A simple icad-lag circuit is representative of the type of compensation that could be used to damp the accelerom-
eter:

E I+7s
a I t .. (B-2)

Eu 1,8rb

Substituting Equation B-2 into Equation B-i gives the following transfer function:

E -Kp
X KTKXTp " icKTK

8+ KTAP TA P
M(l + Tbs) M(i +rrbS)

This is cquivaleot to a pair of compie canjugate roots mnltIpli-ýd by a lair-lead dipole. For " < T one has:

E° -KP 1 1 T" bs
-r-X 2 2 1" /

x s 2 12tws91 2 148/ sp
n n

where P is a real root of the denominator. The values of natural frequency and damping are adjusted by choice
of Ta /Ib and the robalance ioop static gain, KPKTKA. The static gain of the force rebalance accelerometer is:

Eo M
X K

x8 T KA

B2.3 Inertial Platform Transfer Functions. In an lnertially ,uided vehicle the dynamic response of an inertial
platform can affect the stability of the vehicle short-period modes in several ways. There are two feedback
loops in which the dyuamic rcuponse of the platform-i may appear. First, it always spposars in the guidance
loop. Second, if the platform, through gimbal angle pickoffs or a resolver chain, is used as the position
reference, the platform dynamics will also appear in the position loop.

The actual platlorm response is highly nonlinear, even in a "linear" analog rebalanced accelerometer-analog.-
torqoued-gyro pla'.fofrm, because of static friction. The effect of static friction is essentially a reduction in
loop gain and an increase in phase lag. The effects are more pronounced at low signal levels, where the plat-
form is usually operating. However, the platform Ia qansually considered to be a '"stiff" system and, for fre-
quencie3 below 10 cps or so,, can be linearized without much error.

P.- 12
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There are several methods of presenting frequency response information (Bode Plot, Nichols Chart, etc.).

Platform manufacturers have adopted these different techniques, as may be seen in Figures B1-8.13-9 and 8-10.

-5 `I

-10

-____ 15-

-20 1 _-- 
-I

ii 8 10 20 50 80 100

FREQUENCY (cps)

CURVE A J. P. L. SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE (MANUFACTURER'S DATA)
CURVE B APPROX. SQUARE WAVE RESP NSES OPTE OE
CURVE C APPRIOX. SINE WAVE RESPONSE

Figure B-8. Frequency Response (Bode Plot) Vega Platform

Figure B-8 presents a Bode Plot of the proposed Vega spaep booster inertial platform's closed-loop response.
Curve A is the actoal data as received fr.--n the manufacturer. It shows 'Square Wave Response versus
Square Wave (Input) Frequency".

Figure B-'9 presents the clo od-!-op tranarnaso)ibit~y of the A ,.,.-Aths platform, The tr-qn,,mjssihjlitv is
the angular displaeonment of the platform in Inertial space per angular displacement o'f the missile in inertial

spice, versus frequency of the missile angular displacement.

Figure B-1 ') presents an open-loop NicholIs ehart for the Centaur space booster inertial platform's leveling
6IIM101s provided by the~nay~faCtkorer, Minneapol ls-lioneyw.el I.

Since this frequency response information is usually available and the actual transfer function Is nut, an
anoroxiniation must be developed. Using the Vega platform (Figure 1B-8) as an example, ono method of ap-
proximation will he described.
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Figure B-9. Transmisslbililty, Arma Platform
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Fig'ure B-10. Niehol's Chart M-Hi Miniature Platform
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Curve A of Figure B-8, aS mentioned previously, is the actual data as received from the manufacturer. From
experience It was felt thal a transfer function of the form:

Oout - 2 s 2 )

em (Ta + 1) + Et S+

on

would be a good compromise between complexity and accuracy of curve fit. Next, this transfer function wqs
programmed for the analog computer, and the values of 7 1 T2 I w n and t were adjusted until a square wave

response similar to that required was obtained (curve B of Figure B-8 shows this approximate square-wave
response). The sine-wave response of the approximate transfer function wAs obtained (see curve C of

Figure B-8) for comparison purposes.

Once the approximate platform transfer function is obtained, the method of insertion into the feedback loops
must be ascertained. Again using the Vega vehicle system as an example (becauRe It uses gimbal angle pick-

offs jor position reference), the pitch and yaw channel block diagrams of Figure B-11 and B-12 were developed.
Figure B-13 shows the coordinate system used in these diagrams. Normally, the bending mode is not included
in the position loop, but for the Vega configuration the slope of the first bending mode at the platform position
was about ten times the slope at the rate gyro location, and an appreciable first-bending mode component was
expected. This should be kept in mind for all vehicles where the position and rate sensors are at different
locations, particularly when the position sensors are located in one of the upper stages of a multi-staged
vehicle.

Figure B-Ei. Pitch Channel

B3-15
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Figure B3-12. CoordinannelS~
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B2.4 Dynamics of Angle of Attack Sensors. There are many possible approaches to the problem of measuring
angle of attack. Since the list of possible techniques (with variations) is quite long, no attempt will be made
here to provide a complete set of descriptions. A good description and primary evaluation of most of the ideas
for angle-of-attack measurement is available in Reterence H-1. Only a few of the basic approaches have been

tried with any success. We will attempt to classify these strictly on the basis of dynamic characteristics, and
point out such factors as relative accuracy, reliability, bulk, and complexity.

First, a broad distinction is indicated between systems which sense angle of attack more or less directly and
the prooees of deriving angle of attac'k by computer mechanization of lift. The latter approach passes essential
information through the dynamics of pressure sensors, accelerometers, and a computing process and would be
troublesome if good dynamic response is an important consideration. Hence, this treatment of dynamic char-
acteristics will confine itself to methods which are based on drect sensing.

The direct ar.sing methods can be classified in two general categories - - according to whether or not the
sensor is moveable.

With stationary sensors, angle of attack is computed from the pressure sensed by two or more appropriately
positioned orifices. The moveable sensor is usually designed to point into the relative wind; angle of attack is
derived from its position relative to the airframe. A little used alternate is to measure the aerodynamic
lo-ces on a moveable (but restrained) device. This type will not be considered here, since corrections for
Mach number, dynamic pressure (q), and side slip angle are tedious and there is no indication in the 1!terature
that such a device has been developed and successfully used.

The moveable sensor class can be subdivided into simple weather-vane types and powered null-seeking devices.
The two are alike in that angle of attack is read from the position of the sensor. The null-seeking device has a
pair of orifices located symmetrically about the reference axis. The sensor is driven by a servo so that
pressures on the two orifices are equal.

B2.4. 1 Stationary Angle-of-Attack Sensors. If a pnrbe is provided with orifices as indicated in Figure B-14,
then one may write:

FU - P

cý K PT - f(M) f (P)
PT 'S

where:

0i is side slip or the component of relative wind in a plane perpendicular to the plane of a
measurement.

M ia; free trn-_am Mach number.

K is an appropriate constant

and PT- PS is the measure oi dynamic prepsalre, q.
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The arrangement of Fiigure 13-14b eliminates the need for Mach number and fi correction at the expense of

sensitivity:

a~ -U P - 'L 2

Trhese equations are developed In Reference 1B-1.

The important results, where dynamic characteristics are concerned, Is that although thc need for Mach number
mid R corrections may be eliminated, thaýre remains at requirement for manipulation of ratios of differential
pressures.

P' - p
With the probe oif Figure 13-14:1, first order dlynamnic requirenments apply only to the measurement ofUq

Dynamic pressure. q, aind Mach number vary slowly compared to the short period variation of Ct. 'fhe function
of 13, included in the expression for ur, does have short period dynamic characteristics, however. It can be
mechanized as at change in gain of the (Y sensor. This reqjuires the dynamics of a servo in /? corrections. Thie
permissible lag will delpend uponi how ioucli dynatmic cross-talk can be allowved.

The transfer function which operates diirlectly onl a will dlepend upon the mechanism of p)ressu re- ratio sensing and
the pineumatic characteristics of the probe, lines, and tranisducer volume.

Trhe most direct apiproalch to i)ludsure-ratl( sensling is to drive pusition transducers directly from bellows
volumte. Phis is the easiest way to get good dlynamiic response. E'xtreme accuracy canniot be attained with
reasonable instrument -- uiti; because the ineoluretl lireshlire nitle us linelh high enough to overcome friction i~n
the system. The performance of currently available sensors indicates that accuracies to ±0 2 degree (from the
pressure e'iisor only) cani be readlily obtained. No dIirectl y appli cable dynamic data are available. The devices
of silioniu ;otiistruction (lesigl'Oel for. Mach numbe11r tIwlleurelnent indlicate that a response equivalent to a first
arde r time lag cani becexpcted.l Tillm.e onhtalIgi on il 1 oi~rler oi i0. 01i to 0, 012 second ý,%uealt be attainable at
moderate to high dyniluhic pressures. Bioth resplonse andi accur~acy (lctur~orat at low values of q.

Accuracies in sensing a to considerably better than :K), dlegree woo Id probably require the use of a servo-drivell

pressure ratio sensor. Servo-loop (dynamics are sensitive to change in q1, but are essentially second order.

The transfer function fnor pilculnatic line lag call be closely approximannted wi th a fir1st ordler time constant:

P ~ Vt
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where r, - IV + -I
PrD L 2]j

p viscosity ofat ir.

P average pressoire in system,

Vt ia ED volume of sensing line, and

V tranadua2er volumec.

Fromt ibis example it is apparent that response is strongly affected by the length of pressure leads and th'e
transdueer volume ats well ats the total pressure.

In add ition to this lag there is a transportation time. delay which only becomes significant with long pneumatic
lines b=coen the sensor and transducer. This dtelay is simply the time required to propagate sound in air
along the length of the tube.

In aununlary, for the stationary angio-of-attack sensor. one bas at transfer function:

a .(P T~ )T s 1) 8~

for direct-drive bellows transducers, or:

('e pT n 2 -1 K

when a se rvo-d riveni pressure ratio sensor is, used. Here:

K arlbitarv

a tine transport time de~ty (usuisiily n,,t signifi cant)

T. (P,) pneumnatic line lag (a function of total pressure)
t rI

T t time constant of bclilows- t ransduce I

Ta- servo miotor-time constant

K (q) seivo gain, a function of (I
s

K0  servo rate feedback gain (if usedl).

1B2. 4.2 Moveable Sensurt,. Tihe acrudvnauami-vane Ltyle sensro- is anl attractive solution to the angle-of-attack
measurement proble1m because of its simpl icity, reliability, :and I reellom from thie necessity for computed cor-
rect-ions. It has one serious drawback of requlirinlg it mioveabile part (usually fragile) pr-otruding from the air-
frame. The moveable vane is subject to dlamage and defornmation in handling whichi could cause errol-s or com-
pltete malfunction, 'In applications where t-hiiis cha:racterlistic call be tolerated and wher-c extreme accuracy,
especially at l ow Mauh en tber is [lot reqiriiiedi, tile mlovealile vane is probably the simplest tand miost inexpensive
Solution.
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Figure B-14. Stationary Angle-of-Attack Sensors

A straight-forward NASA design of this type of sensor, presented in Reference B-2, will be used in an example
to present typical dynamics. It is sketched in Figure B-15.

This particular vane is extremely light-weight; hence it has a very high response and is heavily damped. The
ratio C I/C1 is estimated to be about 0.08: this is probably conservative. Inertia is only 10-4 lb-in-see

2
,

and C1 , is estimated at 2.9/radian. Substitution into the transfer function gives:

(O',8 s + j)
•- (a) =(0*1 s + 1) (0.0001s s

Reference B-2 shows accuracies of +1/4 degree or less at supersonic velocities. Subsonic operation brings
upwash errors which can be as high as one degree at a five-degree angle of attack (on a nose probe mount ahead
of a lifting surface). The latter is a position error and could be compensated for as a function of Mach number.
It is apparent from this example that if static errors in the above :.ange can be tolerated, the vane type sensor
provides excellent dynamic response.

When greater accuracy is required the null-seeking, servo-driven moveable sensor may be required. Accuracies
with less than 1:0.1 degree error are claimed for models currently in use.

Bt 2U
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Since provisions for moving the sensor require servo motor location near the vane, pneumatic line lags will
probably not be significant. The range of the differential pressure sensor need not be large; hence, it can have
good dynamic response. The dynamic characteristics of this type of sensor would then be dominated by the
uharacteristics of tWe servo which drives the nall-seeking head. Typically:

0 1

r6 rt febc time contan (+1 edwhere

K5s(l) -• total loop gaib'

r6 •rate feedback time constant (if used)

Tr servo motor time constant.

K varies proportionally with dynamic pressure. Unless some automatic gain scheduling is provided within the

servo loop, the servo must be designed with adequate response set by the lowest dynamic pressure to be en-
countered, and stability determined by the highest.

The transfer function varies from heavily damped, essentially first order response at low q values to highly
damped, second order at high q values.

B3 CONTRiOL ELEMENTS

This section contains a phenomenological discussion of several of the various active configturations that can be
used to provide forces for stability and control of booster vehicles. The several properties to be considered
will be given a general treatment to familiarize the reader with certain properties of these devices.

These prime-mover devices are grouped into two general categories: aerodynamic and reaction jet (thrust)
control.

B3. 1 Aerodynamic Control. The aerodynamic forces used for control can be obtained either by configuration
(stable aerodynamic booeter) or by an active control system (moveable aerodynamic surfaces). The :-..oeabic
aerodynamic surfaces are the only ones to be considered herein. These surfaces may be further subdivided as
to the amount of surface that is moveable, the method of actuati'n, the position on the vehicle, etc.

The methods to be used for synthesis and analysis of the flexible booster and control system are not affected to
any great degree by these differences in the control elements. The major differences occur in the relative im-
portance of the control force, acteation force due to position, and inertial forces. This relative importance may
affect the degree of approximation that can be used. The majority of the approximations discussed in Section 4
are based on the premise that the inertial force of the control device (a rocket engine in this case) will be large
and the actuation position force nil. For moveable aerodynamic surfaces this situation may be reversed. When
this occurs it may be reasonable to approximate the forces produced by the aerodynamic surface by a first-order
lag for more complex analyses than would be possible for the gimbaled engine. The force produced by any given
surface co,,figuration will be -t function of the flight variables, which are dynamic pressure, Mach number, and
angle of attack of the surface. This force is derived for several values of angle of attack at various dynamic
pressures and Mach numbers. A curve of force versus surface angle can be plotted for various flight times
(see Figure B-16).

The force versus surface angle is approximately linear in the region e-round zero angle of attack. rihe comunion
technique is to linearize this curve, on the basis of the largest anticipated angle of attack, and then use this
linear constant for stability analyses. If this is not possible (due to the nature of the curve), then a describing
function analyses will be required (Reference B-3).

1i-22
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Figure D-17. Solid Propella.nt Rocket Motor With Movable Nozzle

For the solid propellant rocket with moveable nozzle, the fornes are similar to those for the gin-baled engine.
The relative importance of the several terms (particularly in the secondary forces) will change, and these
changes are reflected in the servo-motor load. The actuator moment necessary to deflect the exhaust stream
then becomes significant. This moment is the result of an internal aerodynamic torque and ie a function of my
(the mass flow and velocity). It is proportional to the sine of the thrust deflection angle. The magnitude of the
moment coefficient is dependent upon the geometry and cannot be expressed by a simple general formula. The

configuraith chniges will tend to decrease the inertial forces (due tu less mass being gimbaled), while in-
creasing the friction and elastic forces, which mnst be overcome tW move the nozzle. Tho resulting actuator
system is generally satisfactorily apprdximated by a first order system, even for relatively high frequency

mode studies.

The terms "moveable" for nozzles and "gimbaled" for engines are used because the solid propellant nozzles are
moved in one plane only, while liquid engines are gimbaled in both the pitch and yaw planes. Although this
situation still occurs in practice, there apparently are no insurmountable problems regarding deflection of the
solid propellant nozzle In both the pitch and yaw planes.

B3.2.3 Pivoted Nozzles. Pivoted nozzles, as opposed to moveable nozzles, will be used herein to denote con-

figurations in which the entire motor case is rotated to produce thrust deflection forces (see Figure B-18 for a
typical configuration).

The forces for the pivoted nozzle are identical to those for the gimbaled engine*. The inertial forces are larger

than those for the moveable nozzle; this may require the use of a third or higher order actuator servo simulation
for the higher mode analyses.

The pivoted nozzle installation offers some unique advantages in combining control capability, along -ith a per-
formance increment which may be shown to be positive (a gain) for many installations.

B3.2.4 Stream Deflection Schemes. The stream deflection schemes considered herein arc those where the

nozzle is not deflected but the exhaust stream is deflected by some other phenomena to produce a lateral force.
The stream deflection can be accomplished by various types of apparatus. These devices can be separated into
two general categories: mechanical means and fluid control.

The mechanical apparatus used for stream deflection include such devices as jet vanes, jetevators, full eyelids,
single eyelids, spoiler tabs, and split extension nozzles. In addition to the devices for a regular nozzle, a
pivoting cowl and laterally displaced spike are used for thrust-vector control of isentropie spike nozzles. A
definition of the above mentioned apparatus along with curves of steady state performance are given by
P. A. Hunter (Reference B-4). The genernl result obtained by use of such devices will be similar to that

indicated in Figure B-19.

* The possible exception is the absense of hose restraint torques for the pivotnd nozzle. This is not felt to be
significant as the hose restraint torques are usually dropped for gimbaled engines.
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SOLID
PROPELLANT
ROCKET MOTOR PIOT AXIS

NOZZLE

TIRUST
l __MAIN ROCKET WITH

FIXED NOZZLE

Figure B3-18. Pivoted Nozzlps Used for Control

Figure B-19 compares two methods of obtaining a lateral force; viz., cngine rotation and stream deflection.
The base of comparison (the dotted line of Fi-,ure B-19) is produced by an engine rotation. This base is compared
to forces produced by stream deflection. The comparison is for two engines with initial thrust, FR , In bothfR

cases a lateral force, Fy or F , is produced. For the engine rotation, Fy = F sinb and Fx = F cos6Y R R Ro
For the stream deflection device an identity, F Fy would result in an FX such that FX < F Restating

the pre.wling in words: The stream deflection will always be less efficient for producing lateral torces than an
"engine rotation.

STREAM DEFLECTION-., F ENGINE ROTATION

F F'

R F

F1 F
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The stream deflection will be accomplished usually by a light-weight system, vompared to the weight of the
engine, ThrfrInertial forces will be minor. Thus, the first order approximation:

FY V S1 command

may be used for most analyses.

"Thie fluid streami can be, deflected by injucting; a secondary stream of fluid into the exhaust, see Figure B-20
(Rleferences B-4 and B-5). This secondary stream has the effect of creating a shock wave which, i on,
causes an effective deflection of the thrust vctor, similar to that obtained by gimbaling the engine. Although
there are on inertial forces coanceted with this scheme, the response will be limited by fluid transport lags and
valve response characteristics.

SECONDARY INJECTION

S EXPANSION WAVE

-
1

L2'AN~T TIiu Ta4

STREAMLINES

Figure B-20. Oblique Shock Deflection b~y Ch~amber Gas Injection P'rinciple

M~. 2.5 Variable Thrust Control. An effective thrust deflection can be prod(xuced by throttling one or more of
the engines in a multiple-engine system. The basic method of control moment is illustrated in Figure B-21.

Figure 13- 21. Schematic fu r Control by Va lying Rocket E nginec 'Ib~rust
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The moment produced about the center of gravity is:

S t1 2

where T - thrust of number 1 engine

I I : moment arm of number 1 engine thrust vector about the missile center of gravity. For a1

command change in thrust, At, such that T - T + At and T Tn At, one obtains-
1 In 2 2n

E NM - (T 2n T At ( + At (i1 i- t

Escher (Reference B-6) presents a scheme for the use of a liquid-propellant rocket engine employing several
fixed, differentially throttled thrust-chambers for effecting space vehicle three-axis control.

Although schemes involving throttling of rocket engines have not been used, they do constitute an acceptable
method if the lags involved in obtaining the commanded moment can be reduced to a reasonable value.

B3. 2.6 On-Off Control. The last method of control to be discussed is that obtained by using awwv.ltisiy nf-off
rocket engines. This usually consists of several fixed chambers firing transverse to the vehicle, singly or Wi
combinations to produce the desired control couples (see Figure B-22). These chambers are controlled by a
logic system which usually involves a dead-zone in position and rate. A simulation of the engine thrust char-
acteristics is usually required for autopilot and control system analysis because of the large nonlinearities
present. Figure B-231 gives a typical response of a smtiall on-off rocket engine. The Initial delay on both rise
and decay is caused, to a great extent, by circuitry, valve characteristics, and fluid transportation lags. This
lag will vary from two to 100 milliseconds, depending on the engine and control system configuration. The rise
time is a function of the propellant and will vary from :10 or more milliseconds for a hydrogen peroxide engine
to approximately one millisecond for some hypergolic bipropellant chambers. Because of the strong nonlinear
characteristics a limit cycle oscillation will exist, the amplitude and frequency of which must be set by system
parameter adjustments.

Auxiliary rockets of this type range in size (thrust levels) from 0. 01 pound to about 1,000 pounds. The lower
thrust level rockets use cold gas as their working rluid and are not likely to be applied in the control of large
boosters; their application is in the ralmn of space vehicle and satellite control. The larger thrust level rockets
use chemical propellants (mono- or bipropellant) to generate hot working gases. These larger rockets may
prove feasible for control of some classes of booster vehicles,

B4 POSITIONING SERVO

B4. 1 Electrtral Actuators. Two appruaches to electrical control actuation are commonly available: somic form
of direct-coupled electrical servo, or a clutch- actuated servo. With both types the more attractive systems
(from a cost and weight standpoint, especially for smaller missiles) are highly nonlinear. Typical transfer
functions for the linear (or continuous) direct coupled servos are presented, ftler which the simulation of dis-
continuous direct coupled types is discussed. Finally, basic characteristics of the extremely nonlinear clutch
systems arc discussed.

B4. 1. 1 Direct-Coupled Linear Electrical Servos. Following is a development el the transfer function of the
three common types of d-c electrical servos. These are the basic lincarized transfer functions of the essential
hardware. These characteristics should be taken in,.o account even If nonlinear miethods of excitation are used.
The transfer functions of the three basic types of d-c servos are essentially the same form -- third order. With
a given set of torque and velocity requiremenLs, the armature-controlled motor wilt usually give the fastest
dynamic response. The field-controlled motor provides good economy of control power but lacks inherent
damping and is useful only %hen a slow response can be tolerated. It also is inefficient in overall use of elec-
trical power since high armature current must be maintained regardless of output, for proper control. The
field-con-rollcd servo transfer function is imciu-led here for cmnpleteness. It will protbably not be useful for
control system actuation.
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The servo using a series motor will probably best meet the requirements of the majority of direc~t-cot.plea

it control actuating requirements. It pirovides the highest stall and low speud torque for a given motor weight.

Transfer functions are developed using the following symbole. Symbols not included in this list are defined by
the equation or diagram In which they first appear:

6 -output position

d~ -flux

r -rate feedboack time constant (ghin)

A - effective load spring constant (aerodynamic load)

F - effective, dampling from friction

J - effective inertia of load and motor

K *K - proportionality constants

T - output torque

V - counter c. m.f.
e

Subscripts

I - field

a - armature

The typical armature- or fielId- controlled servo motor can be represented as in Figure B3-2-1.

R a L

f, 1 17 a

FIELD ARMATURE

Figure B-24. Schematic of a Typical Armature- or Field- Controlled Servo Motor

where:

a Ve `'a a 'a (I t
dl1

f I f fL f dt

T K 'a

V ~K ",

ror armature -us~~rul, V I w votitant (or a permancnt wagnet field excitation can be used), b is constant, and:

T I
i a

% KA
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For an inertial, frictional, and aerodynamic spring lnadi

T 2 J5 + F6- + A6
U I,

Va = K 4 (j 4 F + A ) + (J + F6 + A 6
aK. K I1 1

KI
6 R- aA--- S)

V L II 1,F%-
a a L

s ÷I+- + +It A a A A R
a a a a

If L can be considered negligible, as ia usually the case, thcn
a

KK

6 It A

A" s I A A) s + 1

a

In the servo system of Figure B-25, whtvv thr a rat feedback represented by 7 may or may not be necessary,
the overall transfer function of the actuating system beconmes:

K-V-V

Figure B-25. Use of Electric Serv, Motor in Position Servo Loop

1

It A
a

--____ 4. 1
6 KaK.
5) K. Ki

6a 2 6 i a

It A IK KA s It I K K. +
a Aa Al a

When aerodynamic loads are small compared to inertial and/or frictional loads:

6 1
-K K, + l1aF + T K

K K K K
KAi
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The Field control circuit Is as shown in Figure B-24. This transfer function assumes the armature current,
Ia constant. Thin implies either that armature resistance, Ra' Is large or that the source has a high output
impedance. The flux, @, Is then proportional to the field current, if:

dlf

f I ff + Ldf t T K iI f

Rf L dT

V Rf T + -' L' -'
f K K dt

Again

T = J" + F6 + Ad

Eliminating T between these last two equations gives:

K.

RfA
-2-(s)= LJ 3

ilf +(13fJ + L1 ) f'2 + (.l~lI LfA)

The complete servo with rate feedback as in Figure B-25 hau the transfer function:

1

it fA
+1

_________~~ Ai K_ K_ _ __

4K A Ki tl fA KA ) + fAAA,./

W!th inertial and frictional loads only, the servo transfer function is:

6 L J (LPfF fj)s 2  ( LL K K,) s

Series motors operate with pronounced nonlinearity.

In the circuit of Figure' P-2fi:

It L-

Figure 11-26. Shlivinili" of Series Motor
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a. V = RI + 1, dI + V ,

b. T(I) = k(I) ( I)

C. Ve _z(1, 6 k (
e k k" K 1

for 0(l) k"I andwhere

I k'k
then

T X K1 1 2 and V. - K6 I •

To arrive at a transfer function, both b. and c. must be approximated in a linear fashion. If both are assumed
linear in a limited range of the torque-speed and torque-current characteristics of the motor,

dT

d.,e. T = K1 I, d. K9 , where K1 and K2 are the constants of proportionality. Then:

f. V RT + L (IT
K-• K1 dt V'`5)

With an inertial, frictional, and spring load:

g. T - J'6 + F6 4 A6 + [K.,]

The term K2 5 in g. represents the same physical effect as V, (U) in f., ic., the cha ge in torque due to

changing back-c. m. f. (and hence changing current) accomlanying a speed change. Obviously, they are not
equivalent if V, (6) is assumed to be a linear function. No claim of superior accuracy is made for the repre-

sentation of g.; it is used only because tlhe constant K2 Is readily available from the torque-speed curves of the

motor. The transfer function is obtained by substituting g. into f. and excluding the term V. (i), since the

effect is now accounted for in g.:

K_

6 IIA"(s) L (1(F K 2 ) RA 82 LA +It(F+K))

t--A s RA RA +

In the control loop of Figure B-27,

KKA

ItA + KI KA

6 Li L(F4 K) + 1IJ 2 LA 1- R(F K 2 )
HA AK K [+F I A

RA IKA RA K K KA R ItA + K K I
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KA V- (s)

VV

Figure B-27. Series Motor Control Loop

When the load has a negligible spring (A-P-O),

6 1

6 3 [L (Y +K 2 + ltJ 2
+ K KJKK

Note that this linearizing process Involves extreme assumptions of proportionality. The transfer tfmction is

good only for small disturbances about a specific operating point. For some applications the series motor, like
the armature-controlled motor, can be represented by a traam.fer function simplified by neglecting L, the corn-

bin.d inductance of field and armature. This assumption should be made with caution, as field induction is
likely to be large.

B4.1.2 Clutch-Actuated Systems. Clutch systems can be divided into two classes for purposes of establishing

an equivalent transfer function: those designed for continuous control and those intended to be strictly an on-off
device. Both types offer the advantages nf high load acceleration capability with low control power.

The magnetic powder clutch servo is typical of the continuous control type. Torque transmission by the clutch
is neqr ero le !-!% in.n.r w .clutcl,, , , , u, ,• - iL that the inductive lag Is the most significant
dynamic feature. Prime mover speed 4in usually be assumed constant. Thus, this type of clutch servo can be

well represented by an Inductive lag:

T K

V•- IS) (-,as + 1)

where r is determined by the resistance-inductance characteristics of the clutch magnet and the driving

source Impedance. This time constant can be made quite short. With an inertial and frictional load:

T = JO + F6

o 1

-(a ,and

O K

Fs ±I) ( + I-
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Since the friction in the load is likely to be low compared to the inertia, some form of compensation is usually
nenessary. The transfer function with rate feedback (Figure B- 2.8) becoomes:

Figure B-28. Magnetic Clutch Servo in a Position Servo Loop

1

K 3 + ( + s+ ( + + 1

With the inductive lag, r c, negligible, the transfer function becomes:

0
-. + 7 + T E; + I
KA K K K A

A second class of clutch servo operates as on-off devices. Performance is quite different from that of an on-off
controll-ed, direct couplodl servo. Dynamics of the motor are not Involved in the transfer function, as In the case

of the continuous clutch eontrol servo, If the motor has sufficient effuetive inertia (high speed motor driving
through a high ratio reduction gear) and develops sufficient torque so that pr.nme mover speed is eosentially con-
stant. This is usually the case.

The helical spring clutch is a good example of this type of control (Figure B-29). The spring is rigidly attached
to the drives slaft and is wound with imv -4-irancc on the driving ohaft. Undisturbed, the driving shaft spins
freely inside the helical spring. WIe i iw •a ree end of the spring is deflected in the direLioa of fh6ft rotation,
friction between it and the driving shaft causes the spring to wrap suddenly and seize for its full length on the
drive shaft. With a high speed drive, this wrapping action takes place very suddenly and almost instantly brings
the load to drive shaft speed. Speed of response can be very fast - limited only by the ability of the system to
withstand the shock loads imposed. A protective slip clutch can be provided by using the sprinig clutch principle
in reverse. Shock loads can also be reduced by providing flexibility and damping in the driven shaft. This will
not influence positioning system stability if position feedback is taken off ahead of the Ahnft flexibility.

This system cannot he easily repiresented in terms which are compatible with the usual mathematical description
of a system except in a piece-mcal fashion. Let it be assumed that the systeni's own internal stability and
smoothness of operation has been achieved by appropriate control over dead space, system hysteresis, drive
shaft flexibility, and clutch actuating time lags. These lags, though ahort compared to the response of the over-
all system, might be critical in seconaary effects such as clutch and brake chatter. The system then will have a
response which is practically instantaneous to ana command which is within the limits bounded by the maximum
rate of the system (the prime mover speed) and the threshold imposed by the necessary dead space. That is, the
system will not respoad at all to imputs below its threshold; it will possess a transfer function of unity for inputs

above tMe threshoid lhvel.

B -14
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ROTO • jINTERLOCK

CW C NON-MAGNETIC
DISK •FRICTION PAD

MAGNET

FIXED SHAFT
CLUTCHl J

SPRING

INII

Figurb B-29. Simplified Schematic of Spring Clutch Electru-Muchanical Servo

Figure B-30 shows ty', typical position servo control loops. In one case a brake ("back braking") is applied to
the output shaft and load whenever the spring clutch servo is not activatedl. Thus for error signals within the
threshold the output rates are zero and for error signals above the threshold the output rate is the constant servo
rate, •le. When no back braking is applied the system response within the threshold is determined by the nature

of the load, as the system "free wheels" (marked as "response undefined" in the figure).

B4.2 Electro-Hydraulic Positioning Servo. The electro-hydraulic engine servo systems for thrust-vector
control are usually comprised of a high pressure hydraulic supply (pump), a servo amplifier, a hydraulic actu-
ator, an electro-hydraulic servo valve, and a position transducer. A great many of the systems presently used
also include an accumulator which acts --5 a hydraulic capacitor in the system.

The hydraulic power supplies currently used are of two types. One employs the variable displacement pump
whose flow output is controlled by means of -; servo sensing the high pressure side of the hydraulic system. A
relief valve is also connected from the high pressure side to the low pressure side (hydraulic reservoir) of the

system to minimize pressure transients above the operating pressures of the system. For normal operation
the relief valve remains closed, opening only when pressures exceed a value overcoming the pre-load on the
relief valve. The second type of system uses a fixed displacement pump with a relief valve to maintain the sup-
ply pressure within set limits as well as to meet the normal flow requirements. In this second system the relief
valve is normally open such that supply pressure and valve opening, which is dependent on supply pressure,
maintain flow through the relief valve equal to lhe flow output of the fixed displacement pump. When there is a
flow demand ot the system, this flow is accoamphished by the relief valve closing down and the supply pressure
therefore reducing in value. Exclud.ng nonlinearities of the relief valve, the pressure excursions usually en-

countered from no flow-to full flow may be anywhere from live to 25 percent of supply pressure depending on the
orifice geometry and spring-rate of the relief valve poppet assembly. Also, depending on the design of the relief
valve, the reset pressure of the valve may be as low us 80 percent of the cracking preSsure.

B-35
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SPRING CLUTCH SERVO WITH
BACKZ PRAK11O'
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!UNnF FINED
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Figure 11-30. Typical Reeaponese of SprinR Clutch Servos Having a Constant Speed Input

In thin analysis we shall discount the pumnp and rcl'ef valve dynamics sine th~ey both would exihbit a fairly flat
frequency response with minimal nltae 'shift within the bund-width of the oveilall engine sero-loop. Thius being
an, supply precssure wilt bo asdomed constant. bring the value of zero flow demand. This ansumption will not
hold truu, &.ý aitwuac~u weeseis iu~tae~ii w Igtitinn ett - -tii Juring flight to. g * During the thrubt
transienta, the hydraulic supply will vary greatly with a merkted effect upon the engine? servo chairacteristics.
The nature of the hydraulic pressiore baildup accom'panying engine ilgnition and of the viiried hydraiulic power
demands Is so dependent upon the peculiarities ei' a given installation as to defy general treatment.. Fortunately,
this perind ofolmf-niominal behavinr in very brief lind leads to no closAw-loop elastic Instability.

The cekctro-hyth-aulie servo p:imbnling nytitem It~ probtbly nne of the must higmiyi jiviimnntionnally) nonlinear In-
ciltations in a flipht control ity tem. A hlnek dtingrnm of a system used as a porition servo Is' itw-n in
rigure H1-31. The servo ampWl1e, Lon be ussunmed-to be linear, am enn the feedbtick tranadoicer, aine both -tree
usually Ii-uigred so that their saturatinn limits arp nlbove those of either the flevi limit or actuator stops. .The
cleclrn-hydraulie servo val~, is usually of two basic dc..1.ýns, that of either pressure emntrol or 111 w control.
Thve nlow central v.%io is the' most widclij used of the two In thrust rctur control of swivelling rfK*ul Mnines,
and lit the demirn that w.ill he' sinniv',.d herrin. Rehomntil etla nwsqof atnn lsriet servn valve' antl a ulmluial-4
rocket Mnine ovnultinser~ao are xhoan in 1igures fl-32 and 81-33; the) atrc taken from Ptickus (fleferenre 11-7).
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SE,[O!STRUCTURALý

COMPLIANCE

v ACTUATORI

Figure B-31. Simplified Block Diagram of Positioning Servo

P3 - oLZ7/2 /

52-?474 

K FP ,PSP

FigureE I-2 Eectro hydraulic Dynamic -Pressure Feedback Servo Valve - Schematic Diagram~
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IiSTRUCTURAL COMPLIANCE ACUTN YIDER

P2  L
FZZCNT TTXL-ACTUATING PISTON

- ~VT -

R 4ILEAKAGE ORIFICE/

ROCK.ET ENGINE_

G IM B A I,. T L 

- 8R

52-2473

Figure 13-33. Gimbaled Rtocket Mngine Position Servo - Schematic Diagram

B4. 2. 1 Servo Valve Flow. The basic. equlations ,~r the systom are developed by including the effects of a

leakage orifice across the load p~iston, dynamic pressure feedback to the valve spindle, and load pressure feed-

bick to the valve spindle. Ltter in the development, equations for each specialized case arc obtained by

elimination of Lthe nonpertinent terms. The flowv of hydraulic fluid, Qv, from the servo valve into the left half

of the actuating cylinder, shown in Figure B-33, Is given by:

I X C - S gn (P a- Pl)Xs >0

Q (33-3)

X- C N A, r1*--p Sgn (f- - P Xs <0

where 
<

X =displacement of valvc spool,

assumed positive to the right (ft)

C discharge parameter (ft /se ifl
2

Ps=supply pressure (lb/ft

Pi pressure at point I (lb/ft

PR = reservoir (return) pressure (lb/fti

S gn Y signaof Y(N. D).

TIN, discharge parameter, C., at- general may vary withi both the spool displacement and the aCe;ttetr iu

pressure.
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It may" be ss.umcnd without serious error that the flow into the left half of the actuating cylinder is equal to the

"ftwy, out Us tie 6i s •. *-....... tina it ,nn be cnneluded that:

-v= + X C--
X B-8 14P. -P 1 + P L agnx 8 b gn (P'- PR + s gn X 5  (B3-4)

where

PL = load pressure - P, - P2 (b/ft
2

The valve spool displacement X is asaumed to be a linear combination of the valve current, Iv, and the

dynamic pressure feedback, 113.

C = - i KVV (i, -' K( P 13 ) (B-5)

where

K -servo valve discharge parameter - -t = =a i l /t /c
K ý pressure feedbaek gain ( ma/ lb/ftZ)5

The true valve current, i , is directly proportiornal to the tota.- input voltage to the servo amplifier ¢heh, in

turn, is equal to the difference between the command signal and the feedback transducer signal.

iv'K (6c-5F) =K C (B-t)

where

K = servo nrip)lifier gain (ma/rad)
a

Since the feedback transducer is nornmally built intL,,grally within the actuating cylinder, it measures tbe dis-

placement of the piston relative to the cylinder aind not the actuil engine displacement (du• to the compliance
of the actuator mount ojid engine). Thus, the feedlback transducer output is:

F . t (B-7

where

K = actuator structural spring constant (b/it)m

A ý piston area (ft )

It actuating moment arm (ft)

- actual engine position (rad)

6 indicated engine position by feedback

transducer (rad).

If the mount compliance VK as included in the vehicle flexibility when the body bending miodes are computed,

this compliance e',rri-,,ction is nxpr'us.rused ata a function of the roodal coordinates instead of the loadpressure
(see Section 4).
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B34. 2. 2 Flow Equation. The total flow is the sum of the piston displacement flow, leakage flow and
compressibility flow * such that:

Q ~A Ljji- (13-8)V
v ir+CL+ - L

where

x relative displacement between p W~on

and cylinder = -R 6 (ft)
F

C L=discharge parameter for leaka~ge by-

pass orifice (ft 3 see /J[Ible)
V T =total volume of oil in actuating

c~ylinder (ft3)

B =bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid (lb/ft 2.

The total valve flow Is:**

1Q I1 Kv aI -P + ~ s n gn (P.PR +PL sgn ive)(13-9)v eq v a II L veqj t e

where

Iveq K a (6 -
6
Fr) + K. PI1 3

Ea(c- )+. tA (1L3-10)P 1

134. 2. 3 Dynamic Pressure Feedback. The dynamic pressure feedback, P 13 ' to the servo valve spool is

determined by equating theu (kw through the dynamle pressure feedback (DPF) orifice to the flow due to the
velocity of the washeut pfat.,n, (see Figure B-32).

2
A;C J-/51 Sun P - (B-11)

KF

where

A -~ area of washo~ut piston (ft
F

KF spring constant for washout piston (lb/ft)

F

P -p 1
p

If the hydraulic compressibility is accounted for in the body bending modes then in this equation it is omitted
by setting 13 - - (see Section 4).

**Equation 13-9 represents a typical mnathem.at! eal expression for flow into a valve as a function of vallve current
ane supply, return, andl load pressures. The %alve gain, K . may itself be n funct ion of these parameters.
Tlhe rejationships must be determined empirically or from thuie anufacturer's dlata.

fl-_4
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B4. 2. 4 Actuator Load Pressure. The actuator load pressure is dependent on the dynamic equilibriuo of
the engine system, (cf. Equation 3-13).

T =e PL AR = + L 5+ Tf + TLL ser-,o L ,R (-12)

ad is the moment of inertia of the thrust chamber about the swivel point. T is the torque due to gimbal friction

and can be expressed as a combination of both viscous (Cv) and coulomb(C ) type friction:

TI = Cv + C s gn . (B-13)

The torque, T , consists of all inertial load torques due to the accelerations of the various body modes (rigid
and elastic).

B4. 2. 5 Describing Functions for Linearized Eqýuations. The equations above constitute a set of simultaneous
nonlinear differential equations. Since the system is very nonlinear, it Is difficult to solve analytically.

The nonlinearities occur in valve gain, KV (itself a function of valve current and hydraulic pressures), in the
half-power flow functions of hydraulic pressure and In the bearing friction. These nonlinearities must be
removed before suitable transfer functions can be written. The method used In linearizing is based on finding
equivalent linear terms.

The assumptions which justify a describing function analysis are well met in the elastic coupling stability study
application; i. e., the sinals of interest are almost purely harmonic, and frequencies other than the primary
are greatly attenuated. These conclusions follow boenuse the significant modal roots arc very lightly damped,
enjoy a suitable frequency separation, and the various modes are coupled but very weakly.

The nonlinear Equatloos (B-8), (B-9), (B-11) and (B-13) can be linearized as follows:

Ax C P + Vt P -i Kr L -L 4 L veq v ys R (B-14)

2
AF

KF 1,i -p 3 ) =C (B1-15)

Tf =C f 6 (B-16)

where

C equivalent admittance for C
L L

C = equivalent admittance for CF
FF

F f equivalien admittance for gimbal friction.

The equivalent admittance,C L' C, and Cf, are both amplitude-- and frequency -dependent.

An additional linearization is implied in Equation B-14, whereby the valve gain, KV, is taken to be a constant.
This is an excellent approximation for many commercial flow-compensated values and is further justified
(if KV should vary somew,•At) by assuming a mean value for a range of operating conditions. A still more

elaborate valve low model (cf. Equation B-3) could be used if desired.

B-41
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B4. 2. 6 Equivalent Admittance. Assume the input signal to a stable nonlinear element to be as follows:

X,=A1 sini.- t.

The output signal from the nonlinear element would be periodic, and may he expressed as a Fourier series in

the form:

x .,a sin nuit + b cos n wL.
2 n iin

The coefficients of the fundamental components are:

a, fx sin wt dwt

J-f r A2  eS Wt dwt.

By definition, the equivalent admittance (nonlinear gain) 113

x
x where, for the )utput function, all but the fundamental frequency components

NL xI

are omitted.

Hence,

a, sin wdt 1- b 1Cos Cet

GNL A, sin wt

a b

Trhe (j) is used to denote the quadrature component. Since the motion is quasi-harmora4c, j/wand one has:

0NL E cc s

where

I -I X2Hnw dwt (B -17)

Ir

D4 .2 7 Gimbal Friction. Thie nonlinear torquei due to viscous andl coulomb friction was given as

T Cv 6 - C sg6

The object is to determine what coefficient C, shouldi be used at a particular impli'.ude and frequency if the
above equation is I inearized ats follows:

f f 45 G NIL'
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Assuming 6= sin wt, then from Equation (B-17),

g E= 7T.6f (Cv5 0 CB N-) sln wt dc.t

2 ,o C CB 2
- -' '- )sin tt d ct

C 4 CB -9

Similarly, one finds:

b =0E

Therefore:

GNL U t• • f =gE F, •.

C4 B

v 9 Y

B4. 2.8 Orifice Flow. The Equivalent admittance for flow through the leakage orifice is determined as:

1. 11 C

S L(13-20)

where

PL = maximum sinusoidal amplitude of load pressure.

Similarly, the equivalent admittance for flow through the orifice of the dynamic pressure feedback netwoil: is:
1.11 C F

FF
CF = • 1( 3-21)

where P1 3  maximum sinusoidal ainplitude of (lywmlic pressure fexiback

The linearized equations can now be maniuplated as linear differential equations. They are:

F 113  p 13 F (B-22)

where
AF.

r1 C-1 effective time constant of DPF network (seconds).

1' ARt --- 6f - T (t) - 1I

L f L U 1 (B-23)

V 1
Ax + C P' i P - K I

r 1 i. 113 L q

B-43
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K A

veq Ka ( -) - + Ks 1

Also,

6 r A6 P6F R 6--- p
Ill

A genoral expression for 6 (s) can now be obtained as a function of the commanded engine position, 6 (s), and

the load torque, TL (s):

2 1 2K j 2 ( as 1) 6 (s)) - T s K s K)T (S)
F c III F 1 o L

6()4 3 2 2
T F H N 3 s3 1 N s I N a c •c

where

2 (AR)
2

w
c VR T A

K K
K "P,

c A V R

I r CL• c -W • K Ij-]

K A'2

K° ----- (CE K) (B-24)

SF T C K
3 1 F 1-

N2 Ti We 2AR) I T f K (1 +L F"

N I w---I- Ko I wc (1 ! TFKc)

A block diagram of the complete clectrohydraulic po•ition servo is presented in Figure B-34. Note that in tl,.e

development of the equatiuns eontrolled damping by means of both dynamic pressure feedback in the servo valve
and a leakage orifice ino the piston hnve been assumed. Speci:al cases of each will be considered now.

L3-,!4
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The result is:

2 (TF s + 1) -1 2 Kos TL(s)
K(s) c wc _ F _f , K 3) -6c (s)

6 s4( cB-27)
6c s3 N 2 NNSs KNsF 2

F 4 . 6 cc

where

A22

T K AR 2K

K F s A_
K

A 2  
K

K cm

K3 (Il AX
B K-

N K
4 I 1 2

N52 
f Kfr, e (1 Cf rs Kc

N*i t Ill(If Kt Cf(K)

N - K,, (iT K,)
I', I £3 c &

A first order approximation valid at low frequencies is,

5 (s) Kc
C(s) (1 ,- t

2  
f Kc) K(B-28)

K It 2

c. Load Pressure Feedback Only. The describing function for this case is obtained by allowing the spring

constant, K F, in the dynamic pressure feedback network to approach zero. The time constant, TFV becomes

infinite aid Equation B-27 reduces to

2 _ I T L s

K w. I (S K 4) C (s)
6

(s) 3 2 ,c

c (s3 , N7 s2 N8 a K c . 2-
e t c

=1
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where

AK KK t 2 K
Km

a mK4 V'v A 2

N7 F 4 K4

N 9 1 fi (K_ Kit
Iiin

e ~ wR2 Ka

The first order approximation is:

6(s) e

In I

B4.2.9 Numerical Determination of E(juivasent Admittances. Tie equivalent admittances determined in the
foregoing sections require a knowledge of (e, 6, P1 L i3 and ire( for their numerical calculation. First,

the amplitude, 6, at the frequency, w , ol the output is specified. This admits calculation of Cf (Equation B-19).

Next, it can be assumed that the output load torque disturbance, TI, is either zero or is of minor importance In

determining the amplitude of actuator load pressure. (This restriction can be eliminated in digital routines
utilizing frequency respomse or root-lovus techniques by employing an iterative procedure.)

Equation (B-23) is utilized to obtain:

L AK It Cf

hence, (D-30)

[L A I R )it(f )

The amplitude of the dynamic pressure feedback, P obtained from Equation (B-22) is

TF" 
-

13 )2 1 L

(B-31%

2 2 2 2 2
(2 ) a 2aF F"
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where

2
AF

F 11F

The amplitude of the equivalent ýaive current I is obtained from Equations B-12 and B-14. Again, T isvoeq I.

neglected with the result:

a 2 2 1 f L 2 1 L

veq 2 A A
2

L; J

Finally, note that in computing these describing function engine coefficients, the engine amplitude, 6, used

must be the total control angle,. 6 -- (1 ( , (i) o.(i) ) since this is the angle through which
i xe xt

the bearing friction couple acts. It is also the angle whose acceleration is related to load pressure, P , in
L

computing the leakage and other valve flow linearizations. Thus, in any amplitude-dependent set of roots, the
results obtained will be for various values of this total control angle. T'his property is actually fortuitous, since
most actual flight and test data is seen as funeflo..n, of this same total angle, measured at the engine gimbal.

B4. 2. 10 Comparison of Results With Test and Anal,,g Simulations. The describing functions presented above
can be appraised by comparing their frequency response functions to the corresponding "exact" functions obtained
through the solution of the original system of nonlinear differential equations (Equations B-8, -9, -11, -12 and
-13). The approximate frequency reslxnse can be determined from the calculated describing functions which
were obtained by selecting a constant output amplitude (I. e. . constant), assuming the lond torque, T = 0i

and then solving for the complex ratio of output to input, [6 /6 "

Since the coefficients of the polyno,,inal in "a" are, in general, both amplitude- and frequency-dependent, the
function which results is a "constant output amplitude" frequercy response function. This ftunction, in contrast
to linear transfer functions, is often heavily dependent upo.n the amplitude of the output (or input) signal.

The correslxnding "exact" frequency responses were obtained by solving the appropriate nonlinear differential
equation on in analog computer. Section 6, Paragraph 6. 1. 1 presents a comparison of data calculated by the
two methods. These data represent "constant-output-amplitude" frequency characteristics of a rocket engine
position servo system. The servo valve used was a Mong compensated flow control valve. Controlled damping
was achieved by a leakage path through the actuator piston. The describ)ing function umpioye6 v'as, therefore,
that given by Equation B-25.
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SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX B4. 3

Symbol Definition UDitm

A~ h ffecdie iirilice area in.2

*2Ai (Ai) ) average effective inlet area from extend (retract) side of the cylinder in.
10 20

Ac (Ac.,) average effectiv'e exhaust area from extendi (retract) side of the cylinder in2

A (A, ) pimton arca onl e-xtend (retract) sidle in. 2

C.. thle negative -,f thle partial of the! nonlinear flow coefficient, N, with respect to
"-pressure ratio N. D.

f(6) a generalized friction riupresentation in. -lbs/rad/soc

g ace elerationl (tie to gravity 368 in. /see/8ec

Svillve ilinnit milliamp,

I tload moment of inertia as seen by the actuator lb-in. -sec

K ivalve input gain 2 /.

K,ý mounting structure spring constant lbs/in.

K Itload sp~ring consitant in. -lbs/radian

Mj malss Of gas lbs-sec 2 /n.

11 polytrollic indlex N. D.

P1 absolute pressure psi

P1 (P' 2 absolute presso ic inl extend (retract) sidie of actuator psi

P 1 (P 20 average pressure in extend (retract) side of actuator psi

P' downistream priessure psi

P upstream p~ressu~re psi

P 1 load pressure (- 1P - P2 psi

It length; of lever narm n.

it ideal gas conistanit (for a ir) 640 inl. /01
9 (for most solid Iliolptlaid s) 900 inl. /0 1

r,, ratio Of (1lowstieani to tiJIStreaial iresan i to just give sonlic flowv in anl oriifice,
0. 53 for mo1st gases N.D1.

S thv 1laplace Operlator sece

T absol ute teill)i ratii ii 'I

;;-5 I
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SYMBOLS USED IN APPENDIX B4.3 (Continued)

Symbol Deflnition Unit--

TT total torque in. -lbs

t time sec

3
V volunue t,

V (V ) average volume in extend (retract) side of cylinder in.
10 20

W weight rate of flow of gas lbs/scc

W le(W 2c) weight rate of flow of gas into the extend (retract) side of thei actuator lbs/see

W lv(w2v ) wei ght rate of flow of gas from the extend (retract) oide of the valve lbs/rec

x piston displacement in.

W 01W 02) weight rate of flow of gas from supply part through exhaust patt during steady state
null position of valve and actuator N. D.

y ratio of specific heats of power fluid N. D.

f the change in exhaust area per change in inlet area N. D.

.B-52I
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B4.3.1 Introduction. A type of positioning servo that is becoming more important in missile applications is the
pneumatic positioning servo. The pneumatic positioning servo is most often referred to as the "hot gas servo",
since a hot gas is often used as the working fluid. The following treatment is not restricted by the temperature
of the gas and therefore applies to cold as well as hot gas systems.

Pneumatic systems most often derive their high pressure working fluid from either a high pressure storage
bottle (cold gas) or from a gas gen,.rator (hot gas). Figures 11-35, -36 and -37 picture the three main configura-
tions of pneumatic systems using hot and cold gas. In all three designs it is common practice to exhaust the
working fluid overboard, since it is less costly to store a large quantity of high pressure working fluid in the form
of solid, liquid, or gas and exhaust It overboard than to include the plumbing and pumps necessary to repressurize
and reuse the fluid.

In all of these systems the gas supply pressure down-stream of the regulator may be considered constant. Also,
the control valves have resonances which are well above the overall system band width, so one may ignore the
higher order valve dynamics,

flIP O ELLANT PRESSURIE SERVO LA

II GAS GNERATORREGULATING ~ C U T I ~ LA
_________ VALV VALVE

GASES EXHIAUSTED OVERBODAIRl)

Figure B-35. Solid Propellant Hot Gas System

DECONMPOSITIOýN SERVO LOAD
I - CHAMBIER VAVEACTUATOIR

I -

I SPENT GASESEXIIAUSTEI) OVERBOAtD

1300T STRAP IlRESSUII IZATION LINE

ILIQU ID PROI'FI.ANT

GAS GENEIRATOR

'iguru B-3G. .quid |iPropellant llot Gas System

a I
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GAS STORAGE REGULATING - F EACTUATOR LA

VALVE JLV

SPENT GASES

EXHIAUSTED) OVERB3OARD)

Figuirc D-37, Stored Gas System

B34.3.2 Analysis in an amnaytic treatment of a pneumiatic servo the following basic relationaships are required:

a. valve current to valve (spool) motion

b. orifice equation - gas flow Versus orifice area and pressures

c. piston and cylinder relationship betwe-en volumec changcs, flow and llrc5&ure

d. load pressure equations relating piston pressures to load (piston) response.

H-erein thle first relation is assumned to bie a simple prop~ortioniality, by neglect of valve dlynanmics. 'fhe second and
third relationships are, by the nature of gas laws, highly uonlinear. A small perturbation approach is taken to
provide a reasonable linearization. The finial reClationship follows ais practic;,I ly a dlefinitiono. Combined, these
relationships lead to the (desiredl b/i vtransfer function of thle servo ac-tuator.

B34.3.3 Equations for a Pneumatic Orifice. [he weight. rate of flow Ad a gas through an orifice :ia described by

AV- 1  _ (B3-32)

Where N -N(Pd "p ) is tile nonlinear flow coefficient for the comlpressibl 2 fluid. Th'lis nonlinear coefficient is

conimonly given foi- siubsonie flow as:

P' u'

For supersonic flow the coefficient is:

!In

*(d~

0

B -.,
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Howvever, a sim'Pler expression for the subsonic flow which gives exactly the same resuilts is:

P~ ( r )2

N 1-Ple (13-34)

Equation (l-1)is not useful for linear analysis. Hlowever, the Cxpression can be linearized if it isi assunied
that the ýaijiablcs are fimited to smiall excursions about their average values:

dW~ (AhPud1J ;A h N1dPu 1P NdA I (B-35)

The dANI as it appears in Equation (B-35) is not a useful variable and must be found in other termis:

ON "(P-1

(AN - -_ (I

u iP -Pu

- x u o(B-36)
P 2

ICA

When the partial of the noncl inea r flow coefficient with respect to pressure ratio is defined as -C ,Equations

(B3-35) and(13-31i) combine into the following: PC

*± ~~~ C dPd''AN

T1W h PC di P~

(.W -C[(± :- N) (III - C dIIA](3-7

Equation (11- :ý7) desecriha the change in the, weight ratc, of ,gas flow through a. sharp-edged on ifi ct as a function
of nzýýa and pre_-survi variations q(pertojrls~atinn(jjieuitiocl).

i34.3.4 Eqtmation of a Piston and Cylinder. The eqjuation for, the state of a '-niume of gas is:

PV -nig lt1 T .(131-38)

Difterentiati on of E~quation (11-38) and rear rangemient (with W ~--)Yields:
(it

licit Vd t 1'V Tdt (B -39)

11-55
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If the thermodynamic process of the control volume of the cylinder is assumed to be polytropie, the relationship
between temperature and pressure is-

in-I\t-n
R- constant, (B-40)

T

where n can range from 1.0 for an Isothermal process to y for an adiabatic process. Differentiation of the
above yields:

-P dT dl_

T dt n] dt (B-41)

Combining Equations (13-39) and (B-41) one obtains the relationship for a variable volurne:

P dV V dP

W -• ,-- RT -- (13-12)

g g

The small perturbation approach is taken again. The coefficients of the differential quantities are assumed to
be average values over one cycle. The average values are denoted by subscript zeros. The linear approxim:-
tion to Equation (B--42) becomes:

P Vo dV o d0 ' 1)W .. .. - - I - (B-43)

It T dt nR T it
g g

If the variable volume is that of a cyjinder and piston, Equation (B-4:i) bcmomes:

AP o d~x o (Ip
W+

It Tr dt alt T (it
g g

The eq"uations which describe both sides of the piston-cylinder combination then are written as:

W AlP1' d V dip

110 d%

it T tit lt'i T dB
g g

Al' V- dP
2P20 dx 20 2

2c R T dt nit T (it

g t

134.3.5 Combined Orifice. Valve and Piston Equations. It will he assumned that the system has an open-
centered valve (Figure B-38) such that there is always a flow of gas through the valve*. The open-centered
valve is the most popular for vehicles with short mission times and is also relatively easy to analyze. A
closed-center valve will have the same type of linearized transfer function; the major dynamic difference

appears as a lower damping.

* The weight rates of flow through the two sides of the system during a steady cult position of the valve are:

yUp Ac P y Ai P Vl Ac 2 0 P 2 0  - 0cvAil'w = (p 10 it) _ cp l0 s ec 2 : •p 20 8

W 20_

B-56
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P2 2V_EX E XHAUST - -,.,,SID I

1117

-K AelO_________

W~~~v~ ._ re I .

EXEDSD TC

-~~~ rc K2~ +ti 20 OOrP

If the valVC actuating dyniamics are negligible, and both inlet and exhaust orifices are choked, the effective flows

from the valve can be found from Equation (B1-37) to be as follows:

r K Ac

w C~) [+orl~ i -. ...... l0 -7 nRT d

1 1(B-45)

-r, K Ac or
C'2v I s f 01 1 - 2- C 2

Vrmoj'tinrng I R-44) and (B-45~), when vombined, describe the response from valve Input to actuator behavior.

r K A P Ac r V dP
S + p - , 1, +- 10 dx 10 cp 10 1

4 ¥ g

T it dt VT11T-5

(B-~46)

-r K -A P Aoc( rr V dP
CP 1 2 20 d. Oc P 20 2

/7 L 8  20 J2
411 R T (it nR T d t

13-57
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It should be noted that numerous assumptions have been made in obtaining Equations (11-46). The temperature
of the gas in the actuator may not be the same as the temper.ture of the valve, but this can be handled by

mod•fying the value of average exhaust area or valve gain appropriately. Leakage across the piston has been
neglected, but this is usually minor. Piston leakage or other considerations, such as stabilizing volumes, may
be included in te,o equations by application of Equations (B-37) and (13-43).

The introduction of the following additional assumptions results in a considerably simplified final expression.

P1 0  p P 20

A -A
1 2

Acl = Ae0
Au10 i41 L

V10 V 20

Combining Equations (B-46) and incorporating the above results in a single expression for the valve and
actuator:

2r K 2A P Ae r V d l
cp1 10 dx 1O ep 1I,I. [' P P Z --- iý -- -.-I-

LP P 10j T (i 10 txlc~ ilt T (it

PA4. 3.6i Actuator Load Pressure. TIh totail diffetuntlal force acrace the actutaor must equal the total tolrque

divided by the actuater lever arm.
T

A 1 - A P -
1 1 2P2 it (B-48)

Pressure and torque variations about average valves are obtained by taking the total differential of Equation

{B-48):

OT OT OT
AT d5 AT'P" d6 I dS T (I6

A 2dPI A2dP2 -1 a- +6
11 W 06 (B-49)

Equation (3-49) may contain other terms such as the change in torque with respect to normal acceleration, which

may or may not be important. It is reasonable to assume that the average velocity and acceleration are zero;

so, if the average position is taken as the zero point for 6, the increments of the variables become the variables

themselves. The rotational spring constant is, by definition, the partial of torque with respect to angular dis-

placement. The partial of torque with respect to rate will usually consist of a iriction term which is a function

of rate. As a rule, any viscous damping in the load is so small that it may be neglected. The partial of torque

with respect to aegular acceleration is the moment of inertia of the load. When these substitutions are made,

Equation (B-49) becomes:

KI
R f6 6) R "

AP -1 A l =16A-26P+ - R 6
(B-5O)

The friction term, f (6), cannot be linearized for general inputs: it can be studied on a computer or linearized

for sinusoidal inputs by means of describing functions. The previous assumptions of a balanced actuator and the

linearizing condition of operation about steady state operating points simplifies Equation (B-50) to:

Kit f 6) IR

A P T-6 + -

(B-51)
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If the actuator mounting can be described as a simple spring, the load displacement differs from the piston dis-
placement as follows (see Figure B-34):

S= R6 'L (B-52).
K

M

Combining (B-51) and (H-52) gives:

K " I

M M t - - (B-53)

B4, 3.7 Combined Transfer Function. The transfer function from valve input to either actuator position or
load positio : ca: now be obtaijod by combini; Equations (B-47). (B-51) and (B-53). However, the resulting
expression Is somewhat complicated. A better feel for the various terms can be obtained by investigating the
followtu1g special case:

C (S) ,=KI it oý

KM .

The resulting expression gives the transfer function from valve input to load displacement of the open-loop servo:

fig rg(r, K /T- [PsP P101

S(s) A112 10 It

I (a) 'yit 2 Ae ,cl: it It I"i~ s) -• -[ 1 I2 2 .2 ' A u °e 'i• g / s F

s il-lK'Ut 1 2 2upl

L2Al Itl 21 0!,2A 1 1 (B-54)

Equation 03-54) indicates a number of basic facts concerning gas servo behavior:

a. The open loop gain is proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature.

b. The open loop natural frequency is not a function of temperature.

c. Some damping is available as a result of the average exhaust area, but this damping is temperature-

dependent.

B4. 3.8 Final Remarks. The most common form of gas servo has fixed inlet orifices and variable exhaust
orifices. Equation (B-54) Is not directly applicable to such a valving configuration without a few minor changes.
The modification consists of redefining 13 K In terms of the exhaust orifice only and allowing 1 to approach
iafinity while K, approaches zero. However, the value of 13 Ki is held constant. The net result is that the
supply pressure drops out of the expression for gain.

For most applications in a closed-loop snotiMo. servo, the oFpen loop natural Irequency is not sufficiently high
with respect to control frequencies that it can be ignored. Some form of the derivative of position is required
in the feedback for damping. The resulting closed loop transfer function will be at least third order and probably
of even higher order; the principal behavior can be adequately described with a second order equation. In the
absence of more detailed information, a second order system with a natural frequency equal to the open loop
natural frequency and a damping factor of 0. 3 to 0.5 mak be used.

B-59
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B5 AUTOPILOT ELEMENTS

The preceding material in Appendix B discussed certain of the subsystem transfer fuinctions which would be of
importance in the analysis of the autopilot and control system for a flexible booster. To be complete this appen-
dix would have to include the peculiar characteristics of such items as the following: amplifiers, power supplies,
modulators, demodulators, filter networks, integrators, and various types of feedback transducers which could
include linear and angular position, linear rate and tachometer, etc. Of interest might be such nonlinear
characteristics as thresholds, limits, nonlinear gain calibration, noise generation (microphonic noise and/or
harmonics), etc.

Tlrs detailed information will not be presented, for the followir.g reasons. First, these characteristics are
usually such that they do not greatly affect the adequacy of most linear analyses, Their effects are usually of a
second order nature; therefore, they do not conutitute the more Important stability effects which are of prime
consideration in determining gain and configuration. Second, they are highly specialized topics about which
much literature is available, both ad to the characteristics themselves and to their treatment analytically.
(See References B-8 and B-9 for a more detailed discussion.)
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C1 THE STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTS OF A SPINNING PAYLOAD

Spin stabilization is sometimes used for attitude control of space vehicles. This method of control will hold the

vehicle spin axis alignment In inertial space and also minimize the effect of such factors as engine-thrust-vector
misalignment, and oeeter.-of-gravity offset. The spin-stabilized vehicles by themselves do not fall within the
scope of this report because they do not contain active control systems.

In a majority of boost vehicles, the upper etages which are to be spin-stabilized are spun by gas jets just prior
to separation of those stages. No lower stage control problem is created thereby. However, for some configura-

tions, spin is applied to the upper stage(s) of multistage booster vehicles before launch; this method of spinning
a payload will affect the boost vehicle's stabilization and control system. It is this effect which will be discussed
in this section.

The effects of the spinning payload on the boost vehicle are divided into two categories which are: 1) gyroscopic
forces and 2) mass unbalance forces.

C1. 1 Gyroscopic Forces. The gvroscopic forces will be analyzed first. Consider the mode of motion of Figure

C-1. The normal modal equation of motion is:

S qi - (C-I)

T

6

tiz

Figure C-1. Schematic of Elastic Booster Vehicle with Spinning Paykl.od

The mode shape is calculated with the "spinning" payload considered as an inert part of the mode; i.e.
the mass and the inertial and elastic properties arc used for the calcu.:ation. This method of treatment
assumes that clas;ical normal modes can be applied with sufficient accuracy to yield a usable solution.

This assumption will be valid only for small gyroscopic coupling, i. e. , a small payload spinning at a
relatively slow rate.

For this analysis, the payload is treated as if it were rotating about the vehicle longitudinal axis with an angular
momentum. II. The mode generalized forces due to the gyroscopic moments then become:

Q ity V I f W H (C-2)

Q Z off 11 if.

C-3
Z H Ii
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The quantity wH, the procession velocity, is:

Hy HI (C -3)

Y ,wJ (I) .

Y !

In the followi'•g discussion the index "1' is dropped, being understood. The pitch plane (x -- z plane) eqjuation then
becomes:

2 QZ H2(C-4)

q 4Y

The term a 2 , implies a symmetrical vehicle with pitch plane modes identical to those of the yaw plane If this
is not the case then the term, a 2 becomes a a .SH ' IiZ ly

Similarly we can write for thu yaw plane:

2 QY a 2i .4"Y + W c y o• ;ý + - W - (I Z ':• .

The %yroscopic forces have the effect of coupling the pitch and yaw planes. Before examining the effect of this
coupling on closed -loop stability through the autopilot, a basic property of the system may be demonstrated from
the free-vibration forms of Equations C-4 and C-5. Setting Qy 0 Qz = 0 one obtains:

4 2 s2 2 4I (24 qy + 0 (C -6)

L A

where

= natural frequency original uncoupled elastic modes

Q generalized gyroscopic forcing function a 11 II a H 1 H *

H spin velocity.

An identical result is ubtalined for the generalized eoordinate q

Equation C-6 yields two natural frequencies: one slightly above and one slightly below the original w (for
typical Qi/2Mvalues). Clearly then, the gyroscopic effect of the spinning payload has been to couple two
"artificially uncoupled" modes to produce two new orthogonal modes whose natural frequencies are the solutions
of Equation C-6, and whose coupled equations of motion are Equations C-4 and C-5.

To obtain a qualitative feel for the Ptahility effects of the gyroscopic coupling, a simple control system will be

added to the equations. The generalized forces will be set equal to the control forces (see Figure C-2):

QZ - T 6 Z 4
XTz (C -7)

QY Y XT.

• Note that the units of Q are lb/ft/sec.

C-4
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AMPLIFIER ENGINE SEIMe ------- --------

li~s

S I + K|

3 YIt.(.)

Figure C -2. Bending Mode with Simple Control System Addt.-4

The transfer function between loda1 i motina and ceontrol ceIgine deflection will be expressed as:

6 0

Z= ýy = KAG (F) 4. (C-8)z y' KAG(

In a specific case, referring to Figure C-2, G(s) would be given by:

a K K i+
aGKR c(s + -KH)

0 (1) =
s+ K

c

Equations C-I and C-6 may now be written as:

TK G 4
2 2 A 'XT Q.

Ys (Iy(y

TK A C (0 X

(s W) q (ii

* A symmetric cootrol is assumed.

C-5
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or,

F2  2  AG@SXT q,_

(C -91

2 , TIC A G(XT] O I

The roots ~fthe stabiiity equmtion (detorminont of the coefficients set equal to zero) establish the system's
closed-loop stability. As may be seen, these roots are now functions of '4 (1. a. , of Uli 2 H) as well as the
amplifier gain, KA. A locus of systemj roots3 a. a ftuiction of Qý is of great interest and can be readily contructed.
as will now be described.

If the autopilot root locus Is constructed first without a spinning payload, the operating point roots (roots for
nominal amplifier gain iKA) so obitained are the roots of the numerator of the coefficients in square brackets in
Equation C -9. The roots of the denominator of this same square brackoet coefficient are the roots of all lag
terms in the autopilot forward path. Symbolically,

2 2 TK A G XT] (s 4r 1 ) (sIr2) (s (C-1O)

"U ( s I r 1) ( 1$ r 2) . . . (s r

where the r.'s arc closed loop roots (with Q 0) and the P) Is are the forward

path poles (K , in tho case of the zxample system of Figure C-21.

Now the stability equation iromn Equation C -9 may be written as-

2

or 2f Lh J 2.

'hi' lr~sr)12 (C-11)

A root locus may nowv be drawn for Equation C -li. Figure C -3 shows a typical result. Note that each "open
loop," (pole) andI zero is dioubled. 't'bc generail prop~erty depictedI in Figuro) U-3 is die developing of twobending roots
by the gyroscopic payload effect. Note that one of these is less stable than the closed-loop bending root without
spin. The loci departing from the double bending poie have been rotated away from a vertical dvparture; this is
a function of whether oe riot tihe double servo pole is ourtside the double servo zero. This property in turn deopends;
upon the sense of aeG, the bending-mode slope at the gyro station. Hence, the sense of this departure rotation
could be reviii~sed in another case.

Cl. 2 Mass Unbalance. In addition to gyroscopic moments, a mass unbalance on the spinning payload will
produce transverse harmonic exciting forces. The effect of these forces can be evaluated with a single plane
analyais. This problem is similar in nature to that of the flexible shaft critical speed problem of classical

oir t4ro!r wa'rrrri.,. (Xrrt'i. r a payload sprnming at an angular velocity., and having a mass unbalance,
M! * Thei rccnp-iied rrerr'e )i Ecjoatti? C-1 can now be writicnas5:

2 1Q H __ i
(I q -- (C-12)

, Ihe mass unhalarnec ýL w ritten 1Mi' w-here M is thc bpinning ma!nss atnd P is the cente-r-of-gravity offset. Tin!
term ju written Mx , s it appears only in Appendix Ci; both N1 and Fare used elsewhere in the toxt wiim
different mean ings.

C-ti
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Figure C-3. Typical Locus of El1astic Vehicle System Roots as a Function of Spinning Payload Momentum

- - ------ ---- REFERENCE

AXIS

Figure C -4. Mass Unbalance of the Spinning Payload

A particular solution may be obtained by substituting

q b1) P

into Equation C-12: 2-

2 v 2)~ l' - H" 1 (-

b(-13 +.W

A counterpart to IEqua':iei C -13 with modal damping ( t )included is;

))2 IC -14)

(P _(- ' ) 2,4 ý w2 P

In either case (C-13 or C-14), the equation serves to indicate that the mode natural frequency, w, and the spin
frequencl, fl, should be separated.

The effect of mass unbalance can also fie analyzted includ ing a coni rci system. Qualitatively, the same results are ob-
tained, the closed loop system resonant frequencies and damping being but slightly di Ifereen. from the open loop properties.

The coupling which exists between the mass unbailance forces and the autopilot (loes not affect the system sta-
bility. The magnitudes oif the vehicle oscillation, q' b 00(), become the quantitics of interest. The major ob-
servation which can be madJe is thaLt the Spin frequency wvill have to be kept sepihrfiet from the mode frequency,
andi/or the payload will have to be carefully balanced. The amplitude of oscillation can then be contained to

somt. desired value.

C -7
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Maintaining adequate frequency separation between the payload's spin frequency and the booster vehicle's
elastic mode frequencies can present a. problem. It may not be possible, particularly for the larger boost
vehicles, to use a spin frequency below that of the first mode at launch. When this condition arises, the spin
frequency will have to be changed during flight; i. e., usually increased to capitalize upon the increase in modal
frequency as flight progresses.

C9 SOLID PROPELLANT (;PR.IN MODFS

The solid propellant grain behaves as :t visco-elastie solid. This vises-elastic mass must be represented in
some manner when the elastic properties of the booster are calculated. The simptest anti most straightforward
method of accomplishing this is to consider the grain as an inert niass, rigidly attached to thi case.

This method of aralysis is usirlly used for the olistic 2aicuiations on solid propellant boosters. These
calciflations are then coupled with tests to evaluate the elastic properties of the booster. This method, while it
has several shortcomings, is in wode use anti has been found to yield satisfactory results. *

The visco-elastic properties of the grain could be used to provide a more comprehensive analysis of the elastic
motion. There are several analytic motlcis which adequately describe the dymnmic behavior of the visco-eiastic
solid (Reference C-1 or C-2). however, it it: geernliy felt that this area of analysis does not need to be con-
sidered for study of lateral bending.

There are ,everal reasons why the visco-elastic properties of the solid propellant grain are not used in
calculations cf the booster elastic properties. First, they are found to be relatively unimportant for boaster
vehicles having a reasonable slenderness ratio. The grain structure, in renponse to stress, exhibits a com-
plicated behavior which can he represented as instantaneous elasticity, delayed elasticity, and viscous flow.
For small stresses occurring for short times, the properties could be approximated by considering only the
instantaneous elasticity. The mnoduluas of elasticity of solid propellant grains currently being used is in the
range from 500 to 2000 psi at an ambient temperature of 70-80o F. Thus, the contribution to the bending
stiffness is quite sinall colip.trued it tINt of the vehicle shell which is commonly referred to as the solid pro-

pellant rocket motor case.

A second consideration Is the variable nature of the grain propecrt"c5 ";hca1.ic.z The nature of the approx-
imations which can be used for the model to represent the grain wmuld vary depending on the stress level within
the grain, frequency of the applicationr uf stress, and temperature. The modulus of elasticity is quite temper-
ature-dependent exhibiting a change of roughly, a factor of 10 forevery 40 degrees F of change in grain
te mpcraturc. This property alone .:n'dcs t 1;aab-..beraonie to, describe adequately the solid propellant grain
motion. This difficulty in analysis along with the relative uninmportance of the visco-elastic effects on the vaude
has prompted most analysts to omit these effects froi the ioxlel used to describe the lateral elastic motion ef
the booster. Bending mode tests run by various airframe maanufacturers have indtcted that these omissions do
ant affect the adequacy of the calculations. The above should not he taken to imply that the visco-elastic behavior
of the solid propellant grain is not important in all problems. It does become quite important under certain
conmlition4 particularly in the analysis of the longitudinal modes.

C3 EFFECT OF MASS FLOW AND INTERNAL, DAMPING ON DEIIIVATIONS OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The previous secticns have given the derivation of equations for a rocket propelled vehicle, with aerodynamic
forces. The equations used arc correct under the assumpilons made and are as complete as is reasonable. The
preceding equations do not, however, include the effects o1 mass flow within the vehicle, such as occur when the
vehicle is expending propellant. The effect of internal damping of the structure was also omitted although it was
reintroduced later as an emuivalent viscous damping in each normal mode. These quantities lead to velocity-
depenoemhi terms in the equations of motion. In this saction the equations are re-derived. and an evaluation of
the importance of these additional terms is made.

• The !,online.r properties res.ulting from fastening the various components together to assemble the solid

propcilant boonter vehicle are io~nt to .•,oh,,, effe(.ts in ex(evs n, the grain motion for present Configura-
tbonii.

tiom•.
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C3. 1 Velocity-Depenident Termis Due to Mass Flow, The foliowing assumptions are used- in. the analysis oaf niss
flow terms:

v.. The resulting force acting on a system depends only on the timec rate of change of a body's linea~i momentum.

b. The forces exerted by two bodies on each other are equal and opposite and act on the line joining~ them.

c . No matter is created or destroyed wittttn the vehicle.

C3. 1. 1 Newton's lAw. The linear mnomentun' is defined as:

P V1 dm.

The force is proportional to the rate of change of miomictim:ni

F (-~P)

C3. 11. 2 Eulc-;aja C.iordinatcr.. The equations of maot ion writte*n with fixe atl .xeq ecitld 1he use!! 'i deser
t
jte thr

motion of an airiframe as a fuinction of time, floe U, ctonsideratlionst ien cmalcutlation iof inertial and force dat~a for
the airferame, it is e~xpedient to use in Etilerlan, or hotly-fixed, axis system. Thle meqatlon; (if ta'ttion mat, then
be expressed in termis of quoantitie~s measured relative to theise axis.

The absolitic or inertial rate of change of a vector is expressetd in termis of the rates of change of the vector
components as resoive'i ill hod%, coo'rdinat es and the i~ivcoordinate'si rOtation liv

dG FGl -x U
(it itertial"(itwhxdU

where i!is the angular velocity of the hodly votttirniite systemi.

To apply the preceding relationships to a flexible veitiele withi massl fliiwing Within the systeml, at very Complete
derivation must he obtainetd. One such dlerivation is given in Rteference C-.3, anti is suniniarizeti below.

For a geacr.al. nsans svstemi thle ivelocity oif a miass partic-le. doti, may lie expressed as the vector sumro

V~l 4 P ,V
C t

where

It position vector fromi anl inertial origin to the instantanetous nmass center of the systemi which,
in turn, is taken is the origin of the b)ody axub.

P :*,position vector froni the nisass center (hotly axis otigin) to a point fixed in the miass systein.

t-velocity Of the MaSS partlicle, dot, at position i! relative to this fixed poitnt in the mass

system - designated as tits transport velocity. e

Since it will be niore convenientt to nmeasure P in tit', boil% axis systein we write:

P - (d P/'dt) 1 -)W tý w p

and hence

*Subscript 'body' wilt hie tdentitetd biy h' hereafter.

C-9J
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In this equation the first term gives the motion of the mass center (commonly called the center-of-gravity), the
second term represents both the effects of center-of-gravity shifts due to mass flows and of elastic motions

within the system, the third gives the effect of using a rotating coordinate system, and the fourth represents
the particle mass flow within the system.

Now if (d P /d t)b is the velocity of a point fixed in the mass system relative to the mass center, then it is the

negative of (dr- / dt) , the velocity of the mass center relative to the fixed point. The latter expression will be
c b

introduced now, since it will be convenient for evaluating the effects of center-of-gravity motion (.ravel) in a
rigid-vehicle boay due to propellant expenditure. Thus:

We assume (d r / /dt) is constant ,,ver the system in the following discussion (rigid vehicle)*. If this velocity
is integrated over the mass system, the linear momentumn becomes:

P=M R -d(C -16)

where M jfdm

V = M' Veel V-t din average internal mass velocity:

and use ires been mpdi of the fact t!st. by definition, fpdm ý: 0

For angular momentum the correslxmnding result lakes the form:

vol P - Vt dm (C-17)

where I moment of lIerlia tensor.

angular velocity of body nxim with respett t-, i•o-lll epae.

p position vector from center of mass to element of mauss.

Vt internal transport velocity,

The preceding are now adapted to a mass system representing a vehicle from which mass is being expelled.

Thifs assumption Is not necessary in practice, since the elastic modes of a system as commonly computed
satisf~y the condition

where (drc/dt) is the velocity due to elastic motionb.
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Force is equal to the rate of change of momentum of a closed system of particles. In the case of the vehicle it
is conveniont to write:

F P -- D- t 
( 8

dt p

where D (t) is the rate at which linear momentum is being transterred Into the system, i. e.,
p

p At-o '5t

The same can be written for angular momentum;

" A (C--19)

where D (tM is the rato at which. a',lar momentum Is being transferred into the systom:

A ilim c
Die (t) At-- o A-t

For linear motion, the result of combining Eqtuttions (C-16) and (C-18) is:

M F c ±t F• M e - VI + CO x P§M

wnorer V7 ae',vi::ge nxhaust velocity ande

P -- vectx,r from mass center to the center of the exhaust.e

In the special case o. a rigid body:
dr

= ' S - -
i~ --- •

and the rigid body equation becomes

For rotational motiey Equations ((1-17) and (C-19) g!ve:

dt surface t x dt

-- vo e x d (c -20)

where us outward mass flow rate per unit area and

E exhaust tensor defined by:

surfaut;J

C-11
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For arigid body, = II E 0I, and one has:

dt c c

The precoding equations may be used to evaluate the. effects of fluid transfer upon the equations of mioltin f.f a
vehitele It is first necessary to establish which trirng are already Included by use of the engine thrust las a
force when the equations o1' motion are written 'conv'ertionaIy". It ts Rhown in Reference C-3 that the rocket
engine thrust and rocket thrust t4,rqucs are, givon respcctively by:

T1  M(V 0 - 1  )b-Mx i - MV] (02.

and

-- f (A V SIs if (- p x V p~t dm
surlace \/dl1b t)b J ol

dt W Wl ~ x f Px Vdm (C -22)

where F Pand J Pare forces and torquesa due V, ueviromnentnt havk pressure (integral of exhaust pressure

minuts ambient. pressure over the engines' exit planen).

The equation for translational motion, Equation C-11.1, may be rewritten ats:

d21 Mwx C

Using the expression for engine thrust given above and with the observation that

( t)b ( t)b

this becomes:

Ti rzR br Vdrt (C-2~3)

C-12
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Likewise, for rotation,

ddl
dt (I i c" 7 (-s (C -24)

in these equations of motion the applied forcŽes and torquer are understood now Ig exjcludc specifically those
effects due to the difference between rocl;-ct engine exhaust pressures and the atmospheric back pressure, since
these are Iinc'luded in T R and J R

Fxaminiing these last equations of motion, it ia sumi that certain of the effects of mnass flow within the vehicle
body are reflected as terms involving the products of rater of change of body inertial propertieg arld thu body
angular rates. In gencral, themA to rais are negl igibly small asod ilay be safely emittedi irom the equations of
motion, as is done in the main text. The remaining additional term arises from the acceleration ol the velhhcle
mass center relative to the fixed potoaof the vehicle. This term, tov, is5 olos-a oftn s~afely neglected.

Although the mass flow terms dto not significantly affect the motion of the vehicle, considered a6 a mass system,
they could have an effect -)n the in--tion of the gecnrallhcd. coordinates (modes) usecd to rt.present. the elastic
motion. The next section will analyxe the affect of mass flow aind internal damping on the motion ofi these elastic
modes.

C3. 2 Veleelty-Dctlendent rernisDue to Damping (Modal Coordinates). The method w"hich is usou to calculate
the elastic, properties (normal moiler) is pjresentedl in Appendix A4. Thid8 method astiumen constant coefficients,
no maiss flow terms, and, also, no interival idamping within the structure Itself.

The simtplvifyig assumptions made in the deorivationm of the miodes rcsiult in elimination of nil veloc ity -dependent
ternms. The classes of velocity- or pseodoI(vcloit~ty-dupnm,)dunL Ltc IdS ih'it resiult in dainping fall Olat three general
Classes: viscoua, coulomb), ans

1 
tr:m;~Mural. There classes of damping- will h.- -onsidered mmlonL, with the mass

flow terms, as both effect8 lead to velocity-dupendent lermma which must be accounted for when the modes are
calculated.

For a simple spring mass system with a viscous damper the equation of motion is:

MX C X IKX F
V external

The visicous damping used here is the simplest. form of damping to analyze analytically.

For, coulom~b damping the preceding equation woulid be written

X
MX ~-C - K external

By uze of a describing function to find anl equivalent linear gain, one arrives at:

C
M r ~KX -

ir W~ external

where wc is the frequency anod Xis the peak value of X.

For structural damping the forces are usually approxim-ated by a force that opposes the motion and is in phase
with the velocity. For simuplicity of analysis, and also from a lack of basic knowledge as to the exact nature of
damping present, one assunnes that the magnitude of the damping is proportional to the elastic restoring force.
This force can be represented inathemlatically by replacing the elastic restoring force term, 101, by the terms
101(1 4 j g x) (see Rteference C -4). The constant g. Is the structural damping coefficient. Slnce, for modal

calculations. the motion of the modes is harra~uric !-t ce. )ý t!ý Pffect of damping car be represented aa:

C-13
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equivalent Y x' wn x

Tho above deflues a fixed relationship betwoen amplitude and velocity, which would only hold for harmonie.
otcillation at Ute resonant frequency.

03. VeoiyDependent 'Ve'rms Due to Mass Flow (Modal Coordinates). efranligthelctfte
preceding terms on the calculation of normal mod es, the mass flow terms will be analyze-d so that the effect of
both d r.npg and mass flow termas can be considere~d.

The firs.t section of this appendix gives the velocity depen'dent terms for the marss flow in a rigid vehicle. These
are shown to he negligibly vmnall in the aggrcgate over *the vehicle. However, this cannot be projected to imply
that the monflow tcrnua will be negligible for each Incremental segment of the elastic vehicle. The forces at
each segment (10 indeed exist and their effect must be analyzed to insit-re adequacy of the anssumption used in
calculating the moduiloira'inoters.

If we consider only the motion norm~al to the longitudinal nxis, tie, rate of change of momentum (R1CM) is equal
to the momnentxum lost, minus momentum leaving, minus the mionentumi entering, mninus the momentum gained,
and plus the product ot mass times acceleration. Thus, for a descreto element of the beam we can write:

ZinIy q'' 4. min -qF 11f M - m L (p. ý F (C -25)

Subsorlpts F entioring
L leaving
Y mass station

F NIs the "external" force acting on the beam segment (this wvill Include elastic forces).

For a series solution involving several (iiscrittc masses oi a flexibie vehicle some distribution of velocity
bctw'een two adjacent mnasses will have to be provided. The easiest method available is to distribute these !i,,%
that half the force necessary to transfer the propellant from one segment to ti-, next will be supplied by each
seginent. Thus, for, the jib segment:

whr ais tie nmais flow rate and thc subscript, a, refers to station a. the free surface location of the
propellant.

4

(IE 2

fl 1L I
t~ 1)

Thus, one may write:

F -m q..............................

F~~~a~ (il q a a qa 1)/72....................... i-

~EXi i u~ a 1i~)/2.............. .......... 1..t>a
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where (t) refers ito the vehicle "tail" or more precisely, the rocket gimbnl. The velocity, qwill be -che

transverse exhaust velocity component, written hereafter us qE

For multiple propel lants:

where a, b. .n refer to n propellants curried aboard. The combined equationis car, be writter aq follows In a
specific case:

F

1/2 C) -112 0 q,

In 45 5  J0 0 0) 1/2 1/2 l

o 0 0 0 ;1  
Fr

o 0 ~ 0 0I 2/ 0 F 2

0m 1/12 -1/2 0 F) (C0-26)

o 0 1/2 C) -1/'2 /4\ 0

o 0 C) 1/2 1 /L2 5~ ~ q X

:)r In matrix notation abbreviated as:

Mj + - Fj (C-27)

The above should be adequate for discussion. A vehicle may contain several propellant tanks; howvever, it is
unlikely that propellant will be consumed from more than two tanks at any given instant.

03.4 Eq Uatons of Motion With VelocityDpdnter . Thc homogenous equations for an N-degree--f-
freedom, lumped -parsameter linear system 15 written as

jmqt [ ~ ~ [k (C -U8)
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where the matrix [iis also a symmetric matrix. Assume a transformq~tIon it; made which diagonalizfm the

inertial and stiffliuss matricw;:

i4(q)

such thrit

[M." kuJ 177ci ''I 1 NK I'd

where

[K] [Ik Li

The systemn of equations Is uncoupled if [41 [i ] [4 . I..ls diagonal matrix. Based upon the preceding,

Caughc.-y (Recference C-5) showrs that it necessary and sufficient condition for a damped system to have classical

normal modevs is that the damiping matrix be diagonalized by the saMe Mraasforination which uncouples the
undamped systzai. Thus, If the undamped system's normal modes are WA' , the dampcd systcrm will possess
these same normal mnodes if

is a diagonal matixs.

Cauglicy goes further to show the general conditiwia on uýCjwdor which theee normal modes will disgomtlhze

it. B.-iefly, these are that In the canonical form of Equation (C -28) (the form wherein the inertial matrix Is laerfn~u ftf ifns arx)I h ih fti

unit matrix) the damuping matrix must be expressible as a polynomial In the elastic matrix. (This Is a generaliza-

If te sruclirl dmpig i rere~jntd a C -Q k-g / con, or Its equ~ivalent for a multidegree of freedom

system .- [k] , it is easy ito see that the damping matrix will have the required property.

Those velocity -dependent term-- tom mass flow effects (Equations C-27or(3-28) are somewhat more trouble-
some, as the contd~butions tt) the C,, matr~x are) not symmetric, However, the following may be used to

reduce the equation to a point where a simplified result 1s apparent.

Assume for the moment that the eqiuations of motion are to be written frum an energy viewpoir't. The followiing

potential functions are written.

a. Kinetic energy 1/2 L-q- [Ali q4

1). Potentisl energty 1/2 &qJ/ [K] {qj

C . Dissipation function 1/12 ~Zr q cF.Q IC <

where C EQis the mnatrix containinig the mass flow terms. This nonsymmetric matrix .nay be divided Into

sym metric and art~isynonetrie iyurts:
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[8] [A]

Rteferring to Equation C -216 it is seen that the. syinnetrie parts of Ccomo from the main diagonal only, and

that the matrix IS] consists of only two termn:

mn a/ at the free surface

and mn at the gimibal*

Thec:k symmnetric matrix elumentm cannot be shown to satisfy Caughey's criterion (above) and hence will affect
the modal calculations. However, two points of view may he adopted: they may be contidaered as small effects
(which they are) an:' be neglected. or they may be treated as additional moction-dependent external forces in
solution of the nonhonagenous equations.

Finally, we note that

L-q.J (A] oU

if [A] is (as postullated) ar antisymmetric matrix wvith it null (zero) main dliagonal.

This appendix has analyzed the effect of velocity-dependent terms on the derivation and use of classical normal
modes. The analysis indicated that the mode calculntiwas can be accompilished with the velocity -dependent terms
due to structural damping and mass flowv excluded and that their effects may be added later, during the autopilot
and control system analysis, to the mnode itself. This result fis In agroontert with the methods presented Ill the
body of the report.

C4 LONcorrUTDINAL MOTION TERtMS IN SYSTEM EQUATIONS

It is often assunmed by those working fin the fietd that, based upon the restrietion of small modal deflections, the
boost~er manses deflect and applied forces act only Itt a lateral direction. Subsequently, the majority of modal
calculations and generalized forces applied to the mode arc arrivcd at by assuming rotation and lateral transla-
tion, but no longitudinal translation, of either mnuacas or applied forces. On the surface this approximation may
appear to be a good one, but this is not always the case. It is hoped that the following example miay contribute
some Insight to the problem and indicate what approximations, If any, may be made.

First, assume a uniform free free bram of constant stiffness and mass distribution over its entire length. A
Force, 11, is applied and fixed to the ond (f the beam, such that the forve rotate~s and translates wvith the end
of the beam; I.ec. , it has the Identical slope auid deflection as Lthe cud of the beam. Figure C-5 represents the
deflected beam and applied force, T.

- 2

I T T REERN

Figure C-5. Schematic -Af Uniform Free Beamt Deflecting Undcer a Thrust Force

The other flow term involving q exhauat ýs treated as r, thrust. teri in writing the nonhomogenous systemn
e-luatione 01f motion.
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For sma~ll deflections, and therefore small angular rotations, the work dcne by the for e, F, in a deflectiMnF q., is to he computed.

WOR~K =lateral work -:longitudinal work*

f~~ ~ Ii T qVq q 512()q2d
XT ~ ~ ~ ~ / "Y / aX

Ifte idefletound tatd thoes valte ratow incatreasesaro antevalus ofx ove fr the reigid bodyth pthin modegtouaivalu

wofk 3. a 0frte fproift atendibynumoe.rincetelnlual andgaio. o lateraiwork bar te wof k poitesig: o l o ,te

a comparison of the ratio of longitudinal work tv loteral work for the various modyes.

Ax NI " 1

W (i) ()

MODE i W

Pitching I

Plunging Undefined

!at Bending L.35

2nd Bendinag 1, 77

3rd Bending 2~ 24

4th Blending 2.50

5th Bendng 3.08

Theve ra~ins were obiainvd usiNg data irom blah(,p and johAnson (lieferonce C-e). The numerical integration was
performed using intervals eqlual to 2 pe-rcient ,f the overatl liength.

Although this is only a cursory look at the problem, it many he deduced that the omaission of the longitudinal

2
genieralized force (T A x E a(I) (I and the lateral gene ralized force ( T Cr G) 0 (I) 1)isago

x i~XT 0
XT )iag d

approximation for the lower body-bending, modes of the booster. For flhc Whebr order bending modes, where

bincc thle bealn has ni!§iforim mnwi,i (lihtrjout.iim, the ci-nte~r of mnass will be the ioohi4.tudintal elastice center.
Also, this integral usmmi the expression

feid - dx) l/dx) l

(-X,
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this approximation is rot good, týhe bonding mode oalcuiatlons themselves may he in significant erroir since the
inertial joads due to the longitudinial motion are not usually Included in the calculation of the bending modes.

When analyses of the higher order bending modes arii required at greater accuracy, It to desirable that the
bending mode calculations allow for the long;ituzdinal Inertial loads and that the longitudinal generalized forces
bie Included in these analyses.

In deriving the. equations of motion for the flexihle booster vehicle (Section 3) the mlixy work done by the rocket
thrust on each mode is taken as aue to the inclination of thid th.hr..at vtwtor with respect to the elastic axis at the

gimbal. i.eo. aX (- ) , is the component permitted to do work, In this way, the remaining work

terms, as discussed above, are assumied toa he self-cancelling and are therefore emitted.

C5 DYNAMICS OF A NONCOMMANDED ENGIINE

The arrangement on the booster vohifolo may he sia-11 as tv, have engines Milk"", 'wh!le fir~ng and onpuble of
elastic motion, ara not be.,rg utilized for control, at least at the timeo-instant being analyzed. As these rocket
engines have thrust, there will be nonconservative forces connected with any elastic motion that the engine
executes. Thu&, the elastic motion~s represented by modes may couple through those noncommanded engines, as
well as the autopilot and control uysieni (acc Paragraph 4. 3.22-5).

The analysis of the coupling through noncommanded engines will be outlined in this section. The same equations
are used for this couipling as were used in the analysit, of load torqiue feedback, T1 I for thecuumninandcd engine.

The equation of motion for the ro~cket engine, as given In P'aragraph 4.3. 3, is:

XT [X0, 2 K' 1XTA (C -29)

""fit I it .

The equation for mode motion resulting from the preceding engine dfl~ection is given in Paragraph 4. 3. 2. 1.

- j~k (sr.~ k J(szI)6k
2 (C-30)

M1  (s 2r' W '

whore the Qj's are additional Freraralis'sl force Inputs from nonortlsngond 300(1C5 -

The block diagram, Figure C-il. shows one mtode and] two engines - one with b'oth commnand and load torque
feedback andi the other haqving only load-torque fcedback. The enigine servos must be linearized by means of
describing functio'ns; these rf.lationshipls are spltiedeae.Ilikslce, file feOltlonledilp itAW,-. Ilb..rej
motion of the different engines considered must be determined by an iterativc procedure. To establish the tot, l
transfer function of the mode, Includinag coupling through thec nonkcominand~edi engines, the following procedure
may be used.

a. Akn amplitude of commanded enginc motion 16 1~ is chosen. For this amplitudle the describing ftniction
coefficients for engine n~umaber I are evaluated for use in Equation C-29.

b. Using Equation C -29 (the 6c /'( transfer function of the autopilot is presumed known) and the eqluation:

6k (C - 1C$i)

k ('-1XT
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3is ound. This evaluation h. made for a J wI, whore w' is the open loop modal frequency.

c. The passive engine (numnbr 2) amplitude, 6 21 I , is next estimated front Equation C-31 by using as a first

trial (1) 0, i... 1621 . ... "

d. Using this trial value of 62 the describing function joe(itLents to" I.quation Ce 29 (as applied to engine
number 2) are evaluated.

o. Equation C-29 is now solved for 6'. uning the value of q previously obtained (step b, above). This value

2 q
of (it is hold constant li this ind succeeding steps.

f. With this value of 6'5 2 new trial value of 6 Is obtained from lEquatIon C-31 and steps d - i lre repeated
iteratively to converge on the final value of 4 2. The test fPr convergence should be applied to both 6-
and 682

'Me transfer function can now be evahimttd sa it. 11u, u'fect ul thu hlid t,,, ur. fcedbach. The resultse A tills
feedback haw. beet Ianalyzed lor i1 parlicular engine and are shown In Figure c(-7. rhis ilgurtr shows the locus
of the vector which represents the inotion of a bending modvs' open loop poile due to this feedbank. From this
It call be scon that the hwad ti 'quo I+ dh If'.i produCes a 042abiii.ling etlect (nioves poic iowarddi righi) i'ua

w < w TWW d a stabilizing effec, fot" C. . i)V. whore w TWD s the familiar "Tail-Wags-Dog" frequency.

f , ,•' / (k)

4-'-1 Th42 TWI)

< / "• WD

0 ... EAI

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

MOAD TORQUE (LB-SEC!FT)

Figure lI•ituence of load ro-que IFecliback on the Eiffective M.ude Open Loop Bending Pole
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It should bc noted that Lhe above result is not completely genevol, since It depends upon sense (sign) and
relative magnihodes of elastic modal deflections at the aft end. For some very high frequency modes the
reversed elfect is occasionally jound (see Section 5).
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